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For decades now, there have been visions of a “smart home” with networked 

lighting, heating, window blinds, refrigerators and washing machines, provid-

ing us with home automation that is smart enough even to restock our refrig-

erators. the smart home can assess storm warnings, detect burglars, decide 

when repairs are needed and order them to be carried out. and the vision of a 

robiotic home still able to perform its tasks even after its owners have passed 

away goes right back to the 50s of the last century. 

Many visions, however, do not become reality and remain but visions decades 

later. yet aspects of some are already possible today, or can become reality within 

a foreseeable period, with efforts by many. realistic, above all, are the possibili-

ties that energy policy provides. the home of the – near – future will automati-

cally adapt to the electricity prices on the exchange. refrigerators will use 

off-peak electricity and store it in the form of cooling energy. electric cars, too, 

will run on this electricity. and since smartphones, in ever increasing numbers, 

have more computing power now than was needed to land on the moon, inno-

vative and creative applications are possible. 

the environment must first be created, however, for all this to happen. thus last 

year, the Federal Network agency stepped up its smart metering activities, partly 

as a result of the need to integrate renewables. the benefits, too, of integrating 

energy and telecommunications networks to create a smart grid are taking cen-

tre stage in our work. what is good for the home cannot be wrong for the electric-

ity grid: control networking technology has great efficiency potential for both. 

the next generation of networks may produce entirely new synergies. there 

will not need to be separate meter readings for gas, water and electricity; in-

stead, the future may bring new service and business models implemented by 

people from completely different industries. 

Being responsible for a number of networks, the agency therefore has the op-

tion of joint strategies. For instance, costs can be saved and investment in new 

networks encouraged if ducts are jointly built and their use shared. activities 

that provide the networks with more intelligence and the population with 

more widespread broadband Internet access can already be seen in some re-
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gions. and the “infrastructure atlas” created by the agency can support these ac-

tivities by providing specific information in response to information requests. 

all this shows how important it is that the agency regulates not just one sector 

or one market, but is able to create the framework for a future-proof renewal of 

much of our infrastructure. Is this not industrial policy? Is it wrong in economic 

governance terms, because innovation and progress should emanate from en-

trepreneurial and research activities, and not from state bureaucrats? the un-

derlying undifferentiated thinking shows that many are still fighting the battles 

of the century just gone. 

we have progressed further, because not all the divergent forces in networks 

come together automatically, as it were, without consensus. the worst thing 

would be to have everyone pulling in different directions. the fear that every-

one will do his own thing, to the detriment of coordination, is not entirely unjus-

tified. welcome as it is that communities want fibre to the home, it is not good 

that many only ask themselves after the fibre has actually been installed wheth-

er it can also carry television and video signals and whether the new infrastruc-

ture is suitable for digital homes and smart grids. 

agreeing some of the framework, a joint platform, before the roads are dug up, is 

not a bad thing. a common considered approach is needed, and no one here is 

presumptuous enough to believe that we alone have the best insights. 
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But it is vital to ask questions and to look for answers together with the market 

participants, and not to slacken. we are seeking to do this in the different areas 

of our remit, taking a cross-sectoral, integrative approach more and more often 

and bringing, for instance, telecommunications and energy experts together in 

joint initiatives. 

the smart home, the smart company, smart regulation and smart infrastruc-

tures can become a way of life more quickly than did the visions of old. the 

agency has progressively opened the old monopolies. and it is now fashion-

ing the framework for the innovative networks of the 21st century. 
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SYNERGIES BETWEEN TELECOMMUNICA-

TIONS AND ENERGY

In recent years the expansion of broadband has 

become a significant topic of public discussions. 

For companies and private individuals alike, 

broadband Internet access and the thus related 

opportunities for use are becoming more and 

more essential. From the perspective of regional 

authorities, the local provision of broadband is 

increasingly becoming a locational advantage. 

the Federal Network agency is aware of the sig-

nificance of the expansion of broadband net-

works for the development and competitiveness 

of the german economy. It will therefore, within 

the scope of its possibilities, support all initia-

tives that contribute to this and in particular 

provide the right incentives for this objective.

New networks allow for new services. thus 

broadband connections are no longer used just 

for broadband Internet access, but increasingly 

also for telephone services. recently the extent 

of television services on offer has also increased.

however, the expansion of broadband networks 

has not just positive effects on the telecommu-

nications industry, but also on other sectors of 

the economy. Nowadays small and medium-

sized enterprises are particularly reliant on a 

broadband connection; it has become a neces-

sary prerequisite for efficient and smooth inter-

action with customers and business partners 

and is therefore of macroeconomic importance.

Broadband expansion also has significant influ-

ence on other network sectors. concepts for a 

so-called smart grid are conceivable not least of 

all, because the use of broadband transmission 

technology opens up new opportunities for 

communicative networking.

this, as well as the use of the energy suppliers’ 

infrastructure, capital and know-how, creates 

synergy effects between the telecommunica-

tions and the energy industry, which facilitate 

the broadband expansion. energy suppliers are 

involved in manifold ways in broadband expan-

sion, in particular in local and regional projects.

the Federal Network agency welcomes and 

supports this development. the following infor-

mation aims to advance the discussion about 

the positive interaction between the telecom-

munications and energy industry in the expan-

sion of the broadband network.

EXPANSION OF BROADBAND NETWORKS

current and planned expansion measures will 

lead to significant changes in the german tele-

communications landscape in the next few 

years. while the beginning of liberalisation in 

1998 saw competitors building up their own in-

frastructure on the basis of access to the former 

monopolist’s connection network, thus ena-

bling them to provide telecommunications 

services, the fixed line network now sees com-

petitors developing their own connection net-

works, which are largely based on fibre optics.

this requires considerable investments in exist-

ing as well as new networks. Investments of that 

volume cannot be borne by an individual com-

pany, but only by the efforts of a multitude of - 

sometimes also medium-sized - companies. an 

observation of the market reveals different ex-

pansion strategies, which differ in particular in 

the extent of the use of fibre optics. In order to 

facilitate the financing of the necessary 
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investments, there are different possibilities that 

are already being used by different countries; 

these include the allocation of public funds (of 

the relevant country or the eu), financing by 

means of special funds (as for example in great 

Britain or australia), and preferential bank loans.

the expansion of broadband networks is charac-

terised in particular by the phenomenon of di-

versity. this diversity applies to the factors that 

influence the cost-effectiveness of broadband 

expansion. In this context population density, 

topography, demand potential, competition, 

and infrastructural requirements are relevant.

the specific development plans are also very dif-

ferent. on the one hand existing networks are 

expanded, for example in the case of the vdSl 

expansion of deutsche telekom ag or the 

change over of the cable network operators to the 

doc-SIS 3.0 standard. this allows for the provision 

of broadband connections with very high band-

widths. on the other hand there are additionally 

a multitude of regional and local initiatives and 

projects, some of which also include the construc-

tion of new networks. In these cases the regional 

authorities, sometimes in cooperation with local 

energy suppliers and other local suppliers, are 

among the driving forces.

the Federal Network agency expressly wel-

comes this development. It considers such a di-

versified approach the best opportunity to 

improve the provision of broadband relatively 

quickly and furthermore an opportunity for 

more competition and innovative broadband 

services. the sometimes very fragmented devel-

opment process is an important part of broad-

band expansion. Because at least in the 

so-called “white spots” local and regional initia-

tives should result in achieving service coverage 

much more quickly than any centrally planned 

efforts. at the local level the distances and deci-

sion processes are shorter; the population and 

the local trade can be integrated. at the end of 

the chain are regional operators that have ties 

to the location. these medium-sized solutions 

are also much more flexible, allowing them to 

react quickly to further developments. In this 

respect the local and regional projects, as well 

as the expansion of the network of deutsche 

telekom ag and of the cable and mobile phone 

networks, play a major role in the provision of 

broadband.

Networking the local approaches will be an im-

portant factor in this. diversity always results in 

more complexity, too. Isolated solutions need to 

be interconnected as well as being connected to 

networks across germany. attention should be 

paid to ensuring the necessary interoperability, 

thus allowing a multi-network implementation 

of modern telecommunications services right 

from the start. this way the relevant develop-

ments can unfold their full potential in the in-

terests of the consumers; at the same time costly 

technical upgrades can be avoided.

In this respect the consumer or user has a great 

interest in a forward-looking, open network 

architecture. 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S BROADBAND 

STRATEGY

National broadband expansion programmes 

are under discussion in numerous countries. 

the issues are concrete targets and specific de-

tails, matters of implementation, the designa-

tion of areas with no provision or insufficient 

provision, regulatory aspects, and cost and fi-

nancing parameters.
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the federal government’s broadband strategy, 

published on 18 February 2009, also reflects this 

discussion. this strategy provides for a compre-

hensive provision of 75 percent of households 

with 1 Mbit/s by 2010 and 50 Mbit/s and more by 

2014. a prerequisite for this is the appropriate 

expansion with fibre optics closer to the end 

customer. the broadband strategy contains a 

total of 15 measures, which are to contribute to 

further advancing the provision of broadband 

connections to the population, in order to 

achieve the stated targets. 

the Federal Network agency is directly in-

volved in four of these measures. In cooperation 

with the Federal Ministry of economics and 

technology it has drawn up an infrastructure 

atlas that is to be expanded by a construction 

site database in the long term. other activities 

of the Federal Network agency are the quick 

utilisation of the potential of the digital divi-

dend and the definition of the main features of 

growth and innovation-oriented regulation.

NATIONWIDE INFRASTRUCTURE ATLAS

the Federal Network agency launched the na-

tionwide infrastructure atlas on 8 december 

2009. Since then Länder, districts and self-gov-

erning towns have been able to use the infra-

structure atlas as authorised users. 

Municipalities belonging to a district, telecom-

munications companies and planning offices 

can access the information contained in the in-

frastructure atlas as authorised users via the au-

thorised users responsible for their region.

the infrastructure atlas is a measure of the fed-

eral government’s broadband strategy and 

aims to help identify synergies in the expansion 

of the infrastructure. By sharing already 

existing infrastructure, for example, the costs of 

broadband expansion—in particular in remote 

areas—can be reduced. 

In the early stages of the infrastructure atlas the 

applicants will receive information about the 

type of available infrastructure, the owners and 

a contact. at present the infrastructure atlas 

therefore serves primarily as a contact ex-

change and allows the local planners to system-

atically contact owners of infrastructure.

there is great interest in the infrastructure at-

las. By the end of February 2010 85, sometimes 

very extensive, applications for use of the infra-

structure atlas were received. with the first 40 

processed applications the Federal Network 

agency has already been able to provide infor-

mation about the notified infrastructure in 

around 900 towns, communities or urban dis-

tricts. the applications range from the develop-

ment of a planned industrial estate with 

broadband connections to the preparation of 

feasibility studies for entire administrative dis-

tricts. priority is given to applications that relate 

exclusively to the first-time provision of broad-

band connections, i.e. the elimination of white 

spots. the Federal Network agency thus active-

ly supports the local efforts to further expand 

the provision of broadband.

the infrastructure atlas currently comprises the 

details of 110 companies or institutions that par-

ticipate in this project either voluntarily or on 

the basis of contracts concluded with the 

Federal Network agency. the infrastructure is 

to be expanded substantially. the Federal 

Network agency wants to encourage as many 

infrastructure owners as possible to participate, 

in order to continuously improve the quality of 

the information provided. this requires not 
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only the companies’ willingness to participate 

in the infrastructure atlas, but also their general 

willingness to make existing infrastructure 

available for shared use. 

In addition the options for using the infrastruc-

ture atlas are also to be extended. the aim is to 

grant the authorised users online access and to 

link the current database to the construction 

site database yet to be created.

the further development will also depend on 

the ways and means by which the legislator will 

transpose the related current european stipula-

tions. Section 12 ( 4) of the amended framework 

guidelines obliges the member states for the 

first time to draw up legal bases for the creation 

of an infrastructure atlas. although the volun-

tary approach has generally proven successful 

for creating the infrastructure atlas, a statutory 

basis will nevertheless ensure clarity and legal 

certainty as well as a broader database. this en-

sures that broadband expansion can be sup-

ported by the infrastructure atlas in the long 

term, too.

DIGITAL DIVIDEND

wireless connections are another way of pro-

viding broadband to the population, especially 

in remote areas. particularly suitable for this 

purpose are frequencies called “digital divi-

dend”, because these frequencies require only a 

few antenna locations. this is the frequency 

spectrum used for analogue broadcasting, i.e. 

the range between 790 Mhz and 862 Mhz. In 

order to support the federal government’s 

broadband strategy, the allocation procedure 

for these frequencies was linked to a procedure 

already in process for frequencies in the ranges 

1.8 ghz, 2 ghz and 2.6 ghz.

the Federal Network agency has already or-

dered the allocation procedure, chosen the bid-

ding procedure and set out the allocation 

conditions and auction rules. the auction for a 

total of 360 Mhz is planned for the second quar-

ter of 2010.

GROWTH AND INNOVATION-ORIENTED 

REGULATION

the definition of the main features of growth 

and innovation-oriented regulation—a meas-

ure of the federal government’s broadband 

strategy—has several elements: the formula-

tion of key points by the Federal Network 

agency, the clarification of basic regulatory and 

competitive issues regarding cooperation by 

the Federal Network agency and the Federal 

cartel office, as well as the further development 

of the main features of consistent regulation for 

charges by the Federal Network agency. results 

are now available for all three topics.

on 13 May 2009 the Federal Network agency 

published a draft version of key points on the 

regulatory framework conditions for the fur-

ther development of modern telecommunica-

tions networks and the creation of an efficient 

broadband infrastructure and made these avail-

able for consultation. Following that the numer-

ous and sometimes very extensive comments 

were analysed and evaluated. on 11 January 2010 

a revised draft version was made available to the 

Federal Minister of economics and technology 

and to the advisory council of the Federal 

Network agency. 

Following a consultation of the market, the 

Federal Network agency published notes on the 

consistent regulation of charges on 4 November 

2009 and defined the term “consistent” therein. 
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the result shows that ensuring a consistent reg-

ulation of charges presents a challenge of in-

creasing complexity. this applies even more 

since the relation of the different charges to 

each other has significant influence on ensur-

ing adequate and efficient investment incen-

tives and fair competition. the Federal Network 

agency therefore still considers it one of its cen-

tral tasks to simultaneously fulfil the different 

legally standardised objectives by ensuring that 

its decisions also contribute to the promotion of 

efficient investments in powerful infrastructure 

by creating sustainable competition. that en-

sures at the same time that the innovation po-

tential in terms of communications and It 

applications can be realised.

on 19 January 2010 the Federal cartel office 

published information on the evaluation of co-

operations for fibre optic expansion in germany 

under competition law. this provides compa-

nies willing to co-operate with guidelines for an 

evaluation of their cooperation plans under 

competition law. the main focus of this paper 

are co-operations between deutsche telekom 

ag and competitors for upgrades of already ex-

isting broadband connections in order to pro-

vide bandwidths up to 50 Mbit/s and more. 

co-operations that serve exclusively to develop 

broadband services for white spots for the first 

time are not usually subject to concerns under 

competition law. whether a planned coopera-

tion for broadband expansion leads to a restric-

tion in competition depends primarily on the 

type of cooperation and the market position of 

the companies involved. 

with its activities the Federal Network agency 

contributes to more planning certainty and 

transparency. It will design the regulatory 

framework conditions in accordance with the 

details outlined in the key points, so that the en-

tire telecommunications sector can continue its 

positive development under competitive terms 

and conditions.

FEDERAL NETWORK AGENCY’S DECISIONS 

PROVIDE CLARITY AND CERTAINTY

In its decisions regarding market regulation the 

Federal Network agency is also focused on im-

proving the expansion of broadband.

on 4 december 2009 the Federal Network 

agency set out for the first time the concrete 

terms and conditions according to which 

deutsche telekom ag has to grant other network 

operators access to its connection infrastructure. 

this decision was necessary because negotiations 

between deutsche telekom ag and competitors, 

which had already begun in the summer of 2008, 

had not resulted in consensual, voluntary solu-

tions, despite intense efforts. 

this decision is based on a forward-looking  

determination, which the Federal Network 

agency had already passed in June 2007 and 

which had obliged deutsche telekom ag to of-

fer the relevant access.

Following this decision competitors will now 

have access to so-called primary connection 

points. these are special cable distributors 

which deutsche telekom ag has erected along 

roads during the expansion of its broadband 

network. Furthermore the network operators 

will have access to cable ducts of deutsche 

telekom ag. this will now enable competitors, 

too, to lay a fibre-optic-based infrastructure for 

high-speed broadband use, without the time 

consuming and costly development and dig-

ging works otherwise required—which 
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deutsche telekom ag has already implemented 

as part of its vdSl expansion.

the rules set out for access to deutsche telekom’s  

connection infrastructure are another impor-

tant milestone for more competition in the 

expansion of the broadband network and for 

an even better provision of broadband to the 

end users.

with this decision the Federal Network agency 

proves to be, once again, a major driving force 

behind broadband expansion in germany, thus 

fulfilling its responsibility to employ regulation 

in order to ensure more competition in the inter-

est of end users. Numerous companies now have 

clarity for their investment plans and it is to be 

hoped that the expansion plans of the competi-

tors will now be implemented without delay. 

the remuneration payable to deutsche 

telekom ag for using the access services now 

ordered will be determined in 2010 in separate 

proceedings about the regulation of charges, 

based on cost-efficient service provision. 

In early March 2009 the Federal Network 

agency had already announced a decision that 

is to permit competitors of deutsche telekom 

ag a simpler development and provision of 

white spots with fast Internet connections. 

according to this deutsche telekom ag must 

also grant its competitors access to the local loop 

(tal) at a cross connect. By being able to access 

the tal at a cross connect, the length of the lines 

between the provider’s active technology and 

the end user is reduced, which is a prerequisite 

for providing Internet connections with high 

bandwidth. Furthermore the bundling of the 

required dSl technology at just one central 

point makes it easier to provide services in 

remote areas. this eliminates in particular the 

otherwise necessary connection of each indi-

vidual cable distributor and the extensive civil 

engineering works needed for this. that pro-

vides sufficient clarity and certainty for all com-

petitors willing to invest and wishing to provide 

services for white spots via a cross connect. 

BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE PROMOTES 

RESTRUCTURING OF ENERGY NETWORKS

Investments in the broadband infrastructure 

also lay the foundations for supporting and ac-

celerating the necessary structural changes in 

the energy sector. Because in the future so-called 

smart grids will be the lifeline of the economy.

the grids in germany are increasingly faced 

with new challenges. these are primarily:

• the creation of a common market for electric-

ity, with a correspondingly growing trade vol-

ume across national borders,

• the increase of remote generation and the 

transport of large volumes of power across 

long distances, and

• the integration of fluctuating generation 

sources with great power (wind energy on-

shore/offshore) into the transmission systems

In the existing structure the networks will no 

longer be able to cope with future require-

ments. In the electricity sector an increasing 

number of decentralised generators (wind pow-

er plants, combined heat and power plants etc.) 

are going online. this leads to a change in the 

flow, which will no longer just move from high 

voltage to low voltage networks, but can now 

also move in the opposite direction. In order to 

do justice to these changed conditions, the net-

works must be equipped with smart controls. a 
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comprehensive provision of broadband pro-

vides an excellent basis for this.

SMART GRIDS PROMOTE EFFICIENT, SAFE AND 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND ENERGY SUPPLY

with the 2009 renewable energy Sources act 

(eeg) the legislator set the course to ensure that 

in 2020 at least 30 percent of electricity and 14 

percent of heat in germany can be generated 

from renewable energy sources. electricity from 

renewable energy sources is to become competi-

tive and gain acceptance on the market. 

electricity generated in powerful offshore wind 

parks will play a crucial role in this. with its posi-

tion paper on the integration of offshore wind 

projects (owp), published in october 2009, the 

Federal Network agency ensured a quick, effi-

cient and non-discriminatory implementation 

of owp.

It is in particular the diversity and decentrality 

of energy generation and energy consumption 

that require innovation and creativity. the grid 

plays a crucial role in this context. owp can 

only transport their electricity to the consumers 

if the appropriate grids are available. Industrial 

enterprises can only rely on the grids if they are 

efficient and failsafe. continued stability and 

security of supply in the energy market will only 

be ensured if the grid is able to accommodate 

the ever more complex challenges posed by 

wind energy, trade and fluctuating demand.  

the Federal Network agency supports the re-

structuring of the traditional grids towards 

smart grids within the scope of its competen-

cies, because in the future these grids will pro-

vide an energy supply that is as safe, 

cost-effective, efficient, environmentally sound 

and thus consumer friendly as possible.

the technical implementation of the expansion 

into smart grids is realised by the consolidated 

application of information and communica-

tions technology (Ikt), which couple the grid 

more closely with (decentralised) generators, 

integrate virtual power plants and thus ensure 

better networking with consumers. 

Ikt improves information for the grid on the 

one hand, while on the other hand allowing a 

closer alignment of consumption and genera-

tion, thereby ultimately reducing the demand 

for expensive system balancing energy and 

portfolio balancing energy.  In addition this in-

formation allows for the early detection and 

rectification of instabilities, thereby avoiding 

extensive power failures for example. 

the future introduction of electromobiles also 

requires a reinforcement of the grid by Ikt, as 

well as smart metering systems and procedures. 

electromobiles could be integrated into the net-

work by running their batteries preferably with 

electricity from renewable energy sources. this 

could in particular help to absorb the sometimes 

greatly fluctuating feed-in of wind energy; in 

addition the eco-balance of the vehicles would 

be improved further. the smart grid can also en-

sure that the charging of a vehicle is allocated 

and invoiced to the respective customer, irre-

spective of where the vehicle is charged.
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SMART METERING SYSTEMS AS A KEY TO 

THE FUTURE-PROOF GRID

the potential that can be utilised through Ikt 

can only be exploited fully and efficiently if glo-

bal energy management is installed, which ex-

tends across all value-added steps. this includes 

in particular the integration of not just the de-

centralised energy feeders, but also the end con-

sumer into the information flow between 

energy generator, grid operator and supplier. 

the model for the Federal Network agency is 

the informed and critical consumer. the elec-

tromechanical meters used almost exclusively 

in households do not provide an accurate reflec-

tion of the customer’s energy consumption, 

provide information on the actual time of use, 

allow remote meter reading or electronic data 

transfer. the current method of recording en-

ergy consumption in germany is technically 

outdated. Smart metering systems can realise 

“customised” variable tariffs and give the cus-

tomers a direct feedback on their electricity 

consumption. they help raise awareness for en-

ergy efficiency, which is so important, and can 

reveal potential for savings. the smart metering 

system is ultimately the consumers’ key to the 

energy supply grid of the future.

By further liberalising metering in germany, 

the legislator and the issuer of the ordinance 

have laid the foundation for the creation of an 

attractive offer of modern meters; at the same 

time the implementation of the first obligations 

to install modern meters has created a basis for 

the expansion into modern metering systems.

the liberalisation of metering opens up a mar-

ket-driven process towards a comprehensive 

introduction of smart metering systems. the 

objective is for the market to develop, within a 

reasonable period of time, to a point where the 

so-called smart meters will be used extensively. 

the Federal Network agency plays an important 

role in this dynamic process. on the one hand it 

defines the legal framework for the market play-

ers through its determinations, while on the oth-

er hand giving expert advice to the decision 

makers. In March 2010 for example it submitted 

to the issuer of the ordinance a report on the vi-

ability and effectiveness of the legislative ap-

proach chosen to date. In this report on the 

development of competition and on scope for 

action in the area of metering and variable tar-

iffs, the Federal Network agency has pointed out 

perspectives in the interest of a safe and sustain-

able supply of energy and in the interests of the 

consumer, and has thereby given this innovative 

topic a predictable and clear direction.

In its report the Federal Network agency 

points out that reasonable changes, which 

can be implemented relatively quickly, as 

well as readjustments of the legal framework 

can remove major obstacles, thereby stimu-

lating and advancing the market-driven proc-

ess.  the Federal Network agency opposes a 

fundamental change of strategy towards regu-

latory stipulations and an economically inef-

ficient, compulsory comprehensive 

installation of new meters. Instead it empha-

sises the superiority of a competitive solution. 

the important factor is the consumer’s con-

scious decision for the use of new meters, with-

out having any technical reservations about 

such meters. only then will the consumer 

change his consumption behaviour and the 

overall energy efficiency will be increased.
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In its report the Federal Network agency 

suggests:

• an extended catalogue of cases for a manda-

tory installation of a modern meter as the ba-

sis of a future-proof metering system

• the creation of incentives for the implementa-

tion of companies’ own comprehensive roll-

out strategies for grid operators and metering 

service providers

• close strategic networking of the areas “me-

tering systems” and “variable tariffs” exclu-

sively for customers with modern metering 

systems

• a definition of minimum requirements for an 

open, modern metering system that complies 

with liberalisation and is fit for use across vari-

ous industries; to be provided by law, ordi-

nance or a determination by the Federal 

Network agency

the Federal Network agency will actively in-

volve the market players in the review of the re-

port, just as it did during its preparation.  this 

approach is in line with the agency’s under-

standing of dialogue-oriented regulation and 

offers considerable opportunities for everyone.

the issue of “metering” will continue to pre-

serve its momentum. the Federal Network 

agency is a crucial player, supervises the appli-

cation of regulations, sets the course and de-

fines the legal framework more closely. By 

promoting intense competition the momentum 

can be maintained. grid operators should be 

enabled to adequately fulfil their statutory obli-

gations to install and offer more modern me-

ters. at the same time a sensible market entry 

must be possible for competitors. 

the future challenges for the supply of energy 

and the efficiency of the grids can only 

be mastered with smart grids: Ikt provides the 

basis for the energy markets of the future. the 

federal government’s broadband strategy leads 

germany to a comprehensive provision of pow-

erful broadband connections, an infrastructure 

advantage that the competition should actively 

seize, especially for using the potential of smart 

metering systems. First cross-over activities in 

the market, i.e. cooperation between compa-

nies in the areas of energy supply and telecom-

munications, are an encouraging sign; the 

same applies to tentative strategic networking 

in joint roll-outs for smart metering systems 

and broadband connections.
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eu roaming regulation II came into effect on 

1 July 2009. It adds to parts of the predecessor 

regulation and regulates roaming charges in 

the european union (eu) and in the countries 

which have agreed to abide by the regulation. 

the effect of the new regulation is a gradual re-

duction of the retail charges for incoming and 

outgoing roaming calls, and, for the first time, 

the retail charges for text messages sent from 

countries outside the eu into the german mo-

bile network and the wholesale prices for data 

roaming (internet, MMS). It also introduced de-

tails of the obligations to provide information 

on the roaming rates and charges to be applied, 

and thus further strengthens the position of the 

consumer. to protect the consumer more effec-

tively from the so-called billing shock that can 

follow data roaming, the states involved must, 

no later than 1 March 2010, install a data roam-

ing cut-off mechanism which will automatically 

terminate the data roaming when the amount 

or data volume stipulated by the customer in 

advance is reached. 

the First act amending the telecommunications 

act (tkg) and the anti-telephone Spam act hav-

ing come into force on 4 august 2009, it is now 

possible for the Federal Network agency to en-

force the above regulations under section 126 of 

the telecommunications act and to conduct arbi-

tration proceedings in cases of eu roaming dis-

putes under section 47a tkg. as a follow-up to an 

information survey conducted among the com-

panies involved, the agency’s consumer service 

actively supported the companies in their imple-

mentation of the new roaming regulations.

the formal approval by the european 

parliament of the third eu package for the 

Internal energy Market on 22 april 2009 gave a 

significant boost to the rights of energy con-

sumers. In particular, any change of supplier is 

in future to be effected within three weeks, 

and it is stipulated that the final billing must 

be done no later than six weeks after the 

change of supplier.
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the member states must now transpose the 

european regulations into national legislation, 

a process that will be closely observed in 

germany by the Federal Network agency. 

the Federal Network agency’s consumer advice 

service received 57,936 enquiries and complaints 

from consumers in 2009, the year under review, 

an increase of ten percent over the previous year.

Enquiries and complaints received in 

2009, broken down by sector

Total number of enquiries and complaints 57,936

Railway 24 Gas 2,236

Telecommunications 45,764

Electricity 7,802

Post 2,110

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

the number of complaints relating to contrac-

tual disagreements between consumers and 

their providers is still very high. the most fre-

quently cited problem areas involve disputes 

about the conclusion of what customers see as 

unwanted contracts for a telephone or Internet 

service and difficulties encountered when 

switching provider. consumers also com-

plained about the lack of clarity in notifications 

of corporate mergers.

the problems connected with a switch of pro-

vider relate for the most part to the provision of 

subscriber lines (telephone and/or dSl connec-

tion), and the causes are many and varied. they 

can be rooted in contractual, technical or op-

erational and administrative problems occur-

ring in the tripartite relationship between “the 

old undertaking, the new undertaking and the 

customer”. the consumers complain that lines 

and/or the dSl portal are not freed up promptly 

and that contracts are terminated by the pro-

vider—but not as desired by the customer—re-

sulting in interruptions of service. there is also 

criticism of systematic discrepancies, in the case 

of broadband connections, between the trans-

mission speeds contractually guaranteed and 

those in fact delivered (the so-called “up to...” 

problem). In connection with a switch of pro-

vider, occasioned by a change of address or 

when a line is connected for the first time, cus-

tomers complain about the inconvenience re-

sulting from the repeated failure of service 

engineers to arrive on schedule and about  the 

lack of customer service. In the same connec-

tion, the largest number of complaints about 

numbers refer to the difficulty of porting. It is 

striking, in general, that the problems relating 

to a switch of provider are becoming more com-

plex and intricate all the time. the difficulties 

were particularly intractable when customers 

terminated the contract direct and not via the 

new provider, and when they tried to switch 

provider again because of a delay in the imple-

mentation of the initial switch.

the focus of the problems related to bills has 

shifted from disagreements about specific 

items to disputes about the exact contents of 

contracts. the previous year’s trend, with flat 

rate offers causing fewer billing problems, thus 

continued into 2009. the complaints were 
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mainly concerned with disputes over convey-

ance services, i.e. number, quantity, volume and 

duration, and disagreements about the use of 

short code services (premium SMS/MMS), pre-

mium services and data services.

Many customers use the consumer service as a 

channel for telling the Federal Network agency 

about unwanted telephone marketing. once 

the anti-telephone Spam act, to combat  unlaw-

ful telephone marketing and to improve con-

sumer protection against specific selling 

techniques, came into force, accompanied by 

media references to the agency, there was a rise 

in the number of those seeking contact. For the 

measures taken against telephone number mis-

use and telephone spam, see page 33.

there were more enquiries about numbering 

issues than in the previous year, but most of the 

enquiries  and complaints were still about the 

assignment of numbers. however, enquiries 

were also prompted by the withdrawal of num-

bers by the providers in pursuance of decisions 

by the Federal Network agency regarding elev-

en-digit local numbers and the required length 

of special rate numbers. there was also a larger 

number of enquiries about the availability or 

unavailability of local network and special rate 

numbers. certain providers of telecommunica-

tions services blocked specific local numbers 

which had been used frequently by the so-called 

calling-card services for calls to other countries. 

enquiries about assignees (requests for informa-

tion about the identity of the service provider 

hidden behind the number on the telephone 

bill or making a marketing call) remained at 

nearly the same high level as in the year before.

ENERGY

the consumer service received 10,038 enquiries 

and complaints from energy customers in 2009, 

nearly twice as many as in the previous year. 

owing to increased competition in this sector, a 

larger proportion than before was concerned 

with contractual issues. the amendment to the 

renewable energy Sources act (eeg), which be-

came effective as of 1 January 2009 and requires 

notification by operators of photovoltaic instal-

lations, also resulted in an appreciable increase 

in enquiries and complaints about renewable 

energy sources. But the expected rise in enquir-

ies and complaints related to the Metering 

access ordinance, which came into effect in 

2008, failed to materialise.

In the electricity sector, most complaints were 

concerned with electricity bills and the related 

contractual irregularities. Such complaints 

showed a sharp increase, which was due to long 

delays in sending the annual or final bill and the 

concomitant questions about allowing pay-

ment of bonuses and amounts credited. 

customers also reported a larger number of dis-

crepancies in their meter readings. as in 2008, 

there were repeated delays and difficulties 

when switching supplier.

In the gas sector, too, problems connected with 

switching supplier were centre stage. the ex-

planation lies in the growth of competition: the 

more suppliers there are, the more likely con-

sumers are to consider a switch.

last year the Federal Network agency took ac-

tion to protect consumer interests at the 

european level by collaborating in the ergeg 

customer working group, to which are at-

tached two taskforces, the customer 
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empowerment taskforce and the retail Market 

Functioning taskforce. In particular, work was 

done on preparing european policy documents 

both on smart metering and on the provision of 

basic and back up services.

POST

the total number of complaints received in the 

postal sector in 2009 was, at 2,110, significantly 

higher than in the year before. Most of them 

were about delivery problems.

the bulk of the complaints was directed at 

deutsche post ag (dpag) and was primarily 

concerned with late deliveries, non-delivery, 

delivery to the wrong address and failure to for-

ward mail as requested. customers also felt that 

dpag had failed to respond flexibly to com-

plaints about the closure of local post offices. 

the parcel delivery service was found to be un-

satisfactory, and in certain districts the collec-

tion point for parcels was felt to be too far away 

from the customer’s address.

there were also some complaints which evi-

dently involved infringement of consumer 

rights. these were passed on to the consumer 

Service centres, which are distinctly better 

equipped to deal with them.

RAILWAY

as in previous years, few enquiries and com-

plaints about the railways were received by the 

consumer advice service. the complaints were 

chiefly concerned with substandard customer 

service. there were also queries as to whether the 

Federal Network agency is in fact responsible for 

this area, and requests for assistance in realising 

claims against the railway undertakings. 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In the period under review a number of con-

sumers approached the Federal Network 

agency with enquiries and complaints about 

the provision of subscriber lines. It proved pos-

sible to find mutually acceptable solutions in 

conformity with statutory regulations. 

In its 2008/2009 activity report the Federal 

Network agency addressed the question of 

whether broadband connections should be in-

cluded as a universal service. It looked at actual 

and legal developments in this area and decid-

ed such inclusion could not be recommended at 

present.

the Federal Network agency operates at the 

european level as a member of the Irg/erg’s 

“enduser working group”. the aim is to check 

on the extent to which the solutions proposed 

by other european regulatory authorities can 

be applied to purely national problems. the 

idea is to formulate, for submission to the 

commission, an “erg opinion” on the scope of 

the universal service  and in particular on 

whether it can or should include broadband 

connections. with that end in view the erg de-

veloped a questionnaire and sent it to the vari-

ous national regulatory authorities in the 

member states. the evaluation of the responses 

will be completed in 2010.

the fully comprehensive provision of public pay-

phones falls within the scope of universal service 

as defined in law (section 78(2) para. 4 tkg). 

deutsche telekom ag (dtag), which currently 

provides this universal service, continued to cut 

back on on public payphones in 2009. dtag 

agreed with the Federal association of local-au-

thority umbrella organisations that a total of 

11,000 public phones at highly unprofitable loca-

tions would be removed, in each case subject to 

the approval of the local government authority 

concerned. the local authority always has the al-

ternative of requiring dtag to provide a public 

telephone for basic services. See page 77 for infor-

mation on the total stock of public telephones.
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the cuts were carried out on the basis of mutual 

agreement and did not cause any problems in 

the review period, but the Federal Network 

agency will continue to keep the matter under 

close observation. the requirement of compre-

hensive provision of public payphones will be 

the subject of further discussion in 2010, involv-

ing dtag and the above-mentioned Federal as-

sociation. In the view of the Federal Network 

agency, no further steps are needed at present.

POST

Since 1 January 2008 dpag has no longer been 

under a statutory obligation to provide the uni-

versal services laid down in the postal universal 

Services ordinance (pudlv). the core principle 

of the postal act, which is based on article 87 ff 

of the grundgesetz (german constitution), al-

lows for universal services to be performed by 

other, private providers as well.

the pudlv serves as the yardstick for determin-

ing whether the postal markets do in fact offer 

a universal postal service. For a postal service to 

be universal it must be able to deliver letters, 

parcels, newspapers and magazines. It must 

also maintain a certain number of stationary 

facilities (branch offices, agencies and the like) 

where postal services can be offered and used, 

and it must provide post boxes as well.  the 

service must include quality of service targets 

for letter transit times and methods of delivery 

to addressees.

the universal postal service provided in 2009 

was in conformity with the provisions of law 

and the pudlv.

even though dpag is no longer under a statutory 

obligation to do so, it continues to fulfil its 

voluntary commitment to provide universal 

postal services throughout germany. In the par-

cel delivery segment, however, the hermes 

logistik gruppe offers an alternative to deutsche 

post ag that now supplies almost fully compre-

hensive coverage. letter delivery is only in the 

very early stages of such a development, and 

there has been no success in building up a com-

prehensive structure parallel to dpag. private 

customers and small commercial mailers are 

therefore still to a large extent dependent on the 

services offered by dpag. the same applies to the 

delivery of newspapers and periodicals.

the minimum number of stationary facilities 

prescribed by the pudlv is 12,000. dpag alone 

ran more than 12,500 of them in 2009. and 

dpag’s competitors now also operate an appre-

ciable number of parcel acceptance points. to 

give just one example: hermes offers parcel 

services from about 14,000 “parcel shops”.

the provision of post boxes in 2009, with a total 

of about 113,000, met the target stipulated by 

the pudlv. the data available to the Federal 

Network agency on the average transit times 

for letters and parcels indicate that there was no 

deviation from the statutory service quality tar-

gets in the year under review.

the Federal Network agency welcomes all the 

initiatives of providers who aim at lining up 

their services more closely with the targets set 

by the pudlv. every contribution to ensuring 

that the service offered is truly universal is of 

importance. whether a universal service is pro-

vided by all players is largely dependent on the 

competition situation at any given time. If the 

market situation is such that competition func-

tions properly, there is a long-term chance that 

the postal services offered will be of a quality, 
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concentration, price level and degree of differ-

entiation that conform to the conception and 

definition of a universal service as set forth in 

the postal act.

the pudlv must adapt to developments in 

technology and society, and it must stay in tune 

with demand. to that end the Federal Network 

agency has developed proposals designed to 

keep the pudlv updated. proposals have also 

been made to tighten up the universal service 

by scrapping services for which there is little 

demand. It has not so far been possible to take 

account of the hybrid forms of communication 

which, while showing dynamic growth, are not 

yet solidly enough established on the market 

for most people to regard them as 

indispensable.
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the relay service enables deaf and hearing-im-

paired persons to call, and be called by, any oth-

er subscriber, whether in the fixed network or 

by mobile phone, thus guaranteeing them free-

ly accessible telephone service with family 

members, friends, doctors, authorities, and so 

on. the service gives them video access, via a 

computer, to a technical relay platform where a 

sign-language interpreter calls the desired sub-

scriber. once that subscriber accepts the call, 

the interpreter translates the sign language of 

the deaf or hearing-impaired person into spo-

ken language and vice versa.

the establishment of the text and video relay 

service was laid down in the act to amend the 

provisions of telecommunications law of 18 

February 2007. In order to give the service a se-

cure financial basis it was necessary to amend 

section 45 of the telecommunications act (tkg), 

and this was done on 29 July 2009 by way of the 

First act amending the telecommunications 

act and the electromagnetic compatibility  act. 

the effect is to oblige every provider of publicly 

available telephone services to set up its own 

relay service and thus give deaf and hearing-

impaired persons access to its telephone services.

on that formal basis the Federal Network 

agency, having determined that there was de-

mand for a relay service, carried out a needs 

analysis on the scope and degree of coverage it 

would have to have. the talks the Federal 

Network agency had with the trade associa-

tions in the telecommunications sector and 

the statements it received made it clear that 

the organisations at which section 45 subsec-

tion 2 tkg was directed would not be able to 

provide a fully comprehensive relay service in-

dependently, ie on their own. consequently it 

became necessary for the Federal Network 

agency to commission one specific service pro-

vider to do the job, and the commission was 

put out to public tender. the contract was 

awarded to tess - Sign & Script - relay dienste 

für hörgeschädigte Menschen gmbh (tess 

gmbh). the relay service has been formally in 

existence since 1 January 2009, and as from 
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Text and video relay service for deaf 
and hearing-impaired persons
In the year under review the Federal Network Agency commissioned Tess GmbH to 

provide a text and video relay service for deaf and hearing-impaired persons and ensured 

that the service would be financed by the telecommunications undertakings. 
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2010 tess gmbh will be responsible for operat-

ing and delivering it. In addition, in the first 

half of 2009 the Federal Network agency took 

the steps necessary to ensure that the financ-

ing of the relay service would come from the 

telecommunications undertakings. 

Further information on the relay service can be 

found on the Federal Network agency’s website 

at www.bundesnetzagentur.de.
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In 2009 the Federal Network agency received a 

total of 108,141 written and telephoned enquir-

ies and complaints from consumers in connec-

tion with phone number misuse and cold calls. 

as from august 2009 the average number of 

complaints about just one problem, unlawful 

telephone marketing, was running at 5,000 per 

month, which demonstrated that legislative ac-

tion to protect consumers was imperative. the 

number of complaints relating to the misuse of 

phone numbers - such as spam and competition 

prizes offered on stated numbers, and incorrect 

pricing for numbers given - again showed a sig-

nificant increase.

the Federal Network agency will continue, un-

swervingly, to pursue its policy of rigorously 

protecting consumers and guaranteeing fair 

and lawful competition on the telecommunica-

tions market. 

COMBATING NUMBER MISUSE

Overview

the year under review saw a further increase in 

the number of complaints about number mis-

use compared with previous years: the figure 

for 2009 was 10,766 up on 2008.

Complaints about number  

misuse 2007-2009

2007 2008 2009

36,827

59,509

Complaints 70,275
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Die vollständige Marktöffnung eröffnet erweiterte Chancen für die neuen 

Marktteilnehmer.

Special control of anti-competitive 
practices
The Federal Network Agency continued to take action against phone number misuse 

in 2009, ordering the deactivation of many numbers on grounds of violations of the 

Telecommunications Act. On 4 August 2009 the Agency acquired new powers to combat 

unlawful telephone marketing and was thus able to offer consumers greater protection 

against telephone spam. 



the subjects of complaints and enquiries can be 

broken down as follows:

Complaints and enquiries about number 

misuse in 2009

Many spam cases included price indication violations. The latter are 
here placed in the number spam category

Price indication 
violations  
1.0%

Information required under 
section 66h TKG  
2.0%

Other 
9.0%

Number spam
88.0%

parallel with the increased volume of complaints, 

there was also a rise in the number of administra-

tive proceedings conducted and the other meas-

ures taken. all told, the Federal Network agency 

instituted 4,446 such proceedings in 2009.

Number of administrative proceedings 

2007-2009

1,014

2,232

New administrative proceedings

4,466

2007 2008 2009

Section 67 of the telecommunications act (tkg) 

furnishes the basis in law for the Federal Network 

agency to take action when it has certain knowl-

edge of number misuse. the action it can take is to 

issue orders and take other measures designed to 

ensure compliance with statutory provisions and 

with the conditions it has laid down for the assign-

ment of numbers. the measures include warn-

ings, orders to network operators to deactivate 

unlawfully used numbers, cancelling unlawfully 

used numbers and issuing prohibitions on billing 

and collection. a ban on specific business models 

also proved effective in certain misuse scenarios. 

as a rule the bans issued had the effect of forbid-

ding specific service providers to use a business 

model which was unlawful in that it constituted a 

form of advertising in breach of section 7 subsec-

tion 2 of the unfair competition act (uwg). a to-

tal of ten such prohibitions were issued against 

undertakings or private persons in 2009.

the most frequently used measure continues to 

be the deactivation of numbers, with a total of 

4,718 deactivation orders being issued in the re-

view period. this figure includes 4 blocks of 1,000 

local numbers each. In the case of 234 numbers, 

all network operators and service providers were 

prohibited from billing and collecting, as a way of 

protecting consumers from unjustified demands 

for payment.

In the case of large-scale lottery scams giving 

numbers for premium rate services, there were 

several proceedings where the Federal Network 

agency for the first time took an additional step: 

as well as ordering the deactivation of already 

used numbers it prohibited the activation of a to-

tal of 44 numbers not yet activated or actually 

shown. these steps were applied simultaneously 

to all network operators and service providers 

and were intended to have a preventive effect. 
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the investigations conducted in this regard had 

shown that recorded messages with “information 

on prizes” had already been installed even for 

numbers that had not been actively used. It was 

therefore very likely that the numbers for the il-

legal lottery scams were going to be activated, 

partly because a number of measures had already 

been taken against the undertakings concerned. 

In every case when the measures to combat 

number misuse were challenged in the courts 

by the undertakings in question, the adminis-

trative courts ruled in favour of the Federal 

Network agency.

Number misuse in the form of incorrect 

price indications and pricing messages

Numbers can be deemed to be used legally only if 

there is compliance with the regulations on price 

indications and pricing messages set forth in sec-

tions 66a ff tkg. Breaches of these regulations 

constitute number misuse, which means the 

Federal Network agency must act. complaints 

about this kind of number misuse were also re-

ceived during the period under review. It became 

clear that, particularly when (0)180 numbers 

were shown, there was still uncertainty in some 

cases about the legal obligations. In a number of 

cases, therefore, the Federal Network agency 

only issued warnings and supplied information 

on the relevant legal obligations. depending on 

particular circumstances, however, orders were 

also issued to deactivate numbers, and adminis-

trative offence proceedings were instituted.

In a large number of cases the investigation of 

other complaints - particularly those related to 

number spam - brought to light infringements of  

the regulations on price indications and pricing 

messages. In the administrative proceedings that 

were instituted, the rule was for action to be 

taken on all infringements, ie breaches of both 

the unfair competition act (uwg) on grounds of 

spamming and the telecommunications act 

(tkg). If for example an unsolicited direct market-

ing text message gave a number with an incor-

rect price indication or none at all, this was 

deemed to be a breach of section 66a tkg and 

prosecuted as a breach of the uwg.

Combating number spam

Total complaints about number spam 

2007-1009

2007 2008 2009

29,054

48,508

61,842

Complaints

together with the rise in total complaints there 

was also a further increase in complaints about 

number spam in 2009. the total received by the 

Federal Network agency was 61,842.

the number spams are subdivided into tele-

phone, fax and email spams. telephone spams 

accounted for the bulk of complaints, these of-

ten including criticism of the lack of price indi-

cations for the number given. as in previous 

years there were many complaints  from con-

sumers who had launched personal ads or car 

ads in the Internet and then received emails 
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giving value added service numbers, the idea 

being to provoke a return call on the pretence 

of genuine interest in making contact.

phone number spam is a breach of the uwg 

and therefore constitutes illegal number use as 

defined in section 67 subsection 1 tkg. It is also 

illegal to state the numbers of directory enquir-

ies, mass calling, innovative and premium rate 

services as the caller’s numbers.

Breakdown of complaints into the vari-

ous types of number spam 2009

Total number spam complaints: 61,842

Fax spam 
21.5%

Email spam 
1.5%

Telephone spam 
77.0%

a case of telephone spam that attracted a great 

deal of attention in 2009 concerned consumers 

who - mostly at night - received calls from what 

purported to be a “european central Institute 

for the combating of epidemics”. the caller left 

a pre-recorded message on the answering ma-

chine with personal information on swine flu. 

the consumers were urged to call a (0)900 

number “for their own safety”. what they then 

heard was a rambling, non-committal recorded 

message with general information about swine 

flu. very soon after the first complaints came in 

it was possible, without any prior hearing, to 

order the two numbers that had been used to be 

deactivated, in the public interest and for the 

protection of the numerous consumers affect-

ed. this was followed, almost immediately, by a 

comprehensive ban on billing and collecting 

for the calls that had been made.

In 2009 the Federal Network agency stepped up 

its war on spam, particularly telephone spam. 

In the previous year the agency, as part of a bar-

rage of counter-measures, had issued an in-

creased number of billing and collection 

prohibitions in respect of unlawfully used num-

bers, not only against  core network operators 

but also against access network operators and 

service providers. to protect subscribers from 

unjustified demands for payment, direct action 

continued to be taken on companies’ payment 

flows in 2009 in the effort to combat spam. the 

billing and collecting prohibitions were issued 

in response to consumer complaints about 

phone spam, especially promises of prizes. the 

aim was and is to make this kind of number mis-

use so commercially unappealing that few will 

bother to attempt it. the Federal Network 

agency imposed a prohibition on 234 phone 

numbers in 2009, a further rise compared with 

the199 of the year before. the billing and collec-

tion prohibitions are dispatched to all network 

operators at the same time.

on its website the Federal Network agency 

has published a list of the measures taken 

against number misuse, giving details both of 

the billing and collection prohibitions issued 

and of the deactivated numbers. the list is 

available at www.bundesnetzagentur.de  un-

der rufnummermissbrauch - dialer - 

unerlaubte telefonwerbung.
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Selected proceedings

Promises of prizes with return call to value 

added service numbers

the review period saw several cases of thou-

sands of subscribers being subjected to the nui-

sance of unsolicited calls with promises of 

prizes. what usually happened was that a re-

corded message informed the party called that 

she (or he) was the “lucky winner” of eg a con-

vertible. to arrange delivery of the prize the 

party called was asked to dial a value added 

service number.

the numbers in question were deactivated at 

once, and billing and collection were prohib-

ited. this gave subscribers protection against 

unlawful billing and put an end to the scam in 

short order.

The mass nuisance of dialling computers

In the period under review the Federal Network 

agency received a vast number of complaints to 

the effect that the phone would ring several 

times a day, but there was never an answer from 

the other end. Intensive investigation by the 

Federal Network agency revealed that call cen-

tres were using so-called predictive diallers. 

these devices are programmed and predictive 

dialling computers which, to make better use of 

call centre employees’ time, dial several num-

bers simultaneously. as soon as the first sub-

scriber accepts the call, the other dialling 

processes are interrupted and the numbers 

transferred to a waiting list and re-dialled later. 

when the parties called tried to return the call, 

they usually found they had no connection or 

they just heard a recorded message.

the Federal Network agency repeatedly took 

action against this nuisance, which in some cas-

es occurred on a massive scale, as an unlawful 

use of phone numbers under section 67 subsec-

tion 1 of the tkg. to protect consumers, eight 

numbers were ordered deactivated. Both the 

users and other operators were also expressly 

warned not to give tacit approval to a wide-

spread nuisance that had been generated by the 

purported and merely short-term need for 

more efficient use of the workforce.

Circumvention models

In response to numerous complaints the 

Federal Network agency took action against 

phone sex services which are offered via local 

numbers or (0)180 numbers, ordering the num-

bers in question to be deactivated. In terms of 

content these services are comparable with the 

phone sex services otherwise usually offered at 

(0)900 numbers, and they are consequently a 

premium rate service within the meaning of the 

tkg. In the specific cases in question, in addi-

tion to the ordinary telecommunications serv-

ice, further services were provided in the form 

of phone sex. the only difference as against tra-

ditional premium rate services was that the 

(phone sex) service was charged separately. 

whereas the telecommunications service was 

charged by the network operator via the phone 

bill, there was a separate bill for the extra service.

an undertaking petitioned for reversal of the 

deactivation orders issued by the Federal 

Network agency in this connection on grounds 

of the right to expedited relief. In January 2010 

the North rhine westphalia higher 

administrative court (ovg Nrw) confirmed 

the orders of the Federal Network agency in 

summary proceedings at the final appeal stage. 

the court held that the conditions required for 

a ban on circumvention, as laid down in section 

66ltkg, were fulfilled because the actual form 

given to the service circumvented the consumer 
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protection provisions of the tkg. as the statu-

tory requirements for consumer protection in 

relation to price transparency and maximum 

prices had not been fulfilled, the Federal 

Network agency’s order to deactivate the 

phone numbers was found to be valid in law. 

Administrative offence proceedings and 

charges under section 67(3) TKG

In the period under review 23 new fine proceed-

ings were instituted with reference to phone 

spam and obligations to give price indications 

and messages; some of them are still pending.  

eleven orders to pay fines were issued; nine of 

them are already effective in law. Most of the 

breaches prosecuted had to do with failure to 

state prices, or stating them inadequately, 

when offering (0)900 premium rate services. 

Some of the violations were penalised for miss-

ing or inadequate price messages related to the 

corresponding services.

National and international cooperation in 

the combating of number misuse

there continued to be active cooperation with 

other authorities and institutions at national 

and international level in 2009 aimed at com-

bating number misuse. Such contacts have 

borne fruit in recent years and brought many 

advantages. at national level, for example, 

there is intensified cooperation with consumer 

advice centres. Notes are compared and train-

ing courses conducted with a view to optimis-

ing consumer advice services and the 

processing of complaints.

at the international level the Federal Network 

agency is involved in the work of various bodies 

such as the IarN (International audiotext 

regulators Network), the ecc (electronic 

communications committee) and the cNSa 

(contact Network of Spam authorities). the 

work of these bodies makes it possible to ex-

change views on misuse methods, companies 

operating illegally at international level and 

effective strategies for combating number mis-

use. there are also presentation and discussion 

of legislative and judicial solutions to the rel-

evant problems, some of which have already 

passed into law in certain countries. Some of the 

administrative proceedings involve regular co-

operation with european and international au-

thorities and similar organisations.

COMBATING ILLEGAL TELEPHONE SPAM

Since the anti-telephone Spam act came into 

force on 4 august 2009, illegal telephone spam 

and failure to fulfil the calling line identifica-

tion presentation requirement for cold calls 

have been administrative offences. the act ef-

fected amendments to the tkg (telecommuni-

cations act) and the uwg (unfair competition 

act), which made it possible to impose fines on 

all the parties involved in spam activities. these 

include: the principals organising cold calls, the 

call centres making the calls, and sole traders. 

under the tkg the Federal Network agency can 

impose fines of up to 10,000 euros for cold calls 

made without calling line identification, and 

under the uwg fines of up to 50,000 euros in 

each instance for breaches of the ban on illegal 

telephone spam. Illegal telephone spam pun-

ishable by fine is deemed to have been perpe-

trated if and when a subscriber receives a cold 

call without having given express prior consent. 

this must be distinguished from other  forms of 

number misuse which are not punishable by 

fine, such as recorded messages promising 

prizes.  
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Since the new provisions of the uwg came into 

effect the Federal Network agency has respond-

ed to the large number of subscriber complaints 

by instituting numerous preliminary proceed-

ings directed against illegal telephone spam. 

after extensive investigations in connection 

with nine proceedings, fines totalling 500,000 

euros were imposed in december 2009 and 

January 2010.

the passage into law of the new act on 4 august 

2009, and the media publicity it received, trig-

gered a significant increase in the number of 

complaints about illegal telephone spam. all 

told, the Federal Network agency received ap-

proximately 38,000 complaints, written and by 

phone, in 2009.

Number of written complaints about 

telephone spam in 2009

To these must be added another 8,987 complaints by phone and a 
total of 3,899 from the months before the new law came into force

4,268

4,771 

5,415 

5,935 

4,591 

August  
2009

September 
2009

October  
2009

November 
2009

December 
2009

Complaints

a special difficulty faced by the Federal 

Network agency when investigating cold calls 

is that of restricted line identification. the 

Federal Network agency has no authority to 

inspect the traffic data of network operators, 

and does not itself have the necessary informa-

tion. It cannot establish the identity of the origi-

nator of the calls without access to the traffic 

data, and these data are protected by the pri-

vacy of telecommunications as defined in arti-

cle 10 of the Basic law. this applies also to 

proven breaches of the prohibition on illegal 

phone marketing, spam and other breaches of 

the tkg and the uwg. It is therefore important 

for complainants themselves to have detailed 

information.

ACTIVITIES OF THE RADIO MONITORING 

AND INSPECTION SERVICE

the Federal Network agency’s radio monitor-

ing and inspection service (pMd) makes an im-

portant contribution to consumer protection. It 

is the primary job of the pMd to ensure both the 

efficient and interference-free use of the fre-

quency spectrum and electromagnetic compat-

ibility with the environment (eMvu) throughout 

the country, and to do so it uses not only cut-

ting-edge stationary and mobile measuring 

technology but also the Federal Network 

agency’s service centres at many locations in 

germany. the pMd’s complex and comprehen-

sive radio monitoring and inspection activities 

include eliminating interference, monitoring 

frequency use, market surveillance, eMvu 

measurements and the identification of unau-

thorised frequency use. Some of these duties 

can only be performed in the context of interna-

tional cooperation.

Interference elimination

dealing with cases of electromagnetic and ra-

dio interference (investigating interference) 

continues to be one of the pMd’s core tasks. this 

activity is particularly concerned with the 
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safety-related radiocommunication services 

and applications in the aviation sector, the au-

thorities and organisations concerned with 

public safety (BoS) and other public bodies. 

depending on the needs of particular cases, 

purpose-built monitoring vehicles and various 

specially equipped vehicles are used, in addi-

tion to stationary measurement and direction-

finding stations, in order to identify domestic 

and foreign sources of interference. 

as in previous years the bulk of the processed in-

terference cases related to radio broadcast recep-

tion and other transmitters and receivers. 

however, there were also many cases of interfer-

ence in safety-related radiocommunication serv-

ices, well over 700 of them affecting aeronautical 

radio alone, and the latter cases are always given 

top priority by the pMd. only a relatively small 

proportion concerned electromagnetic incom-

patibilities in “other” electrical and electronic 

equipment, eg faulty heating controls.

an increasing number of reports are received 

from operators of uMtS networks in the conur-

bations that other frequency use impairs the 

services of their base stations, preventing them 

from meeting their network quality parame-

ters. the pMd’s investigations  revealed that the 

sources of interference are satellite receiving 

equipment with insufficient attenuation of in-

terference radiation and cordless telephones 

(dect phones) transmitting in the uMtS recep-

tion band because of faulty equipment. those 

responsible for the sources of interference were 

required to remove them.  

the pMd has a special anti-interference func-

tion to fulfil at major events. at certain events 

the pMd is present for the entire duration and 

can thus start investigating any interference  

immediately, while the event is in progress and 

even before it starts. the fact that the pMd is 

there on the spot means that the causes of inter-

ference are found and dealt with in nearly all 

cases, which helps to ensure trouble-free radio 

and tv broadcasts of important events. It is also 

vitally important that the organisers and secu-

rity organisations present at such events can 

communicate without interference.  

the leeheim satellite radio monitoring station 

(located between darmstadt and Mainz) gives 

the pMd the technical facilities to investigate 

radio interference and monitor the frequencies 

used by the satellite radio services. this is of di-

rect benefit to consumers who use satellite re-

ceiving equipment, gpS navigation systems and 

(in future) galileo services. the leeheim moni-

toring earth station also performs a number of 

functions directed at the trouble-free and ef-

ficient use of communication and broadcasting 

satellite systems.

the commissioning of the multiband antenna, 

which covers frequencies from 1 to 26.5 ghz, 

and the so-called transmitter location system 

have brought about significant improvements 

in  the identification of radio interference. a 

source of interference on the ground, which im-

pairs the uplink to a satellite, also causes inter-

ference in the downlink, ie the link from the 

satellite back to earth. the efficiency of the sys-

tem was demonstrated when there was interfer-

ence to reception from a communications 

satellite and the system located the source of 

the interference so precisely (in cologne) that 

there was no need to use a measuring vehicle 

for the purpose.

the leeheim satellite radio monitoring station 

not only performs the measuring functions 
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required by german law. It can also, up to a 

point, perform measuring functions for other 

european administrative bodies. the formal ba-

sis for the service, for which a fee is charged, is a 

memorandum of understanding, to which the 

relevant bodies in five countries have so far 

signed up: France, the uk, the Netherlands, 

Switzerland and Spain. 

Interference to radio broadcasts can be reported 

to the Federal Network agency by private indi-

viduals, companies and institutions on a 24-hour 

basis. the service number, 0180 3 232323, applies 

all over germany; fixed network calls cost 9 ct/min 

and the maximum charge for calls from mobile 

networks is 42 ct/min. heavy use was again made 

of the number in 2009, with several hundred 

thousand calls. 

Market surveillance under the EMVG and 

FTEG

the Federal Network agency conducts tests on 

electrical appliances available on the market. 

the tests are performed subject to directive 

2004/108/ec of the european parliament and of 

the council on the approximation of the laws of 

the member states relating to electromagnetic 

compatibility (eMc directive) and directive 

1999/5/ec of the european parliament and of 

the council of 9 March 1999 on radio equip-

ment and telecommunications terminal equip-

ment and the mutual recognition of their 

conformity (r&tte directive). these two 

directives were transposed into national law by 

the electromagnetic compatibility act (eMvg) 

and the radio equipment and telecommuni-

cations terminal equipment act (Fteg). 

In fulfilment of its market surveillance function 

the Federal Network agency checks whether 

products falling under the two directives 

comply with administrative requirements, eg 

correct marking. It also checks on the plausibil-

ity of ec declarations of conformity, the infor-

mation given on  operation and intended use, 

and possible restrictions applicable to general 

and radio equipment and telecommunications 

terminal equipment (tkee). 

the eu-harmonised tests done by the pMd on 

the technical features of the relevant products 

make a significant contribution to ensuring ef-

ficient and interference-free use of frequencies. 

electrical equipment available on the market, 

such as tv sets, kitchen appliances, power tools 

and mobile phones, is tested at specially 

equipped laboratories in the agency’s regional 

offices or at the accredited test laboratory in 

kolberg. products covered by the Fteg are test-

ed as to their functional parameters, and in the 

case of mobile phones the special absorption 

rate (Sar) is measured as well. these measure-

ments make it possible to determine whether 

the essential requirements laid down in the 

Fteg for the protection of user health are being 

fulfilled. the Federal Network agency carried 

out a total of some 7,300 market surveillance 

activities in 2009, with measuring or adminis-

trative tests on 2,886 series/single devices. 1,810 

of these devices came under the eMc directive 

and 1,076 under the r&tte directive. Internet 

research turned up 75 european and 15 interna-

tional providers of devices which did not con-

form to requirements, and a total of 488 

Internet offers, covering 8,626 products, were 

terminated by order. 

under the terms of an administrative agree-

ment with the Federal environment agency 

(uBa) the Federal Network agency also checks 

that marking conforms to directive 2002/96/ec 

on waste electrical and electronic equipment. It 
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should be noted here that the rate of marking 

deficiencies for products placed on the market 

subject to the new eMc directive was much 

higher than for products subject to the old eMc 

directive (14 % as against 1.6 %).

In 2009 1,307 series and 196 single devices were 

tested using measuring equipment. 346 series 

and 21 single devices tested positive in the sense 

that they failed to meet prescribed requirements, 

a percentage rate of 26.4 % and 10.7 % respectively. 

one reason for the high percentage of unsatis-

factory products was that the selection of de-

vices for testing focused on those that seemed 

most likely to fail to meet the requirements. 31 

products were tested for compliance with the 

essential requirements for device and product 

safety; 39 percent were found wanting. In 2009 

the focus was again on radio sockets and on cer-

tain mobile phones which, because of failure to 

comply with the essential requirements for 

product safety, were a potential and material 

danger to life and limb. 

during 2009 a total of 579 follow-up measures 

were taken on non-compliant products, with 

251 sales bans and 328 notices of assessment. as 

the Federal Network agency does not test all 

the products on the market, these data and sta-

tistics do not allow any conclusions about the 

german market as a whole. But the non-compli-

ance rate emphasises how important the test-

ing is, in the interest and for the protection of 

consumers.

Notice of radio equipment which operates on 

frequencies whose use is not harmonised 

throughout the eu must, in pursuance of the 

Fteg, be filed with the Member State authori-

ties responsible for frequency management at 

least four weeks before it is intended to be 

placed on the market. the Federal Network 

agency gives the person placing it on the mar-

ket information on the type of frequency assign-

ment necessary for the operation of the radio 

equipment (general or individual assignment) 

and, where appropriate, specifies any existing 

restrictions on frequency use in germany. the 

number of such notices received by the Federal 

Network agency (since 2008 they can be sent 

electronically) averaged 110 per month in 2009.

Electromagnetic compatibility and the 

environment (EMVU)

under the heading of eMvu the annual meas-

urement activities and the checks on certified, 

fixed radio transmitter stations were continued, 

subject to the ordinance concerning the 

controls for the limitation of electromagnetic 

Fields, or eMF controls ordinance. these checks 

are one of the most important tasks of the pMd, 

the Federal Network agency’s radio monitoring 

and inspection service. 

the high-frequency radio spectrum is tested 

and evaluated at 1,610 measuring points in 

germany as a check on whether the prescribed 

limits are being exceeded. the checks showed 

that the limits were being observed. the meas-

uring points were located and the measuring 

activities conducted in cooperation with the 

federal state authorities.
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Number of measuring points per federal state 2009
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In 2009 the Federal Network agency made 

progress on various projects related to the 

standardisation and monitoring of electromag-

netic fields (eMF) with a view to ensuring the 

protection of persons in such fields. one of the 

eMF standardisation projects is directed at the 

integration of the site certification procedures 

in the standards harmonised on a europe-wide 

basis. the procedures used in germany since 

1992 to monitor compliance with the limits to 

protect persons exposed to electromagnetic 

fields from radio equipment would thus be 

placed on an international footing. a draft pro-

duced by the Federal Network agency has been 

submitted to the relevant standardisation bod-

ies, and they are working on refining it.

one of the other standardisation projects con-

cerns the automatic measurement system. the 

Federal Network agency seeks to establish gen-

eral conditions for automatic measurement 

systems that will make it possible to compare 

measuring results on an international basis. the 

system used by the Federal Network agency 

was taken as the basis for a draft recommenda-

tion which was submitted to the International 

telecommunication union (Itu). 

the Federal Network agency issued a total of 

16,620 radio transmitter site certificates in 

2009. the certificates are made available for 

downloading by municipalities and local and 

federal state authorities, which make prolific 

use of the service. the downloading is via the 

local-authority database, in which 2,350 users 

are registered. all the information in the certifi-

cates, except the site address, is accessible to the 

general public via the Federal Network 

agency’s so-called eMF database.
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Shared use of mobile equipment  

locations 2009

with one mobile station
42.0%

with six mobile stations 
2.0%with five mobile 

stations
4.0%

with four mobile 
stations
8.0%

with three 
mobile 
stations
12.0%

with two mobile stations
30.0%

with more than six 
mobile stations
2.0%

In 2009 the pMd measured the immissions of 

radio transmitting equipment at more than 

1,600 measuring locations in germany. Its find-

ings are supplemented by the automatic meas-

urement system, in operation since 19 March 

2007, which measures such immissions round 

the clock at 12 measuring stations. Since that 

date the twelve stations have been in operation 

for a total of 177,600 measuring hours, transmit-

ting about 1 million measurement packages for 

evaluation by the eMF database. In view of the 

upcoming introduction of long-term evolution 

technology (lte) the Federal Network agency 

plans to install the automatic devices at the 

planned lte locations in good time. once the 

lte is in operation it will be possible to compare 

the field strength levels ascertained.  

Further information can be found on the 

Federal Network agency’s eMF website  

(http://emf.bundesnetzagentur.de/).

DATA PROTECTION IN TELECOMMUNICA-

TIONS AND POST

the confidentiality of postal and telecommuni-

cations services, together with the pertinent 

data protection regulations, are important as-

pects of consumer protection. In this context it 

is the job of the Federal Network agency to en-

sure compliance with the relevant standards. 

the stringent provisions of the telecommuni-

cations and postal acts are directed at the com-

mercial service providers and give concrete 

form to the customers’ right to have both their 

communications and the framework in which 

they are delivered kept strictly confidential. 

there has been extensive liberalisation of the 

communications markets, but the state has not 

absolved the commercial providers from the 

obligation to keep postal and telecommunica-

tions services confidential. the Federal Network 

agency keeps the commercial operators and 

the public informed about data protection reg-

ulations and ensures that the consumer protec-

tion standards are observed. 

In the telecommunications sector the year 2009 

was marked by data protection problems in-

volving dtag - here the state prosecutors have 

not yet completed their investigations - and by 

various data protection mishaps. dtag made 

massive efforts to fill the data protection gaps 

that had opened up. there were also data pro-

tection failures in other sectors, and the result-

ing public debate on the issue prompted the 

lawmakers in Berlin to take action.

another matter of importance was so-called 

data retention, where there were a number of 

legal and technical issues to clarify. certain un-

dertakings challenged the data retention obli-

gation before the administrative courts. In only 
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one case, in which it was doubtful whether  the 

undertaking was in the obligation category in 

the first place, was it ruled, on the basis of a tem-

porary injunction, that the obligation was not 

effective. In all other cases it was ruled to be 

binding in law. the undertakings are therefore 

obliged to implement the data retention regu-

lations until further notice. the Federal 

administrative court dealt with the fundamen-

tal issues raised by data retention in oral pro-

ceedings in december 2009. a final ruling is 

expected for spring 2010.

as in previous years, various telecommunica-

tions providers approached the Federal 

Network agency before introducing new serv-

ices in order to make sure in advance that their 

offerings would conform to data protection re-

quirements. with a view to telecommunica-

tions security the Federal Network agency 

checked 115 security concepts by way of written 

procedures and carried out on-site checks, 

41 regular and 52 incident-related, in the year  

under review.

In the postal sector in the same period, regular, 

routine checks were made all over germany on 

data protection and the confidentiality of postal 

deliveries. a total of 364 reports on such checks 

were generated in 2009, three of them referring 

to incident-related on-site checks. 

2009 saw the continuation of the successful col-

laboration between the Federal Network agency 

and the Federal commissioner for data protection 

and Freedom of Information. It was characterised 

by close coordination on policy matters with a 

view to achieving effective data protection.
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under section 74a of the telecommunications 

act (tkg) and section 10 of the postal Services 

ordinance (pdlv), consumers can request the 

Federal Network agency to settle disputes  

with a provider of telecommunications serv-

ices or postal services for the general public in 

cases of infringement of the rights defined in 

the tkg and/or the pdlv. For this purpose the 

Federal Network agency has set up a dispute 

resolution service for each of the two sectors. 

to make use of this service it is necessary for 

complainants to assert an infringement of the 

rights to which they are entitled by statute or 

ordinance. It is also necessary for there to be no 

legal or other arbitration proceedings pending 

at the time, and for an attempt to have been 

made beforehand to reach agreement with the 

opposing party. 

disputes are as a rule resolved by way of written 

proceedings. participation in these proceed-

ings is voluntary, which means inter alia that 

the proceedings are closed as soon as one party 

refuses to participate in them. hearings of the 

parties involved are conducted with the aim of 

reaching amicable agreement. the dispute res-

olution body can make a concrete proposal 

aimed at settling the dispute. the result of the 

proceedings largely depends on the extent to 

which both parties help to clarify the facts of 

the case and are prepared to reach agreement 

on a settlement.

Fees are charged for the use of the dispute res-

olution service. the fees are regulated in sec-

tion 145 sentence 2 tkg in pursuance of section 

34 subsection 1 of the court costs act (gkg) or 

alternatively section 18 subsection 2 of the 

postal act. the fee amount depends on the sum 

at issue, with a minimum of 25 euros. the fee 

becomes due as soon as the opposing party for-

mally agrees to take part in the dispute resolu-

tion proceedings.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In 2009 the dispute resolution service was re-

quested to conciliate in 537 cases. In addition 

154 other requests for help reached the service, 

which advised and informed the applicants on 

the possible next steps or alternatively found 

solutions by way of direct contact with the pro-

viders. ten percent of the requests were with-

drawn by the applicants in response to the 

information given by the service relating to the 

requirements for the dispute resolution pro-

ceedings or to the facts of the case. the propor-

tion of conciliation requests which had to be 

refused on grounds of inapplicability - ie there 

was no infringement of rights under the tkg 

- continued to be very high, at 46 percent. In 

most of the cases it was the conclusion, altera-

tion or termination of contracts that was in dis-

pute. Such matters fall under general civil law 

and cannot at present be submitted to the dis-

pute resolution service. however,  the eu 

telecoms reform, which is due for implementa-

tion before long, will have the effect of broaden-

ing the scope of the dispute resolution service. 

the reform package will make it possible for 

many of the cases currently  turned down to be 

dealt with under the dispute resolution proce-

dures.  what has been done so far is for the serv-

ice to set aside formal proceedings and use its 

contacts with the telecommunications under-

takings to achieve agreement wherever pos-

sible in individual cases.

Decisions on applications for dispute  

resolution in the telecommunications 

sector 2009

Applications withdrawn (by applicant) 
10.0%

Dispute resolution  
proceedings instituted  
44.0%

Inadmissible applications 
46.0%

In 37 percent of the applications for dispute res-

olution in 2009, the opposing parties saw no 

basis for a clarification of the facts with a view to 

amicable settlement and refused to take part in 

dispute resolution proceedings. In 96 percent of 

all the other cases it proved possible - continu-

ing the trend of good results in the past - to 

achieve agreement between the parties. there 

were only isolated cases of proceedings which 

had been opened having to be terminated be-

cause the application was withdrawn or the op-

posing party revoked its consent to take part 

part in the proceedings. the success rate for ad-

missible dispute resolution proceedings was 

therefore 61 percent, matching the high level 

attained in recent years.
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Results for admissible and completed 

proceedings in the telecommunications 

sector 2009

Refusal by opposing party to take part in proceedings 
37.0%

Amicable settlement 
61.0%

Withdrawals from proceedings 
by applicants 2.0%

POST

In the year under review 26 applications were 

made to the postal dispute resolution service 

and formal proceedings were opened in 13 cas-

es. Four of the 26 applications had to be turned 

down because the conditions for the opening of 

proceedings had not been met. Seven of the 

proceedings were successfully concluded, and 

in four cases the dispute was not resolved. In 

one case the application was withdrawn, and 

one case is still pending.
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INDEPENDENT REGULATORS GROUP AND 

EUROPEAN REGULATORS GROUP

For twelve years now, the Independent 

regulators group (Irg) has been coordinating, 

on a voluntary basis, the regulatory practice of 

national authorities in eu and eFta states as 

well as the eu accession countries. In 2009 the 

Federal Network agency further strengthened 

its intensive involvement and participation in 

the regulatory group and decisively shaped it 

within the scope of the german presidency. one 

of the focuses was on revising the european le-

gal framework for electronic communications 

networks and services.

In addition, there is also the advisory body 

founded by the commission of the european 

union (eu) in 2002: the european regulators 

group (erg). Its task is to bring about greater 

coordination of national regulatory practices 

by applying the european legal framework for 

electronic communications networks and serv-

ices as uniformly as possible in order to thus 

foster the further development of the internal 

market in this area. For this reason, this group is 

made up of the independent national regula-

tory authorities (Nra) for electronic communi-

cations of the eu member states. added to this 

are the representatives of the commission, who 

are not entitled to vote.

IRG/ERG Presidency of the Federal Network 

Agency in 2009

In January 2009 the president of the Federal 

Network agency, Matthias kurth, took up the 

one-year presidency of the Irg, after having 

been a member of the elected Irg Board the 

year before. at the same time, he also carried 

out the role of president of the erg in 2009. 

these functions entail many tasks, including 

leadership in developing and monitoring the 

working programme, planning and organising 

plenary and technical group meetings and 

press relations work at european level. 

Furthermore, the president represents the Irg 

and erg at official meetings and conferences, 

in particular vis-à-vis the eu commission. he 
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prepares the erg’s annual report, which is di-

rected to the european parliament (ep) via the 

eu commission.

In the erg, the Federal Network agency and 

other Nras draw up legally non-binding 

common positions (cps) on relevant issues, in 

which it jointly develops Best practice and 

opinions, where it expresses its views on cer-

tain regulatory issues. For example, the eu 

commission requests the latter for drawing up 

new legal acts. to increase transparency, the 

documents are presented for public consulta-

tion before they are adopted. 

REVISING THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

AND SERVICES 

as in the previous year, in 2009 work on state-

ments about the eu commission’s legislative 

proposals for revising the existing legal frame-

work for electronic communications networks 

and services of 13 November 2007 was to the 

fore. the following subjects in particular con-

cerned the Irg/erg: the article 7 consolidation 

process (eu commission’s demand for an ex-

pansion of its veto to remedies) and the closely 

associated proposals for the reorganisation of 

the institutional shape (replacing the erg by a 

european regulatory authority—european 

electronic communications Market authority, 

eecMa) and strengthening the independence 

of the Nras. Furthermore, the eu commission’s 

legislative proposals comprised far-reaching 

shifts in responsibility in the field of frequency 

regulation as well as significant changes to the 

universal service.

In the first half of 2009 the Body of european 

regulators for electronic communications 

(Berec) was devised as a new model. this real-

ised the concept of an actual advisory body 

(Board of regulators, replaces the current erg) 

with a separate office, which has a legal person-

ality under community law. at the same time, 

Berec in its entirety is not an agency, but rather 

the umbrella for the Board of regulators as an 

advisory body (without its own legal personal-

ity) and the office. the latter is controlled by the 

Management committee, made up of repre-

sentatives of the 27 Nras from the eu member 

states and one representative of the eu 

commission. the substructure for the detailed 

work is still performed by the working groups, 

where the experts from the Nras draw up the 

documents and prepare the decisions for the 

Board of regulators. 

In its statement of 26 February 20091, which was 

adopted at the plenary in Berlin, the Irg/erg 

firmly called upon the eu institutions to reach a 

quick and effective agreement during the sec-

ond reading of the telecoms package. It also 

made it clear that the Irg/erg supports a strong 

and independent system of european regula-

tors—a viewpoint that was shared by the ep and 

the european council. Finally, the Irg/erg 

spoke in favour of the council’s shared position 

of 27 November 2008, according to which 

article 7 of the Framework directive should act 

as a balanced means for improved and consist-

ent regulatory practice in europe. 

In the trilogue meeting (council presidency, ep 

rapporteurs, representatives of the eu 

commission) of 30 March 2009 all involved 

agreed to Berec and the co-regulatory process 

for the consolidation process, whereby Berec 

issues positions to the notifications of the mar-

ket regulatory decisions planned by the Nras. 

however, the eu commission will still not have 

1 IRG/ERG Statement “Strengthen the ERG for further harmonisation—IRG/ERG’s view on the Review”.
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a veto for the remedies. Moreover, those in-

volved agreed to make incentives for the expan-

sion of the Next generation access (Nga), ie the 

replacement of copper wires by fibre optic ca-

bles, eg by giving operators the opportunity to 

expand the networks jointly.

In the area of frequency regulation, the compre-

hensive transfers of responsibility from the mem-

ber states to the eu commission mainly proposed 

by the eu commission did not meet with agree-

ment, either in the council or in the ep. In their 

rejection of the proposals, both bodies agreed in 

principle with the criticism expressed by the 

member states, namely that there has been a 

tried and tested means of frequency harmonisa-

tion at international and european level for many 

years (incl. Itu and cept) and therefore the eu 

commission’s proposed growth in responsibility 

at european level would result in an increase in 

bureaucracy not justified by the matter.

In the negotiations on the universal Service 

directive, agreement was achieved with far-

reaching changes within the scope of the tri-

logue. In the field of the “classical” universal 

service entitlement (connection to a public tele-

phone network), the previous restriction of the 

“functional Internet access” to a narrowband 

Internet connection is to be replaced by a more 

flexible solution. this means that the individual 

member states are given greater scope to make 

broadband connections the subject of the uni-

versal service.

Marked expansions and deliberations are 

planned in the field of consumer-protection 

regulations in the universal Service directive. 

to increase transparency, the standard contents 

of contracts will be further defined and the pub-

lication duties of the telecommunications 

providers extended. Furthermore, it should be 

made easier to change provider (activation of 

the number within a single working day). 

Finally, equal access of disabled people to tel-

ecommunications services is to be guaranteed 

with a number of regulations.

Following the Irg/erg plenipotentiary at the 

end of May 2009, the council of Ministers met in 

Brussels on 11 and 12 June 2009 and once again 

considered the telecommunications package. 

on 12 June 2009 the Irg/erg published its posi-

tion2, in which it welcomed the results of the 

second reading with respect to the institutions 

and the regulatory framework to be set up. In 

the view of the Irg/erg this will result in greater 

independence of the Nras and, at the same 

time, ensure closer cooperation between the 

authorities as well as with the eu commission. 

By the same token, a system of this kind can 

bring about a higher degree of harmonisation, 

while the specific regulatory decisions will be 

taken by the individual regulatory authorities 

in future and, as a result, benefit from their 

many years of expertise and profound knowl-

edge of the market. this means that an appro-

priate balance is maintained that is in 

accordance with the principle of subsidiarity.

the results of the trilogue were to have been 

adopted in the meantime in the second reading 

of the ep telecommunications package on 

6 May 2009. and it was almost completely adopt-

ed. however, the ep voted against an amend-

ment proposal (so-called amendment 138, which 

refers to the conditions for blocking Internet ac-

cess after downloading illegal content) that the 

compromise version from the trilogue had con-

tained, with the result that a negotiation process 

was started. after the council of Ministers adopt-

ed the citizens’ rights directive (contains 
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universal Service and data protection directive) 

and the Berec regulation on 26 october 2009, a 

compromise with respect to amendment 138 

was found in the meeting of the Negotiation 

committee of 4 November 2009. It includes the 

obligation to conduct a fair trial before an 

Internet access is blocked, but does not include 

the need for a judicial decision. after this, the 

council of Ministers approved the Better 

regulation directive (includes Framework, 

access and approval directive) on 20 November 

2009, as did the ep on 24 November 2009, with 

the result that the entire package was published 

in the eu official Journal on 18 december 2009. 

In its third statement on the review3 at its plenary 

in warsaw on 4 december 2009 the Irg wel-

comed the adoption. In particular, it emphasised 

that the Nras have full control of Berec and ad-

vocated Brussels as the location for the office. 

Roaming Directive 

as in 2008, in 2009 the Irg/erg continued to 

monitor compliance with the International 

roaming regulation (No. 717/2007), which en-

tered into force on 30 June 2007, by mobile tel-

ephone operators and other providers of 

roaming services. In this connection, the erg 

conducted extensive data surveys among the 

relevant providers and has so far submitted four 

reports with data on roaming development.

In the third roaming report the group of eu 

regulators was able to cover a full summer holi-

day season (1 april 2008 to 30 September 2008)* 

for the first time, during which, typically, most 

roaming calls are made. a comparison on the 

basis of a full year was possible for the first time, 

too. thus, the final consumer prices in two 

thirds of member states were exactly or just be-

low the specified upper threshold. the erg no-

ticed hardly any changes to the prices for the 

Short Message Service (SMS), whereas the final 

consumer prices for roaming data connections 

underwent a downward trend. the Fourth 

roaming report (october 2008 to March 2009) 

showed hardly any changes. 

In the revision of the roaming regulation in 

2009 the Irg/erg had demanded that the bal-

ance between the interests of the consumer and 

those of the companies be maintained. It there-

fore stated that regulatory measures should not, 

among other things, entail upheavals in mobile 

communications markets where competition 

prevails. In addition, flexible procedures should 

foster investments and innovation. 

In its proposals, the group of regulators firstly 

called for an extension of the measures in voice 

roaming and an expansion to SMS roaming. 

Secondly, it noted a similar situation in data 

roaming to that which prevails with SMS roam-

ing. although mobile data connections are 

steadily gaining in importance, falling whole-

sale prices had not been passed on to customers. 

although a downwards trend had been ob-

served in the previous quarters, this had not 

changed anything about the marked discrepan-

cies between the individual eu member states. 

however, the Irg/erg put forward the idea 

that, in particular for data access abroad, there 

are various means of access with prices well be-

low the models available in mobile telecommu-

nications; for example, cheap Internet access is 

often available via wireless local area 

Networks (wlaN). Moreover, new price models 

for mobile data access can be seen at national 

level in several countries due to the growing de-

mand. For this reason, the Irg/erg was in fa-

vour of waiting for future developments before 

coming to a decision on extending the 

eurotariff to data connections.
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But the Irg/erg saw an immediate need for ac-

tion with respect to the so-called bill shock, i.e. 

unexpectedly high mobile phone bills due to 

data roaming connections. For example, the 

customer may be able to find out what prices 

are charged per MB, but it is often difficult to 

understand when an MB has actually been “con-

sumed”. the Irg/erg therefore advocated rapid 

action, for example by means of active agree-

ment by the customer to further data connec-

tions when a certain invoiced amount has been 

reached or a software solution that displays to 

the customer, if possible in real time, the data 

volumes currently being consumed.

the revised roaming regulation (No. 544/2009) 

entered into force on 1 July 2009. For example, it 

contains a further reduction in the price-per-

minute in the eurotariff and, for the first time, 

upper limits for sending text messages. the 

wholesale charges for data roaming are still lim-

ited. In future the Irg/erg will continue to moni-

tor compliance by the mobile network operators. 

IRG/ERG publications

In 2009 the work of the Irg/erg was character-

ised by the input and the—sometimes critical—

commentary of the draft recommendations 

published by the eu commission on the 

“regulatory treatment of fixed and mobile ter-

mination rates in the eu” and “regulated access 

to Nga networks”. the group of Nras has a 

rather critical view of the proposed accounting 

methods for charging cost-oriented termina-

tion fees and considers them to be too detailed. 

the report on Mobile termination rates (Mtr) 

in mobile telecommunications4, published by 

the Irg/erg every six months, shows that the 

rates in europe are falling gradually and, in par-

allel, the differences between the rates in the 

individual countries are also falling.

other future-oriented subject areas where the 

Irg/erg works concern issues of convergence 

(eg fixed network-mobile network conver-

gence) as well as frequency regulation and its 

interaction with market regulation. as far as the 

latter is concerned, erg and the radio 

Spectrum policy group (rSpg) submitted two 

reports, “transitional spectrum issues”5 and 

“Spectrum competition issues”6, in June 2009. 

In the same month, the erg published a 

“Statement on digital dividend: a once-in-a-life-

time opportunity for europe”7. even though the 

main focus of the Irg/erg’s work lies on issues 

of wholesale regulation, the bodies are also con-

cerned with matters of consumer protection 

and in early 2009 presented a report on 

“transparency of tariff information”8.

Report on NGA 

In the field of future networks, in June 2009 the 

Irg/erg submitted the “report on Nga—

economic analysis and regulatory principles”9. 

against the background of the progressing ex-

pansion of Nga networks, it examines the ex-

tent to which the findings from the “erg 

opinion on regulatory principles of Nga”10, 

published in 2007, apply.

the erg’s economic analysis makes it clear 

that expansion of the Nga will probably 

strengthen the importance of advantages of 

scale and density. this makes it more difficult 

for potential competitors to establish their 

own networks; as a result there is a reduced 
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capacity to replicate infrastructures and per-

manent bottleneck factors are strengthened. 

More recent studies, which analyse the ex-

pansion of Nga in some member states, for 

example, confirm these findings. an analysis 

of regulation shows that the concept of the 

investment leader and the principle of foster-

ing competition to the lowest possible level 

will continue to be as valid as the distinction 

between Market 4 (market for unbundled ac-

cess to subscriber lines) and Market 5 (bit 

stream market).

In price control, regulators need flexibility above 

all when applying cost accounting principles. a 

consistent application of cost methods and price 

principles is also necessary if price-cost gaps and 

cost-cost gaps are to be avoided. appropriate in-

terest on capital that adequately reflects the risk 

is necessary to induce efficient incentives to in-

vest. regulators can facilitate investments by 

means of predictable regulatory action (eg by 

revealing the regulatory strategy) or by specify-

ing the length of regulatory periods. 

In principle, every investment is associated with 

a certain risk, for example uncertainties with 

respect to future demand or willingness to pay. 

however, overall regulation has only a limited 

influence on investment risks. Investors them-

selves can reduce risks with the most varied ap-

proaches; these include bundling demand, 

one-off charges, a project-based Nga roll-out or 

co-investment projects. 

currently there are marked differences be-

tween the member states with regard to the 

means of imposing symmetrical measures (ie 

irrespective of the existence of market domi-

nance). Some countries smooth this way with 

special national legislation that imposes certain 

obligations on providers of consumer 

connections.

In summary, the Irg/erg comes to the conclu-

sion that the principles of the applicable 

european regulatory framework continue to be 

suitable for meeting the challenges of develop-

ment towards Nga.

Commenting on the draft recommenda-

tions on regulating access to NGA networks

In addition, on 12 June 2009 the Irg/erg stated 

its position on the second draft recommenda-

tions on regulating access to Nga networks pub-

lished by the eu commission11. In this, the Irg/

erg supports the draft’s aim of creating reliable 

regulatory framework conditions to promote 

efficient investments and competition. 

Nevertheless, the very tight targets are criti-

cised by means of which the scope for the na-

tional regulators to assess whether to impose 

suitable remedies on companies with consider-

able market power to overcome the competi-

tion problems existing on the national markets 

are excessively limited.
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EUROPEAN FORUM FOR MEMBER STATES 

AND EUROPEAN PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNER-

SHIP FOR RESILIENCE

In the international sphere, the Federal Network 

agency was also active in the “european Forum 

for member states” (eFMS) and the “european 

public-private partnership for resilience” (ep3r) 

in 2009. Both of these initiatives date back to a 

notification from the commission (coM(2009) 

149) on a “policy Initiative on critical 

Information Infrastructure protection”.

the planned activities are carried out under 

—and in parallel to—the broader framework of 

the european programme on critical 

Infrastructure protection. eFMa is a forum for 

the exchange of information and best practice 

in the field of critical Information Infrastructures 

(cII). participation is limited to representatives 

of state agencies, for example on behalf of the 

Federal office for Information Security and the 

Federal Network agency.

the aim is to protect europe against large-scale 

power failures and Internet attacks by increas-

ing the security and robustness of the critical 

information and communications technology 

infrastructures. In germany, the network op-

erators are required under the telecommuni-

cations act (tkg) to implement a number of 

security measures. It is the task of the Federal 

Network agency to ensure that the companies 

meet these statutory requirements.

eFMS should furthermore be seen as a supple-

ment to ep3r, which set itself the goal of en-

couraging cooperation between the public and 

private cII sector at eu level. the european 

Network and Information Security agency 

(eNISa) will perform a coordinating role. In this 

connection, eNISa is based on experience 

gained in studies, workshops and interviews on 

the subject of “resilience in e-communications 

networks” since 2007; the Federal Network 

agency has been actively involved in these. In 

the eyes of the eu commission, pan-european 

exercises should be conducted in the communi-

cations sector. From 2010 there will be two 

meetings of eFMa and ep3r every year.
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UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION 

the “Nairobi postal Strategy 2009–2012” was 

adopted at the 2008 universal postal congress 

in geneva. all measures and activities of the 

universal postal union’s postal operations 

council (poc) and the council of 

administration (ca) are incorporated in this 

strategy. they aim to improve the efficiency of 

the worldwide postal network, to foster and 

adapt the universal service, to promote the sus-

tainable development of the postal sector and 

to promote the growth of postal markets. at its 

first meeting after the 2008 universal postal 

congress, the poc revised the “Supplementary 

provisions on the universal postal convention” 

and the “agreement on Financial Services” in 

spring 2009. 

within the scope of its responsibility, the poc 

makes recommendations to member states 

with regard to the standardisation of techno-

logical, operation and other processes. this is 

where the greatest possible uniformity in ap-

plication is in the interests of smooth postal traf-

fic for the countries involved.

Furthermore, the poc’s commitment at the mo-

ment is very heavily directed towards environ-

mental policy. the postal companies are 

committed to recycling programmes and are in-

troducing new, environmentally friendly prod-

ucts, such as climate-neutral letters. they are also 

issuing stamps that have environmental protec-

tion or species protection as a subject matter.

In autumn 2009, 950 delegates took part in the 

meetings of the most important body of the 

universal postal union, the ca. within the con-

text of the ca, four committees and their rele-

vant working groups discussed issues of 

regulation, development and cooperation, fi-

nance, administration and strategy.

For example, under the heading of governance 

issues, the ca also dealt with innovative projects, 

such as the new domain “post”. with this do-

main, the upu is pursuing the goal of fulfilling its 
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original mandate of creating a worldwide space 

without borders for communications in a secure 

environment. the corresponding domain names 

for all companies that come into consideration 

will probably be available for the postal sector 

from mid-2010. the upu, with the support of the 

ca, will monitor the governance rules for the 

development, implementation and allocation of 

the domain names.

during the ca meeting, there was a regulatory 

forum where various models of regulation 

were presented. possible methods for financ-

ing the universal service were also discussed 

against the background of the economic crisis 

and liberalisation.

another important decision was made when the 

ca gave its consent to a project for the develop-

ment of (physical) addresses. In this way, the 

universal postal union wants to draw the atten-

tion of governments, regulators and other inter-

national organisations to how important it is to 

have a complete address so that all citizens can 

participate in life in society. an international 

summit is to be held on this subject in 2011.

EUROPEAN COMMITTEE FOR  

POSTAL REGULATION 

In addition to the european committee for postal 

regulation (cerp), which meets under the chair-

manship of the Federal Network agency, as the 

umbrella organisation the european conference 

for post and telecommunications administra-

tions (cept) has two other committees, the 

electronic communications committee (ecc), 

also under the chairmanship of the Federal 

Network agency, and the committee for Itu 

policy (com-Itu) with a Swedish chair. Since the 

reorganisation of the cept, which was completed 

in spring 2009, the chairmen of the three com-

mittees have formed the joint presidency.

as a “closely related association” of the 

universal postal union, cept takes part in the 

meetings of the ca and the poc. as such, it rep-

resents the regional interests of cerp members 

in the universal postal union. on the occasion 

of the cept’s inaugural visit to the universal 

postal union it was agreed in autumn 2009 that 

in future cerp is to be consulted by the upu as 

an advisory body for regulatory issues, in par-

ticular involving developing countries. 

In 2009 organisational issues were less to the 

fore and the focus was more on the results 

achieved with the new structure. For example, 

in spring 2009 the recommendations for cost 

accounting were adopted by the cerp plenary, 

as were the guidelines for price approval in au-

tumn 2009. In future, the results will act as a 

guide for the old and new eu member states as 

well as potential accession countries in making 

their own moves in this area. 

as far as cost accounting is concerned—and all 

of the other subjects discussed (universal serv-

ice, consumer issues, political affairs)—it has 

been shown that there can be no universally ap-

plicable solution. here, cerp is still required to 

promote and consolidate mutual understand-

ing between the relevant national situations 

and to make recommendations to bring them 

closer together and thus contribute to eradicat-

ing barriers to market entry for the develop-

ment of the internal market. this cerp 

approach will make a major contribution to re-

alising harmonised implementation of the third 

eu directive in all member states.
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In this context, the structure decided just a year 

ago is once again being put to the test. a cerp 

survey is currently examining whether the 

structure meets the full extent of the require-

ments of the third eu directive. 

EUROPEAN COMMITTEE  

FOR STANDARDISATION 

the european committee for Standardisation 

(ceN) draws up standards for the postal sector 

in technical committee 331. Standards for qual-

ity measurement are developed in working 

group 1, which is particularly important from a 

regulatory point of view and which was chaired 

by the Federal Network agency until autumn 

2009. thus, the standard for measuring delivery 

time (eN 13850) has been under revision since 

early 2008; its application within the eu is re-

quired. the revision is necessary so that the 

member states can apply the current standard 

after the market has been opened, possibly with 

several participants on the market. 

COMMITTEE ACCORDING TO ARTICLE 21 OF 

THE POSTAL SERVICES DIRECTIVE

this committee, whose work the commission 

supports, meets twice a year. the additional 

working groups set up in 2008 specifically dealt 

with the cost accounting systems used in the 

member states and the associated audits.

In the committee, the Federal Network agency 

has supplied its experience with gradual mar-

ket opening in particular. It mainly pointed out 

the positive experience gained in the telecom-

munications sector and parallels that were used 

with the promise of success in the postal sector.

with respect to implementation of the direc-

tive, germany emphasised the need for greater 

coordination between the regulatory authori-

ties. an initially informal european body of in-

dependent postal regulators that builds upon 

the existing body in the telecommunications 

sector, the Irg, would be conceivable in a first 

stage. this approach appears practical because 

in most eu countries regulation for posts and 

telecommunications are housed in a single au-

thority, as in the Federal Network agency.
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Since 2004 the Federal Network agency has 

been a member of the council of european 

energy regulators (ceer) and the european 

regulators group for electricity and gas (ergeg) 

founded by the commission in November 200312 

the aim of these european institutions is, for ex-

ample, to use recommendations, statements 

and studies to draw up best practice standards 

or guidelines in the electricity and gas sector to 

guide market participants with respect to regu-

latory issues. Furthermore, cooperation be-

tween the national energy regulatory 

authorities and between the regulatory authori-

ties and the eu commission has been further 

developed by means of these bodies.

the Federal Network agency has been involved 

in several ceer/ergeg working groups on gas 

and electricity regulatory issues and on unbun-

dling and consumer protection (cf p 176). the in-

volvement of the Federal Network agency within 

ceer/ergeg was very successful at european lev-

el in the working group it headed on regulating 

energy trading activities (financial services) be-

cause, together with the group of finance market 

regulators, it drew up proposals for a customised 

eu market integrity and transparency regime, 

which were welcomed and accepted by the Nras 

and the eu commission. 

PARTICIPATION OF THE FEDERAL NETWORK 

AGENCY IN ADOPTING AND IMPLEMENTING 

THE THIRD ENERGY INTERNAL MARKET 

PACKAGE

the electricity and gas directives and the elec-

tricity and gas regulations were substantially 

amended and expanded with the adoption of 

the third energy Internal Market package in 

July 2009. In addition, a new regulation on the 

founding of an eu energy agency for the 

cooperation of energy regulators (acer) was 

adopted. during the discussion on the third 

energy Internal Market package, the Federal 

Network agency actively contributed to shap-

ing the unbundling proposals, the decision-

making process within acer and the legally 

binding nature of the network codes.

after adoption of the third energy Internal 

Market package, within the scope of the ceer/

ergeg working groups, the Federal Network 

12 www.energy-regulators.eu
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agency was intensively involved in drawing up 

proposals for application of these legislative reg-

ulations by the Nras and, in particular, took the 

lead role in drafting the rules of procedure of 

acer. Furthermore, proposals were made con-

cerning the internal structure and organisation 

of acer and concerning specific legal questions.

Moreover, implementation of the new unbun-

dling legal framework has been treated with 

priority at the Federal Network agency and far-

reaching proposals on this have been drawn up 

within the ceer unbundling task Force, espe-

cially on the shaping of the Independent 

transmission operator (Ito) model. Finally, the 

Federal Network agency successfully complet-

ed compiling the first draft of “Framework 

guidelines” in the gas sector on the subject of 

“capacity allocation Management”. the draft 

was submitted to all market participants and is 

in the consultation phase. 

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE FEDERAL 

NETWORK AGENCY IN EUROPEAN GAS, 

ELECTRICITY AND CONSUMER FORA 

the Federal Network agency is represented in 

the most important fora for electricity (Florence 

Forum), gas (Madrid Forum) and consumer af-

fairs (london Forum) and intensively contrib-

utes to their work. In the gas sector, attention 

was directed to the transparency of market data 

and the allocation of network capacities as well 

as to infrastructure investments. with consider-

able involvement of the Federal Network 

agency, ergeg has drawn up and consulted on 

a concept on capacity management and pre-

sented the first results at the Madrid Forum on 

14/15 January 2010. 

In the electricity sector, the energy regulators 

drew attention to the necessary progress of the 

“Market Integration design project” in Florence. 

the Federal Network agency will continue to be 

involved in drafting first framework guidelines 

as a pilot project and further framework guide-

lines13  and in drafting the first ten-year network 

investment plan.

CONSTRUCTIVE EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE 

IN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

the heads of state and government of the seven 

biggest industrialised nations (uSa, canada, 

Japan, germany, uk, France, Italy) and russia 

spoke up in favour of more efficient regulation 

of energy markets during the g8 summit in 

Italy in July 2009. For the first time, the eu en-

ergy regulators were invited by the Italian gov-

ernment to issue a statement. the Federal 

Network agency drew particular attention to 

the need to reduce the administrative effort in 

setting up infrastructure (eg by simplifying the 

planning procedures). In addition, it called for 

better monitoring of energy trading activities 

and a more efficient coordination of work be-

tween the competent authorities (eg finance 

market regulatory authorities).

Moreover, every three years the eu Nras in coop-

eration with the regional associations of energy 

regulators, organise a forum, the world Forum 

on energy regulation, to enable a worldwide ex-

change of experience between regulators. this 

year the event was held in athens and gave the 

Nras a platform to present different regulatory 

procedures and methods. Furthermore, the 

International confederation of energy regulators 

(Icer) was founded, which brings together elev-

en regional regulatory associations with over 

200 Nras from every continent. 

13 Art. 4 of EC Regulation 713/2009 of 13 July 2009 establishing an Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators.
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as its results the forum published conclusions 

on the following four major issues: “reliability 

and security of supply”, “the role of regulators 

in responding to climate change”, 

“competitiveness and affordability” and “the 

independence, powers, responsibilities, best 

practices and training of regulators”. In addi-

tion, a “climate change declaration” and an 

“energy regulators’ Statement” were adopted 

for the climate conference in copenhagen in 

december 2009. on the subject of energy trad-

ing regulation, the Federal Network agency 

presented its concept on a future customised 

market integrity and transparency regime at 

european level.
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according to article 31 of directive 2001/14/ec 

the european railway regulators cooperate by 

exchanging information about their work, their 

decision-making practice and their principles. 

to deepen this exchange of experience with oth-

er regulatory authorities, in 2009 the Federal 

Network agency conducted a workshop with 

the austrian regulator, Schienen-control gmbh, 

on dealing with framework agreements. with 

the help of these agreements, companies can 

ensure rail capacity for several years in advance 

within the context of a specific bandwidth.

WORKING GROUP RAIL REGULATORY BODIES

the working group rail regulatory Bodies is a 

particular exchange platform for rail regulators 

in the eu. within this working group represent-

atives of the european regulatory bodies and 

representatives of the eu commission take part 

in quarterly meetings.

this year the subjects of the meetings were the 

varied activities of the eu commission. among 

other things, it presented its plans for the new 

version of the First railway package, which 

comprises three directives passed in 2001 (incl. 

directive 2001/14/ec). the aim is to ensure dis-

crimination-free access to the railway infra-

structure. Furthermore, within the context of 

the working group meetings, a study on usage 

conditions was presented and the commission 

draft of a regulation on creating a european 

railway network for competitive freight trans-

port and the effects on the member states’ regu-

latory activities were discussed.

RAILNETEUROPE

railNeteurope (rNe) is an association of 

european railway infrastructure companies 

that is designed to take account of the many 

flows of traffic within europe. one of the tasks of 

rNe is to coordinate international rail traffic. 

that is why rNe has developed an online tool 

called pathfinder to support cross-border path 

requests that is available to companies on the 

Internet. Since access to the rail infrastructure is 

affected by this instrument, the european regu-

lators pay particular attention to the 
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transparency and freedom from discrimination 

of the use of pathfinder.

For this reason, representatives of rNe, the 

Federal Network agency and other regulatory 

bodies signed a Memorandum of understanding 

in November 2009. this was an agreement be-

tween rNe and the Nras to pass on information 

about the refusal of path requests within the 

context of the annual network timetable. this 

enables the relevant local regulator to inspect 

these path refusals and thus creates more legal 

security and transparency for all participants 

on the market. 

INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR IMPROVING 

THE QUALITY OF RAIL TRANSPORT IN THE 

NORTH-SOUTH CORRIDOR 

In the “International group for Improving the 

Quality of rail transport in the North-South 

corridor” (IQ-c), a working group of the regu-

latory bodies of the states bordering the 

freight transport corridor from rotterdam to 

genoa, also discussed the practical impacts of 

the announced regulation on creating a 

european rail network for competitive freight 

transport. another subject was in the field of 

the means of access to the operating head-

quarters where rail transport is scheduled 

every day. this is where the infrastructure op-

erators and the rail companies come together 

at very close quarters, meaning that particu-

lar attention should be paid to compliance 

with the rail law ban on discrimination.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR TELEMATIC 

APPLICATIONS FOR FREIGHT

the technical Specifications for telematic 

applications for Freight (taF tSI) are regula-

tions for the implementation of a technical 

standard for a pan-eu exchange of commercial 

and operational data in rail transport. taF tSI 

applications are to enable a smooth transition 

between the infrastructures of various coun-

tries in future, further improving the competi-

tiveness of rail as a means of transport. Because 

of this importance for competition, the Federal 

Network agency continuously works on the de-

velopment of taF tSI in the specialist bodies in 

order to ensure a transparent and discrimina-

tion-free application of this specification from 

the outset.
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TWINNING PARTNERSHIPS

twinning projects are financed by the eu and 

represent an instrument to foster partnerships 

between authorities from the eu member 

states and public administrations in potential 

accession countries. the aim is to establish ad-

ministrative structures that are capable of im-

plementing european legal regulations in 

practice so that they are fit for accession. 

corresponding projects are also conducted 

with neighbouring european countries that 

aim at passing on the european administrative 

standards. 

In 2008 the Federal Network agency together 

with the Italian regulator agcoM won an invi-

tation to tender for a two-year twinning project 

in egypt. regular workshops have been held in 

cairo with experts from the Federal Network 

agency since early 2009. they support the 

egyptian colleagues in setting up and further 

developing the sector-specific regulation of the 

telecommunications market and adapting the 

statutory foundations.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INFORMATION 

EXCHANGE

as part of the eu’s technical assistance 

Information exchange (taIeX) programme, the 

Federal Network agency carried out a study vis-

it by the turkish electricity Market regulatory 

authority (eMra). the eMra experts found out 

about “procurement and pricing System 

Services in the electricity Market”. In addition 

to specialist presentations on the relevant tasks 

by the Federal Network agency, the partici-

pants also visited the system management net-

works of amprio gmbh in Brauweiler.

STUDY VISITS

In addition to twinning and taIeX projects, in 

2009 the Federal Network agency hosted many 

foreign authorities (regulators from all sectors, 

as well as competition authorities) and other 

state organisations (such as ministries) as part of 

study visits lasting one or several days. the focus 

of interest was mainly on specific regulatory 

practice in the individual sectors, but also on 
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the common features in regulating various sec-

tors. the Federal Network agency was in de-

mand as a contact in its capacity as a 

multi-sectoral regulator. 

In the telecommunications, electricity and gas 

sector alone 20 major delegations from all four 

corners of the earth (eg ukraine, Sierra leone, 

Japan) visited Bonn; the Federal Network 

agency’s experience and procedure were pre-

sented to them in lectures and workshops. 

telecommunications issues, such as the way to-

wards Next generation Networks (NgNs), ques-

tions on the digital dividend or principles of 

cooperation between eu, Nras, the federal gov-

ernment and the länder were in particular de-

mand. In the energy sector, the functioning of 

incentive regulation or the development of the 

competition situation has often been to the fore 

since the introduction of energy regulation. 

this broad interest underlines the good reputa-

tion that the authority has earned for itself be-

yond the borders of europe. 

In the postal sector, representatives of regula-

tory authorities in other countries (including 

china, France, Switzerland and tanzania) ob-

tained information from the Federal Network 

agency about the structure of the authority and 

sector-specific regulatory approaches, such as 

cost accounting systems, universal service and 

network access regulations. In the consulta-

tions, some of which go on for several days, the 

various concepts are presented and discussed 

intensively. In these talks, the foreign experts 

are given opportunities to set up a regulatory 

authority or to solve specific problems in their 

own countries. at the same time, the Federal 

Network agency obtains information about 

other regulatory approaches for specific issues, 

eg licensing systems or financing the universal 

service. Such an exchange of thoughts thus reg-

ularly offers the opportunity to take a critical 

look at our own regulatory practice and not to 

be closed to new possible solutions. 

In the rail sector, in addition to the workshop or-

ganised with the austrian regulator (Schienen-

control gmbh), there were other meetings with 

european regulators, such as luxembourg. the 

French regulator, founded this year, autorité de 

régulation des activités Ferroviaires, also turned 

to the Federal Network agency to find out about 

its structure and fundamental procedure in  

regulating the rail sector.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES AS A WHOLE

Revenues

revenues1 on the german telecommunications 

market topped €62.3 billion in 2008. 

compared to the previous year, this corre-

sponds to a decline of 2.5 percent. provisional 

figures suggest that they dropped further to 

€60.3 billion by the end of 2009.

* Updated values

€ billion

Revenues generated on the German telecommunications market 1998–2009
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alternative providers managed to increase their 

revenue by €0.2 billion over the previous year, 

with revenue totalling €33.4 billion in 2008. For 

2009 revenue is expected drop to €32.3 billion.

at deutsche telekom ag (dtag), the downward 

trend of recent years continued. revenue gen-

erated in 2008 fell by €1.8 billion to €28.9 bil-

lion. In 2009, revenue is expected to fall to 

€28 billion.

Real investment

Investments in fixed assets on the german tel-

ecommunications market in 2008 totalling  

€7.2 billion were slightly up year-on-year  

(€7.1 billion). whether it was possible to sustain 

this trend in 2009 cannot be predicted on the 

basis of the figures currently available.

alternative providers increased their capital 

spending in 2008 slightly by €0.1 billion to 

€3.9 billion while dtag sustained its level of 

investments at €3.3 billion year-on-year. 

alternative providers’ share in total invest-

ments was 54 percent.

Investments in fixed assets on the German telecommunications market 1998–2008

* Updated valuesTotal DTAG Competitors
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total investments made since 1998 had reached 

€82.7 billion by the first quarter of 2009, with 

alternative providers accounting for €43.1 bil-

lion (52 percent) and dtag accounting for 

€39.6 billion.

Investments in fixed networks and mobile net-

works went in opposite directions in 2007 and 

in 2008. while investment in fixed networks 

had peaked out in 2007 at €5.1 billion achiev-

ing a growth rate of 34 percent, having grown 

steadily for four years, investment in mobile 

networks fell by 26 percent to €2 billion in 

2007. In 2008, investment in fixed networks 

fell by around €0.1 billion to €5 billion. By con-

trast, investments in mobile networks rose by 

€0.2 billion to €2.2 billion. this means the 

share of investments in fixed networks rose by 

58 percent to 72 percent in 2007 compared to 

the previous year. In 2008, it decreased slightly 

to 69 percent.

Investments made in the cable tv infrastructure 

have risen sharply since 2006. they reached 

two-digit figures each year although growth 

rates have certainly levelled off. Investments 

made in 2008 totalled €0.88 billion. this cor-

responds to a share of around 18 percent of total 

investments made in fixed networks.

* Updated valuesFixed networks Mobile networks

Investment in fixed assets in fixed networks and mobile networks 1998–2008
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Employment

at the end of the first quarter of 2009, 

187,000 people were employed by telecommu-

nications companies in germany. this repre-

sents a decline of around 17,600 jobs compared 

to late 2007. Jobs were only lost at dtag. By the 

end of the first quarter of 2009, the group had 

reduced its workforce in germany to 131,300. 

the number of employees at alternative provid-

ers maintained a fairly steady level. the number 

of employees at the end of the first quarter of 

2009 remained the same as in late 2007.

Investment in fixed assets in the cable TV infrastructure 2003–2008
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES BASED 

ON FIXED NETWORK CONNECTIONS

Access points for voice communication

access points for landline voice communica-

tion via traditional telephone connections 

(pStN/ISdN) on the one hand and voIp via un-

bundled dSl connections and telephony via 

the cable tv infrastructure on the other have 

developed differently in recent years. while it 

is obvious that the importance of the tradition-

al telephone connection is declining, telepho-

ny via dSl and cable tv is gaining momentum. 

In general, access possibilities of voice com-

munication in fixed networks have remained 

relatively steady, accounting for ap-

prox. 38.9 million in the past few years.

By the end of 2009, the number of unbundled 

dSl connections used for voIp (full connections) 

totalled 3.8 million.2 the number of cable tv 

lines used for telephone calls had risen to ap-

proximately 2.3 million by the end of 2009. 

these positive developments managed to com-

pensate for the loss of approx. 6.3 million tel-

ephone lines between  2004 and 2009 in 

traditional fixed networks.

Employees on the telecommunications market 1998–2009

Total CompetitorsDTAG (including Vivento)

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

0
31/12/1998 31/12/1999 31/12/2000 31/12/2001 31/12/2002 31/12/2003 31/12/2004 31/12/2005 31/12/2006 31/12/2007 31/12/2008 31/12/2009

Employees

221,800

240,700 240,700
231,500 230,600

225,300 224,100
214,700

204,600

188,100
187,000

56,400 55,700

42,700
49,200

61,500 62,400
53,700 57,300 54,300 56,100 54,700

131,700 131,300

179,100
172,700

179,200 178,300 177,800
173,300 171,000 168,000

160,000

148,900

55,700

221,900

2 In the case of unbundled DSL connections, the provision and operation of DSL connections is not bound to a traditional analogue or ISDN telephone 
connection. By mid-2009 DTAG’s competitors had witnessed a sharp decline in the number of bundled DSL connections with switched VoIP that si-
multaneously had a traditional DTAG telephone connection.
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the following table contains a breakdown of the types of telephone line/telephone access in fixed 

networks.3

Access possibilities for voice communication 2004–2009

Sum total Fixed networks (PSTN/ISDN) VoIP via unbundled DSL Cable TV network

Million telephone lines/access

20042003 2005 2006 2007* 2008* 2009e
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34.9
32.8

0.1 0.1
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0.8
0.8
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* Updated values

Telephone lines/access and competitor shares in fixed networks 2007–2009

* Updated values

The sum totals indicated in tables and charts may deviate from the cumulative value of individual values because they have been rounded up or down.

Data including personal needs

Voice access via unbundled DSL 
connections used for VoIP

Analogue connections

ISDN basic lines

ISDN-PMX connections

Public telephone stations

Voice access points via cable TV networks

Total connections/access

23.85 1.368 5.7

12.86 4.166 32.4

0.117 0.0290 24.8

0.107 0.0022 2.1

0.810 0.810 100

0.831 0.830 99.9

38.58 7.21 18.7

Total 
basis

Million Million MillionMillion Million Million%

Competitor share

2007*

21.65 1.594 7.4

13.04 4.739 36.3

0.110 0.0291 26.4

0.102 0.0019 1.9

1.530 1.530 100.0

2.471 2.460 99.6

38.91 10.35 26.6

Total 
basis

%

Competitor share

2008*

19.76 1.730 8.8

12.89 4.932 38.2

0.06 0.0291 27.4

0.094 0.0018 1.9

2.300 2.300 100.0

3.780 3.700 97.9

38.93 12.68 32.6

Total 
basis

%

Competitor share

2009e

3 Given the growing importance of VoIP, access possibilities to voice communication are not presented as so-called telephone channels as in former 
activity and annual reports of the Federal Network Agency. This needs to be taken into account when comparing the figures with those of former 
reports.
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the total number of analogue lines has declined 

sharply in recent years but still represented the 

most important type of connection totalling 

approx. 19.8 million at the end of 2009. there 

has also been a decline in the total number of 

ISdN primary multiplex lines (ISdN-pMX).4 at 

approx. 12.9 million, the existing number of 

ISdN basic access points no longer seems to be 

rising either. dynamic growth rates can, how-

ever, be noted for voice access points via unbun-

dled dSl connections used for voIp and for 

voice access points via cable tv networks. 

In 2009, the number of voIp via unbundled dSl 

rose by just under 50 percent to an estimated 

3.8 million, exceeding the number of cable tv 

lines used for telephone calls at approx. 2.3 mil-

lion. accordingly, traditional fixed network 

connections were replaced by alternative tech-

nologies. the total number of public telephone 

payphones including coin and card telephones 

at the end of 2009 is estimated to have been 

around 94,000, representing a slight decline.

In particular the technology voIp via unbun-

dled dSl and cable tv telephony has experi-

enced dynamic growth rates among alternative 

subscriber network operators. the number of 

their traditional analogue and ISdN basic ac-

cess points has risen too, albeit at a slightly 

slower pace compared to previous years.

Telephone lines/access of alternative subscriber  network operators 2004–2009

Total ISDN basic lines Voice access via unbundled DSL connections used  
for VoIP (VoIP)

Voice access via cable TV networks Analogue connections (incl. öTel) ISDN-PMX connections

Million telephone lines/access

20042003 2005 2006 2007* 2008* 2009e
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0.4
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0.3
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1.5

0.03

1.7

0.03

2.3

3.7

7.2

10.4

12.7

4.2

4 The figures provided on ISDN-PMX connections are based on an unreliable database in respect of DTAG’s competitors.
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Fixed networks of alternative subscriber net-

work operators had an estimated total of 

12.7 million telephone connections/access points 

at the end of 2009. this number hence in-

creased by 2.3 million in 2009 compared to the 

increase of 3.2 million the previous year. voIp 

via unbundled dSl was mainly responsible for 

this growth, dtag’s competitors’ share of tel-

ephone connections/access points rose to 

around 29 percent in 2009. at the same time, 

voIp via unbundled dSl also greatly exceeded 

the share of voice access points via cable tv 

networks. By contrast, the share of analogue 

and ISdN telephone connections in the fixed 

networks of alternative providers declined by 

97 percent in 2005 to an estimated 53 percent 

in 2009.

Share of telephone connections/ access points in the fixed networks of alternative  

subscriber network operators 2005–2009

2005 2006 2007* 2008* 2009e
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24
29

Telephony via cable TV networks

Voice access points via cable TV networks (VoIP)

Telephone connections in traditional fixed networks (PSTN/ISDN)

* Updated values

at the end of 2009, around 110 alternative sub-

scriber network operators were offering an-

alogue access points, ISdN access points, voice 

access points via cable tv networks or voice ac-

cess points via unbundled dSl connections and 

dSl connections used for voIp. the products 

were provided on the basis of contracts on ac-

cess to the subscriber line, their own subscriber 

line or based on dtag’s new “stand alone atM/

Ip bit stream” and “stand alone resale” whole-

sale products.
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Broadband access technologies

In germany, broadband access is provided 

above all via digital subscriber lines (dSl) and 

cable tv connections (cable modem). 

Broadband access is also provided via fixed con-

nections, satellite, power lines as well as glass 

fibre or radio-based infrastructures. the total 

number of broadband connections in operation 

at the end of  2009 was around 25 million. Most 

of these connections currently offer a download 

rate of between 2 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s. around 

25 percent of broadband connections offer a 

download rate of more than 10 Mbit/s.

Total number of broadband connections 2001–2009

Million

DSL Broadband wireless access, fixed connections, FTTx, cable modem, powerline, satellite

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
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the demand for broadband connections began 

to level off between 2008 and 2009. these years 

were marked by growing saturation of the 

broadband market. with around 2.4 million 

new broadband connections being installed 

in 2009, this worked out to be around 0.6 mil-

lion fewer new connections than the previous 

year. the information available at present sug-

gests that this trend is likely to continue.

at the end of 2009, dSl technology accounted 

for just under 90 percent of all broadband con-

nections. with a total of 22.4 million connec-

tions, dSl remains the dominating access 

technology followed by broadband connections 

via the cable tv infrastructure. this technology 

has recorded strong growth in recent years. 

with broadband connections via cable modem 

totalling around 2.3 million, this connection 

technology is gaining momentum and is hence 

stimulating intermodal competition. 
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the remaining fixed network and radio-based 

technologies account for around 0.3 million 

connections.

dtag’s competitors accounted for around 

53 percent of broadband connections sales by 

the end of 2009.

Share of broadband connections sold 2001–2009

Competitors (incl. resale/bit stream)DTAG (direct end customers)

%
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despite growing market saturation, the growth 

in broadband connections in germany is re-

markable by international standards. Statistics 

provided by the european commission5 prove 

on the one hand that germany had a far higher 

growth in fixed network broadband connec-

tions relative to the population than other big 

european countries like France, great Britain or 

Italy between July 2008 and July 2009. 

Furthermore, comparing the total number of 

broadband connections to the total number of 

households, germany has a higher penetration 

rate than any of these countries. In July 2009, 

germany had a penetration rate of just under 

30 percent which means it clearly outper-

formed the average penetration rate of the 

member states (eu 27) of 23.8 percent.

If the total number of broadband connections is 

compared to the total number of households in 

germany, it becomes evident that by the end of 

2009, germany had achieved a penetration rate 

of around 62 percent. It is hence foreseeable 

that the growth on the market for broadband 

connections is set to slow down increasingly 

over the years to come.

DSL lines

after the dSl market had clearly lost momentum 

in 2008 despite 2.4 million new dSl lines being 

added to the total 20.9 million lines, the figures 

for 2009 prove that this trend is stabilising. 

at the end of 2009, there were around 

22.4 million dSl lines in operation in germany. 

compared to the previous year, the number of 

new dSl lines was down by around 0.9 million.

5 European Commission, broadband access in the EU (COCOM09-29).
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In terms of customer relations, dtag accounted 

for around 11.5 million dSl lines at the end 

of 2009. this means dtag accounted for a mar-

ket share of around 51 percent. 

the chart illustrating the development of 

shares shows that dtag has managed to stabi-

lise and slightly expand its position in the dSl 

business over the past few years.

DSL connections in operation 2001–2009
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In the area of dSl lines sold by alternative pro-

viders, dtag’s resale segment recorded a sharp 

decline. having accounted for around 19 per-

cent of dSl business in 2007 , dtag’s share had 

fallen to a mere 6 percent by december 2009. 

this trend can be attributed in particular to a 

shift in wholesale demand among alternative 

dSl providers towards the bit stream products 

provided by dtag. at the end of 2009, around 

800,000 dSl connections sold by alternative 

providers were based on dtag’s bit stream offer 

which has been available since July 2008. 

In addition, wholesale products provided by al-

ternative network operators have increasingly 

gained momentum. they provide their own 

wholesale products (bit stream, and connection 

and service resale) to dSl providers on the basis 

of access to the subscriber line. In particular un-

bundled dSl lines (so-called full connections) 

are based on the wholesale products of alterna-

tive network operators or on access to the sub-

scriber line. there is no traditional telephone 

line available for these type of lines in parallel 

and telephony is handled exclusively on the ba-

sis of an Ip backbone. according to estimates by 

the Federal Network agency around 3.1 million 

such full connections had been installed by 

mid-2009.

dtag’s competitors who also have a concen-

trated access network in addition to an Ip back-

bone managed to install around 0.9 million 

lines by the end of 2009. accounting for a total 

of 8.7 million lines, they hence managed to 

gain a share of around 39 percent in the total 

number of dSl lines which they either sold on 

directly to their own end customers or as 

wholesale products to other providers for retail 

customer marketing purposes.

Broadband Internet via the cable TV infra-

structure

the modernised cable networks that are capa-

ble of receiving back channel signals have be-

come a real access alternative to traditional 

fixed networks both in terms of price and tech-

nology in recent years. the swift modernisation 

of this infrastructure is almost complete and 

was in theory able to provide 24 million house-

holds with fast Internet access offering trans-

mission rates of up to 120 Mbit/s by the end of 

2009. the trend towards higher bandwidths is 

shown by comparing the demand for broad-

band. whereas at the end of  2008, 50 percent  

of cable customers had Internet access offering 

transmission rates of over 10 Mbit/s, this figure 

had risen to 70 percent by the end of 2009. By 

the end of 2009, 2.3 million customers of 

around 60 cable network operators6 had opted 

for this type of Internet access. at present, 

around every third new broadband customer is 

opting for Internet access provided by cable tv 

network providers.

6 This figure includes all individual companies regardless of whether they belong to the same group.
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Powerline

Broadband Internet access with which data is 

transmitted to households via the power net-

work can also be realized via powerline technol-

ogy. at the end of 2009, approx. 10,000 

customers were using this variant. a total of 

300,000 customers were connected directly us-

ing this type of Internet access. the use of pow-

erline has hardly changed in the past six years.

Satellite

the satellite systems of astra and eutelsat have 

made a small but important contribution to na-

tionwide broadband coverage in germany in 

providing Internet access via satellite. they pro-

vide almost independent Internet access in re-

gions that are not developed by dSl or tv cable 

networks that are capable of receiving back 

channel signals. there are two types of Internet 

access available via satellite. Bidirectional serv-

ices involve a technology in which data is trans-

mitted in the uplink and downlink via satellite. 

while the hardware costs of these systems com-

prising a modem and antenna used to be ex-

tremely expensive, they are meanwhile 

available for €200. the monthly rates which 

have also dropped mean this type of Internet 

access has also become attractive for residential 

customers. By the end of 2009, approx. 

35,000 customers of around ten providers were 

using this system. By contrast, hybrid services 

that realise the back channel via the telephone 

line and only the uplink via satellite are continu-

ing to lose momentum. at the end of 2009, only 

approx. 7,000 customers were using this option.

Internet access points via cable modem 2001–2009
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Wholesale access services

In addition to self-installed subscriber lines and 

radio-based solutions, the majority of dtag’s 

competitors use dtag’s existing subscriber lines 

to provide telephone and broadband connec-

tions. alternative providers purchase these lines 

that tend to be made of copper as a wholesale 

service from dtag. this is subject to conclusion 

of a contractual agreement with dtag.

dtag’s wholesale service encompasses various 

subscriber line products, with unbundled cop-

per pairs wires accounting for the majority of 

leased lines.

Subscriber line volumes 1998–2009
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2009 was the first year in which it was not pos-

sible to outperform the growth rates of the pre-

ceding years. By the end of 2009, around 

9.2 million subscriber lines were being leased 

from dtag’s competitors. this corresponds to 

an increase of 0.8 million new leased lines.

the high bit rate subscriber line product option 

that is suitable in particular for the provision of 

dSl connections continues to be the main 

growth driver. the growing saturation of the 

dSl market is reflected in the decline in the ab-

solute growth rate in 2009. this decline in 

growth can probably be attributed to the fact 

that competitors have almost fully developed 

regions offering favourable economies of scale 

whereas it is less profitable or even unprofitable 

to develop rural areas.

access to subscriber lines is subject to there be-

ing geographical access (collocation) to dtag’s 

Main distribution Frames. dtag provides its 
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competitors with a special collocation room at 

the Main distribution Frame sites of the respec-

tive access areas subject to a relevant fee. the 

number of Main distribution Frames developed 

by alternative providers has grown steadily in 

the period under review. whereas by the end 

of 2007, around 3,400 Main distribution Frames 

had been developed, this number had risen to 

around 3,800 Main distribution Frames by the 

spring of 2009.

as networks migrate towards Next generation 

access (Nga) and Next generation Networks 

(NgN), there is likely to be a decline in the 

number of Main distribution Frames. this may 

weaken demand for wholesale access via sub-

scriber lines. For in the medium to long term, 

network migration is bound to threaten busi-

ness models based on access via subscriber lines 

and hence also alternative wholesale products 

and services as Main distribution Frames repre-

sent the access node for business models based 

on access via subscriber lines. up to now com-

petitors have had a demand for subscriber lines 

particularly in regions in which vdSl expansion 

has taken place.

Traffic development

the overall volume of domestic and interna-

tional calls7 transported via the traditional tel-

ephone, cable and Ip-based networks that is 

measured in minutes has risen steadily over 

time. according to preliminary calculations un-

dertaken by the Federal Network agency, the 

volume of domestic and international calls had 

risen to 189 billion minutes by the end of 2009 

compared to 187 billion minutes the previous 

year. It can be assumed that by the end of 2009, 

dtag accounted for around 93 billion minutes 

of domestic and international calls whereas 

dtag’s competitors accounted for around 

96 billion minutes.

Volume of domestic and international calls 2005–2009
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7 This does not include calls made on the basis of so-called peer-to-peer technologies.
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the increase in the overall volume of traffic re-

sulted first and foremost from direct lines op-

erated by alternative providers. the increase in 

the use of fixed network telephony can be ex-

plained partly by the flat rates charged as part 

of bundled products. at the end of 2009, some 

cable providers were offering bundled prod-

ucts—comprising a telephone access with a 

broadband connection including a flat rate  

for telephone calls and Internet access for as 

little as €30 per month, inter alia, depending 

on what bandwidth the broadband connection 

chosen was offering. the range of services 

available is increasing while prices are remain-

ing relatively steady.

By contrast, there has been a sharp decline in 

the volume of domestic and international calls 

transported indirectly by dtag’s competitors 

via call-by-call or preselection. whereas at the 

end of 2007 around 4.7 million customers had 

preselected alternative connection network 

providers, this number had dropped to ap-

prox. 3.3 million by the end of the first quarter 

of 2009. despite the decline in the number of 

preselection customers, the volume of calls 

routed via preselected alternative connection 

network providers has exceeded the volume of 

traffic handled via call-by-call.

In 2008, approx. 74 percent of all telephone 

calls8 transported by dtag’s competitors were 

transported via these competitors’ direct lines. 

By the end of 2009, their share had risen by an 

estimated 80 percent.
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8 Not including calls to directory enquiries and value-added services.
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the opposite trend has been observed in rela-

tion to the technical implementation of call 

minutes via direct lines. whereas the total vol-

ume of calls generated via traditional telephone 

lines (analogue/ISdN) has decreased steadily 

since 2005, more and more calls are being made 

via cable and Ip-based networks. there has 

hence been a migration in traffic volumes from 

traditional circuit-switched telephone net-

works to packet-switched networks. at present, 

dtag’s competitors in particular are largely re-

sponsible for this development. In 2008, for in-

stance, 29 percent of domestic and international 

calls transported by alternative providers were 

being handled via cable and Ip-based networks. 

By the end of 2009, preliminary information in-

dicated that packet-switched networks ac-

counted for every third minute of domestic and 

international calls transported.
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In the area of domestic calls, dtag’s competi-

tors probably managed to increase their share 

slightly in 2009. according to estimates made 

by the Federal Network agency, dtag’s 

competitors had a share of approx. 49 percent 

in the area of domestic calls in late 2009 as op-

posed to 47 percent the previous year.
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In the period under review, competitors’ share 

in international calls remained almost constant 

at around 67 percent. however, it must be borne 

in mind specifically in the segment of interna-

tional calls that so-called peer-to-peer technolo-

gies were not taken into account in respect of 

data transmission.9 these providers probably 

account for a considerable volume of traffic in 

the international calls segment.

MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Subscribers

Since 2008 the number of subscribers has not 

risen as sharply as in the preceding years and is 

gradually reaching saturation point. It was 

above all the growing circulation of SIM cards 

for mobile Internet access that led to the 

increase in the number of subscribers. however, 

the number of subscribers was curbed in 2009 as 

the removal of the number of inactive prepaid 

customers from the subscriber base by several 

network operators exceeded the slight increase 

in new users. this effect also impacted on the 

distribution of contract and prepaid customers 

so that by the end of 2009 approx. 56 percent of 

subscribers were using a prepaid SIM card. 

Nonetheless, the share of prepaid cards has  risen 

compared to 2007 when it totalled 55 percent. In 

2008, the share of prepaid cards was just under 

57 percent.

By the end of 2009, the number of subscribers 

had risen to 108.255 million, meaning that each 

inhabitant accounted for around 1.3 SIM cards.

Competitors’ share in domestic and international calls 2005–2009
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9 These include providers like Skype, for instance. However, as it was not possible to include this traffic in the Federal Network Agency’s data survey, 
this effect cannot be accurately quantified.
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as in the preceding years, “small” network op-

erators managed to continually expand their 

market share. telefónica o2 germany has more 

than doubled its market share since 2001. 

compared to late 2007, e-plus managed to raise its 

market share by 15 percent by the end of 2009.

the number of discount providers’10 customers 

continued to rise. while at the end of 2007, dis-

count providers accounted for around 12 million 

customers, they were catering for more than 20 

million customers by the end of the first quarter 

of 2009. this means discounters have a market 

share of almost 19 percent. It was above all 

network operators providing lower and more 

transparent minute prices who recorded the larg-

est increase in subscribers whom they attracted 

via affiliated companies and second markets.

the independent service providers including a 

growing number of fixed network providers 

who focus on local markets are already catering 

for 23 percent of all customers, with the restruc-

tured service provider freenet ag accounting 

for more than 70 percent. In 2006, service pro-

viders had a market share of 25 percent. this 

means network operators managed to win back 

customers by introducing new brands.

Number of subscribers * Penetration
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10 The provider with the largest share by a wide margin in this segment is E-Plus, inter alia, with the BASE brand.
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Mobile call minutes

the growing range of flat rates available result-

ed in a further sharp increase in mobile com-

munication traffic, with the traffic volume 

reaching over 86 billion minutes in 2008. 

whereas each subscriber made approx. 64 min-

utes of calls each month in 2007, this figure had 

increased to approx. 71 minutes per month 

in 2009. the importance of flat rates is also mir-

rored by the fact that over 80 percent of call 

minutes were made to fixed networks or to sub-

scribers’ own mobile communications network 

(on-net). this corresponds to the usual scope of 

application for flat rates. the remaining 20 per-

cent were distributed among the three other 

mobile communication networks in germany, 

international fixed networks and mobile com-

munication networks as well as service numbers.

Flat rates for on-net calls and calls made to fixed 

networks are available for as little as €2.99 per 

month11, many companies are offering flat rates 

of between €10 and €20 per month.

In  2009, the volume of outgoing calls totalled 

around 91 billion minutes. the volume of incom-

ing calls amounted to around 78 billion minutes.

Volume of calls made in mobile networks 2003–2009
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11 As at: October 2009. This involves a so-called cash-back tariff in which part of the invoiced amount is transferred back to the customer.
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around 50 percent of call minutes (excluding 

service numbers) in the first quarter of 2009 

were invoiced via flat rates. In 2007, the share of 

flat rates accounted for one-third, in 2008 this 

share had risen to 45 percent.

the relative importance of home-zone rates 

which three of the four network operators are of-

fering declined even though the volume of calls 

has risen. whereas the volume of calls made by 

the end customers of network operators handled 

within a home-zone accounted for over 23 per-

cent in 2007, this share dropped to 20 percent in 

2008 and to just under 18 percent in the first quar-

ter of 2009.

Text and multimedia messaging

although there was little change in the number 

of text messages sent between 2003 and 2006, 

there has once again been a sharp increase 

since 2007. with the total number of text mes-

sages sent in 2007 reaching 23.1 billion, the 

number of text messages sent in 2007 was about 

15 percent higher than in 2006. 

In 2008, the number of text messages sent via 

SMS (short message service) rose by 20 per-

cent. 2009 saw a further sharp increase of 

24 percent compared to 2008. this means the 

number of short messages sent has trebled since 

2000. this development can be attributed to the 

majority of text messages being sent on-net 

which is actually overcompensating for the de-

cline in the number of text messages sent in oth-

er mobile networks. whereas the share of 

on-net text messages sent in 2007 was just un-

der 47 percent, this share had risen to almost 

64 percent by the first quarter of 2009. this can 

be attributed to the common tariff structure 

that allows a large number of on-net text mes-

sages to be added at an affordable cost. this 

means there is a noticeable difference between 

rates charged for on-net text messages sent and 

text messages sent to other networks. while it 

cost less than 10 cents to send an on-net text 

message in 2007 and around 4 cents by the first 

quarter of 2009, not including the monthly 

standing charge, the cost of sending a text mes-

sage to another network was approx. 19 cents or 

just under 17 cents by the first quarter of 2009.

SMS sent 2000–2009
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the number of MMS (multimedia messaging 

service) messages sent has remained more or 

less constant for the past two years. Just under 

187 million multimedia messages were sent in 

2008, around 1 million more than in 2007. In 

2006, more than 154 million multimedia mes-

sages were sent.

the number of premium text messages sent re-

mained stable, similar to the number of multi-

media messages sent. In 2008, around 285 

million premium text messages were sent, 

1.4 percent more than in 2007. premium text 

messages are sent to short dial numbers and are 

used to provide value-added services such as en-

tries into competitions or downloading ring-

tones and music.

Mobile broadband

the expansion of third generation networks is 

well advanced. By the end of the first quarter 

of 2009, the mobile communication infrastructure 

comprised, inter alia, around 39,000 universal 

Mobile telecommunications Systems (uMtS) 

radio base stations and around 120,000 active 

uMtS radio cells. this means that in theory 

uMtS services are offering coverage of just un-

der 70 percent.12 relative to the population, 

network coverage varies between 59 percent 

and 81 percent depending on the respective 

network operator.

however, this potential has not yet been fully 

tapped as not all subscribers have uMtS-

enabled terminal equipment. By the end of 

the year 2009, mobile networks had around 

26 million uMtS terminals of which around 

19 million subscribers used uMtS services on a 

regular basis. In 2007, the number of subscribers 

totalled 9.2 million.

Number of regular UMTS users 2005–2009
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12 Source: study published by HSDPA-UMTS-verfuegbarkeit.de in September 2009.
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More and more subscribers are using the 

Internet and e-mail services while they are on 

the move. the data transmission rates of the 

gprS expansion technology edge (enhanced 

data rates for gSM evolution) are sufficient to 

facilitate mobile use of these services. In the 

meantime, more than 2.6 million cards are in 

circulation which are used exclusively for data 

transmission purposes. while edge offers a 

maximum transmission rate of 220 kbit/s per 

cell, downstream rates of up to 14.4 Mbit/s per 

cell are available in respect of hSdpa (high-

Speed downlink packet access) in selected loca-

tions such as airports and railway stations. 

however, the average data transmission rates 

are way below this. In a test conducted by the 

magazine connect in october 2009, the test 

winner vodafone was offering an average data 

transmission rate of over 2,000 kbit/s meaning 

that it was offering the same speed as dSl. 

the introduction of lte technology (long-term 

evolution) that some network operators are al-

ready testing is intended to facilitate down-

stream transmission rates of up to 340 Mbit/s 

per cell in the long term.13

the strong growth in the area of mobile 

Internet usage can be attributed above all to the 

rapid fall in rates charged for data transmission. 

Monthly flat rates are already available for less 

than €20, daily flat rates (24 h) are available for 

less than €2.50. this meant the average price 

per MB fell to less than 10 cents (including vat 

but excluding the monthly standing charge) in 

the first quarter of 2009. In 2007, the average 

charge for one MB was around 40 cents. 

accordingly, the volume of data transmitted 

in 2008 totalled 11.5 million gBytes, correspond-

ing to a three-fold increase year-on-year. this 

trend continued in 2009 albeit showing a slight 

dip with the volume of data transmitted total-

ling approx. 33.5 million gBytes.

Data volume in mobile communication networks 2005–2009
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13 http://www.teltarif.de/telefonica-lte-test-deutschland/news/35929.html
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INTERNET

Internet use

a wide range of surveys on Internet usage have 

confirmed the importance of Internet commu-

nication in everyday life, with all of the surveys 

arriving at similar conclusions. the most recent 

structural data provided by the research group 

wahlen e. v. shows that in the fourth quarter of 

2009, 72 percent of all german adults over the 

age of 18 were using the Internet at home, at 

work or elsewhere. according to ard/ZdF-

online studie 2009 conducted at the beginning 

of the year, 67.1 percent or 43.5 million 

germans over the age of 14 had Internet access. 

this shows that the steady rise in demand for 

multimedia applications is characteristic of the 

latest Internet trend. 62 percent (compared 

to 55 percent in 2008) of all Internet users were 

downloading videos, for instance, via video 

portals or media libraries and were watching 

tv on the Internet either live or recorded. 

51 percent (compared to 43 percent in 2008) 

listened to audio files such as music files, pod-

casts and radio programmes on the Internet. 

according to (N)oNlINer atlas 2009, a regular 

study carried out by the d21 initiative imple-

mented by tNS Infratest from February until 

May 2009, the share of persons (over the age of 

14) who use the Internet in germany was four 

percentage points higher than the previous 

year at 69.1 percent. this is hence the second-

highest growth rate recorded in the past six 

years. In 2009 the broadband boom was the key 

driver of Internet growth. two-thirds of all 

Internet users had broadband access, the ma-

jority of them dSl connections.

according to the Federal association for 

Information technology, telecommunications 

and New Media BItkoM, 42 percent of the 

german population went shopping on the 

Internet in 2009. this means germany ranks 

fourth behind great Britain, denmark and the 

Netherlands compared to other european 

countries. In 2008, according to the market  

research company gesellschaft für konsum-

forschung (gfk), 2.2 million people download-

ed films from the Internet. given that the 

annual increase rate is 80 percent, it can be an-

ticipated that in 2009 the number of down-

loads is set to top almost 4 million. daily use of 

the Internet via pc is rapidly approaching 

40-minute sessions.14 a recent report15 showed 

a global increase of 30 percent for mobile data 

services in the second quarter of 2009. In 

europe, the increase was 28 percent. the re-

port also showed that users expect to be able to 

access the same websites and expect the same 

level of service in mobile networks as they do 

in fixed networks. the British market research-

ers at Informa telecoms and Media expect the 

uSa to continue to be the most important 

broadband market until 2013. the number of 

mobile broadband users is expected to rise 

from 62 million in 2008 to 252 million by 2013.

Bundesverband digitale wirtschaft (Bvdw) e. v. 

(the organisation that represents the interests of 

companies in the field of interactive marketing, 

digital content and interactive added value) has 

also identified strong growth potential for mo-

bile Internet usage in germany. an initial survey 

carried out as part of the study “Bvdw Mobile 

Meter” revealed that even now 35 percent of all 

respondents use mobile Internet, receive e-mails 

and download music and videos on their mobile 

phones. 6 percent avail of online offers on their 

mobile phones several times a day, another 

6 percent do so several times a week. around 

14 Markt-Media-Studie Verbrauchs- und Medienanalyse VuMA (www.vuma.de)
15 Global Mobile Broadband Traffic Report, Allot Communications, July 2009
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21 percent are planning on using mobile services 

within the next year—8 percent actually have 

firm plans to do so.

Internet traffic

the growing number of call minutes to the 

Internet generated via traditional telephone 

lines clearly highlights the migration of nar-

rowband dial-up connections towards 

broadband access technologies. the volume of 

traffic generated by narrowband connections 

had dropped further to an estimated 10 billion 

minutes by the end of 2009.

By contrast, the volume of broadband traffic 

measured in gBytes will continue to increase 

sharply. Information available at present indi-

Traffic volume broadband 2001–2009
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cates that the data volume increased to around 

2.6 billion gbytes by the end of 2009.

the increase in traffic can be attributed in par-

ticular to the fact that more and more data-in-

tensive applications such as tv (Iptv) and 

video-on-demand (vod) are being implement-

ed via broadband applications. In addition, Ip-

based telephone services are also contributing 

to the above-mentioned trend.
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the average traffic per broadband connection 

(gBytes/month) was around 8.8 gbytes in 2008. 

It can be assumed that this value increased 

slightly once again in the course of 2009.

Voice over IP 

voIp is a service allowing voice transmission via 

a packet-switched network based on Internet 

protocol. the use of voIp services generally re-

quires broadband access to the Internet.

while voIp has been commonly used in com-

pany networks for quite some time now, this 

service gained huge momentum for private use 

in the period under review. at the end of 2008, 

around 75 providers were already offering voIp 

services on the basis of dSl lines or Internet ac-

cess via the cable tv infrastructure oriented to 

private use.

By the end of 2008, these providers were cater-

ing for more than seven million voIp customers. 

however, it must be taken into consideration 

that only telephony customers of cable tv provid-

ers (1.5 million) and customers of the providers of 

so-called full connections (approx. 2.5 million) 

were using voIp technology exclusively for 

voice connections. owing to the traditional 

practice of bundling dSl and telephone lines, a 

large number of customers had a traditional 

analogue or ISdN line in addition to the voIp 

service. Information available to the Federal 

Network agency suggests that the share of this 

customer group declined sharply in the first 

half of 2009. Internet service providers in par-

ticular were trying to encourage their custom-

ers to switch to full connections on the basis of 

new wholesale products such as bit stream.

In total, voIp users generated a domestic and 

international call volume of around 27 billion 

minutes via Ip-based networks in 2008. For 

2009, it is estimated that this value will in-

crease to around 33 billion minutes. In the Ip-

based voice connection segment, dtag’s 

competitors had a share of over 90 percent in 

the period under review.

Broadcasting/cable TV

according to figures provided by Société 

européenne des Satellites (SeS), 49 percent of 

the around 38 million german households with 

television received their signal via cable by 

year’s end 2008 (this includes households with 

shared satellite systems or their own satellite 

receiver). 43 percent received their signal via 

their own satellite dish and 7.3 percent were us-

ing terrestrial dvB-t. Internet television via a 

dSl connection (Iptv) played a minor role at 

just 0.7 percent. 

Source: SES/ASTRA

Infrastructural connection of  

TV households in 2008

Cable 49.0%

IPTV 0.7%Terrestrial 7.3%

Satellite 43.0%

More detailed analyses show the growing 

trend towards digitisation. the decline in ana-

logue customer numbers in favour of digital 

cable and satellite reception meant that more 

than every second household in germany had 

digital reception, at over 20 million 
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households with television. Migration from 

analogue to digital reception is likely to vary—

depending on the level of reception available. 

the public broadcasting corporations ard and 

ZdF are planning to discontinue analogue 

broadcasting of their programmes via satellite 

on a specific date, namely 30 april 2012, where-

as with cable tv the two systems will probably 

be used in parallel over an extended period. 

cable networks which were originally intend-

ed for use only to broadcast tv programmes 

have been upgraded to make them capable of 

receiving back channel signals in many loca-

tions in the past few years which means they 

can provide voice telephony and Internet ac-

cess. the standard conversion currently being 

undertaken by a large number of cable net-

work operators to docSIS 3.0 (data over cable 

Service Interface Specification) means it will 

soon be possible to offer customers band-

widths of over 100 Mbit/s. yet the costs of up-

grading are less than 30 percent of the costs 

that would be incurred by fibre optic connec-

tions (Ftth) in traditional fixed networks.16

16 Source: Arthur D. Little: The Moment of Truth: Cable Infrastructure as a Competitive Next Generation Access (NGA) Platform in A Financial Crunch?
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RULING CHAMBER 1

Wireless network access for the provision of 

telecommunications services in frequency 

bands 800 MHz, 1.8 GHz, 2 GHz and 2.6 GHz

So far, the president’s chamber has issued three 

decisions on the allocation of frequencies in the 

bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz und 2.6 ghz for wireless 

network access for the provision of telecommu-

nications services in relation to the ordering 

and selection of the auction procedure and on 

the allocation conditions. Frequencies in the 

bands 790 to 862 Mhz (the so-called digital divi-

dend) were included in this procedure.

In June 2009, the president’s chamber of the 

Federal Network agency had held a hearing on 

the draft of a decision to combine the procedures 

to allocate frequencies in the frequency bands 

790 to 862 Mhz and 1.710 to 1.725 Mhz and 1.805 

to 1.820 Mhz with the procedure to allocate fre-

quencies in the frequency bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz 

and 2.6 ghz for wireless network access for the 

provision of telecommunications services.

In addition, the president’s chamber organised 

a hearing in late July 2009 on the determina-

tions and regulations on the procedure involved 

in allocating frequencies for wireless network 

access for the provision of telecommunications 

services in the frequency bands 800 Mhz, 

1.8 ghz, 2 ghz und 2,6 ghz (auction rules). 

after evaluating the comments submitted on 

the consultation drafts, the president’s chamber 

issued decisions on 

• combining the procedures to allocate frequen-

cies in the frequency bands 790 to 862 Mhz 

and 1.710 to 1.725 Mhz and 1.805 to 1.820 Mhz 

with the procedure to allocate frequencies in 

the frequency bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz and 

2.6 ghz for wireless network access, 

• ordering the allocation procedure, 

• the selection of the auction procedure,

• the terms and conditions of allocation 

• the auction rules.

an auction for a total of 360 Mhz has been 

scheduled for the second quarter of 2010.
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Flexibilisation and award of frequencies

the following decision was made by the 

president’s chamber of the Federal Network 

agency for electricity, gas, telecommunications, 

post and railway on the flexibilisation of frequen-

cy usage rights for wireless access for the provi-

sion of telecommunications services in the bands 

450 Mhz, 900 Mhz, 1800 Mhz, 2 ghz and 3.5 ghz.

the existing frequency usage rights in these bands 

are to be adapted in order to achieve the objectives 

of technology and application neutrality.

this decision pressed ahead with implementa-

tion of the wireless access policy for electronic 

communications services (wapecS) adopted by 

the eu commission’s radio Spectrum policy 

group (rSpg) in germany. In its comments on 

wapecS, the rSpg ascertained that that service 

and technology neutrality are policy goals 

aimed at achieving more flexible frequency us-

age and that use of the frequency bands men-

tioned in the statement (inter alia the frequency 

bands relevant in this respect) should be subject 

to as few frequency restrictions as possible.

RULING CHAMBER 2

Removal of markets from sector-specific 

regulation

with regulatory order Bk2a 09/001-r of 

22 april 2009, the current obligations for domes-

tic calls made in fixed networks at retail level and 

for calls made from national fixed networks to 

national mobile networks were revoked. this 

specifically means that the market for dial-up at 

a fixed location and call termination (cf. regula-

tory order Bk2a 06/-001-r of 23  June 2006) as 

well as the market for calls made in domestic mo-

bile networks at a fixed location (cf. regulatory 

order Bk2a 07/001-r of 14 december 2007) are no 

longer subject to sector-specific regulation un-

der the telecommunications act (tkg). 

the revocation was made on the basis of market 

analysis conducted by the president’s chamber 

of the Federal Network agency which came to 

the conclusion that the relevant markets are no 

longer deemed to be in need of regulation pur-

suant to Section 10 subsection 2 sentence 1 tkg. 

the prerequisites for sector-specific market reg-

ulation hence do not apply. 

Issue of a regulatory order on access to 

the public telephone network at a fixed 

location (Market 1 according to Relevant 

Market Recommendation 2007)

the regulatory order for the access market is-

sued in 2006 (Bk2a 06/001 r) continued to apply 

in 2009. the draft of a revised regulatory order 

was published in the official gazette of the 

Federal Network agency on 18 March 2009. 

23 companies and associations submitted writ-

ten comments on the draft which were subse-

quently evaluated. the oral hearing was held on 

24 april 2009. on 16 November 2009, the 

european commission was notified of the draft 

regulatory order. regulatory order Bk2a 

09/002-r of 25 January 2010 imposed the obliga-

tion on dtag and all of its affiliated companies 

to offer call-by-call and preselection immedi-

ately also in respect of Ip-based connections (so-

called full Ip connections). the obligation to 

indicate rates for products subject to general 

terms and conditions and the obligation to give 

notice of individual contracts imposed with reg-

ulatory order Bk2a 06/001-r were not upheld as 

the ex-post rates regulation provided for under 

tkg was deemed adequate. the resale obliga-

tion for connections which had been the topic 

of discussion for several months did not need to 

be imposed as a regulation as dtag had agreed 
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in advance to develop an offer specifically for 

service providers. 

Measures in the field of rates regulation

Giving notice of individual contracts

By virtue of regulatory order Bk2a 06/001-r of 

23 June 2006, dtag was once again obliged in 

2009 pursuant to Section 39 subsection 3 sen-

tence 4 tkg to notify the Federal Network 

agency of any newly concluded individual con-

tracts upon conclusion of any such contracts, 

i.e. individually agreed services that are not eas-

ily transferable to a large number of other end 

users. the Federal Network agency examines 

the contracts submitted in order to establish 

whether there are any reasons to suspect a 

breach of Section 28 tkg. In the year under re-

view, a total of 57 contracts were submitted and 

examined by the ruling chamber. In one case, 

proceedings pursuant to Section 38 subsection 

2 and Section 28 tkg were suspended, however, 

in another case involving a contract for which 

notice was given in 2008, proceedings were in-

stituted. Furthermore, eight complaints were 

received about contracts that had already been 

concluded, with proceedings being instituted 

in two cases. In six cases, the ruling chamber 

held hearings on penalty proceedings pursuant 

to Section 149 subsection 1 (7) tkg. the new reg-

ulatory order Bk2a 06/001-r no longer stipu-

lates that notice must be given on the 

conclusion of individual contracts. 

Giving notice of price measures

regulatory order Bk2a 06/-001-r of 23 June 

2006 in conjunction with Section 39 subsection 

3 sentence 2 tkg imposed the obligation on the 

companies belonging to dtag to give the 

Federal Network agency two months’ notice of 

any rates measures for access to the telephone 

network at a fixed location before these meas-

ures enter into force. In the course of 2009, the 

Federal Network agency was notified of two 

price measures. the Federal Network agency 

examined these measures to ensure they were 

clearly compatible with the requirements set 

forth in Section 28 tkg. however, it was not nec-

essary to prohibit tariff measures owing to fore-

seeable violations of the law on competition. 

unlike approval procedures, examination of 

rates indicated is not conclusive and leaves 

open the option, despite notice being given, of 

the rates being subsequently reviewed pursuant 

to Section 39 subsection 3 sentence 1 in conjunc-

tion with Section 38 subsections 2 to 4, 28 tkg. 

this applies in particular if the Federal Network 

agency becomes aware of facts, for instance, 

through complaints filed by competitors justify-

ing the assumption that a company is abusing 

its dominant position in the market. the new 

regulatory order Bk2a 06/001-r will not uphold 

the obligation to give notice of price measures. 

Special control of abusive practices

In the area of special control of abusive prac-

tices pursuant to Section 42 tkg, proceedings 

were instituted in one case at the petition of 

competitors to examine steps taken by dtag to 

discontinue certain types of connections (ISdN-

Standard, ISdN-komfort, t-Net-100). the pro-

ceedings are still pending. 

Access regulation on leased lines

according to regulatory order Bk3b-07/007, the 

rates which dtag charges for access to termina-

tion segments of leased lines at wholesale ser-ser-

vice level are subject to approval as defined in 

Section 31 tkg. the ruling chamber had al-

ready approved rates for a new pricing system 

for leased lines back in the autumn of 2008 sub-

mitted for approval by dtag. this new pricing 
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system has applied since 2009. according to 

this, the former length-dependent rates were 

replaced by lump-sum rates particularly in the 

subscriber line area. dtag filed two more rates 

approval applications in 2009. For the first time, 

rates approval was requested and granted for 

access to leased lines with an ethernet interface.

RULING CHAMBER 3

Rates charged by DTAG for access to the 

subscriber line

on 31 March 2009, new rates were fixed for ac-

cess to dtag’s subscriber lines, the so-called last 

mile. Since 1 april 2009, competitors have had 

to pay €10.20 per month to dtag to lease sub-

scriber lines—previously they were charged 

€10.50. In January 2009, dtag had filed an ap-

proval application to raise the rates for access to 

dtag’s subscriber lines to €12.90. the monthly 

rate is intended primarily to cover the necessary 

investment, for instance, in material and de-

ployment on the last mile. 

the slight reduction in the rates charged for ac-

cess to the subscriber lines was the result of a 

carefully conducted, transparent approval pro-

cedure. when implementing the examinations 

prescribed by law, it became apparent that on 

the one hand the price of civil engineering and 

copper that are crucial in calculating the value 

of investment for the subscriber lines had risen 

since the last decision had been taken two years 

previously. yet this trend was overcompensated 

for by opposite effects, on the other. For in-

stance, the weighted average cost of capital af-

ter tax was lower than before at 7.19 percent, 

even though the return on equity had been cal-

culated at just under 15 percent before tax. 

although the Federal Network agency is now 

acknowledging much higher procurement 

costs for loan capital of over 6 percent in view of 

the financial crisis, this led to a decline in the 

return on equity. In addition, the effects of the 

2008 corporate tax reform which had eased the 

burden are now being taken into account for 

the first time. a further reduction in the rates 

charged for access to the subscriber line which 

competitors are mainly pressing for was reject-

ed. the Federal Network agency adhered to the 

well-established approach it has adopted for 

the past ten years of calculating rates on the ba-

sis of the current replacement costs because this 

is the best way of creating incentives for invest-

ment in state-of-the-art infrastructure. By con-

trast, rates that are too low would devalue 

investments already made, would hamper new 

investment and would therefore contravene 

regulatory aims. 

rates charged for access to the subscriber line 

are calculated and approved on the basis of the 

cost model for the first mile used in previous 

proceedings and developed by 

wissenschaftliches Instituts für Infrastruktur 

und kommunikationsdienste (wIk) (Scientific 

Institute for communication Services) and on 

the basis of the cost documentation submitted 

by dtag. as the quality of cost documentation 

has improved, it has been used more so than 

ever before also in respect of subscriber lines. 

the monthly rates charged for access to the sub-

scriber lines will apply for a period of two years 

until 31 March 2011.

Mobile communication termination rates

once again on 31 March 2009, the Federal 

Network agency notified the four german mobile 

network operators t-Mobile deutschland gmbh, 

vodafone d2 gmbh, e-plus Mobilfunk 

gmbh & co. kg and telefónica o2 (germany) 

gmbh & co. ohg of the decisions it has taken on 
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the new rates for call termination in their respec-

tive mobile networks, so-called mobile communi-

cation termination. according to these decisions, 

the termination rates for calls made in mobile net-

works introduced on 1 april 2009 are 6.59 cent/

min for the two d-networks and 7.14 cent/min for 

the e networks.

this means the new rates for t-Mobile and 

vodafone d2 are a good 16 percent lower and for 

e-plus and telefónica o2 just under 19 percent 

lower than the previous rates of  7.92 cent/min 

and 8.80 cent/min. the rate reduction was based 

by and large on the sharp rise in traffic in mobile 

networks that can be attributed in particular to 

on-net and data traffic compared to the last de-

cision. this positive trend for mobile communi-

cations showed that more and more people are 

using mobile voice and data services than ever 

before. this led to a stable cost situation, effi-

cient networks and lower rates per minute. In 

this respect, the approved rates are the result of 

a redistribution of costs owing to migration in 

traffic to mobile networks. the reduced termi-

nation rates will also prevent fixed network op-

erators from cross-subsidising mobile networks 

and are therefore taking the aspect of fair com-

petition more effectively into account. It is now 

up to fixed network operators to pass the re-

duced wholesale rates on to the consumer. 

after the rates of just one e network operator 

had been determined on the basis of cost docu-

ments submitted in the last round of approval 

in late 2007, which the costs of d network op-

erator were derived from, it was now possible 

also to determine the costs for d network opera-

tors direct on the basis of informative cost docu-

ments submitted. when the termination rates 

were calculated, the ancillary costs and once 

again the costs for uMtS licenses were also 

taken into account on the basis of the current 

valuation. when the interest on capital was de-

termined for mobile networks, the same effects 

were taken into account as those used to deter-

mine the interest on capital for subscriber lines. 

at 8.29 percent, it was slightly lower than the 

previous level but slightly higher than the rel-

evant rate of interest for fixed networks.

the distribution of termination rates between d 

and e network operators has been slightly re-

duced once again compared to the last rates ap-

proval. the reduction takes the fact into 

account that the disadvantages which e net-

work operators face vis-à-vis d network opera-

tors will become less and less significant as time 

moves on. the approval of mobile communica-

tion termination rates has hence been limited 

to 30 November 2010. 

Regulatory order for network interconnection

In april 2009, the Federal Network agency an-

nounced a decision to withdraw partly from 

regulation at the level of wholesale services. 

owing to a comprehensive market survey that 

had been conducted, the Federal Network 

agency arrived at the conclusion that transit 

services between different networks could also 

be provided by other providers because alter-

native network infrastructures are already 

available. It also ruled that dtag no longer has 

significant market power in relation to any 

such transit services. this explains why the ma-

jority of transit services provided via dtag’s in-

frastructure are no longer subject to 

regulation. Nonetheless, dtag is still obliged to 

route calls through its network for the purpos-

es of call termination.

with this decision, the Federal Network agency 

confirmed once again that far from adhering 
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rigidly to regulation, it is actually willing to ab-

stain from regulation wherever the general 

conditions allow it to do so. By removing transit 

services from regulation, the transit rates 

charged by dtag are no longer subject to ap-

proval by the Federal Network agency.

By contrast, dtag will still have to apply to the 

Federal Network agency for ex-ante approval of 

transit rates for routing calls and for call termi-

nation in future. Furthermore, it is obliged to 

ensure that calls made from its network are 

routed to the networks of its competitors, in 

particular call-by-call and preselection as well 

as calls made to value-added telephone num-

bers in alternative networks. 

within the framework of the regulatory order 

on network interconnection, the type of ser-

vices covered were also adapted to technical 

developments. In future, call services will be 

subject to regulation that are made to and from 

domestic subscriber telephone numbers in the 

number range 32 or to broadband connections 

in dtag’s network and that terminate via a tra-

ditional fixed network interconnection. 

Prices of IP bit stream access

In a decision taken on 14 September 2009, the 

Federal Network agency approved new rates 

for the wholesale product “Ip bit stream access”. 

competitors now have to pay dtag the basic 

monthly rate of €18.32 compared to €19.15 pre-

viously charged for the stand-alone variant. 

dtag itself had worked out a price of €18.32. 

with the stand-alone variant, retail customers 

no longer require a separate telephone connec-

tion in addition to the dSl connection. the 

price reduction resulted from adjustments that 

had been made since the last approval of rates 

owing to changes in the rates charged for other 

wholesale services that are included in the cal-

culations. the new rates safeguard both stable 

general conditions for investment in broad-

band expansion as well as stable price levels for 

dSl wholesale services. 

Ip bit stream access is of special relevance for 

the telecommunications market as dtag pro-

vides competitors with dSl access points and 

routes the relevant data stream via its concen-

trator network to the pertinent point-of-pres-

ence (pop) where it hands it over to its 

competitors. Ip bit stream enables competitors 

to offer broadband Internet access to their end 

customers and is geared mainly towards the 

mass market. the approval is limited until 

30 November 2010 by which time the Federal 

Network agency will have conducted a new 

market analysis and will have issued a new reg-

ulatory order for Ip bit stream access on the ba-

sis of this market analysis. 

Access conditions for DTAG’s infrastructure

on 7 december 2009, the Federal Network 

agency specified the exact terms and condi-

tions under which dtag is obliged to grant oth-

er network operators access to its 

infrastructure. the fixed networks division of 

vodafone ag & co. kg (vodafone) had submit-

ted a relevant order application to the compe-

tent ruling chamber of the Federal Network 

agency in early august 2009. Negotiations 

launched in the summer of 2008 between dtag 

and its competitors did not lead to voluntary 

solutions being found that were agreeable to all 

parties despite intensive efforts being made. as 

a result of this decision, competitors now have 

access to so-called multi-functional casings. 

these grey casings are special cable distributors 

which dtag installed on public roads and paths 

as part of its broadband expansion. 
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Furthermore, network operators also have ac-

cess to cable conduits and, if no conduit capac-

ity is available, to unconnected fibre-optic 

cables of dtag. this means competitors can 

now deploy fibre-optic-based infrastructures for 

special broadband applications without having 

to carry out the time-intensive and cost-inten-

sive installation and digging work dtag was 

required to perform with its vdSl roll-out. In 

the regulatory decision between dtag and 

vodafone, the concrete technical and opera-

tional terms were specified on which dtag is 

obliged to grant access to its infrastructure. It 

says in future that network operators will be al-

lowed to deploy their own active transmission 

systems to provide broadband access, so-called 

dSlaMs (digital Subscriber line access 

Multiplexer), in the multi-functional casings of 

dtag. to this end, dtag is obliged to grant com-

petitors access to its multi-functional casings. In 

addition, dtag is obliged to permit network op-

erators to deploy fibre-optic cables in the cable 

conduits themselves and to grant access to the 

cable conduits in order to do so. dtag had pre-

viously refused to do both. 

the rates vodafone will now have to pay dtag 

for access services dtag is henceforth obliged 

to provide by virtue of the regulatory order will 

be determined in separate rates regulation pro-

ceedings in the spring of 2010 based on the cost 

of efficient service provision. the pricing bench-

mark has also been specified by a regulatory or-

der issued in mid-2007.
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NUMBERING

various number resources are inevitably re-

quired for the operation of telecommunications 

networks and for the provision of telecommuni-

cations services. the Federal Network agency 

ensures that all resources required on the liber-

alised telecommunications market are avail-

able on a non-discriminatory basis, in good 

time and in sufficient quantities. It also deter-

mines the purposes for which and the frame-

work conditions under which each type of 

number is to be used and allocates numbers in 

blocks or individually to providers and retail 

customers. given the ceaseless, dynamic devel-

opment of technologies and business models on 

the telecommunications market, the Federal 

Network agency reviews on a regular basis 

whether existing arrangements need to be 

adapted or new number resources need to be 

created in order to promote competition and 

technological developments and to protect 

consumers’ interests.
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In addition to telephone numbers, numbers 

were also allocated that are required for techni-

cal addressing and traffic management. this is 

where porting codes, National Signalling point 

codes (NSpc), International Signalling point 

codes (ISpc), International Mobile Subscriber 

Identities (IMSI) and Individual tetra Subscriber 

Identity (ItSI) are given as an example.

Blocks of 1,000 local numbers 
assigned

 3,662

 3,088

 44,1 1 1

 8,5 1 1

 4,28 1

 5,1 90

 11,440

 14,000

 31,5 7 1

 22,349

 11,995

Total number of blocks of  
1,000 local numbers assigned

 6,750

 3,088

 50,861

 59,37 2

 63,653

 68,843

 80,283

 94,283

 125,854

 148,203

 160,198

Total number of assignees  
by year end

53

72

89

86

81

76

74

85

94

96

99

1997/1998

Year

2001

1999

2002

2000

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

 15,445 175,643 1032009

Numbering 
range

Numbers 
allocated in 
2006

Numbers 
allocated in 
2007

Numbers 
allocated in 
2008

Numbers 
allocated in 
2009

Total number of 
phone numbers 
allocated

Service

(0) 1 80

(0)900

(0)700

(0)800

 11,005

 7,378

 3,1 66

 11,500

 9,620

 10,497

 2,1 7 7

 9,2 1 6

 9,564

 5,8 1 9

 1,7 74

 16,1 05

13,561

6,737

2,042

9,512

149,154

87,049

101,143

185,964Freephone services

Personal numbers

Shared cost services

Premium rate services

Numbers 
allocated in 
2008

Numbers 
allocated in 
2009

Total number of 
phone numbers 
allocatedType of number

13 12 232

2 2 33

106 150 2997

25 16 109

28 16 486

Porting codes

National Signalling Point Codes (NSPC)

International Signalling Point Codes (ISPC)

Blocks of International Mobile Subscriber Identities (IMSI)

Blocks of Individual TETRA Subscriber Identity (ITSI)

Allocations made in 2009

In the range of local network call numbers and national subscriber numbers (number range (0)32), 

allocations developed as follows up to 2009:

In terms of the most important service telephone numbers, allocations have developed as follows over 

the past four years:
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Numbering concept

In November 2009, a numbering concept was 

published for the very first time after being pre-

ceded by a hearing. the numbering concept 

analyses developments in the telecommunica-

tions sector and indicates what changes are to 

be made to the numbering plan. as such, all 

types of numbers are considered and all devel-

opments are placed in an overall context. the 

aim of this concept is to create greater planning 

security for the operators of telecommunica-

tions networks and for the providers of telecom-

munications services. at the same time, the 

measures to be implemented under the concept 

are intended to enhance consumer protection.

according to Section 2 of the telecommuni-

cations Numbering regulations (telekom-

munikations-Nummerierungsverordnung), the 

Federal Network agency is obliged to publish a 

numbering concept on levels of occupancy and 

to provide information on the development of 

demand for each type of number. as such, the 

numbering concept identifies the individual 

numbering spaces, numbering ranges and 

numbering sub-ranges for which resources are 

expected to become scarce in the years to come. 

the concept makes provision to amend regula-

tory specifications for a range of numbers. the 

Federal Network agency will, for instance, be 

required to examine thoroughly before tele-

phone numbers are allocated to value-added 

services whether unlawful use of the numbers is 

to be expected. consumer protection has been 

strengthened by ruling out so-called chain al-

locations in the area of value-added services, as 

it is easier to determine who the service provider 

is when disputes arise if no chain allocations 

have been made. although mobile service pro-

viders will continue to be responsible for man-

aging mobile short dial numbers, the aim is to 

create a generally binding legal framework. this 

is intended to simplify the sales of short dial 

services by specifying, for instance, that a service 

provider will be able to use the number allocat-

ed by the network operator in all mobile net-

works. the Federal Network agency will publish 

a numbering concept each year from now on.

Introduction of directory enquiries in the 

number range 118

an amendment made to the tkg will allow serv-

ice providers in future to use subscribers’ inven-

tory data in order to notify them that another 

user wishes to talk to them. this also applies to 

the inventory data of subscribers whose num-

bers are not listed in public telephone directo-

ries provided this does not affect the 

subscriber’s request for confidentiality. calls 

may only be put through to the requested sub-

scriber if he/she has explicitly consented in ad-

vance to accepting call requests. 

these type of directory enquiry services may 

only be provided in the 118 number range in fu-

ture owing to a decision taken by the Federal 

Network agency in august 2009. up to now, the 

only services that could be provided in the 118xy 

number range were directory enquiries. they 

were always permitted to provide telephone 

numbers when people asked for them. From 

now on, these numbers will not only offer a di-

rectory enquiries service but also a service that 

puts calls through to subscribers whose tele-

phone numbers are not listed but who have al-

ready given their consent to calls being put 

through. the 11800x numbering sub-range will 

be used exclusively to provide any such direc-

tory enquiries.
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Enquiries about number management

In 2009, the number management call centre of 

the Federal Network agency at Fulda received 

no less than 26,768 enquiries, the majority of 

which concerned the allocation of telephone 

numbers. as a rule, the number management 

call centre answered queries about local num-

bers and valued added service ranges (0)800, 

(0)180, (0)900 and (0)137, with a large number of 

enquiries being received about charges for calls 

made to these numbers. enquiries were also re-

ceived on other matters such as call charges for 

the individual number ranges and commission-

ing a service provider to activate telephone 

numbers that have been allocated.

Theme
Number of enquiries received 
in 2008

Number of enquiries received 
in 2009

19,061 24,818

1,213 883

1,386 1,067

21,660 26,768

Allocation of telephone numbers

Allocation charges

Other matters

Sum total

FREQUENCY REGULATION

the well-balanced and efficient use of the fre-

quency spectrum is an important infrastructure 

prerequisite for any modern industrialised 

country. owing to the ever increasing demand 

for wireless communication options and the 

physical features of wave propagation, the in-

ternational coordination of the spectrum is 

steadily gaining momentum. the Federal 

Network agency performs a wide range of tasks 

in the field of international frequency regula-

tion that have both conceptual and implement-

ing characteristics in a wide range of areas.

Wireless network access to facilitate the 

provision of telecommunications services 

in the bands 800 MHz, 1.8 GHz, 2 GHz and 

2.6 GHz

In germany, the entire spectrum available in 

frequency bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz und 2.6 ghz is 

supposed to be available simultaneously for 

wireless network access for the provision of tel-

ecommunications services. 

In addition, parts of the frequency spectrum in 

800 Mhz hitherto used for analogue broadcast-

ing is being released in order to enhance mobile 

broadband coverage. these frequencies which 

are referred to as the “digital dividend” are par-

ticularly suitable for providing mobile access to 

the Internet in rural regions because they only 

require a few radio masts. the higher frequency 

spectrum at 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz and 2.6 ghz is more 

suitable for small cells than for cities and dense-

ly populated areas owing to their dissemination 

features. In the interest of promoting a swift, 

unbureaucratic procedure, the frequencies in 

frequency bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz und 2.6 ghz 

were incorporated into the procedure for allo-

cating frequencies in the frequency bands offer-

ing wireless network access for the provision of 

telecommunications services in line with the 

federal government’s broadband strategy. the 

joint auction of frequencies from various fre-

quency bands means that a total of 360 Mhz 

have been freed up.
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Further information can be obtained from the 

comments submitted on the underlying deci-

sions taken by ruling chamber 1 (cf. page 100).

Flexibilisation and allocation of frequencies 

In order to accomplish the goals of technology 

and application neutrality, the president’s 

chamber of the Federal Network agency issued 

the decision on the flexibilisation of frequency 

usage rights for wireless access for the provision 

of telecommunications services in the bands 

450 Mhz, 900 Mhz, 1800 Mhz, 2 ghz and 

3.5 ghz. this decision has taken the trend in tel-

ecommunications markets into account that 

are marked by growing convergence of services 

and technologies, the integration of markets 

that had previously been separate, a rapid surge 

in demand for broadband access to telecom-

munications networks and by the comprehen-

sive flexibilisation of frequency regulation.

Further information can be obtained from the 

comments submitted on the underlying deci-

sions taken by ruling chamber 1 (cf. page 100).

Key elements for the allocation of frequen-

cies in frequency band 790 to 862 MHz for 

wireless network access for the provision 

of telecommunications services

the Federal Network agency has developed key 

elements for the allocation of frequencies in the 

band from 790 to 862 Mhz (the so-called “digital 

dividend”) that outline the framework condi-

tions for frequency allocation. the potential of 

the digital dividend is to be leveraged swiftly in 

order to promote the provision of broadband 

Internet access for the population, particularly 

in rural areas. the Federal Network agency has 

therefore drawn up key elements in order to 

structure the debate early on and to provide all 

stakeholders with concrete proposals. the 

framework conditions basically envisage the 

frequency suitable for use in rural areas being 

allocated together with frequencies in frequen-

cy bands 1.8 ghz, 2 ghz and 2.6 ghz. By incorpo-

rating the preparations for the allocation of 

higher frequencies that are well underway, a 

special opportunity exists to allocate frequen-

cies swiftly in the 800-Mhz frequency bands.

Further implementation of action complex 

II (adjustment of remaining terms) from the 

GSM concept

action complex II that is part of the concept for 

allocating further spectrum below 1.9 ghz (gSM 

concept) for wireless network access for the pro-

vision of telecommunications services on the 

basis of the decision taken by the president’s 

chamber on 21 November 2005 was implement-

ed when the Federal Network agency published 

it in its official gazette on 28 November 2007. 

action complex II provides for a standard term 

being available for the gSM mobile communi-

cation service and offers gSM network opera-

tors the opportunity to extend the term until 

31 december 2016.

to press ahead with the implementation of ac-

tion complex II that is part of the Federal 

Network agency’s gSM concept, agreements 

were initially concluded with the relevant net-

work operators t-Mobile deutschland gmbh 

(d1 network), vodafone d2 gmbh (d2 network) 

and e-plus Mobilfunk gmbh & co. kg (e1 net-

work) on the payment of a fee pursuant to 

Section 142 subsection 1 sentence 1 (1) tkg. the 

level of payment is based on the Frequency Fee 

ordinance of 23 November 2006.

once t-Mobile deutschland gmbh and 

vodafone d2 gmbh had paid the final instal-

ment which was due mid-year, the Federal 
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Network agency approved the extension of the 

limited term of the d1 and d2 licence until 

31 december 2016 in accordance with Section 

55 subsection 8 tkg.

General assignments

the tool of general assignments allows frequen-

cy to be used in accordance with the conditions 

specified for the respective general frequency 

allocation. general assignments are made 

through official channels and are published in 

the official gazette of the Federal Network 

agency and on the Internet. pursuant to Section 

55 subsection 2 tkg, general frequency alloca-

tion represents the norm. In 2009, for instance, 

general assignments were issued for multiple 

gbyte waS/wlaN systems used to transmit large 

volumes of data such as It systems and entertain-

ment electronics, intelligent transport systems 

(ItS), i.e. applications aimed at enhancing road 

safety and so-called warning systems for con-

struction sites in order to prevent collisions.

Private mobile radio

private mobile radio (pMr) is used by and large 

for in-house communication of companies and 

organisations. what distinguishes pMr from 

commercial mobile radio such as gSM is that us-

ers have full functional control over the radio 

network. this enables them to cater for their own 

individual communication needs and to make 

necessary adjustments at short notice. great im-

portance is attached to frequency coordination 

by the Federal Network agency not least because 

of the individual nature of pMr and because 

there is no external network operator involved. 

private mobile radio is the backbone of trunked 

radio systems. It is used for in-house communica-

tion in the industrial and commercial sector, for 

instance, by transport and logistics companies 

and in the field of administration. 

other important areas are, for instance, voice 

messaging and outside broadcasting (wireless 

microphones, broadcasting lines, wireless cam-

eras) as well as remote data and remote control 

(remote control of machinery, remote data re-

trieval, traffic management systems, alarm sys-

tems). More than 5,700 operations were 

processed in private mobile radio in 2009.

Amateur radio

persons who wish to participate in amateur ra-

dio services must furnish proof that they have 

special technical know-how and have their own 

personal amateur radio admission and call sign. 

In order to prove they have the necessary know-

how, the Federal Network agency issues ama-

teur radio certificates and other calls signs. In 

2009, over 1,200 amateur radio admissions and 

additional call signs were issued.

Satellite radio

Satellite radio includes all facilities that are re-

quired for technical communication via or us-

ing satellite-supported networks. typical 

applications involve the broadcasting of radio 

and tv programmes, data transmission, space 

research, weather and earth observation and 

navigation. In 2009, the Federal Network 

agency submitted 297 coordination requests 

on behalf of german satellite operators to the 

International telecommunications union (Itu) 

for hundreds of frequency allocations. 

Bilateral negotiations were subsequently con-

ducted with the satellite operators of other 

countries in order to safeguard the interfer-

ence-free operation of all satellite systems in 

the frequency spectrum.
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Narrowband trunked radio

demand for narrowband trunked radio contin-

ued to rise. as in the previous years, user groups’ 

interest is focused on trunked radio frequen-

cies. the commonly applicable tetra standard 

meets users’ need for a high security standard 

in voice and data transmission. Meanwhile a 

distinction is no longer made between public 

and private trunked radio at the level of alloca-

tions. this means that applications for public 

trunked radio networks will no longer be con-

sidered and granted in relation to specific re-

gions but in relation to locations. user groups 

are mainly in the transport industry (airports, 

harbours etc.), industry, energy (company fire 

brigades, energy companies, chemical parks 

etc.), municipal utilities and transport services. 

Short-term assignments

Short-term assignments are made by the 

Federal Network agency when sporting and 

cultural events, state visits and other occasions 

that attract significant media coverage are 

held. In 2009, the Federal Network agency is-

sued a total of 2,345 short-term assignments, 

providing a total of 13,607 frequency uses in 

extremely varied frequency ranges between  

40 Mhz and 22 ghz for 1,423 events. the major-

ity of short-term assignments were issued for 

motor sports events, cycling races, music events 

and winter sport events. to ensure interference-

free and efficient use of these frequencies, the 

Federal Network agency attended 178 events 

with measuring vehicles.

Frequency allocations for innovative radio 

applications (experimental radio)

Based upon Section 58 tkg, approx. 795 fre-

quencies were allocated in 2009 for developing 

and testing new technologies and as part of fre-

quency research projects etc. deviations from 

the Frequency Band allocation plan and the 

Frequency usage plan are permitted for fre-

quency allocations to provide innovative radio 

services. however, the radio services and fre-

quency uses entered into the plans must not be 

affected. the following issues were the focal 

points of new developments in 2009: systems 

providing subscriber lines with broadband mo-

bile access in a wide range of frequency bands 

below 1.000 Mhz as well as lte systems in the 

frequency bands 800 Mhz, 2 ghz and 2.6 ghz.

Preparations for the World Radiocom-

munication Conference and European 

harmonisation

the world radiocommunication conference 

2012 (wrc-2012), as the only body responsible 

for amending the radio regulations, will be tak-

ing important decisions about the global organ-

isation of the use of the frequency spectrum. 

Major topics will be unmanned aircraft, state-

of-the-art radio applications for climate obser-

vation and new applications for the safety of 

international maritime trade. another focal 

point will be rendering international agree-

ments on frequency management more flex-

ible. the preparations for wrc-2012, in 

particular the organisation of european activi-

ties within the european conference of postal 

and telecommunications administrations 

(cept) are being implemented by the confer-

ence preparatory group (wg cpg) in coopera-

tion with the working group on frequency 

management (wg FM) and the working group 

for spectrum engineering (wg Se) within the 

framework of the cept electronic 

communications committee (ecc), with the 

Federal Network agency also participating in 

the bodies of the ecc. this also includes the co-

ordinated representation of european interests 

at the meetings of working group of the radio 
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sector on the radiocommunication Sector of 

the International telecommunication union 

(Itu-r) in geneva. 

as with previous world radiocommunication 

conferences, national preparations were made 

in a national group which specifies germany’s 

positions under the auspices of the Federal 

Ministry of economics and technology. three 

subordinate working groups that deal with the 

specifics of the technical work are chaired by 

the Federal Network agency and are accessible 

to the interested professional public. the 

Federal Network agency supports and advises 

the european commission in the radio spec-

trum policy group (rSpg) and the radio spec-

trum committee (rSc). harmonising the use of 

the “digital dividend” and the pan-european 

allocation of frequencies for mobile satellite 

communication were among the much-dis-

cussed issues. 

European Frequency Information System 

(EFIS)

the european Frequency Information System 

(eFIS) continued to be further developed in the 

year under review. It is now possible to import 

the data on usage rights from the results of previ-

ous auction procedures via an external interface.

Frequency Band Allocation Plan

the Frequency Band allocation plan 

ordinance provides the legal basis for all fre-

quency uses in germany. It is based on the in-

ternational allocation plan from the Itu 

radio regulations. this explains why the 

Frequency Band allocation plan ordinance 

needed to be revised after amendments had 

been made to the international allocation 

plan. at the same time, specific european and 

national features were taken into account 

when the plan was drawn up. the most im-

portant amendment to the Frequency Band 

allocation plan of 14 July 2009 is that frequen-

cy bands between 790 and 862 Mhz were 

identified for international mobile telecom-

munications (IMt), creating the basis for the 

scheduled allocation of this frequency band 

for the use of wireless network access. a fur-

ther amendment is allocation of the frequen-

cy band between 3,400 an 3,800 Mhz for 

mobile radio which can now also be used to 

provide wireless network access.

Frequency Usage Plan

the Frequency usage plan provides a compre-

hensive overview of all frequency uses in the 

frequency band between 9 khz and 275 ghz in 

the Federal republic of germany. It is drawn up 

by the Federal Network agency pursuant to 

Section 54 tkg on the basis of the Frequency 

Band allocation plan adopting the procedure 

specified in the Frequency Band allocation 

ordinance of april 2001. the Frequency usage 

plan contains information about frequency 

band allocations for radio services, the terms 

and conditions of use set forth in the Frequency 

Band allocation ordinance and on the frequen-

cy uses and terms and conditions of frequency 

use permissible in the individual frequency 

sub-plans. 

once the Frequency usage plan was completed 

in april 2008, amendments were made to the 

general part of the Frequency usage plan and 

numerous updates, amendments and revised 

entries were made in a number of frequency use 

sub-plans in order to expand the flexibilisation 

to further frequency bands and frequency uses 

in accordance with the wapecS concept of the 

rSpg, to implement the new specifications of 
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the european commission and to implement 

the decisions taken by the ecc.

an initial package of amendments was com-

pleted and published n august 2009 in accord-

ance with the procedure specified in the 

Frequency Band allocation plan ordinance (in 

consultation with the advisory committee at 

the Federal Network agency, the supreme au-

thorities of the federal government and Federal 

länder and interested parties among the pub-

lic) (as regulatory order 33/2009 in official 

gazette 15/2009 of 12 august 2009, p. 2985 ff., 

and as a notification in the Federal gazette 

no. 121, p. 2820 ff. of 18 august 2009). this intro-

duced the frequency use “wireless network ac-

cess for the provision of telecommunications 

services” in the frequency bands between 

450 and 470 Mhz and between 3,400 and 

3,800 Mhz. the amendments take the council 

decision “on the harmonisation of the 3,400-

3,800 Mhz frequency band for terrestrial sys-

tems capable of providing electronic 

communications services in the community” 

of 21 May 2008 (official Journal of the european 

union No. l 144 S. 77) into account. By amend-

ing other entries, the “mobile components” for 

Broadband wireless access (Bwa) now offer 

wireless network access in the frequency band 

between 3,400 and 3,800 Mhz. entries in fre-

quency band 26 ghz were amended in order to 

adapt the frequency usage plan to the changes 

in market demand for point-to-point and point-

to-multi-point radio relay. In addition, interna-

tional regulations for radio applications for 

intelligent transport systems (ItS) were imple-

mented in frequency band 5.9 ghz and 63 ghz.

the prime goal of introducing a second pack-

age of amendments in the period under review 

was to open up the frequency band between 

790 and 862 Mhz for “wireless network access 

for the provision of telecommunications serv-

ices”. In doing so, the Federal Network agency 

consistently pursued its course—adopted by the 

federal government in its broadband strategy 

of 18 February 2009 in the cabinet and support-

ed, inter alia, at the level of the Frequency Band 

allocation plan—to use frequencies released by 

the “digital dividend” for all types of wireless 

network access observing the principle of tech-

nology neutrality. the second package of 

amendments containing revised entries in the 

frequency band between 790 and 862 Mhz and 

in the frequency bands from 1,710 to 1,725 Mhz 

and from 1,805 to 1,820 Mhz that are now dedi-

cated to “wireless network access for the provi-

sion of telecommunications services” was 

completed once the consultation process had 

been brought to a conclusion in october 2009 

and was published (as regulatory order 57/2009 

in official gazette 20/2009 of 21 october 2009, 

p. 3570 ff., and as notification of 21 october 2009 

in the Federal gazette no. 158, p. 3598 ff.). the 

problems associated with the use of radio mi-

crophones were also solved. the further use of 

radio microphones was permitted in the fre-

quency band between 790 and 862 Mhz and 

alternative frequencies were made available in 

frequency sub-bands from 1,452 to 1,477.5 Mhz 

and from 1,800 to 1,805 Mhz for the use of radio 

microphones.

a copy of the Frequency usage plan can be or-

dered from the Federal Network agency or can 

be viewed on the Federal Network agency’s 

website at: www.bundesnetzagentur.de.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC) 

AND STANDARDISATION

one of the focal points of the Federal Network 

agency’s activities in the area of developing and 

updating harmonised european electromag-

netic compatibility product standards was to 

manage the project implemented by the 

International electrotechnical commission (Iec) 

to define electromagnetic compatibility re-

quirements for products in the area of powerline 

communication (plc) which use low-voltage 

networks and house installations for broadband 

communication. Major progress was made here 

in 2009, taking in particular the interests of the 

Itu in safeguarding the protection of radio re-

ception in respect of the operation of plc prod-

ucts in rural areas into account. In addition to 

typical in-house networks, plc products are also 

to be used in the area of smart metering.

For industry, a new issue of the eN 55011 stan-stan-

dard is now available which the Federal Network 

agency was heavily involved in developing. It 

contains electromagnetic compatibility re-

quirements to be met by industrial, scientific 

and medical electrical equipment. at the Iec 

the scope of application of this standard has 

been expanded, with the support of the Federal 

Network agency, to include inverters for pho-

tovoltaic plants in order to close the regulatory 

gap for interference emissions in the frequen-

cy band from 150 khz to 30 Mhz and to ensure 

the plans are safely integrated into smart grids 

in future. By contrast, recent developments on 

the Iec are giving cause for serious concern. 

the electromagnetic compatibility product 

standards allow multiple test procedures to be 

used under the same law because this reduces 

the value of these standards for conformity as-

sessment procedures, a move that is bound to 

shatter users’ confidence in the standards. 

Radiocompatibility of transmitting and 

receiving equipment

In the year under review 2009, technical com-

patibility examinations for new radio services 

were launched, continued or completed once 

again in close cooperation with other adminis-

trations, industry and radio users. they includ-

ed, for instance, comprehensive studies on 

harmonised general technical conditions for 

the use of the frequency band from 790 to 

862 Mhz (the so-called digital dividend) and 

other frequency bands that are to be auctioned 

off in germany in 2010. For base stations and 

mobile radio terminals, so-called block-edge 

masks were developed in the interest of flexible 

frequency uses and technology and service neu-

trality. the results of these studies were incor-

porated into cept reports, into ecc decisions 

and into decisions taken by the european 

commission. In order to enhance the spectrum 

efficiency of radio equipment and accessories 

that work in the same frequency band as the 

“digital dividend” (e. g. digital video 

Broadcasting - cable dvB-c), steps were 

launched in international bodies to harmonise 

the standards. other studies dealt, for instance, 

with the compatibility of gSM (global System 

for Mobile communications) on board ships, 

radio laNs on board aircraft, the expanded fre-

quency band for gSM-r on trains, gSM multi-

carrier systems for base stations and with a 

range of ultra-wide-band applications.

the ordinance on the protection of public 

telecommunications Networks and 

transmitting and receiving equipment that is 

used in defined frequency bands for security 

purposes entered into force on 14 May 2009. In 
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order to implement the new tasks, the Federal 

Network agency set up two coordination 

groups in which the relevant stakeholders (pub-

lic authorities, associations and network opera-

tors) cooperate. Implementation measures are 

planned and evaluated in these groups where 

any follow-up activities required to eliminate 

potential interference are also undertaken.

Involvement in the Telecommunications 

Conformity Assessment and Market Surveil-

lance Committee (TCAM)

tcaM is both an advisory and regulatory body 

in the area of european conformity assessment 

and market surveillance for products in the tel-

ecommunications industry and radio equip-

ment. every eu Member State is represented by 

authorities that deal with the transposition of 

directive 1999/5/ec of the european parliament 

and of the council of 9 March 1999 on radio 

equipment and telecommunications terminal 

equipment and the mutual recognition of their 

conformity (r&tte directive).

In 2009, the Federal Network agency assisted 

the european commission in drawing up guide-

lines on the r&tte directive for manufacturers. 

the document has meanwhile been published 

by the commission and goes further than the 

directive by providing information for the 

bringing into circulation of r&tte products , 

giving relevant examples.

the european commission has commissioned 

an examination to establish whether the imple-

mentation of a central equipment register for 

r&tte equipment could eliminate the problem 

frequently encountered in the past of there be-

ing a lack of traceability, making it possible to 

identify who is responsible for bringing this 

equipment into circulation in the european 

community. In 2009, the Federal Network 

agency organised a workshop on this issue in 

cooperation with german-speaking businesses 

and relevant associations in order to initiate a 

dialogue with all stakeholders.

Technical regulation for aeronautical radio, 

maritime radio and radio service on inter-

nal waterways

radio equipment used for aeronautical radio, 

maritime radio and radio service on internal 

waterways (e.g. radio telephones, radio naviga-

tion systems, wireless location tracking systems) 

are subject to numerous national and interna-

tional regulations in the telecommunications 

and transport industry—not least owing to their 

global nature and relevance for security that 

are undergoing continual changes depending 

on what new radio technologies and services 

are involved.

In the period under review, experts from the 

Federal Network agency were involved in a 

number of standardisation bodies in order to 

safeguard efficient and interference-free use of 

frequencies. It was also a matter of harmonis-

ing procedural regulations in a practice-orient-

ed and user-friendly way such as new radio 

systems and applications like advanced Surface 

Movement guidance and control System 

(a-SMgcS), data link Services (dlS), long 

range Identification and tracking (lrIt), satel-

lite-based recording of data in the automatic 

Identification Systems (aIS data), man-over-

board systems and for certain digital selective 

calling (dSc).
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Interoperability of broadcasting

the limited toleration of the use of set-top boxes 

issued in 2006 that do not meet interoperability 

requirements and conditional access systems 

and digital right management (ca/drM sys-

tems) by operators who provide closed net-

works via Iptv (Iptv via dSl connections) was 

extended until 30 March 2012 at the latest in 

particular owing to the ongoing standardisa-

tion work being performed on these systems, 

with new conditions being imposed on privi-

leged companies. they are intended to make a 

visible contribution towards the statutory inter-

operability objective of the work that is oriented 

to the above-mentioned regulation in the 

standardisation bodies. the Federal Network 

agency will step up the efforts made within the 

framework of its standardisation activities in 

future to enforce interoperability from the end 

users’ perspective, thereby facilitating and 

strengthening horizontal markets for radio re-

ceiving equipment. In doing so, the aim is for 

digital tv sets to make use of radio broadcast-

ing independently of network access carriers, 

accessing at least specific transmission paths if 

not all transmission paths, and also to be able to 

display encrypted and non-encrypted contents 

when using a ca/drMs system.

a project group that has been dealing intensive-

ly with the issue of configuring ca/drM systems 

over the past two years within the framework of 

the committee on technical regulation in 

telecommunications (atrt) that has been ad-

vising the Federal Network agency proposes in 

its final report that an interchangeable system 

be standardised. this suggestion needs to be 

addressed and explored.

Mobile communications of the fourth 

generation (IMT-Advanced)

at present, the evaluation process for standards 

of the fourth mobile communications generation 

is underway at the telecommunications division 

of the International telecommunications union 

(Itu-r). at a meeting of the competent Itu-r 

working group (wp5d), hosted by germany in 

the city of dresden, new proposals were present-

ed and discussed by over 200 participants. a total 

of six proposals that are based on two different 

technologies were submitted.

It is envisaged that these proposals be incorpo-

rated into the Itu-r specifications in late 2010 

following successful evaluation. the Itu is keen 

to find global solutions, a process which the 

Federal Network agency will be involved in. 

efficient use of the spectrum facilitating large 

numbers of terminals that are available at af-

fordable prices can only be achieved via global 

solutions. general regulatory conditions are be-

ing defined at the Itu that facilitate free move-

ment of goods and hence the interference-free 

operation of terminal equipment at global level. 

In parallel to the work performed at the Itu-r, 

work continued to further develop the techni-

cal specifications at the standardisation organi-

sations 3rd generation partnership project 

(3gpp) and Institute of electrical and electronics 

engineers (Ieee).

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

In 2009, the Federal Network agency was heav-

ily involved in standardising the air interface of 

the future radio system for ItS applications rel-

evant for road safety at the european tele-

communications Standards Institute (etSI). 

this radio interface will be used both in car-to-

car and car-to-infrastructure applications and 
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is a key element of the minimum set of stand-

ards aimed at creating full interoperability.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) in the 

UHF frequency band

In 2009, the Federal Network agency actively 

monitored the activities undertaken by the etSI 

to develop proposals for the future use of the 

spectrum by rFId by carrying out measure-

ments in its laboratory based on the market 

studies and information available. cognitive sys-

tems are on the cusp of being standardised for 

uhF-rFId in a group of etSI experts in order to 

find the most efficient yet interference-free and 

demand-oriented spectrum identification in the 

long term. there is every reason to anticipate 

that once the work has been successfully com-

pleted it will be possible to press full speed 

ahead with market growth for rFId applications 

thanks to the harmonisation with spectrum use 

of uhF-rFId in other regions of the world.

Mobile phone base stations

Mobile phone base stations, so-called femto-

cells are intended to provide mobile phone cov-

erage in areas providing little or no mobile 

coverage, helping to enhance local coverage 

density in areas that already have mobile cover-

age. the Federal Network agency will monitor 

activities in relation to the envisaged applica-

tion areas, the potential portability of mobile 

phone base stations and will ensure that the 

existing requirements are met by mobile net-

works within the framework of technical regu-

lation and standardisation.

Emergency call

Database for managing emergency calls

In the draft directive on emergency calls an-

nounced on 6 March 2009, it was specified that 

dtag was obliged to provide the allocation of 

telephone exchanges in the respective catch-

ment area of telephone service providers by 

31 october 2009 at the latest. on the basis of 

this specification, the Federal Network agency 

developed a suitable It infrastructure by 

31 october 2009 as well as a suitable system for 

accessing information pursuant to Section 3 

subsection 2 of the ordinance on emergency 

calls and introduced the system accordingly. 

the introduction of any such system presup-

poses that the information that had hitherto 

been managed by dtag pursuant to Section 7 

subsection 5 of the directive on emergency 

calls will also be incorporated into the system 

to be developed by the Federal Network 

agency. owing to the importance of emergen-

cy calls for the public, it was necessary to define 

and implement suitable security measures 

both in respect of data import and also regard-

ing the development of the system used to pro-

vide the directory pursuant to Section 3 

subsection 2 of the ordinance on emergency 

calls. to protect the system from unauthorised 

access and unauthorised changes, access and 

retrieval were protected by a state-of-the-art 

access authorisation system as well as state-of-

the-art encryption. In addition, the Federal 

Network agency added another alphanumeri-

cal value (hash value) to the accessible informa-

tion. this means it is possible for the company 

accessing the information to verify the integ-

rity of the information provided at any time.
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comprehensive tests were carried out to exam-

ine the suitability and required quality criteria 

of the system developed by the Federal Network 

agency. Further tests were carried out while the 

data was imported that also involved data 

cleansing. after the tests had been completed, 

the data provided by dtag was imported and 

clearance was issued on schedule for the appli-

cation to access the directory pursuant to 

Section 3 subsection 2 of the ordinance on 

emergency calls. Since then, registered tele-

phone service providers and network operators 

have been able to access the information via a 

secure connection pursuant to Section 3 subsec-

tion 2 of the ordinance on emergency calls.

the first amendment to the catchment area pur-

suant to Section 3 subsection 1 of the ordinance 

on emergency calls including the pertinent 

provision of an updated directory was made on 

16 december 2009. Network operators and tel-tel-

ephone service providers were notified that the 

directory had been updated by two different 

media in accordance with the ordinance on 

emergency calls (notification was issued in the 

official gazette of the Federal Network agency 

and individual e-mails were sent to all regis-

tered providers). the underlying system for 

downloading information and information 

about what data can be downloaded from the 

directory was published in the official gazette 

of the Federal Network agency. the Federal 

Network agency also developed and published 

the transitional procedure for describing 

emergency call catchment areas in accordance 

with Section 7 subsection 4 of the ordinance 

on emergency calls.

Abuse of calls made to emergency numbers 

from mobile phones limited

In order to limit abuse of emergency calls made 

from mobile phones to the emergency tele-

phone number 112, the ordinance on 

emergency calls specified that since July 2009 

112 emergency telephone calls can only be 

made from mobile terminal equipment that has 

a ready-to-go SIM card. In its regulatory order 

23/2009 published in its official gazette no. 12 

of 1 July 2009, the Federal Network agency spec-

ified relevant details following consultation 

with the german mobile network operators. 

this led to a sharp decline in the number of cas-

es involving abuse of emergency calls made 

from mobile phones.

Obligation to provide customers with 

information about emergency call options

In late 2008, the Federal Network agency re-

minded the providers of publicly accessible tel-

ephone services using new technology (voIp) of 

their obligation to facilitate emergency calls pur-

suant to Section 108 tkg. the response from ser-ser-

vice providers showed that there are a few voIp 

services and products that do not have the techni-

cal possibility of enabling the local emergency 

call centre to establish the whereabouts of the 

person placing the emergency call. this applies, 

for instance, to the nomadic use of voIp services 

and to access to voIp services over the Internet. 

compared to the traditional circuit-switched tel-

ephone service, some providers are also unable to 

reliably identify changes in the location of voIp 

stationary users. as a result, the vast majority of 

emergency calls placed by stationary voIp users 

are transmitted to the competent emergency call 

centres. If the user has changed location without 

notifying the service provider, it is, however, pos-

sible that calls may reach the previous emergency 

call centre that may no longer be responsible. the 
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technical obstacles were further analysed in talks 

with individual providers. as a result of this sur-

vey, the Federal Network agency proposed at a 

public hearing that the providers who are unable 

to guarantee that the responsible local emergen-

cy call centre will be reached need to notify their 

customers explicitly before concluding a contract 

and thereafter once a year of this deficiency and 

must otherwise transmit the emergency calls to 

the emergency call centre responsible at the cus-

tomers’ home address. the discussions with the 

relevant emergency call organisations and tel-

ephone service providers are still underway.

Technical directive for emergency calls

the ordinance on emergency calls contains a 

number of requirements to be met by telephone 

service providers and network operators that re-

quire detailed technical specifications. the 

Federal Network agency is responsible for defin-

ing these specifications in the form of a technical 

directive for emergency calls and intends to de-

velop this directive gradually. First of all, a new 

format for describing the catchment areas is to 

be specified and the features of traditional emer-

gency telephone numbers are to be described so 

that all providers have to meet the same require-

ments when catering for the market. In this con-

text, the rules for transmitting emergency calls 

also need to be specified. as such, the case-by-

case forwarding of emergency calls to another 

emergency call centre and the forwarding of all 

emergency calls (if an emergency call centre is 

not available) to an alternative emergency call 

centre will be taken into account. work is set to 

continue on development of the technical direc-

tive for emergency calls.

eCall

another topical issue that is being promoted by 

the european commission is the specifications for 

emergency calls made from motor vehicles 

(ecall). the aim is to implement an on-board sys-

tem in motor vehicles that works throughout 

europe, enabling emergency calls to be transmit-

ted to the competent emergency call centre, 

transmitting additional emergency data at the 

same time (e.g. information on location). Now 

that standardisation is almost complete, ecall is to 

be deployed in all new motor vehicles in the years 

to come. the Federal Network agency is involved 

in the national and european ecall platforms.

General information about emergency calls

a general information page on the issue of 

emergency calls on the Federal Network 

agency’s website contains, inter alia, informa-

tion about the legal basis, the stage emergency 

call standardisation has reached and about the 

european ecall initiative. Specific queries about 

the issue of emergency calls can also be e-

mailed direct to the competent section at the 

Federal Network agency.

RADIO MONITORING AND INSPECTION 

SERVICE

In the area of frequency regulation, decisions 

taken by the radio monitoring and inspection 

service (pMd) are prepared and supported in 

numerous ways. Measurements are used gen-

erally and in specific cases to safeguard effi-

cient and interference-free use of frequencies 

and to support important decisions on fre-

quency development.
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Automatic measurements in the short wave 

band to determine frequency occupancy

the measuring stations of the Federal Network 

agency took part in a measuring campaign 

once again in 2009 which was launched in early 

2008 and is due to end in late 2010. within the 

framework of this recent campaign, measured 

values obtained using the Federal Network 

agency’s automatic measuring devices are 

processed. this data on the occupancy of short 

wave frequency bands between 1.6 and 27 Mhz 

sheds light on the development of use in the en-

tire short wave band and will be used for wrc-

2012. on the basis of the data, decisions can be 

taken about potential future uses at national 

and international level. 

Measurements carried out in the short 

wave frequency

the pMd also carried out measurements in 

certain sub-areas of the short wave frequency 

band during 2009. these measurements will 

be used both by the Federal Network agency 

for further plans and as the basis for frequency 

allocation and will be made accessible after an 

international agreement of the Itu has been 

concluded in geneva where they will also be 

published. the measurements will include, in-

ter alia, the identification of transmitter loca-

tions, the transmission system used as well as 

the time of transmission.

Protection of amateur radio against inter-

ference from abroad

In order to protect the frequency bands some of 

which are assigned exclusively for amateur ra-

dio, around 30 interference reports were sent to 

foreign administrations in the course of the 

year on whose territory interfering transmitters 

were detected; according to international 

agreements, they are not permitted to 

use amateur radio frequencies for any other 

purposes. Some of the transmitters causing in-

terference were shut down or repaired in the 

interest of radio amateurs.

Measurements on frequencies of short 

range devices 

as part of an international measurement 

campaign, the pMd of the Federal Network 

agency is taking part in measurements car-

ried out in the frequency band from 863 to 

870 Mhz for short range devices (e. g. head-

phones, microphones, chips used to identify 

goods). the measurements allow conclusions 

to be drawn on the current occupancy of this 

frequency band and on the need for changes 

in the allocation of frequencies to the indi-

vidual applications.

Compatibility tests for Long Term Evolution 

(LTE)

the operators of mobile telephone networks are 

planning to introduce mobile communications 

of the fourth generation that will also provide 

very fast Internet access for mobile applications. 

however, it needs to be clarified in advance, in-

ter alia, whether the use of the system in the fre-

quency band from 790 to 862 Mhz that is also 

used in cable tv networks is likely to cause in-

terference with tv reception. relevant compat-

ibility tests are to shed light on this. the work 

performed in this area is to be continued.

Measurement of mobile coverage along the 

border of the Federal Republic of Germany

as part of a comprehensive measurement cam-

paign, the pMd of the Federal Network agency 

measured the radio coverage on the territory of 

the Federal republic by international gSM mo-

bile network operators. this enabled regions in 

the Federal republic where 
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nationwide coverage is offered by international 

mobile network operators to be identified at the 

sections of the border where measurements 

were carried out, some at a distance of ten kilo-

metres from the border. they revealed that even 

quite a distance away from the border, the mo-

bile phones of customers in the Federal republic 

may log into an international network. when 

calls are connected this means customers are 

not only required to pay the usual call charges 

but also the significantly higher roaming charg-

es. From the technical perspective, it is possible 

to avoid these levels of coverage. the Federal 

Network agency will therefore continue to 

monitor this problem closely and will conduct 

talks at international level to find out how this 

problem can be solved in the interest of mobile 

phone customers.

Technical measurement tests within the 

framework of the “digital dividend”

Medienanstalt Berlin-Brandenburg (the regula-

tory authority for private broadcasting in Berlin 

and Brandenburg) launched a pilot project at 

the end of 2008 to test whether frequencies can 

be used to provide broadband Internet access in 

rural areas that have been allocated for terres-

trial broadcasting. the pilot project was imple-

mented in wittstock/dosse in the north of 

Brandbenburg. the pMd initially had to carry 

out measurements to find a free terrestrial 

broadcasting transmission channel at the envis-

aged transmission location of the base station, 

taking the current channel occupancy at this 

location into account (co-channels and neigh-

bouring channels) .

on the basis of the results of the measurements, 

a suitable tv and radio broadcasting channel 

was quickly found to implement this pilot 

project in which an adapted commercial 

3g-td-cdMa system was used that is operated 

in a similar manner as frequency band 450 to 

470 Mhz in other countries (such as the czech 

republic). as part of this pilot project , the pMd 

conducted further laboratory measurements in 

order to determine the required signal-to-noise 

ratio under laboratory conditions that is re-

quired for interference-free dvB-t and dvB-c 

reception. over the course of 2009, further tests 

were carried out in the vicinity of Berlin 

(rauhner Berge). the pMd also monitored these 

tests metrologically. In addition to carrying out 

laboratory measurements, the pMd also deter-

mined the required minimum signal-to-noise 

ratio and conducted further measurements at 

the absorber measuring hall of the Federal 

Network agency in kolberg. By carrying out 

these measurements, the pMd has made an ini-

tial contribution towards implementing a com-

patibility test. these tests will need to be carried 

out in greater detail.

Monitoring frequency uses

In the course of its work to monitor frequency 

uses last year, the pMd checked approx. 6,000 

frequency assignments nationwide for a variety 

of radio applications in order to ascertain 

whether operators were complying with the 

provisions on the assignment of frequencies. 

this is based on Section 64 tkg. the monitoring 

of frequency uses makes it easier to gain a clear 

picture of the current situation and to monitor 

compliance with regulatory standards in the 

field of frequency management. the monitor-

ing provides essential information about the 

actual usage situation and therefore supple-

ments the administrative elements of frequency 

regulation (Frequency Band allocation plan, 

Frequency usage plan, frequency allocations), 

integrating them into a self-regulating system. 

Negative effects on frequency use are supposed 
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to be identified early. this is a prerequisite for 

minimising interference. there is hence a pre-

ventative aspect to monitoring.

the reviews are generally performed on the ba-

sis of a statistical procedure with the help of 

which test values are determined. the calcula-

tion test values include the total stock and the 

failure rates of the previous random samples 

(percentage of deviations from the frequency 

allocation provisions). this statistical procedure 

represents an efficient and economical way of 

monitoring frequency uses. with this proce-

dure only as much testing is carried out as nec-

essary, i.e. as little as possible.

PUBLIC SECURITY

Automatic information procedure under 

Section 112 TKG

Following the liberalisation of the telecommu-

nications market, customer data is longer held 

by a monopolistic, state-owned enterprise but is 

collected by a large number of telecommunica-

tions companies. to assist the security authori-

ties in the performance of their statutory duties, 

these telecommunications companies provide 

information from their customer files about the 

names and addresses of individuals with tele-

phone numbers to the authorities via the 

Federal Network agency. the number of tele-

communications companies involved in this 

system is still on the increase owing to legal re-

quirements. at present, around 1,000 authori-

ties registered with the Federal Network 

agency are able to access customer data from 

130 telecommunications companies.
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Qualified electronic signature

the Federal Network agency is the competent 

authority under the act governing Framework 

conditions for electronic Signatures (Sigg). the 

duties associated with its role in this capacity in-

clude, in particular, the accreditation of certifica-

tion service providers, the supervision of 

certification service providers , the operation of 

the state trust centre as the supreme certifica-

tion authority (root authority), the administra-

tion of a directory of certificates issued and 

revoked, the recognition of evaluation and certi-

fication bodies, the determination of relevant 

algorithms for qualified electronic signatures 

and the provision of support for legislative 

procedures.

In 2009, a further certification service provider 

registered with the Federal Network agency. 

the trust centre run by the Federal Network 

agency issued accredited certification service 

providers with the certificates they required to 

perform their duties during 2009 and kept a 

record of them in a directory service that is 

open to the public. the large number of super-

visory measures implemented in respect of cer-

tification service providers ensured that the act 

governing Framework conditions for electronic 

Signatures and the ordinance governing 

Framework conditions for electronic 

Signatures were observed.

the Federal Network agency was particularly 

involved in the adjustment of the technical im-

plementation of the communication paths be-

tween uniform points of contact in preparation 

for transposing the european Services directive. 

In addition it published comprehensive infor-

mation material for uniform points of contact 

on the Internet.

Information requests made by security authorities and inquiries made with telecommu-

nications service providers 2001–2009

Inquiries made with telecommunications service providers
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the amount of advisory work performed on the 

topic of qualified electronic signatures is 

mounting both at national and international 

level. advisory services are provided to indus-

try, authorities and users. to this end, the 

english pages of the website on qualified elec-

tronic signatures have been updated.

In 2009, the Federal Network agency continued 

to cooperate with caSt e. v., a competence cen-

tre for It security in darmstadt. It also resumed 

its involvement in the legal working group of 

teletrust e. v.. the Federal Network agency con-

tinued to chair the working group of the 

association of recognised evaluation and 

certification Bodies (agaB), thereby providing 

a platform for the coordination and develop-

ment of work processes used by the evaluation 

and certification bodies.

efforts were also undertaken in the relevant 

bodies at european level to press ahead with the 

development of qualified electronic signatures. 

as such, special focus was attached to drawing 

up so-called trusted status lists (tSl) indicating 

all the accredited certification service providers 

in each Member State with a view to checking 

international, qualified electronic signatures.

In 2009, the Federal Network agency complied 

with its statutory obligations and published the 

following information: product certifications 

for qualified electronic signatures, manufactur-

ers’ declarations that comply with the act gov-

erning Framework conditions for electronic 

Signatures and the ordinance governing 

Framework conditions for electronic 

Signatures as well as suitable algorithms and 

the associated parameters for qualified elec-

tronic signatures.

Technical implementation of intercepts 

and provision of information pursuant to 

Section 110 TKG

In carrying out its duties in relation to the tech-

nical implementation of intercepts, the Federal 

Network agency makes an important contribu-

tion to maintaining public security in germany. 

In particular, the technical directive pursuant 

to Section 110 subsection 3 tkg is an important 

basis for the development of interception tech-

nology by the telecommunications companies, 

manufacturers and security authorities in-

volved. the directive is amended to take new 

telecommunications technologies into account 

whenever it becomes necessary to do so. to this 

end, the Federal Network agency—as required 

by legislation - contributes to the discussions 

about the new topics initially in the standardisa-

tion bodies. Industry associations, authorised 

bodies and manufacturers were all involved in 

the preparation of version 6.0 of the technical 

directive that was extended in order to cover 

the areas of providing information on traffic 

data and the electronic transmission of orders. 

the new version entered into force in 

december 2009 when it was published in the 

official gazette and on the Federal Network 

agency’s website.

For the field of Ip-based multimedia services 

(such as voIp) , the implementation of the 

technical directive (version 5.1) drawn up in 

2008 was pressed ahead with. It covers voIp com-

munications, by and large. the results of a survey 

on devices for communication technology sys-

tems conducted by Berlecon research gmbh 

and Fraunhofer Institute for communication 

Systems eSk for the complete monitoring of voIp 

communication were used initially in order to 

press ahead with standardisation in this area.
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overall 105 main proceedings and 29 summary 

proceedings were instituted before cologne 

administrative court against decisions taken by 

the Federal Network agency in the telecommu-

nications sector in 2009. 64 main proceedings 

and 16 summary proceedings were brought to a 

conclusion before the end of the year. 48 main 

proceedings and 11 summary proceedings end-

ed with a positive result for the Federal Network 

agency, six main proceedings ended with a 

draw. the court proceedings dealt with issues 

ranging from basic market regulation right up 

to frequency disputes. 

DECISION TAKEN BY THE FEDERAL ADMIN-

ISTRATIVE COURT ON THE REGULATORY 

ORDER FOR MARKET 12 OF THE MARKET 

RECOMMENDATION (BROADBAND AND BIT 

STREAM ACCESS)

In its decision adopted on 28 January 2009 (ref. 

6 c 39.07), the Federal administrative court 

partly revoked the regulatory order for market 

12 of the Market recommendation (broadband 

and bit stream access). In the court’s view, the 

Federal Network agency had established, with-

out making any legal errors, that the nation-

wide market for Ip bit stream access on which 

the plaintiff company has significant market 

power is in need of regulation within the mean-

ing of Sections 10 and 11 tkg. It ruled that the 

vast majority of regulatory obligations imposed 

on the company were also lawful. In relation to 

the regulations governing mandatory rates ap-

proval (Section 30 subsection 1 tkg), however, it 

should have been taken into account that 

community law grants national regulatory 
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authorities certain discretionary scope whether 

and how to impose rates regulation. the court 

said that rates regulation prescribed by law 

should not rule out this regulatory discretion. 

the Federal Network agency had assumed also 

in relation to the provisions governing refer-

ence offers (Section 23 subsection 1 tkg) that in 

a regular case like this one its hands were tied 

even though article 9 para. 2 sentence 1 of the 

access directive—directive 2002/19/ec of the 

european parliament and of the council, 

official Journal l 108/7 of 24 February 2002—al-

lows the national regulatory authorities the dis-

cretion in each individual case to impose an 

obligation to publish a reference offer. In this 

regard, this case involved an error of judge-

ment. the judgement is final.

ORDER PURSUANT TO SECTION 35 SUBSEC-

TION 5 SENTENCE 2 TKG 

with its final judgement of 25 March 2009 (ref-

erence 6 c 3.08), the Federal administrative 

court sustained the action filed by a competitor 

against a preliminary approval of rates charged 

for the t-dSl-ZISp Basic product, overruling the 

judgement handed down by cologne 

administrative court on 24 May 2007 (1 k 

3109/06). the Federal Network agency was or-

dered by the court to approve the rates tempo-

rarily that were the subject matter of the 

litigation within the framework of summary 

proceedings pursuant to Section 35 subsection 5 

tkg until a final decision has been handed down 

in the main proceedings, at the latest when the 

rates approval period lapses. In the Federal 

administrative court’s view, Section 35 subsec-

tion 5 sentence 2 tkg 2004 does not, however, 

oblige the Federal Network agency to issue a 

new notification. rather, cologne 

administrative court itself must issue a new or-

der on the temporary payment of higher rates.

RATES APPROVAL FOR LINE SHARING 

with its judgement of 24 June 2009 (reference 6 

c 19.08), the Federal administrative court an-

nulled and overruled a decision taken by cologne 

administrative court on 14 February 2009 (refer-

ence 1 k 3043/07). the subject of the decision 

was the action for rescission filed by a company 

requesting the elimination of a rate position in 

the notification issued on 29 June 2007 (rates 

charged for joint access to the subscriber 

line—line sharing from 1 July 2007). By way of 

derogation from the company’s petition, the 

Federal Network agency had approved a sep-

arate, reduced cancellation fee for the cancel-

lation of line-sharing with simultaneous 

takeover of the relevant subscriber line, bear-

ing efficiency aspects in mind. contrary to 

cologne administrative court, the Federal 

administrative court held the view that the 

rates approval had been covered by the rates 

application filed by the plaintiff. It said that it 

would need to be assessed on the basis of an 

overall analysis whether the rates approval 

protected the identity of the service defini-

tion on which the rates application was based, 

taking the actual working processes of the 

company filing the application into account 

on the one hand and its legal embedding in 

the company’s contractual external relations 

with its customers on the other.
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RATES APPROVAL FOR SUBSCRIBER LINES 

FROM 2001 AND 2002

In its judgements of 27 august 2009 (reference 

1 k 3481/01, 1 k 3479/01 and 1 k 3427/01), cologne 

administrative court revoked the rates ap-

proved for subscriber lines in 2001. In relation to 

the approval of monthly access rates, the court 

established once again, as in its judgement of 

27 November 2008 (1 k 1823/99) on the rates ap-

proval for subscriber lines of 1999, that the way 

in which the value of investments is determined 

in order to calculate the costs of capital (interest 

and depreciation) is incompatible with the re-

quirements of cost orientation under european 

law. the court objected to the methods chosen 

for process times regarding one-off rates (instal-

lation and cancellation rates), saying no repre-

sentative average value had been determined 

for individual processes. It said this deficiency 

could not be offset by resorting to the level of 

pricing terms of pre-approved rates: at the time, 

a decision on rates charged for subscriber lines 

had to be taken within 14 days on a limited as-

sessment basis owing to the judicial decision. 

this situation no longer applied to the subse-

quent rates approval that is the subject matter 

of the litigation. the Federal Network agency 

lodged a formal protest against the denial of 

leave to appeal. 

the rates approval for subscriber lines of  

2002 was also revoked with the decisions of 

19 November 2009 (reference 1 k 4341/02, 1 k 

4167/02 and 1 k 4166/02) that are not yet final 

since they refer to installation and cancella-

tion rates as well as rates for installation at 

special times. cologne administrative court 

criticised the fact that the Federal Network 

agency had taken over the information pro-

vided by dtag on hourly rates and overheads 

on the basis of facts that were inaccurate. 

Both the Federal Network agency and dtag, 

which had been summoned to attend the pro-

ceedings as a third party, lodged a formal pro-

test against the denial of leave to appeal.

DENIAL OF LEAVE TO APPEAL THE DECISION 

TAKEN BY COLOGNE ADMINISTRATIVE 

COURT ON THE 1999 RATES APPROVAL FOR 

SUBSCRIBER LINES

with two decisions of 5 october 2009 (reference 

6 B 17.09 and 6 B 18.09), the Federal 

administrative court rejected the appeals filed 

by the Federal Network agency and dtag 

against the denial of leave to appeal the deci-

sions taken by cologne administrative court on 

28 November 2008 (reference 1 k 1749/99 and 1 

k 1823/99). this means these two decisions in 

which cologne administrative court revoked 

the rates approval for subscriber lines granted 

on 8 February 1999 for monthly access rates are 

non-appealable. In the view of the Federal 

administrative court, the questions raised do 

not meet the requirement of being of essential 

importance because they do not clarify the is-

sues for the future. the court ruled that it was 

not obvious that the basic legal issues would 

arise under currently applicable law as under 

the law that is no longer in force. 

SUBSCRIBER DATA

In proceedings 6 c 20.08, the Federal 

administrative court confirmed the Federal 

Network agency’s construction of Section 47 

tkg according to which all providers of tele-

phone services are obliged to disclose all sub-

scriber data in their possession or that they are 

intending to publish vis-à-vis competing pro-

viders of subscriber directories and directory 
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enquiries. the obligation to pass on data had 

been contested by the plaintiff company when 

it related to data that is published in the com-

pany’s own directories but that originated 

from the subscribers of other network opera-

tors (so-called third carrier data). the plaintiff 

had agreed to pass on the data only if neither 

the relevant subscriber nor his or her network 

operator wanted the data to be published ex-

clusively by the plaintiff itself. the Federal 

administrative court thought these restric-

tions could compromise the purpose of the ob-

ligation to pass on data which is aimed at 

facilitating and sustainably promoting viable 

competitive structures on the markets for sub-

scriber directories and directory enquiries. 

however, the Federal administrative court 

was doubtful whether the broad construction 

of the obligation to pass on certain subscriber 

data to rival companies for publication pur-

poses was compatible with european 

community law. the Federal administrative 

court hence took the decision on 28 october 

2009 to refer the matter to the european court 

of Justice in luxembourg for clarification and 

suspended the proceedings until the latter has 

adopted a decision.

STANDARDISED RATES HAVE PRIORITY OVER 

COST-BASED RATES WITHIN THE FRAME-

WORK OF SECTION 31 TKG

In its judgement of 25 November 2009 (reference 

6 c 34.08), the Federal administrative court an-

nulled and overruled a decision taken by cologne 

administrative court on 23 april 2009 (reference 

21 k 7580/05). a competitor filed a petition to 

revoke a cost position that was based on the 

costs incurred. In its judgement, the Federal 

administrative court established that in princi-

ple standardised rates had priority over 

cost-based rates within the framework of 

Section 31 tkg. It ruled that the purpose of 

Section 31 tkg (mimicking “as-if competitive 

prices”) is to calculate rates subject to approval 

as extensively as possible in the form of tariffs, 

namely fixed prices for certain services of ser-ser-

vice components and to submit them for ap- components and to submit them for ap-

proval. companies that have significant market 

power can and must submit cost-based rates for 

approval only if and when a lack of experience 

(as yet) or diverging production processes 

render it impossible to find a single standard-

ised definition of the activities required to pro-

vide the service. 

DATA RETENTION

Following the judgement of cologne 

administrative court (reference 21 l 1107/09), 

the higher administrative court of North 

rhine-westphalia turned down the application 

filed by a telecommunications company in its 

judgement of 2 November 2009 (reference 13 B 

1392/09) which had objected, by way of tempo-

rary relief, to the obligation imposed by the 

Federal Network agency to immediately create 

the technical prerequisites for implementing 

the obligation to retain data pursuant to Section 

113a tkg and to submit a relevant implementa-

tion concept. referring to the constitutional 

complaints pending, the court did not specify 

whether the obligation to retain data was com-

pliant with the constitution and european 

community law, ruling, however, that in the 

concrete case at hand it was in the public inter-

est to enforce the obligation. In the court’s 

view, the data retention obligation was not af-

fected by the constitutionality of the legislative 

decision that no compensation could be 

claimed for creating the technical prerequisites 

for data retention.
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ENQUIRY ORDER ON DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES

In its decision of 17 February 2009 (reference 13 

B 33/09), the higher administrative court of 

North rhine-westphalia confirmed the lawful-

ness of two enquiry orders after having carried 

out a summary examination as part of summary 

proceedings. these enquiry orders had obliged 

dtag to provide information about customer 

data (e.g. name and address) that are part of dy-

namic addresses indicated by an authorised 

agency in accordance with Section 113 subsec-

tion 1 sentence 1 tkg in the future even if this 

means traffic data has to be evaluated. It stated 

that the internal evaluation of traffic data does 

not represent indirect intervention in article 10 

para. 1 of the Basic law. providing information 

about a static Ip address is comparable to being 

able to identify the holder of a motor vehicle 

from the vehicle’s official registration number. 

as such, the only reason for rendering traffic 

data anonymous is to identify the name of the 

subscriber. 

NUMBERING

the higher administrative court of North 

rhine-westphalia handed down a final decision 

on 2 January 2009 (reference 13 a 1194/08) con-

firming the revocation of the allocation of two 

directory enquiries numbers as lawful. the 

Senate defined the term “using” a telephone 

number which the court had previously dealt 

with when taking decisions in the past. In these 

other cases, the Senate had decided that a tel-

ephone phone number should only be allocated 

in the first place if it is needed and if the number 

is to be used as soon as possible in accordance 

with its functions. the court took up this defini-

tion of the term “use” adding for the area of 

directory enquiries numbers that in addition to 

activating the telephone number in the net-

work, the service would also need to be avail-

able 24/7. at the same time, the higher 

administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia confirmed that the regulations set-

ting deadlines for the allocation rules and the 

number plans would have to be strictly adhered 

to in the interest of safeguarding efficient use 

by all subscribers. 

FREQUENCY DISPUTES

In its judgement of 1 September 2009 (reference 

6 c 4.09), the Federal administrative court clari-

fied important procedural issues regarding le-

gal protection in respect of the allocation of 

frequencies by way of the allocation procedure. 

without actually addressing the substantive 

issues relating to the lawfulness of the measures 

implemented, the Federal administrative court 

decided that even the interim decisions adopt-

ed by the Federal Network agency to hold an 

auction to allocate frequencies in accordance 

with certain terms and conditions for awarding 

frequencies could be objected to by parties 

claiming the specification had infringed upon 

their rights to non-discriminatory access to fre-

quencies. the matter has been referred back to 

cologne administrative court for 

decision-making. 

as the court of first instance, it had dismissed 

the action against the interim decision in prepa-

ration for the allocation of frequencies, inter 

alia, in the 2.6 ghz frequency band arguing that 

this does not involve procedural activities with-

in the meaning of Section 44a sentence 1 of the 

code of administrative court procedure that 

can be contested as isolated issues.
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the Federal administrative court referred 

two further proceedings back to the higher 

administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia for renewed decision-making in 

which the plaintiff company objected to the fre-

quency usage rights being extended in frequen-

cy band 2.6-ghz (decisions of 24 September 2009, 

reference 6 B 5.09 und 6 B 6.09). In its decisions 

of 30 october 2008 (reference 13 a2394/07 

 und 13 a 2395/07), the higher administrative 

court of North rhine-west phalia rejected the 

claims to extend the frequency allocations be-

yond 31 december 2007. the Federal 

administrative court based its decision solely 

on procedural errors, criticising, inter alia, 

that the higher administrative court of North 

rhine-westphalia had adopted its decision 

without organising an oral hearing. 

with its judgement of 30 June 2009 (reference 

13 a 2069/07), the higher administrative court of 

North rhine-westphalia confirmed the legitima-

cy of the revocation of a uMtS licence that had 

been issued at auction in the summer of 2000. the 

license had been tied to the condition that the li-

cense-holder would actually develop a uMtS in-

frastructure offering coverage for at least 

25 percent of the population by 31 december 2003. 

the plaintiff company failed to meet this obliga-

tion despite being issued with several remind-

ers. the court ruled that the plaintiff was not 

entitled to demand reimbursement of the sum 

of approx. €8.5 billion paid at auction, indicat-

ing that the company itself was responsible for 

failing to develop an infrastructure even though 

it was aware that the license had been contin-

gent on it doing so. In addition, the court ruled 

that the auction and payment notices on which 

the payment was based were final and absolute, 

the plaintiff was refused the right to claim retro-

actively that the auction had been unlawful. the 

Federal administrative court now has to decide 

on the plaintiff’s appeal against the denial of 

leave to appeal.

the higher administrative court of North 

rhine-westphalia confirmed two judgements 

handed down by cologne administrative court 

(reference 11 k 3270/06 and 11 k 5392/06) in 

which cases against decisions taken by the 

Federal Network agency on frequency transla-

tions had been dismissed. the frequency trans-

lation notices of 3 February 2006 were the 

subject matter of both proceedings in which 

frequencies in frequency band 900 Mhz had 

been allocated to e-plus Mobilfunk gmbh & co. 

kg and telefónica o2 germany gmbh & co. 

ohg. In return, the two companies were obliged 

to cease using the frequencies in frequency 

band 1.800 Mhz previously assigned to them as 

and from 31 January 2007. In its decisions, the 

Senate rejected the claim, stating that the plain-

tiffs could not claim a breach of their rights to 

frequency assignment under Section 55 subsec-

tion 1 Sentence 3 and subsection 9 in conjunc-

tion with Section 61 tkg owing to failure to 

conduct an assignment procedure because they 

do not belong to the persons protected by this 

regulation. the fact that the plaintiff had not 

indicated its desire or intention to participate in 

an allocation procedure in advance of the fre-

quency translation was crucial for the decision 

of 26 May 2009 (reference 13 a 424/08). the 

plaintiff did not invoke the breach of the ban on 

discrimination ensuing from Section 55 subsec-

tion 1 sentence 3 tkg until administrative ap-

peal proceedings had been instituted. the 

Federal administrative court now has to decide 

on the plaintiff’s appeal against the denial of 

leave to appeal. 
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In the second decision of 16 September 2009  

(13 a 161/08), the plaintiff failed to use the fre-

quency in accordance with the use indicated in 

the Frequency usage plan which the higher 

administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia did not object to. In particular, the 

court saw no evidence of an error of judgement 

having been made. In its view, it was in particu-

lar not wrong to assign a key role to european 

harmonisation within the framework of cept 

and the eu for the benefit of public mobile radio 

in the considerations. In the opinion of the 

higher administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia, the relevant regulatory aims had 

been taken adequately into account. this deci-

sion is final and absolute.

In its final judgement of 21 october 2009 (ref-

erence 21 k 5789/08), cologne administrative 

court once again confirmed the lawfulness of 

the frequency translation notices issued on 

3 February 2006. the plaintiff company re-

quested that these notices be revoked because 

it was interested itself in the allocation of fre-

quencies in the frequency spectrum 900-Mhz. 

cologne administrative court did not agree 

that the plaintiff had been denied its right to a 

non-discriminatory procedure because the 

translation and hence the allocation of fre-

quencies in frequency band 900 Mhz to e net-

work operators had not been preceded by an 

allocation procedure. the court stated that it 

was crucial that the Federal Network agency 

intended to reallocate the frequencies re-

turned from frequency band 1.800 Mhz which 

are equal-ranking in legal terms. given the 

fact that frequency bands are equal in legal 

terms, cologne administrative court holds 

the view that there is no entitlement to con-

duct an allocation procedure regarding spe-

cific “frequency wishes”. By contrast, it ruled 

that technical equality is irrelevant. 

REACH OF THE OBLIGATION TO SUBMIT 

AGREEMENTS PURSUANT TO SECTION 22 

SUBSECTION 3 TKG 

with its judgement of 21 January 2009 (refer-

ence 21 k 3967/07), cologne administrative 

court overruled a notice issued by the Federal 

Network agency obliging a cable network op-

erator to submit access agreements. In the 

court’s view, Section 22 subsection 3 tkg does 

not require signal carrier agreements conclud-

ed before the regulatory order (market 18) en-

tered into force to be submitted. the obligation 

to submit agreements does not apply to old 

agreements. It is at the discretion of the Federal 

Network agency to impose relevant obligations 

pursuant to article 9 of the access directive and 

Section 20 tkg. the Federal Network agency 

waived its right of appeal also regarding this 

option. the decision is final and absolute.

REGULATORY ORDER ON MARKET 18 OF 

MARKET RECOMMENDATION (BROADCAST-

ING SERVICES)

with its non-final judgement of 21 January 2009 

(reference 21 k 2048/07), cologne administrative 

court for the most part overruled an action filed 

by a cable network operator objecting to regula-

tory order market 18 (broadcasting services). In 

the court’s view, both the feeding and the signal 

carrier market have been correctly demarcated 

and the cable network operator was rightly 

found to have significant market power. It ruled 

that the transparency obligation imposed on the 

feeding signal market was lawful whereas the 

obligation to subject feeding services to ex-post 

regulation was unlawful. according to case law 
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of the Federal administrative court, which 

cologne administrative court is following, de-

parting from its previous case law, Section 39 

subsection 3 sentence 1 tkg must be construed 

against the backdrop of the provision under 

community law set forth in article 17 of the 

universal Service directive 2002/22/ec of the 

european parliament and the council, official 

Journal l 108/51 of 24 april 2002—that the ex-

post rates regulation for feed-in services calls for 

a regulatory decision by the Federal Network 

agency requiring it to exercise its regulatory 

discretion. 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION  

TERMINATION RATES

once again in 2009, cologne administrative 

court rejected the urgent applications lodged 

by three mobile network operators pursuant to 

Section 123 of the rules of the administrative 

courts in conjunction with Section 35 subsec-

tion 5 tkg to the temporary approval of higher 

termination rates than those approved in the 

rates approvals of 31 March 2009 (decisions of 

7 october 2009, reference 1 l 967/09, 

26 october 2009, reference 1 l 961/09, and 

10 december 2009, reference 21 l 952/09). 

with its decisions of 17 June 2009 (reference 21 k 

5357/06 and 21 k 5382/06), cologne 

administrative court rejected two applications 

against rates approved in the area of mobile 

communication termination for so-called 

home-zone products. the approval allows lower 

mobile communication termination rates to be 

charged than those approved if a call made to a 

home-zone telephone number is terminated. 

cologne administrative court denied that there 

had been a breach of the ban on abusive prac-

tices set forth in Section 28 subsection 1 tkg. It 

did not consider the significant market power 

to be crucial to the success of the home-zone 

products available and denied the causality be-

tween significant market power and the plain-

tiffs’ assertion that their competitive position as 

the providers of fixed connections was being 

compromised. the plaintiffs have lodged an ap-

peal against the decisions.

ACCESS TO SUBSCRIBER LINES USING A 

DISTRIBUTOR TO BE INSTALLED IN THE 

MAIN CABLE

with its decision of 13 November 2009 (refer-

ence 21 l 941/09), cologne administrative court 

rejected the urgent applications filed by dtag 

to order delaying effect of the action (reference 

21 k 4150/09) lodged against two decisions tak-

en by the Federal Network agency ordering 

that access be provided to subscriber lines via a 

distributor switch to be installed in the main 

cable pursuant to Section 25 tkg as well as the 

rates that can be charged for this service. 

cologne administrative court gave priority to 

the public interest in enforcing the order within 

the framework of its summary decision regard-

ing the regulatory aims set forth in Section 2 

subsection 2 tkg. cologne administrative 

court took the interests of end users in particu-

lar into consideration who would otherwise not 

have had any access to a range of high bit rate 

telecommunications services temporarily or 

with a considerable time delay in regions affect-

ed by the order that is the subject matter of liti-

gation. It would also contravene the regulatory 

aim of safeguarding equal competition if dtag 

was able to develop its access technology with-

out competition and managed to gain a com-

petitive edge before a decision was taken in the 

main proceedings which competitors would 

have huge difficulty catching up with.
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HANDLING OF NEUTRAL EXPENDITURE 

WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF SECTION 31 

SUBSECTION 3 SENTENCE 1 TKG

with a final decision of 21 october 2009 (refer-

ence 21 k 5902/07), cologne administrative 

court confirmed the view of the Federal 

Network agency that no obligation exists to 

take verified neutral expenditure into account 

within the meaning of Section 31 subsection 3 

sentence 1 tkg and to impinge on the prices de-

termined accordingly if rates were approved on 

the basis of comparable market analysis rather 

than on the basis of cost documentation.

REGULATORY ORDER ON MARKETS 13 AND 

14 OF MARKET RECOMMENDATION (LEASED 

LINES)

with its decision of 26 March 2009 (reference 1 

k 5114/07), cologne administrative court re-

voked the regulatory order for markets 13 and 

14 of the original market recommendation 

which is not yet final insofar as it applies to any 

bandwidths up to 2 Mbit/s other than tradition-

al leased lines. this revocation applies to all 

ethernet-based and conventional leased lines 

offering bandwidths greater than 2 Mbit/s. It 

stated that in defining the market, the Federal 

Network agency should have sub-divided mar-

ket 13 (local termination segments of leased 

lines) into several submarkets offering different 

bandwidths and should have furnished proof 

that a substitution chain exists between the 

markets for leased lines that differ according to 

capacity for each of these sub-markets. 

Selected decisions in the area of abuse of tel-

ephone numbers are discussed in the chapter 

on consumer protection (cf. page 33).
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UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION 

IN THE CEP AND LETTER MARKETS 

over the last few years the courier, express and 

parcel services sector, or cep, has become a seri-

ous driver of growth in the postal markets. the 

severe competition in this area has brought 

forth high-quality services at stable prices. 

parcel services for private consumers and small-

scale senders have developed particularly en-

couragingly so far. For instance, hermes 

logistik gruppe is the second german provider 

besides deutsche post dhl to have rolled out a 

network with virtually nationwide coverage.

two years after full liberalisation and the elim-

ination of deutsche post ag (dpag) monopoly 

there is still no self-supporting competition in 

the german letter market. Measured in terms of 

revenue dpag is still the dominant player with a 

market share of almost 90 percent. Still, where 

2009 is concerned other licensees are expected 

to report a slight improvement in revenue and 

volumes over 2008. 

that said, the cep and letter sectors were unable 

to defend themselves against the weak economy 

in 2009. volumes have declined sharply in some 

areas. a market turnaround is expected, how-

ever, in anticipation of a gradual improvement 

in the economy in the course of 2010, aided by 

the possible elimination of a number of barriers 

to competition such as equal treatment con-

cerning vat on postal services, or the introduc-

tion of a minimum wage for the postal sector.

the market will also be influenced by the im-

pending (partial) transition to electronic letter 

services from 2010 onwards. existing services 

will be complemented and in some cases re-

placed by their electronic counterparts. what 

is currently a rigid supply-side market may be 

broken up by the arrival of new competitors 

selling innovative services and popularising 

online applications among the general popula-

tion. New business opportunities, such as hy-

brid mail and authenticated electronic letters, 

will open up for all market players.

the Federal Network agency will use the regu-

latory instruments at its disposal to continue 

encouraging greater competition in this mar-

ket, for which the right legal framework is an 

indispensable prerequisite. to benefit from the 
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opportunities offered by more competition, 

consumers—be they private individuals or busi-

nesses—ought to give greater consideration to 

switching providers. 

THE POSTAL MARKET IN 2009—FACTS AND 

FIGURES

on balance the german postal market is expect-

ed to have declined in 2009. Both the licensed 

area and the cep segment have reported pro-

nounced revenue decreases in some areas. the 

market is expected to post total revenues of 

approximately €25.4 billion, of which some €16 

billion is accounted for by cep services and the 

remaining approximately €9.4 billion by the 

licensed letter market.

The German postal market in 2009e

CEP revenues DPAG letter revenues Other licensees’ letter revenues

Letter sector (subject to licence)

~ €9.4 bn

Letter items up to 1,000 g
  

~ €8.3 bn

Letter items up to 1,000 g ~ €1.1 bn

CEP sector (subject to notification)

~ €16 bn

Courier
Express
Parcels

C
E
P

Letters over 1,000 g
Newspapers, magazines, other

~ €16 bn

The CEP sector

until 2008 all three cep segments had report-

ed revenue growth from one year to the next, 

yet by 2009 the economic crisis had gained a 

firm grip on this market, too, with some pro-

viders in all three segments posting consider-

able revenue losses. express was particularly 

hard hit with expected declines of up to ten 

percent, and even the parcel segment was un-

able to continue its strong performance of pre-

vious years. despite growth in e-commerce 

services and improved transit times compared 

to express this segment, too, is expected to post 

revenue declines of around seven percent for 

the full year. 

the Federal Network agency expects the cep 

sector to post revenues of around €16 billion in 

2009, compared to total revenues of around 

€17.4 billion in 2008 and approximately €16.8 

billion in 2007. 
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In 2008 the parcel segment generated more than 

41 percent of cep revenues (approx. €7.2 billion) 

and hence accounted for the largest part of the 

cep market. at around 37 percent express came 

in second (approx. €6.5 billion), while courier 

generated just over one fifth of cep revenues (ap-

prox. €3.7 billion).

Structure of CEP revenues in 2008

Courier Parcels Express

Source: MRU

Total revenues: approx. €17.4 bn

41.7%  
(€7.2 bn)

21.1%  
(€3.7 bn)

37.2%  
(€6.5 bn)

the german cep sector transported 2.156 bn 

items in 2008, around 54 million or just under 

2.5 percent more than in the prior year. 

volumes in 2008 were structured as follows:

Revenues and volumes in the CEP sector (1999–2008)

Revenues Volumes

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

~

3

2

1

0
1999

9.910

15.549

16.750
17.360

2.102 2.1562.021
1.659

2006 2007 2008

€ bn/billions of items

Source: Manner-Romberg Unternehmensberatung (MRU)
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Structure of CEP volumes in 2008

Courier Parcels Express

Source: MRU

Total number: 2.156 bn

10.2% 
(220 m)

11.9%  
(256 m)

77.9%  
(1,680 m)

parcel service providers are traditionally the 

largest players in the cep sector. the main play-

ers in germany are deutsche post dhl (dhl), 

hermes logistik gruppe, dynamic parcel 

distribution (dpd), general logistics Systems 

(glS) and united parcel Service (upS). the small-

er providers do not play a major role in this seg-

ment. until 2009, the year of the crisis, the 

parcels segment posted stable growth and was 

generally a reliable driver of growth in the cep 

market, not least owing to the continued rise in 

mail-order and online volumes. 

dhl remains the largest parcel service provider. 

hermes logistik gruppe now has a strong foot-

print in the private consumer business with 

around 14,000 drop-off points across germany. 

la poste has acquired a controlling interest in 

dpd, while glS is now part of the royal Mail 

group. dhl now faces serious competition from 

these two major european providers as well as 

from upS, which has caused its market share to 

shrink in recent years. 

Meanwhile, parcel transit times have become 

ever shorter. the service is now very similar to 

the express service, which is encouraging the 

substitution of express services with parcels. In 

a challenging economy many senders are in-

creasingly turning away from express in favour 

of parcels in order to cut costs.

the courier segment has undergone a pro-

found structural change. today only a small 

proportion of its revenues is generated in the 

traditional city courier business, while national 

and international direct delivery routes are rap-

idly gaining significance. thanks to these struc-

tural changes the segment has posted clear 

revenue increases despite shrinking volumes. In 

1999 the average revenue per item was €6.45; 

by 2008 the introduction of premium direct de-

livery routes had caused that figure to rise to 

€16.61. 

The licensed letter market

In 2009 the licensed letter market is anticipated 

to have generated declining total revenues of 

around €400 million. volumes are expected to 

have shrunk, too. while around 18 billion items 

were transported in 2008, the expected figure 

for 2009 will be around 700 million lower (ap-

prox. 17.3 billion). dpag’s forecast is less opti-

mistic than that of its competitors, which are 

anticipating a slight recovery in volumes and 

revenues for 2009 after negative growth in 

2008. 

Industry insiders had anticipated full market 

liberalisation to lead to an upturn in business 

for dpag’s competitors, yet so far their expecta-

tions have not been fulfilled. this may be due to 

the unresolved issues of minimum wages and 

vat on postal services. other reasons for the 

revenue decline are more generous discounts 

and greater price competition.
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after a decline in 2008 dpag’s approximately 750 active competitors, most of them small, are expect-

ing a slight gain in market share for 2009.

 

Revenues and volumes in the licensed letter market 1998–2009
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97.0%

3.9%

96.1%
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7.6%
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11.3%
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10.4%
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11.8%
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DPAG’s market  
share***

Market shares in the letter segment in terms of revenues 2002–2009

* Updated figures 
** Including services rendered under worksharing agreements with DPAG
*** Including subsidiaries

Measured in revenues, dpag (including sub-

sidiaries) is expected to have achieved a share 

in the letter market of just over 88 percent in 

2009 (2008: 89.6 percent); in terms of volumes 

it is anticipated to have decreased slightly to 

around 90 percent (2008: 91 percent). 

In 2009 the other licensees transported a total of 

around 1.73 billion items (excluding those posted 

under worksharing agreements), 110 million more 

than in the prior year (1.62 bn), and generated 

around €1.1 billion in revenues (2008: €1.0 bn). 
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the number of consolidated items posted at 

dpag’s letter sorting centres for further convey-

ance passed the one billion threshold for the 

first time in 2008. For 2009 competitors expect 

to report another clear increase in consolidated 

volumes to approximately 1.5 billion items.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Since 2007 dpag’s competitors have registered 

a continuing decline in workforce size. at the 

end of 2008 they employed around 31,000 staff 

(end of 2006: 48,000; end of 2007: 35,000). the 

decline has to a large part been due to several 

insolvencies in the pIN group.

workforce figures at dpag (including subsidiar-

ies) have also declined. In 2008 the company 

employed around 166,000 staff (2007:167,500) 

in the letter segment, including a pro rata share 

of administrative and overhead staff (a calcula-

tion first applied in 2006).

until 2007 the rising volume of mostly end-to-

end letter items had caused dpag’s competitors 

to grow their workforce quite considerably, yet 

a large number of market exits and a pro-

nounced long-term trend towards contracting 

out delivery services have since interrupted the 

trend. the increasing use of dpag’s networks 

and in turn, the transfer of downstream convey-

ance services to dpag has been another factor. 

dpag is also increasingly contracting out deliv-

ery services and, despite a slight increase in vol-

umes since 1999, has continually reduced its 

workforce. By contrast, the number of 

employees in the postal services market as a 

whole (licensed area plus cep services) has 

grown further to currently around 450,000.

PRICE LEVELS

Since the german postal act came into force 

in 1998 average prices for single national let-

ter items (eg postcards, standard and compact 

letters) have either declined slightly or re-

mained stable thanks to intervention from 

the Federal Network agency, whose rates reg-

ulation is based on the cost of efficient service 

provision and stipulates productivity gains 

under the price cap regulation procedure. 

adjusted for inflation, real prices for letter 

services dropped more than 20 percent be-

tween 1998 and 2009.
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unlike in germany, price levels in most 

european countries have risen substantially 

since 2002. In a european comparison 

germany occupies a mid-field position. In 

November 2009 prices for individual letter 

items in germany were around five percent 

lower than in 2002.

Development of general price levels and DPAG’s letter prices between 1998 and 2009

Consumer prices DPAG letter prices
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LICENSEES

Between 1998 and the end of 2009 the Federal 

Network agency granted almost 2,600 compa-

nies a licence for the conveyance of letter items 

up to 1,000 g. 1,110 providers withdrew from the 

market during this time. of the approximately 

1,500 licensees that remain, some 750 are still 

active and are generating revenues.

the agency granted 85 licences in 2009. By con-

trast, 70 providers exited the market. after the 

number of withdrawals peaked towards the end 

of 2007, levels have returned to normal. 

In 2009 a rising number of dpag’s competitors 

formed alliances and partnerships in a move to 

consolidate their interests and leverage syner-

gies. the expectation is that this will help the 

partners to gain greater coverage and enable 

them to handle eg large-scale commissions.

Q1 Q2

10

13

Q3

64

65

Q4

30*

81

Total

119

187

2 11 15 83

15

28*

55*

47 4 7 12 70
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2009

Market exits 2006–2009

* Updated figures Last updated: 31 December 2009
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ACCESS TO WORKSHARING SERVICES, 

CHANGE-OF-ADDRESS INFORMATION AND 

PO BOXES

Access to worksharing services

to encourage competition in the market for li-

censed postal services the incumbent (here, 

dpag) is obliged to grant other providers access 

to its network, a process referred to as workshar-

ing. a worksharing service is a service that is nor-

mally offered as a full conveyance service under 

licence but in this case, minus those parts that 

are rendered by the requesting provider itself. 

the incumbent’s worksharing agreements are 

subject to approval from the Federal Network 

agency. access to worksharing services is avail-

able to all competitors and end users under equal 

terms and conditions. More than 330,000 work-

sharing agreements have been signed since 

1 January 1998.

By order of the Federal Network agency dpag 

offers both customers and competitors access to 

worksharing services in its outbound mail sort-

ing centres (BZa), where outbound mail for re-

cipients in other regions is consolidated, and 

the inbound mail sorting centres (BZe), which 

handle the delivery of incoming mail for recipi-

ents in that region. 

Type of item

Point of access

Contracting party

End users

Competitors

Total

Individual items

BZA

54

22

76

BZE

128

33

161

Infopost

BZE

61

11

72

Total

BZA/BZE

243

66

309

Worksharing agreements (access to mail sorting centres) in 2009

Last updated: 31 December 2009
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Besides agreements on access to mail sorting 

centres, dpag also offers other kinds of work-

sharing agreements. Its obligation to submit 

these, too, to the agency for approval was con-

firmed in a ruling by the Federal administrative 

court dated 20 May 2009 (reference Bverwg 6 c 

14.08). under the ruling, the incumbent dpag 

must submit all worksharing agreements that 

the Federal Network agency has defined as 

such to the agency for approval (cf. page 151).

Other worksharing agreements in 2009

Type of agreement Number of agreements

20,434

139

31

69

23

20,696Total

Franking of items

Electronic franking (letter service)

Electronic franking using mail dispatch systems

Infopost cooperation agreements

Supplementary agreements on Infopost cooperation

Last updated: 31 December 2009

Access to change-of-address information 

and PO boxes

the incumbent is also obliged to grant competi-

tors, for a fee, access to any information it may 

have on changes of address. In 2009 dpag sub-

mitted 15 agreements on access to change-of-

address information to the agency for approval. 

Similarly, an incumbent must grant competi-

tors, for a fee, access to the incumbent’s po box 

facilities so they can post items addressed to a 

po box number. In 2009 dpag submitted 14 

such agreements to the agency for approval.
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PRICE CAP REGULATION

In price cap proceedings the competent 

ruling chamber has approved dpag’s rates 

for letter items up to 1,000 g. under the price 

cap formula dpag would theoretically have 

been entitled to raise its rates by 0.5 percent 

for 2009, yet decided not to fully exercise its 

scope in its request for approval. Since dpag’s 

request made no reference to an increase in 

domestic letter rates, these have remained sta-

ble. that said, dpag did request a 0.1 percent 

increase in its international letter rates, which 

the ruling chamber approved.

In a request approved in 2009 dpag decided 

not to fully exercise its scope for an increase in 

rates for 2010. Instead, it applied for a rate in-

crease for certain international letter items of 

around half of what it could have demanded 

under the price cap formula, meaning that do-

mestic rates will again remain stable in 2010. 

the current rates approval is valid until 

31 december 2010.

the price cap formula was reset in 2007 and 

applies until the end of 2011. It obliges dpag to 

ensure an annual productivity increase of 

1.8 percent in correspondence to the rate of 

inflation as calculated by the Federal 

Statistical office.

as the exclusive licence expired effective 

1 January 2008, ex ante rates regulation is now 

limited to individual letter items which are 

mainly sent by private individuals and small 

businesses. unlike in prior price cap proceed-

ings, the agency now creates only one basket 

since the services hardly vary in terms of com-

petitiveness or substitutability. In accordance 

with section 19 sentence 2 of the postal act, 

since 1 January 2008 rates for bulk items—con-

veyance services involving a minimum mail-

ing volume of 50 letter items—have been 

subject only to ex post control of anticompeti-

tive practices on the part of the ruling 

chamber. this has effectively removed the 

business customer and bulk mail business from 

the scope of ex ante regulation since 2008.
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RATES FOR ACCESS TO PO BOXES

dpag is obliged by law to grant its competitors 

access to its po box facilities to enable them to 

post items addressed to po box numbers. the 

fees that dpag may impose for this are subject 

to approval from the Federal Network agency. 

In 2009 the ruling chamber issued a follow-up 

approval for the fees payable by competitors 

wishing to access dpag’s po boxes which runs 

from 1 January 2010 until 31 december 2012.

dpag had applied for a one-off acceptance fee 

of €2.70 per posting plus €0.06 per posted item. 

the ruling chamber approved an acceptance 

fee of €0.80 plus €0.05 per posted item. the in-

crease from the previously approved accept-

ance fee of €0.53 to €0.80 was primarily justified 

by a realistic rise in personnel costs.

the approved rates correspond to the cost of 

efficient service provision and hence encourage 

competition. they are no barrier to market en-

try. the fact that the acceptance fee has gone up 

presents no disadvantage to competitors. Since 

the average number of items per posting has 

risen sharply over the past few years, the accept-

ance cost per item of €0.04 remains low. the av-

erage rate per posted item has undergone only 

a slight increase.

RATES FOR THE SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS 

the rates approval procedure for the service of 

documents is a special form of rates regulation. 

In this case, the regulatory requirements that 

normally only apply to incumbents must be met 

by all providers offering this type of service. the 

agency conducted around 85 rates approval 

proceedings in 2009. More than half of the ap-

plications it considered were for the nationwide 

provision of this service; the remainder had a 

local focus.

to optimise and simplify the procedure the 

ruling chamber has uploaded an application 

form to its website specifically for competitors 

intending to offer the service locally. providers 

applying to provide it on a major scale need to 

complete a multi-page form that is available by 

post on request.

Besides the classic service of documents, in 

2005 dpag and one of its competitors began to 

offer an electronic variant where the complet-

ed form is scanned, digitised and made avail-

able for download by the sender. the paper 

forms are later compiled and returned to the 

sender. the fee for this service varies according 

to volume, with discounts granted for large 

posting volumes.

the service of documents market is continuing 

to consolidate, with competitors forming alli-

ances in order to respond to major public calls 

for bids. as the majority of commissions are to-

day put out to public tender, the ruling 

chamber has adjusted its approval procedures 

accordingly. For instance, some time ago it 

stopped publishing the approved fees so the bid 

process could remain confidential. 

SPECIAL CONTROL OF ANTI-COMPETITIVE 

PRACTICES 

Since 1 January 2008 dpag has no longer had to 

gain ex ante approval for rates for posting vol-

umes of 50 items or more. this specifically ap-

plies to rates for postal items that have been 

prepared by the poster under a worksharing 

agreement. 
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dpag has raised all of the worksharing dis-

counts it grants to bulk customers and competi-

tors by five percent and considerably reduced 

the posting volumes necessary for gaining a dis-

count. the ruling chamber has verified that the 

new discount regime does not distort competi-

tion. Specifically, it involves no anti-competitive 

discounts. discounts are only available for items 

that are prepared under worksharing agree-

ments; there is no indication that they are being 

granted for all products. Neither are they tied to 

downstream or upstream services.

the Federal Network agency is not aware of any 

instances where dpag may have put individual 

posters or groups of posters at a disadvantage 

by not granting them equal terms and condi-

tions. Similarly, there is no indication that indi-

vidual posters have been given preferential 

treatment in the shape of higher discounts or 

an exemption from certain preparatory 

services.

the increase in worksharing discounts and the 

agency’s efforts to improve the terms and con-

ditions of posting caused demand for workshar-

ing services to rise once again in 2009. this is 

particularly true for the posting of letter items 

by ‘consolidators’—providers that collect and 

post items that have been prepared by their 

own customers under worksharing agreements 

at dpag’s sorting centres.

RATES APPLICATION FOR HYBRID ONLINE 

LETTERS

In 2009 deutsche post com gmbh, a subsidiary 

of dpag, submitted a rates application to the 

ruling chamber concerning a hybrid online 

letter product. In a sense, the application may 

be perceived as having launched the new age of 

the electronic letter.

electronic letters offer all the advantages of tra-

ditional paper letters plus the benefits of e-mail, 

since they can be produced, posted and re-

ceived electronically. unlike e-mail, however, 

they cannot be forged, and they are delivered in 

a legally binding form. 

the application refers to only one part of this 

new service—the conveyance by post of letters 

that are posted electronically with dpag. If a 

letter cannot or should not be delivered elec-

tronically to the addressee in question, it is 

printed out and processed as a regular letter. an 

incumbent planning to provide this part of the 

service, which is subject to licence, requires a 

rates approval decision.

the hybrid letter product will be offered in for-

mats and with special services that are similar 

to those offered for traditional letter products.
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the Federal Network agency is pleased to re-

port a wholly positive picture with regard to its 

administrative court proceedings involving 

postal regulation. the courts verified and con-

firmed the lawfulness of two inquiry orders that 

were issued by the agency. Inquiry orders are a 

powerful information-gathering tool that the 

agency can use to exercise its regulatory re-

sponsibilities effectively. 

In its ruling dated 20 May 2009 (reference 

6 c 14.08) the Federal administrative court 

confirmed the agency’s entitlement to request 

the submission of a number of worksharing 

agreements and rejected an appeal lodged by 

dpag. dpag had refused to submit the agree-

ments in question, arguing that they were not 

worksharing agreements as defined under sec-

tion 28 of the postal act. at the core of the dis-

pute were the legal definition of the term 

‘worksharing’ and the clarification of what con-

stitutes “conveyance” in this context. the Senate 

confirmed that the agency’s interpretation of 

the terms was correct.

accordingly, worksharing services are services 

that are normally offered as a full conveyance 

service under licence but in this case, minus 

those parts that are rendered by the requesting 

provider itself. In this context “conveyance” is 

not limited to the physical transportation proc-

ess, but in fact covers the entire value chain 

from the sender to the addressee.

the incumbent’s obligation to offer parts of the 

conveyance chain as services in their own right 

serves to increase the degree of the division of 

labour in the postal market, and encourages 

competition by assisting smaller and medium-

sized providers, in particular, in entering the 

market. If these providers take up the opportu-

nity to render such services, the overall convey-

ance is the sum total of the service provided by 

the incumbent plus those partial services ren-

dered by the provider. the latter is considered a 

worksharing service because it saves the incum-

bent from having to perform that part of the 

overall conveyance service.

In two test cases the higher administrative court 

of the state of North rhine-westphalia ruled 

that the agency’s repeated inquiry order con-

cerning working conditions in the postal sector 

must be responded to by the companies it was 
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addressed to (ruling dated 5 october 2009, refer-

ences 13 B 1056/09 and 13 B 1057/09). this follow-

up to an inquiry order originally issued in 2006 

is part of a (continued) investigation into work-

ing conditions which, according to section 

6 (3) sentence 1 No. 3 of the postal act, is funda-

mental to the issue of a licence and as such, a 

sovereign task for the agency under the postal 

act. the follow-up inquiry order requested de-

tails on subcontractors, too, in order to gain in-

formation on all providers active in the licensed 

area and subsequently consider whether to issue 

a licence or not.

the court confirmed the agency’s opinion that 

subcontractors are increasingly and funda-

mentally shaping the postal market in general 

and the letter segment in particular, one which 

is normally characterised by the presence of 

licensees. Since a large number of the provid-

ers active in this field are actually subcontrac-

tors, the agency crucially requires information 

on them, too, in order to fulfil its obligation to 

monitor the licensed part of the postal market. 

If a licensee commissions a subcontractor or a 

subcontractor provides services for several li-

censed providers, the activities of both the li-

censee and the subcontractor are performed in 

the licensed area, not outside it, since the li-

censee commissions the subcontractor to work 

on its behalf and the subcontractor is active on 

behalf of the licensee.
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to increase market transparency and to fulfil  

its regulatory responsibilities, the Federal 

Network agency performs annual monitoring 

tasks. these focus on competition from the 

final consumers’ point of view as well as the 

development in the regulated and competi-

tively organised areas of the value-added 

chain in the energy industry.

CHANGE OF SUPPLIER FOR ELECTRICITY

the Federal Network agency’s work carried 

out in the interests of the consumers and 

competition continues to prove successful. In 

the case of industrial and commercial cus-

tomers, the number of supplier changes in 

2008 rose by nearly 30,000 to approx. 143,000, 

when compared to the previous year. the vol-

ume-weighted supplier change ratio for small 

commercial customers increased by 0.8 per-

cent to 6.3 percent. For large commercial cus-

tomers the ratio remained almost constant at 

12.6 percent. For industrial customers a de-

cline by 2.6 percentage points to 10.6 percent 

was recorded.

For household customers the share of custom-

ers with a universal supply contract revealed a 

particularly marked decrease by 8 percentage 

points to around 51 percent. on the one hand 

this reflects the continually increasing supplier 

changes by household customers. on the other 

hand around half the household customers 

have not yet made any use of competition on 

the electricity market, either for changes of 

their contract or supplier. of the household 

customers who had cancelled their universal 

supply contract, the majority decided in favour 

of another contract from their universal sup-

plier. For this reason the regional dominance 

of the universal suppliers for supplying house-

hold customers continues, with a share of 

nearly 90 percent.
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Electricity contracts household  

customers 2008

66.91 TWh 
51.0%

14.69 TWh 
11.0%

49.50 TWh
38.0%

Household customers with a different contract from the 
universal supplier

Household customers with a contract from another supplier than 
the universal supplier

Household customers with a universal supply contract from the 
universal supplier

In 2008 the volume-weighted supplier change 

ratio for household customers stood at around 

five percent, which is around one percentage 

point higher than in the year before. the share 

of other electricity suppliers in the supply of 

household customers rose from 6.4 percent to 

11.2 percent. In 2008, 2.1 million household 

customers changed their supplier, which was 

almost 800,000 more changes than in the year 

before. In the same year around 300,000 cus-

tomers changed their supplier in connection 

with moving home and around 200,000 cus-

tomers changed their supplier repeatedly  

in 2008.

Change of electricity suppliers 2006–2008

Household customers

Household customers upon moving home

Commercial and industrial customers

Number of supplier changes
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113,197
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220,219
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1,133,821
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For “household customers upon moving home” no data 
was available for the year 2006. 

More than 75 percent of the 2.1 million suppli-

er changes by household customers concen-

trate on ten providers. In 2008 the four largest 

suppliers in germany held a share of approxi-

mately 52 percent in the overall volume of sup-

plier changes by household customers. with 

that their share in the market segment for sup-

plying new customers reached a market share 

that is comparable to the overall retail segment.
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Household customer gains and losses in the electricity market 2008
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In 2008 it was in particular the large electric-

ity suppliers that suffered great customer 

losses. however, many of these undertakings 

were also able to realise significant customer 

gains through other sales changes (such as 

subsidiaries), so that the customer losses and 

gains balanced out in most cases. In the case 

of undertakings supplying up to 200,000 

household customers, the sum total of 

customer losses and customer gains almost 

balanced out again. however, that does not 

mean that the customer losses and gains bal-

anced out for each undertaking, but rather 

that some undertakings of this magnitude 

had to accept some considerable customer 

losses, while other undertakings recorded 

some significant customer gains.
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WHOLESALE PRICES FOR ELECTRICITY

In 2008 the day-ahead spot market of the 

european energy exchange ag (eeX) recorded 

significant price increases. the annual mean 

averages of the relevant indices (phelix day Base 

and phelix day peak) for example were respec-

tively 73.1/62.9 percent higher in 2008 than in 

2007. however, after a rise until october 2008 

and the subsequent decline, the mean averages 

in 2009 were once again comparable with the 

annual mean averages of these indices for 2007. 

In 2008 the annual mean averages on the eeX 

futures market had also increased significantly 

by 26 percent (phelix Base year Future) and 

25.3 percent (phelix peak year Future) for the 

baseload forward prices, compared to 2007. 

however, a short-term analysis of the price 

development of the phelix year Futures reveals 

a peak price at the beginning of July 2008, fol-

lowed once again by significant price de-

creases until the end of February 2009. In 

2009 the average price level of the phelix year 

Futures for 2010 stood at around 12 or 13 per-

cent below the annual mean average of the 

comparable phelix year Futures in 2007 for 

the subsequent year 2008.

RETAIL PRICES FOR ELECTRICITY

In the retail sector the electricity prices for the 

period 2006 to 2009 have risen by around sev-

en percent and nine percent respectively for 

industrial and commercial customers. a com-

parison of the prices on 1 april 2009 with the 

prices on 1 april 2008 shows that the prices for 

industrial customers have decreased by five 

percent, while the prices for commercial cus-

tomers have increased by seven percent.

Electricity prices for commercial and industrial customers 2006–2009
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unlike household customers, industrial and 

commercial customers pay the same or even 

lower prices at their universal supplier than 

the prices demanded by competitors. the 

decline in wholesale prices has also affected 

retail prices for industrial customers far more 

than the retail prices for small commercial and 

household customers.

Electricity prices for household customers 2006–2009

18.89 18.89 18.89
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* Volume-weighted mean averages

On 1 April 2006 the mean averages for the electricity price for household customers with a universal supply contract, with another 
contract from the universal supplier or with a contract from another supplier than the universal supplier are identical, since no distinction 
was made between these categories at the time of collecting this data.
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Other contract from universal supplier Contract from another supplier than the 
universal supplier

Universal supply contract
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Composition of the electricity price for 

household customers 2009
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Network charges (including billing) Licence charge

As of: 1 April 2009

For household customers the retail prices have 

increased by 23 percent between 2006 and 

2009—a significantly higher increase than for 

industrial and commercial customers. a com-

parison of the prices on 1 april 2009 with the 

prices on 1 april 2008 shows that the prices for 

household customers under universal supply 

have risen by 7.3 percent. however, in cases of 

supply by a competitor the price increase was 

only 4.6 percent. particularly noteworthy at 

this point is the fact that around half the 

household customers have still chosen univer-

sal supply, which is the most expensive form of 

electricity supply, where prices rise the most.
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For a household customer under universal 

supply, with an annual electricity consump-

tion of 3,500 kwh, the prices in the period 

from 1 april 2006 to 1 april 2009 increased by 

an average 4.3 ct/kwh, which is equivalent to 

approximately €150 per year. For household 

customers taxes contributed 1.1 ct/kwh and 

other price components required by the gov-

ernment (licence charge, re and chp sur-

charge) 0.4 ct/kwh to the average price 

increase. the majority of the average price 

increase was due to increased costs of the 

price element “energy procurement and dis-

tribution”, which rose by 4.2 ct/kwh. without 

the reduction of network charges by around 

1.5 ct/kwh, the prices would have risen by an 

average of 5.7 ct/kwh, which would have been 

around €200 per year. the regulation of net-

work charges therefore resulted in a signifi-

cant reduction of the electricity price.

Network charges for electricity 2006–2009
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Share of network charges in the electricity price 2006–2009

Price element “energy procurement and distribution” for electricity 2006–2009

*Volume-weighted mean averages
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On 1 April 2006 the mean averages for “energy procurement and distribution” for household customers with a universal supply contract, 
another contract from the universal supplier or a contract from another supplier than the universal supplier are identical, since no distinction 
was made between these two categories at the time of collecting this data.
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In 2008 the price element “energy procure-

ment and distribution” for the household 

customer segment showed the greatest in-

crease across all three categories of contracts, 

when compared to previous years. For univer-

sal supply for example the price element “en-

ergy procurement and distribution” rose by 

1.34 ct/kwh between 2008 and 2009. In case of 

another contract from the universal supplier 

the increase of this price element for the same 

period stood at 1.12 ct/kwh. If a contract had 

been concluded with another supplier than 

the universal supplier, the share of “energy 

procurement and distribution” only rose by 

0.90 ct/kwh between 2008 and 2009. the fact 

that the universal supply contract is more ex-

pensive than the other contract options can 

therefore be primarily attributed to differenc-

es in the price element “energy procurement 

and distribution”. while the network charges, 

taxes and other price elements required by the 

government are almost identical across all 

three household customer categories, there is 

a difference of almost 1.03 ct/kwh for the 

price element “energy procurement and dis-

tribution” in the year 2009.

CHANGE OF SUPPLIER FOR GAS

the Federal Network agency has laid important 

foundations for intensifying competition, in 

particular by setting out the standardised 

Business processes for Switching gas Supplier 

(geli gas) and the new Basic Model for 

Balancing Services and Balancing rules in the 

gas Sector (gaBi gas). the increase in the 

change of suppliers reflects the increase in com-

petition. In 2008 around 337,800 household 

customers changed suppliers. compared to 2007 

this means an almost threefold increase in the 

number of household customers changing sup-

pliers. a further 30,678 supplier changes were 

made by final consumers such as commercial 

and industrial customers.

Change of gas suppliers 2006–2008

Household customers Household customers upon moving home Commercial and industrial customers
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the amount withdrawn by customers that 

changed their supplier in 2008 stood at 

42.57 twh. this is equivalent to 4.35 percent  

of the overall amount of gas withdrawn in 

2008. the volume-weighted supplier change 

ratios for “large and very large industrial cus-

tomers”, standing at 6.82 percent and 10.14 

percent and 3.45 percent respectively for “me-

dium-sized industrial customers” and “com-

mercial customers” and 2.57 percent for 

household customers and small commercial 

customers were higher than in 2007. 

7.69 percent of the gas withdrawn in 2008 went 

to household customers with a contract from 

the universal supplier and 18.39 percent to 

household customers with a special contract 

from their universal supplier. the share of uni-

versal supply contracts declined from 36.24 per-

cent in 2007 to 29.48 percent in 2008. this 

continues the trend toward special contracts. 

one indicator for increasing competition in 

the gas trade is the growing number of a net-

work operator’s transport customers. an up-

ward trend of the average number of 

transport customers can be recorded both at 

the level of transmission system operators 

(gas) and distribution system operators.

Competition in the gas market 2005–2008
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WHOLESALE PRICES GAS 

the wholesale prices for gas varied not just be-

tween the european states, but also between 

the individual trading points in the Federal 

republic of germany. to date there is no rough 

comparable reference price. an exact calcula-

tion of the price differences is currently not 

possible, because the prices are, for the most 

part, not published at the individual trading 

points. the price differences result primarily 

from the location of the trading points as well as 

the different availability of capacity in the rel-

evant market zone. the day-ahead gas prices at 

the european trading points showed significant 

regional differences despite predominantly 

comparable developments.

RETAIL PRICES GAS

In 2009 the volume-weighted mean average of 

the gas price for household customers with a uni-

versal supply contract stood at 7.11 ct/kwh, while 

the price for household customers with another 

contract from the universal suppliers was only  

6.6 ct/kwh. For commercial customers the vol-

ume-weighted mean average stood at 6.24 ct/

kwh, for industrial customers at 4.67 ct/kwh.

Gas prices 2006–2009

For gas no data is available for the supply by another supplier than the universal supplier.

* Volume-weighted mean averages
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the percentage breakdown of the gas price in 

2009 was largely identical with that for the 

year 2008. For household customers with a 

universal supply contract the price element 

“energy procurement and distribution” held 

the largest share in the gas price, with 53.2 

percent. taxes held a share of 23.2 percent. 

the share of network charges (including the 

charges for metering point operation and me-

tering) ranked third in 2009, just as in the year 

before, standing at 19.8 percent. For industrial 

customers the share for “energy procurement 

and distribution” was 66.7 percent, taxes held 

a share of 27.5 percent and network charges 

5.8 percent.

In 2009 the network charges have increased 

across all customer categories. on the one hand 

this can be attributed to the fact that the costs 

of upstream network levels and the costs for 

system services have, for the first time, been 

fully taken into consideration for the network 

charges. on the other hand the increases are 

based on the decline in the consumption of 

natural gas, compared to the year before.

Composition of the gas prices for  

household customers 2009

23.2%

18.8%

0.3%

0.7%

3.8%

As of: 1 April 2009

Charge for metering point operation

Taxes

Energy procurement and distribution

Charge for metering

Network charges incl. charge for billing

Licence charge

53.2%
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Share of network charges in the gas price 2006–2009
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INVESTMENTS

Starting in 2006 the Federal Network agency 

has been collecting annual data from the net-

work operators about actual and planned in-

vestments for the electricity and gas sector. 

the analysis of the data collected for 2008 re-

veals a detailed picture of the investments 

made to date.

Electricity

In 2008 the german transmission system op-

erators (tSo) spent approximately €994 mil-

lion on the network infrastructure (including 

cross-border connections) for the areas new 

construction/expansion/development, pres-

ervation/renewal as well as repairs/mainte-

nance. approximately €741 million of that 

amount were allocated to investments within 

the first two categories and approx. €253 mil-

lion for expenditure in all three categories. 

the actual expenditure for the network infra-

structure was therefore below the total 

amount of €1,377 million budgeted for 2008. 

this discrepancy can largely be attributed to 

lower investments in the area new construc-

tion/expansion/development and the still 

large number of delayed network expansion 

projects.

For the period 2010 to 2018 the transmission 

system operators are planning investments for 

new construction/expansion/development as 

well as repairs/maintenance of the network 

infrastructure totalling approx. €7,801 mil-

lion. this amount is significantly higher than 

specified in the year before for the reference 

period 2009 to 2017, which was stated as ap-

proximately €5,405 million. a look at the fig-

ures confirms the trend towards an increased 

expansion of cross-border connections. For 

this area the tSos have estimated approxi-

mately €681 million. In the reference period 

stated this figure stood at only €100 million. 

In 2008 the investments and expenditure of 

the distribution system operators (dSo) for 

electricity stood at a total of approximately 

€5,574 million. this included approximately 

€412 million for meters, control equipment and 

communications infrastructure. In the case of 

investments for new constructions/expansion/

development and preservation/renewal 

(amounting to a total of approximately 

€2,393 million) a continuing upward trend 

was noticeable. however, the expenditure for 

the network infrastructure (amounting to a 

total of €3,181 million) revealed a rather un-

balanced development in the individual ar-

eas. the expenditure for new constructions/

expansion/development and preservation/

renewal for example have decreased slightly 

in 2008 compared to 2007, while the expendi-

ture for repairs/maintenance has increased. 

the discrepancy of the actual amounts for 

new construction/expansion/development 

and preservation/renewal in 2008 (€ 1,270 mil-

lion) is relatively small compared to the budg-

eted amounts (€ 1,196 million). however, the 

actual amounts spent on repairs/mainte-

nance in 2008 (€ 1,911 million) exceed the 

budgeted amount (€ 1,656 million) more 

noticeably.

the amounts budgeted by the dSos for the in-

vestments and expenditure planned in 2009 

stood at €5,767 million, including €456 million 

for meters, control equipment and communi-

cations infrastructure.
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Gas

In 2008 the tSos (gas) made investments to the 

value of €301 million. of those nearly €268 mil-

lion was spent on new construction/expansion/

development and €33 million for preservation/

renewal. the expenditure for repairs and 

maintenance in 2008 amounted to a total of 

€525 million. that indicates a decline of 36 

percent in investments in the german trans-

mission system compared to 2007. 

however, for the next few years a greater in-

crease in investments is looming on the hori-

zon. the investments planned for the years 

2009 to 2011 for new construction/expansion/

development amount to a total of €1,783 mil-

lion according to information by the undertak-

ings. together with the budgeted amounts for 

preservation/renewal, amounting to €151 mil-

lion, investments of nearly €1,934 is planned. 

For the years 2012 - 2014 investments of ap-

proximately €1,589 million are envisaged. For 

the period 2009 to 2011 expenditure amount-

ing to €1,560 million is planned for repairs/

maintenance. 

In case of the dSos (gas) a comparison of the ac-

tual figures for the investment volumes 2008 

(€441 million for new construction/expansion/

development and €290 million for preserva-

tion/renewal) with the corresponding forecast 

for 2009 shows a trend towards increasing in-

vestments (€488 million for new construction/

expansion/development and €354 million for 

preservation/renewal). In the case of expendi-

ture for repairs/maintenance the forecast for 

2009 (€778 million) matched the actual amount 

for 2008. 

For the first time figures are available on the 

investments in meters and communications 

infrastructure in the gas sector. according to 

these the amount invested in meters in 2008 

stood at €53.9 million (estimate for 2009: ap-

proximately €60 million) and for expenditure 

€107.50 million (estimate for 2009: approx. 

€102 million). €13.1 million was invested in 

the communications infrastructure (estimate 

for 2009: approximately €17 million); the ex-

penditure for these investments stood at 

€14.6 million (estimate for 2009: approx. 

€14 million).
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Development of the company structures

the structure of the energy supply networks in 

germany is undergoing a profound transfor-

mation. the reasons for this are complex. two 

major drivers of this development are aspects 

of efficiency and unbundling requirements. In 

addition the local authorities are re-evaluating 

the distribution systems from a perspective of 

public services. 

the sale of the network companies transpower 

stromübertragungs gmbh and 50hertz trans-

mission gmbh as well as thyssengas gmbh is to 

ensure the ownership unbundling of two of the 

four dSos and one tSo (gas). In November 2009 

e.oN ag had announced that it was to sell its 

subsidiary transpower stromübertragungs 

gmbh, which owns e.oN’s extra high voltage 

network, to the state-run dutch network opera-

tor tennet tSo B.v., effective 31 december 2009. 

e.oN and rwe ag are acting on the basis of a 

commitment decision vis-à-vis the european 

commission. Motivated by these developments, 

forms of cooperation between the german net-

work operators are increasingly discussed, the 

strongest form of which is the establishment of 

a “deutsche Netz ag” (german network ag) or a 

“Netzgesellschaft in deutschland” (network 

company in germany). viewed from the per-

spective of the energy industry the Federal 

Network agency expressly welcomes a joint 

regulation of the german network.

one noticeable observation is the fact that the 

cost pressure on network operators promotes 

cooperation. at the same time local authorities 

are rediscovering the supply of energy as a task 

to perform themselves and are establishing 

new utility companies. this is happening at a 

time when numerous concession agreements 

across germany are expiring. It appears that 

the business model “municipal utility with net-

work” is still as attractive as ever. however, 

from the Federal Network agency’s point of 
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view care must be taken that the legal unbun-

dling regulations are also adhered to by the 

so-called small utilities and that the creation of 

inefficient network structures is avoided. the 

efficiency comparisons carried out to date in 

the context of incentive regulation show that 

efficiency and size are not necessarily related. 

Involvement in planning procedures

large infrastructure projects are always 

planned with the three objectives of security of 

supply, efficiency and environmental sustain-

ability. this applies in particular to the con-

struction of new grids that face particular 

challenges through the integration of renew-

able energy sources and the increasing transit 

of electricity. In addition to the framework of 

energy laws, the successful implementation of 

such infrastructure measures also requires ac-

companying measures outside the energy law. 

due to its competencies in the review of the 

cost effectiveness of the transport systems and 

for aspects of security of supply, the Federal 

Network agency is increasingly perceived as a 

public agency and formally involved in plan-

ning procedures. For the authorisation of in-

vestment budgets in the context of incentive 

regulation, for example, the agency deter-

mines the energy demand of pipeline projects. 

In order to bring together all parties involved in 

the planning and expansion processes, the 

agency—in cooperation with the energy 

research centre of lower Saxony (eFZN)—in-

vited experts from undertakings, environmen-

tal associations, science and authorities in June 

2009 to attend an interdisciplinary conference 

on “current issues of planning law - expansion 

of the german transmission systems”.

a consistent and speedy planning law is of vital 

importance. the Federal Network agency has 

repeatedly reiterated this fact, both at national 

and european level. It therefore welcomes the 

new grid expansion act (enlag) that entered 

into force on 26 august 2009. 

For the implementation of infrastructure 

projects different interests must be recon-

ciled. the fact that to date there is no super-

ordinate plan for the development of 

transmission systems presents a particular 

challenge. In this respect the approach of the 

third package concerning common rules for 

the Internal energy Market, which envisages a 

european coordination of the future network 

expansion plans in terms of an overall concept, 

is to be welcomed. 

Security of supply 

according to section 52 of the energy act 

(enwg) operators of electricity and gas supply 

networks are obliged to submit to the Federal 

Network agency by 30 June of each year a re-

port about any and all interruptions of supply 

that occurred in their networks in the previous 

calendar year. 

the security of supply in germany is measured 

on the basis of an internationally accepted 

method using the so-called SaIdI value 

(Systems average Interruption duration Index). 

the SaIdI value provides the “average interrup-

tion in minutes per end customer connected”.

In the electricity sector the data of 813 network 

operators and 834 networks was analysed. 

according to this analysis non-availability in 

2008 stood at 16.89 minutes per final consumer. 

compared to previous years (2006: 21.53 minutes, 

2007: 19.25 minutes) this represents another im-

provement and testifies to the high degree of 
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supply security in germany, also in a european 

comparison (eg   austria 2008: 43.69 minutes). 

the SaIdI index does not include any interrup-

tions that are due to “force majeure”. the net-

work operators consider these beyond their 

control and therefore do not take them into ac-

count. In contrast to the previous year, where 

hurricane “kyrill” had resulted in a significant 

rise in notifications attributable to “force ma-

jeure” and average interruptions of 16.42 min-

utes per end consumer connected, the figure for 

2008 stood at only 1.2 minutes.

In the gas sector the analysis of reports from 

704 gas network operators revealed that the 

average non-availability of gas in germany was 

only one minute per end consumer in 2008. 

the Federal Network agency’s analysis in con-

nection with the interruption of the russian 

gas supply to ukraine in January 2009 revealed 

that it had ultimately been possible to resolve 

this serious situation without problems for the 

consumers, albeit with considerable efforts by 

the network and storage operators as well as 

the gas traders. In addition it had been possi-

ble to supply the Southern european states 

that had been particularly affected by the crisis 

via a physical flow reversal in the South-east of 

germany. this had been possible through a 

great increase in the withdrawal of gas from 

german storage systems and slightly increased 

imports from North western europe via 

Norway, Belgium and the Netherlands. due to 

the voluntary measures of the market players 

and—as an analysis of the price developments 

shows—market price signals, the system has 

already worked well. For this reason the cre-

ation and improvement of competition on the 

gas market should remain a central issue, not 

least of all with respect to security of supply.

Implementation of the unbundling  

regulations

In proceedings under section 65 of the energy 

act (enwg) about the implementation of legal 

and operational unbundling of vertically inte-

grated utilities, the Federal Network agency 

has taken a fundamental look at the expres-

sion “customers connected to the network” in 

its decision dated 28 august 2009. this expres-

sion is not just found in the unbundling regu-

lations but also in other regulations of the 

enwg and the associated regulations, such as 

that on the competence of authorities. the 

number of customers is to be determined on 

the basis of the existing delivery points meas-

ured in the network area, which regularly 

match the number of all existing metering 

points. In order to determine the number of 

customers the number of meters connected in 

the network area generally provides a reliable 

key figure. 

Furthermore the Federal Network agency initi-

ated supervision proceedings against e.oN ag 

and six of its seven regional utilities at the end of 

2009, based on structural violations of the unbun-

dling regulations. the central issue in this case is 

whether or not network companies are allowed 

to hold shares in distribution companies.

Liberalisation of measurement and metering 

the amended energy act (enwg) and the 

Metering access ordinance (MessZv), which 

entered into force in october 2008, aim to 

achieve the use of smart meters and competi-

tion in measurement and metering. the 

Federal Network agency actively accompanies 

the liberalisation of measurement and 
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metering and strives for the maximum possible 

promotion of competition in accordance with 

the interests of the consumer. the agency has 

initiated various consultations in connection 

with determination proceedings on the “stand-

ardisation of contracts and business processes 

in the area of metering”. the object of these 

consultations are draft decisions about non-

discriminatory access of competitors to the op-

eration of meters and to measuring, to 

standardised framework agreements in meter-

ing as well as business processes and data for-

mats. the proceedings are run jointly for the 

electricity and gas sector. In addition the 

agency has also published a position paper on 

the requirements for meters. 

at the beginning of 2010 the Federal Network 

agency submitted to the Federal Ministry of 

economics and technology (BMwi) a report on 

all relevant legal, technical, and economic as-

pects of the comprehensive use of smart meter-

ing systems. In addition to the results from two 

expert opinions that had been commissioned on 

this issue, this report includes the insights gained 

in 2009 from the market watch, discussions with 

experts and the agency’s monitoring data.

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

Unbundling

at european level one of the issues the Federal 

Network agency is, inter alia, actively in-

volved in is unbundling. In this context it is 

involved in the european energy regulation 

bodies ceer (council of european energy 

regulators) and ergeg (european regulators 

group for electricity and gas) in the ceer task 

force urB tF (unbundling, reporting and 

Benchmarking task Force). this task force 

deals with unbundling issues that are 

determined in an annual work schedule 

agreed with the eu commission. current de-

velopments at european level are incorporated 

into the relevant tasks for the task force.

at the beginning of 2009 the effectiveness of 

the guidelines on operational and informa-

tional unbundling, drawn up and published by 

urB tF in 2008, was tested on the basis of a sur-

vey among the national regulatory authorities 

(NrB). this revealed that the unbundling of 

distribution network operators across europe 

is not yet at the level aimed at by the NrBs. 

the discussion about the different unbundling 

models, which has been going on since the end 

of 2007, resulted in the adoption of the third 

package concerning common rules for the 

Internal energy Market of 13 July 2009. the new 

directives 2009/72/ec (electricity) and 2009/73/

ec (gas) envisage a tightening of the unbun-

dling framework. Besides ownership unbun-

dling, the main focus is on the unbundling 

options ISo (independent system operator) and 

Ito (independent transmission operator).

In 2009 the discussions about the unbundling 

models led to a concrete work order for the urB 

tF, in agreement with the eu commission. Its 

objective is to clarify in particular the pan- 

european standards for the implementation 

and monitoring of the Ito. the Federal Network 

agency is actively accompanying this process. 

this reveals that the unbundling of utilities re-

sults in the creation of a type of specialist com-

pany law. the unbundling requirements pose 

questions regarding corporate governance in 

the broader sense and regarding the unre-

stricted compliance statement for the 

corporate governance codex under section 
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161 of the german company law more specifi-

cally. the unbundling models ISo and Ito 

oblige the undertakings to release the control 

over their network company as a vertically in-

tegrated company on a large scale, in order to 

thus avoid discrimination. how this can be 

agreed with the stipulations of corporate gov-

ernance is the subject of intense discussions, 

inter alia as part of an international workshop 

between ergeg, regulatory authorities, scien-

tists and company representatives held in 

September 2009 in Berlin.

Congestion management and cross-border 

trade in electricity 

pursuant to section 56 of the energy act 

(enwg) in conjunction with article 9 of 

regulation (ec) 1228/2003 the Federal Network 

agency ensures that this regulation and its 

guidelines are adhered to. as member of the 

four regional initiatives Northern europe 

(denmark, germany, Finland, Norway, poland 

and Sweden), central western europe 

(Benelux countries, germany, and France), 

central eastern europe (germany, austria, 

poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, czech republic, 

and hungary) and central Southern europe 

(germany, France, greece, Italy, austria, and 

Slovenia) the agency is committed to ensuring 

that congestion management in the regional 

initiatives continues to be improved. progress 

is already noticeable in the regional coordin-

ation of congestion management.

In this context the agency is predominantly in-

volved in ensuring that market transparency is 

improved, in particular in the area of genera-

tion data. one specific target of its work is to 

ensure that all legally required data is pub-

lished by the german transmission system op-

erators. the european regulatory authorities 

are also involved in harmonising the data of 

the different tSos, and therefore different mar-

kets, thereby making them comparable. For 

this purpose the regulatory authorities of all 

four regional initiatives have set out a joint in-

terpretation of the stipulations in the conges-

tion management guidelines in so-called 

transparency reports. due to the agency’s in-

volvement it was possible to achieve funda-

mentally the same benchmark for all regions. 

at national level the Federal Network agency 

accompanies the implementation of the trans-

parency requirements by the german tSos.

as part of the BMwi’s transparency initiative 

a transparency platform was set up on the 

website of the german electricity exchange 

“european energy exchange” (eeX) on 

30 october 2009, which uses the data identi-

fied by the transparency reports as relevant 

for the generation of electricity. the 

progress in the implementation of transpar-

ency will be documented in the second re-

port of the regulatory authorities from the 

Northern region and in the report of the reg-

ulatory authorities from central western 

europe. 

Procedures regulation of the ITC mechanism

on 10 March 2009 the Federal Network agency 

passed a resolution with which the procedure 

for compensation payments as part of the Itc 

contracts (Itc—Inter tSo compensation) under 

article 3 of regulation (ec) 1228/2003, set out 

in the voluntary agreement (FSv) between the 

four tSos, is determined as an effective proce-

dures regulation in terms of section 11 (2) of 

the Incentive regulation ordinance (aregv). 

this allows the costs and revenue incurred in 

this context to be declared as cost elements 

that are permanently non-controllable. these 
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costs are exempt from the efficiency targets of 

section 16 aregv and can be passed on to the 

network users “par for par”. taking into ac-

count the stipulations of section 4 (3) sentence 

1 No. 2 aregv the transmission system opera-

tors can then adjust the revenue cap with a 

two-year delay accordingly. 

the basic thought of the models mapped in 

the FSv is the determination of the transit 

load, which is the utilisation of the network 

infrastructure and the network losses caused 

by cross-border flows of electricity, as well as 

the calculation of the financial payment obli-

gations or pecuniary claims of the tSos result-

ing from the transit load. due to the lack of a 

binding eu guideline the understanding 

about the calculation methods in Itc agree-

ments is still common practice among the 

european Itc parties involved in this com-

pensation mechanism (34 participants in the 

european agreement 2008/2009). For balanc-

ing compensation claims among the Itc par-

ties in the german control block (consisting 

of the four german tSos, the two austrian 

operators tIwag Netz ag and vkw-Netz ag 

and the luxembourgian cegedel Net S.a.), 

internal agreements are also concluded about 

the implementation of the multilateral 

european Itc agreements. the annual claim 

or obligation for payment for each respective 

party of the european Itc agreement results 

from the sum of the payments to be made or 

received based on the utilisation of the net-

work infrastructure and the network losses 

caused. In 2008 the german transmission sys-

tem operators received payments amounting 

to a total of €17.8 million.

at the end of 2009 the eu commission present-

ed draft guidelines for a 

compensation mechanism, which are currently 

being discussed by the competent committee. 

For 2010 the toSs have once again signed an 

Itc agreement, which is valid until legally 

binding guidelines enter into force. 

Further activities—electricity

In 2009 the ceer task force for incentive regula-

tion (workstream Incentive-Based regulation 

and efficiency Benchmarking—wS eFB), which 

is chaired by the Federal Network agency, con-

cluded a project dealing with an international 

efficiency comparison of the tSos. Nineteen 

NrBs took part in this project, which was aimed 

at determining reliable statistical and dynamic 

efficiency results on the basis of empirical data 

and with the help of proven and sound meth-

ods. the wS eFB also serves as a platform for the 

exchange of information and experiences be-

tween the NrBs on the topic of incentive regula-

tion. during regular workshops different 

regulatory authorities present their regulatory 

concept as well as current developments and 

problems. In addition the wS eFB conducted a 

survey about the research and development 

costs of the introduction of smart grids in the 

individual member states.

Furthermore the Federal Network agency is 

represented in the eQS tF (electricity Quality of 

Supply task Force), which deals primarily with 

matters of security of supply in the grids.

Further activities—gas

In the gas sector the Federal Network agency 

is represented in ten task forces of ergeg and/

or ceer. In 2009 the agency headed up the 

task forces for network expansion planning, 

investments, capacity and congestion man-

agement and security of supply. In addition 
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the agency heads up a steering group that su-

pervises a european flow simulation study.

In 2009 the Federal Network agency and the 

european regulators worked closely togeth-

er on implementing the third package con-

cerning common rules for the Internal 

energy Market. this included the develop-

ment of framework guidelines which are to 

provide the european gas network operator 

organisation “eNtSo gas” with a framework 

for the development of codes and rules. In 

the first instance guidelines were developed 

for the areas of capacity allocation and bal-

ancing. Similar to the national level, special 

attention was paid to an allocation of cross-

border transport capacities, which was more 

in line with competition. central aspects of 

this draft guideline submitted in december 

2009 are the improvement of the cross- border 

cooperation of network operators in the area 

of capacity management, the standardisa-

tion of capacity products, the simplification 

of the cross-border gas trade by bundled 

products and the establishment of transpar-

ent, non-discriminatory allocation proce-

dures. the Federal Network agency strives 

for a close link between european and na-

tional developments.

an important part of the work in the interna-

tional sector dealt with matters of network ex-

pansion planning. one such example is a 

model-based analysis of the european gas in-

frastructure, which is being drawn up under 

the aegis of the agency. It is the objective of 

this study to provide the european regulators 

with detailed knowledge and independent ad-

vice on future challenges in the european nat-

ural gas transport sector. In addition the study 

provides an important basis for the coopera-

tion of the european agency acer with the na-

tional regulatory authorities.

as part of the Security of Supply task Force the 

effects of the gas crisis between russia and the 

ukraine in January 2009 were discussed and 

recommendations for future measures passed.

NETWORK CHARGES 

the regulation of network charges has been 

subject to incentive regulation since 01 January 

2009. the network costs determined for the 

year 2008 provided the basis for determining 

the permissible revenue cap in the first regula-

tion period of incentive regulation. each regu-

lation period lasts five years, for gas network 

operators the first period last four years. the 

aim of incentive regulation is to set incentives 

for increased efficiency. an undertaking that 

manages to reduce its costs below the level set 

for the revenue cap will increase its profit.

Skimming off additional proceeds 

In its decision of 14 august 2008 regarding so-

called “skimming off additional proceeds” the 

Federal court of Justice (Bgh) clearly affirmed 

the position of the Federal Network agency, 

according to which the “additional proceeds” 

earned during the period between the receipt 

of the first application for approval and the is-

suance of the first approval in the year 2006 or 

2007 may not remain with the network opera-

tor. Instead, the Bgh clarified that these pro-

ceeds must be settled with the network users 

in a subsequent period. In doing so an individ-

ual, retrospective settlement of the individual 

network usage conditions is not to be carried 

out as a matter of principle; rather, the excess 

revenue earned is to be considered as cost-

reducing revenue of the individual network 
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operator. that way all customers will, in future, 

benefit equally from skimming off additional 

proceeds.

In 2009 the Federal Network agency did skim 

off the additional proceeds of the network op-

erators under its remit (federal responsibility 

and official power of delegation), as set out in 

section 34 (1) of the Incentive regulation 

ordinance (aregv) in conjunction with sec-

tion 11 of the electricity Network charges 

ordinance (StromNev) and section 10 of the 

gas Network charges ordinance (gasNev). due 

to the complexity and multitude of the legal 

and actual issues in connection with skimming 

off additional proceeds, the agency calculated 

the additional proceeds by means of a simpli-

fied procedure. 

as stipulated by the Bgh, the additional pro-

ceeds were always calculated as the difference 

between the sales proceeds and the costs ad-

mitted in the first notification of the approved 

charges. By way of simplification a corrective 

factor of one third was then deducted from the 

difference. this amount in favour of the net-

work operators takes into account the aspects 

that the Bgh had granted the network opera-

tors in its decision as well as the possible future 

rulings of the Bgh and any uncertainties in 

connection with the calculation of the amount 

of additional proceeds. this way any addition-

al proceeds that had arisen were fully skimmed 

off. the Federal Network agency only used the 

simplified calculation of additional proceeds 

in cases in which agreement was reached 

about this procedure.

For transmission systems and electricity distri-

bution systems the additional proceeds to be 

skimmed off amount to a total of around €1.5 

billion. For the gas distribution systems the 

additional proceeds amount to around €350 

million. the additional proceeds of the supra-

regional tSos (gas) will not be determined un-

til 2010, due to the later start of incentive 

regulation. the undertakings were given the 

opportunity to spread the respective proceeds 

to be skimmed off across a maximum period of 

nine years, taking into account the relevant 

interest payments. the average repayment 

period in the electricity sector is approximate-

ly three years, in the gas sector around 

2.5 years.

Expansion factor 

pursuant to section 4 (4) No. 1 in conjunction 

with section 10 aregv, the distribution system 

operators can apply for an adjustment of the 

revenue cap on the basis of an expansion fac-

tor. the expansion factor is to ensure that the 

costs for expansion investments, which arise 

during the course of a regulation period in 

case of a long-term change in the supply re-

sponsibility of the network operator, will be 

taken into account when determining the 

revenue cap. a long-term change in the sup-

ply responsibility exists if the parameters stat-

ed in section 10 (2) sentence 2 aregv change 

permanently and to a significant extent. a 

simply temporary change of these parameters 

is not sufficient. Network takeovers by other 

network operators are not covered by this 

regulation. on 30 June 2009 the network op-

erators had the first opportunity to submit an 

application for the approval of an expansion 

factor. overall 116 applications for the elec-

tricity sector and 76 for the gas sector were 

received. By the end of 2009 115/61 respective-

ly of the procedures were concluded.
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Investment budgets 

Network operators can apply for investment 

budgets for expansion and restructuring invest-

ments. these are in particular investments that 

are required to connect new power plants, to 

ensure the connection of regenerative energy 

sources, such as the feed-in of electricity from 

offshore wind parks, or to maintain the techni-

cal safety of the grids. due to the start of incen-

tive regulation in 2009 the network operators 

were able to submit investment budgets for the 

three calendar years 2007, 2008, and 2009.

In 2008 the Federal Network agency received a 

total of 300 applications for the approval of an 

investment budget. the total amount applied 

for was around €9 million, of which €7.2 mil-

lion can be allocated to the transmission sys-

tem operators (electricity), €1 million to the 

distribution system operators (electricity), and 

around €800 million to the gas network opera-

tors. of the investment budget proceedings 

initiated in 2008, around 200 were concluded 

by the end of 2009. In these proceedings in-

vestment funds amounting to around €4.3 bil-

lion were approved. 

due to the experiences gathered in the re-

views, the Federal Network agency published 

new guidelines for the application for invest-

ment budgets in May 2009. this aims to pro-

vide transparency regarding the agency’s 

decision making as well as providing clarity 

about the authority’s requirements for an in-

vestment budget application. this is to ensure 

that the documents submitted are of a mini-

mum quality in order to make sure that the 

applications can be processed as quickly  

as possible.

Individual network charges pursuant to 

section 19 StromNEV

according to section 19 (2) sentence 1 

StromNev operators of electricity supply net-

works must offer individual network charges 

to a final consumer, if his peak load contribu-

tion is predicted to differ significantly from the 

contemporaneous maximum demand per an-

num of all withdrawals from this withdrawal 

or substation level. Section 19 (2) sentence 2 

StromNev obliges network operators to offer 

individual network charges in particular to 

network users requiring large amounts of elec-

tricity, if their consumption data is character-

ised by a continuous and very high volume of 

electricity purchased. 

By the end of September 2009 the Federal 

Network agency had issued a total of 50 ap-

provals of charges pursuant to section 19 (2) 

sentence 1 StromNev. one application had to 

be rejected because the requirements for ap-

proval had not been met. twelve proceedings 

were dropped because the applications had 

been withdrawn. 57 charges were approved 

pursuant to section 19 (2) sentence 2 StromNev. 

Five applications had to be rejected because 

the requirements for approval had not been 

met. Five proceedings were dropped. 

In connection with the individual network 

charges for resources used exclusively by one 

party, as set out section 19 (3) StromNev, 

which require no ex ante approval, the 

agency dealt with a number of abusive prac-

tice complaints in the period under review, as 

set out in section 31 of the energy act (enwg). 

particularly noteworthy is the decision of 

11 august 2009, in which the Federal Network 

agency dealt in great detail with the issue of 

which standards should be applied to the 
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calculation and transparency of individual 

network charges. according to this decision a 

generalised consideration is possible to a cer-

tain extent for the calculation of individual 

network charges for resources used exclusively 

by one party.

Network charges pursuant to section 14 

StromNEV (pancaking)

according to section 14 (2) sentence 2 StromNev 

final consumers connected to a network or sub-

station level and distributors as well as the 

downstream network or substation level are 

considered network customers of the relevant 

network or substation level and generally 

treated the same in terms of the roll-over of 

costs. In derogation of this, section 14 (2) sen-

tence 3 StromNev provides for the opportunity 

to make special arrangements under certain 

conditions, which will usually result in a re-

duced network charge. appropriate special ar-

rangements must be made between the 

operators of electricity networks for universal 

supply, which operate directly interconnected 

networks on the same network or substation 

level, if there is any undue hardship or if the 

networks are interconnected in such a way that 

only their joint operation would be safe. this 

kind of connection is called “pancaking”.

the network operators had very different ideas 

about the circumstances in which such special 

arrangements are required. For the purposes 

of clarification the Federal Network agency 

has published guidelines, aimed at rendering 

more precisely the interpretation principles of 

section 14 (2) sentence 3 StromNev. according 

to this an undue hardship in the sense of sec-

tion 14 (2) sentence 3 StromNev exists, if the 

aggregation of the network charges for the 

same network level (pancaking effect) results 

in users of a downstream network having to 

pay network charges that are at least 15% high-

er than those for the exclusive use of the up-

stream network. this benchmark, based on a 

position paper by the Federal association of 

german energy and water Industries (Bdew), 

seemed verifiable—since it was derived from 

cartel law—and balanced in terms of the differ-

ent interests. 

Network transfer according to section 26 

(2) ARegV 

during the course of 2009 the Federal Network 

agency received 21 applications from the elec-

tricity sector and 38 applications from the gas 

sector for the transfer, merger or division of 

networks pursuant to section 26 (2) aregv. In 

2009 a decision was made about two of those 

applications in the electricity sector and 14 ap-

plications in the gas sector. the network opera-

tors must specify in their applications which 

revenue share is to be allocated to the network 

part being transferred and which revenue 

share is to be allocated to the remaining net-

work part. the agency must ensure in particu-

lar that the sum total of both revenue shares 

does not exceed the fixed revenue cap. For fu-

ture proceedings the agency is preparing 

guidelines and a data entry form to simplify 

consideration of the applications.

Pipeline competition

In 2008 the Federal Network agency had de-

cided in the case of ten operators of suprare-

gional tSos (gas) that they are not subject to 

existing pipeline competition. therefore these 

network operators were also obliged to calcu-

late their network charges on the basis of their 

costs and to submit an application for approval 

of their network charges within two months.
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By January 2010 the higher regional court 

(olg) düsseldorf had rejected eight appeals 

against the agency’s decision on pipeline com-

petition. one tSo (gas) had already withdrawn 

his appeal at the beginning of November 2009. 

the remaining appeals are expected to be con-

cluded by March 2010.

the undertakings can appeal against this deci-

sion of the olg düsseldorf before the Federal 

court of Justice (Bgh). Irrespective of this the 

undertakings have the opportunity to notify 

pipeline competition once again two years be-

fore the start of the next regulation period, i.e. 

at the end of 2010.

Based on the costs requiring approval the net-

work operators have submitted applications for 

charges, which were reviewed by the Federal 

Network agency and approved with effect from 

1 october 2009. the reviews focused, inter alia, 

on integrations of networks operators and pipe-

line companies, service contracts with associ-

ated companies, costs of fuel gas, flow 

commitments and the admission of current as-

sets as a requirement for operations. In the case 

of the large supraregional tSos the costs were 

reduced by up to 28 percent compared to the 

amounts applied for. the approved network 

charges provide the basis for the transition of 

the companies to incentive regulation by 

1 January 2010.

In order to determine the revenue cap of each 

individual supraregional tSo, an efficiency 

comparison is performed. as there are only ten 

companies to compare, the cost driver analy-

sis required for the efficiency model is per-

formed not just on the basis of statistical 

methods. In addition a cost driver analysis 

based on engineering science is used. It may be 

possible to conclude the proceedings for deter-

mining the revenue caps for supraregional 

tSos in Q1 of 2010.

Quality regulation 

Incentive regulation bears the inherent risk of 

network operators realising the prescribed rev-

enue reductions by not making the required 

investments in their network, which will result 

in a deterioration in the supply quality. In order 

to prevent this, the aregv provides for the in-

troduction of quality regulation by means of a 

quality element, which is part of the formula 

for the revenue cap. those network operators, 

whose network is of good quality compared to 

other network operators, will be allowed a sup-

plementary revenue cap. Network operators 

with comparatively poor quality must accept 

deductions (bonus/penalty system). 

For electricity supply networks, quality regula-

tion pursuant to section 19 (2) aregv can begin 

right at the start of or during the first regula-

tion period, provided sufficiently reliable statis-

tical series are available. Quality regulation 

must be implemented no later than the start 

of the second regulation period. according to 

section 19 (1) aregv the quality element can 

be applied to network reliability as well as to 

network performance.

It is the responsibility of the Federal Network 

agency to develop and implement a concept 

for the specifics of the quality element. For the 

electricity sector the agency commissioned 

consultancy projects for the two aspects men-

tioned above in the spring of 2009. the timing 

of the quality element’s introduction is de-

pendant on the insights gained from the con-

sultancy projects. of fundamental importance 

in this context is the existence of a sufficiently 
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reliable data base. the agency strives to intro-

duce a quality element for the electricity sector 

before the end of the first regulation period. 

For the gas sector the aregv provides for the 

introduction of quality regulation at the begin-

ning of or during the course of the second regu-

lation period. It is intended to introduce the 

quality element at the start of the second regu-

lation period; preparations for its introduction 

were made in 2009. Furthermore the agency is 

involved in fundamental investigations regard-

ing network reliability and network perform-

ance for gas supply networks.

Incentive system for system services 

In the electricity sector the Federal Network 

agency has introduced a binding incentive sys-

tem for the system services of the transmission 

system operators. It regulates both the type 

and extent of admissible costs. the basis of this 

determination is a voluntary agreement (FSv) 

of the transmission system operators. the de-

termination of 30 November 2009 confirms 

that the costs for system services, which were 

calculated as set out in the FSv and in line with 

the procurement guidelines, are “permanently 

non-controllable” in the sense of section 11 ( 2) 

sentence 4 aregv. the tSos must adjust their 

revenue caps accordingly.

the tSos carry particular responsibility for 

maintaining the stability of the system. they 

have the duty to continually harmonise the 

feed-in and take-off of electricity and to offset 

any imbalances. For short-term differences the 

tSos must hold a reserve of the so-called bal-

ancing power and use this, if required, as sys-

tem balancing energy. on the other hand the 

tSos must balance the losses occurring in con-

nection with the transmission of electricity. 

and finally the prevention of network conges-

tion may require financial investments for 

modifications of the power plant use planned 

by its operator (so-called redispatch). the in-

centive model applies to services, balancing 

power, transmission losses and redispatch. 

other system services, such as the so-called 

black-start capability or the provision of reac-

tive power, are not covered by the FSv.

the important criterion for this determination 

was, inter alia, that nearly 50 percent of the to-

tal network costs at transmission level consist 

of the costs for balancing power, transmission 

losses and redispatch and that these costs are 

subject to some severe changes, in particular 

through fluctuations of the market price. It is 

undisputed that the transmission system op-

erators have already achieved significant cost 

reductions by means of an increased reserve of 

balancing power across germany. however, 

this must be continued until the potential for 

cost reductions has been exploited to the 

greatest possible extent. the system now de-

termined will ensure that the cost reductions 

are also passed on to the consumer.

In future, each year the amount allowed for 

system services in the revenue cap of the fol-

lowing year will be adjusted to the develop-

ment of the market prices for the relevant 

system service. In addition the amount will be 

reduced by 1.25 percent per year. this amount 

is oriented towards the productivity progress, 

which is taken as the basis of incentive regula-

tion and represents potential efficiency in-

creases. a bonus/penalty system provides 

further incentives for the tSos to reduce their 

specific costs: each time he exceeds the 

amount fixed for the previous year, the trans-

mission system operator bears 25 percent of 
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the additional costs, while each time he re-

mains below the target he may keep 25 per-

cent of the savings. the remaining 75 percent 

of additional or reduced costs are incorporated 

into the revenue cap. the overall expectation 

is that the consumers will benefit in particular 

from the cost reductions, which result from the 

joint reserve of balancing power.

the determination combines four central reg-

ulatory tasks: the creation of sufficient plan-

ning certainty, an adequate reimbursement of 

costs, the setting of incentives for efficient be-

haviour and the passing-on of realised cost re-

ductions to the network users. the new 

regulations are valid from 2010, initially until 

the end of the first regulation period in 2013. 

NETWORK ACCESS ELECTRICITY

Network connection of offshore windparks

the timely connection of the offshore wind-

park projects (owp) in the North Sea requires 

the integration of different interests of the 

project operators and the transmission system 

operators. after an extensive consultation the 

Federal Network agency published a position 

paper on the integration of owp in october 

2009. the paper provides specific details of the 

network connection obligation pursuant to 

section 17 (2a) of the energy act (enwg) and 

thus fulfils the desire of the market players to 

ensure the diverging construction times of 

owp on the one hand and the necessary con-

nection pipelines on the other hand are sub-

ject to a reasonable coordination process. 

at the heart of the regulations is a solution in-

volving a cut-off date. the transmission system 

operator launches a call for tenders for the 

connection cables for all owp that are 

required to meet initial, very modestly defined 

connection criteria by a certain cut-off date. 

conditional assurance of access to the grid is 

issued for these owp. the call for tender has to 

be completed six months later and the connec-

tion cables have to be ordered for all the owp 

that henceforth meet so many connection cri-

teria that their implementation is deemed suf-

ficiently likely. unconditional grid access 

assurance is issued for these owp. 

By introducing this solution involving a cut-off 

date, it will be ensured that tSos who are 

obliged to provide connection to the grid will 

not have to continually adapt their plans to the 

varying levels of progress made by the individ-

ual owp and that the offshore windpark devel-

opers/operators will be able to orient their 

plans to a time schedule they are familiar with. 

this procedure will benefit all stakeholders 

and is in particular necessary in order to 

render the implementation of efficient collec-

tive connections feasible.

Homogeneous control area 

one of the main tasks of the transmission sys-

tem operators is to balance the permanent im-

balance in the capacity generated and 

consumed. to date this task was fulfilled by 

each transmission system operator employing 

balancing power on their own authority for 

their own network. In practice the separate bal-

ancing of control areas can result in contradi-

rectional use of balancing power—also referred 

to as contradirectional non-harmonised use of 

balancing energy. In 2008 the Federal Network 

agency had initiated determination proceed-

ings with the objective of avoiding such situa-

tions arising, thus reducing the demand for 

system balancing energy and the amount of 

the balancing power held in reserve 
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and consequently the overall costs for system 

balancing energy. the Federal Network 

agency presented two alternative concepts for 

consultation. the first concept envisages the 

establishment of a central regulation authority 

(so-called central regulator) and amounts to 

the establishment of a homogenous control 

area for germany. the second concept sug-

gests the online netting of the individual con-

trol area balances via a data connection 

(so-called grid control cooperation). In this 

case responsibility for the withdrawal of sys-

tem balancing energy would remain with the 

relevant tSo. For the final evaluation of the 

concepts the comments received during con-

sultation and the results of an expert opinion 

commissioned by the Federal Network agency 

will be taken into account. 

Determination of market rules for balanc-

ing group settlement 

In a decision of 10 June 2009 the Federal 

Network agency set out stipulations for the 

settlement of balancing groups vis-à-vis the 

transmission system operators, the distribu-

tion system operators, the balancing group 

managers and the suppliers. the rules, most of 

which are to be applied from 1 april 2011, stipu-

late how the costs that the tSos incur through 

the use of system balancing energy, are to be 

settled with the balancing group managers. 

the provisions also set out how and within 

what time limits the dSos must aggregate and 

pass on the data required for settlement. In do-

ing so the Federal Network agency has, for the 

first time, determined a settlement standard 

that is binding across germany and eliminates 

major contentious issues of the settlement 

practice used to date.

Procedures regulation for congestion 

management 

Based on a voluntary agreement (FSv) of the 

transmission system operators, the Federal 

Network agency determined procedures regu-

lations for congestion management in october 

2009. according to this, revenue from conges-

tion management is also considered a perma-

nently non-controllable cost element in the 

sense of the aregv.

the FSv sets out the methods applicable to ca-

pacity calculation, auctions and distribution of 

revenue. according to regulation (ec) 

1228/2003 on the cross-border exchange in 

electricity and the associated congestion man-

agement guidelines the maximum capacity of 

the interconnections and/or the transmission 

networks affecting cross-border flows shall be 

made available to market participants, com-

plying with safety standards of secure network 

operation. In auction procedures the tSos al-

locate to the market participants the techni-

cally available capacity, determined with the 

help of the capacity calculation procedures, as 

usage rights. the usage rights acquired by way 

of auction entitle the market participants to 

transport electric energy between the markets 

separated by network congestion. 

under certain conditions regulated by the FSv 

costs that the transmission system operators 

incur in the case of critical network situations 

(eg threat to system security) for maintaining 

allocated capacity can be financed through 

congestion management revenue. this also ap-

plies to compensation payments that market 

participants receive for necessary curtailments 

of already allocated capacity. In 2008 the rev-

enue german transmission system operators 
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earned from congestion management amount-

ed to a total of approximately €220 million.

NETWORK ACCESS GAS

Merger of market zones

a gas market zone consists of many intercon-

nected networks from different network op-

erators. larger market zones facilitate the gas 

transport for transport customers. one advan-

tage, inter alia, is the elimination of booking 

and nomination procedures for the gas trans-

port to former market zone borders within a 

new, larger market zone cooperation. the re-

duction of market zones therefore results in 

higher liquidity on the gas markets, which in 

turn further stimulates competition on the 

wholesale and retail markets. 

after the previous years had already seen some 

market zone mergers, further transmission sys-

tem operators (gas) merged their market zones 

with effect from 1 october 2009. these mergers 

are the result of difficult cooperation negotia-

tions that were actively accompanied by the 

Federal Network agency. the number of mar-

ket zones has therefore been reduced to six.

the merger involved the h-gas market zone of 

gasunie deutschland transport Services, doNg 

energy pipelines gmbh and Statoilhydro 

deutschland gmbh (formerly the market zone 

“h-gas Norddeutschland”) with the market zone 

of oNtraS - vNg gastransport gmbh and the 

market zone of wingas transport gmbh & co. 

kg. the new market zone is called “gaspool”. 

the balancing group management will be per-

formed by gaSpool Balancing Services gmbh, 

which was established for this purpose. a fur-

ther merger of tSos with market zones span-

ning multiple networks was completed 

between the h-gas market zones of Ncg 

Netconnect germany gmbh & co. kg (bayer-

nets gmbh and e.oN gastransport gmbh), gvS 

Netz gmbh/eni gas transport deutschland 

S.p.a. and grtgaz deutschland gmbh (uni-

formly known as market zone “Ncg”).

a review of previous years reveals a positive 

development in the cooperation of market 

zones which has contributed to breaking down 

a significant barrier to unhindered access to 

the gas network. the Federal Network agency 

will closely observe the continuation of this 

process and continue to support it.

Gas market zones in Germany 2006–2009

1 October 2006 1 October 2007 1 October 2008 1 October 2009

5 5 5 3

19 14 12 6

14 9 7 3H-gas

L-gas

Sum total

Procedures regulation for flow commitments 

the reduction of gas market zones in germany 

leads to an elimination of market zone bor-

ders between the networks involved. In excep-

tional cases this may cause technical problems 

in endeavours to abide by existing freely as-

signable capacity agreements, because the 

free assignability now applies to a larger net-

work area. Flow commitments, which the net-

work operator obtains from transport 
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customers, serve to ensure an increase or re-

duction of the physical gas flow—depending 

on the current level of gas in the affected net-

works—at the points at risk of congestion, in 

order to permanently ensure network stability 

in the entire market zone. these flow commit-

ments ensure adequate interconnection ca-

pacity between parts of the network of the 

new market zone and reduce the gas flow at 

points of physical congestion. they therefore 

help to prevent a reduction of the freely as-

signable capacity in the market zone. 

In a decision dated 10 august 2009 the Federal 

Network agency laid the foundations, for the 

first time, for the admission of costs for flow 

commitments in the context of the market 

zone cooperation Ncg. the cooperation part-

ner bayernets gmbh had committed itself vis-

à-vis the Federal Network agency to observe 

certain principles for the calculation and pro-

curement of the flow commitments that are 

imperative for the market zone cooperation. 

the agency has accepted the voluntary agree-

ment as a basis for effective procedures regula-

tion. In the context of incentive regulation the 

relevant costs are therefore considered perma-

nently non-controllable costs. 

In its voluntary agreement (FSv) bayernets 

gmbh had undertaken to procure flow assur-

ances in a market-led, non-discriminatory and 

transparent manner. there will be regular public 

invitations to tender to which all providers capa-

ble of entering into such commitments affecting 

the bayernets gmbh network may respond. In 

addition ongoing documentation requirements 

for the calculation of necessity ensure that only 

such flow commitments are secured which serve 

to eliminate congestion in the market zone co-

operation. this data is regularly transmitted to 

the Federal Network agency.

In a further decision of 27 November 2009 a 

comparable arrangement was made for the 

flow commitments of gvS Netz gmbh.

Capacity management 

In the german and european gas networks 

there is a lack of bookable transport capacity 

in many places. obviously the currently exist-

ing management procedures are not suitable 

for defusing this situation. against this back-

ground the Federal Network agency has de-

voted itself to the development of key points 

for a new capacity management system both 

at national and international level. the objec-

tive is to improve the usability of existing infra-

structure, to facilitate access to firm capacity, 

and to make short-term gas trade possible. this 

is to further improve the liquidity of the trad-

ing points and to actively drive ahead the inte-

gration of bordering gas markets. 

at international level these considerations are 

to result in european guidelines. at national 

level the objective is to bring about improve-

ments in the area of capacity allocation and 

congestion management, using the frame-

work existing law, to reduce in particular con-

gestion at cross-border coupling points and at 

the borders of market zones. at the end of May 

2009 a benchmark paper on the reorganisation 

of capacity management in the german gas 

market was published for public consultation. 

central aspects of the benchmark paper are the 

standardisation of capacity products, the spe-

cifics of transparent non-discriminatory alloca-

tion procedures, the dynamic capacity 

calculation, and the possibility of overbooking 

in combination with granting a repurchase of 
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capacity and the establishment of a day-ahead 

capacity market. the results of the consultation 

will lead to a determination by the Federal 

Network agency for a capacity management 

system.

Exemptions for new infrastructures 

under the exemption rules of section 28a of 

the energy act (enwg), new interconnections 

between germany and other states, lNg and 

storage systems as well as certain increases in 

the capacity of existing infrastructures can be 

temporarily exempt from the regulations for 

access and charges. In addition to improved 

competition and security of supply section 28a 

enwg demands, inter alia, such a high invest-

ment risk that the investment would not be 

made without this exemption. 

In 2008 the Federal Network agency received 

two applications under section 28a enwg. the 

applicants were opal Nel transport gmbh 

and e.oN ruhrgas Nord Stream 

anbindungsgesellschaft mbh. Both applica-

tions concerned the new pipeline projects 

opal (“ostsee-pipeline-anbindungs-leitung”) 

and Nel (“Norddeutsche erdgasleitung”), 

which are to continue the planned Baltic Sea 

pipeline (Nord Stream) from greifswald on-

shore. the opal is set to run from greifswald to 

the czech republic, near Brandov, the Nel 

from greifswald to rehden in lower Saxony. 

Before making its decision the Federal 

Network agency came to an agreement with 

the Federal cartel office, as required by section 

58 enwg, and consulted the other affected 

member states, as intended in article 22 of 

directive 2003/55/ec (gas). In its decisions of 

25 February 2009 the agency largely exempt-

ed opal from the regulation of network access 

and charges for a period of 22 years from 

commissioning; however, this is subject to 

some supplementary conditions. the exemp-

tion of opal only applies to those gas trans-

ports that transmit the gas from the Nord 

Stream pipeline directly south to the czech 

republic. the exemption does not apply to do-

mestic transports or a possible reverse flow 

from the czech republic to germany. the ap-

plications for Nel were rejected in their entire-

ty since Nel would be a purely national 

pipeline, which cannot be exempt under sec-

tion 28a enwg. In its decisions of 7 July 2009 

the Federal Network agency has supplement-

ed the previously mentioned decisions in ac-

cordance with the advisory opinion of the 

european commission of 12 June 2009 by an 

additional condition for competition.

Injection of biogas

over the years companies have become in-

creasingly interested in injecting biogas into 

the natural gas network. this is particularly 

obvious by the growing number of network 

access requests for biogas processing plants. 

the gas Network access ordinance (gasNZv) 

states as one of its objectives the substitution of 

six billion m3 of natural gas by biogas by 2020 

and ten billion m3 by 2030. the gasNZv envis-

ages privileged access and transport condi-

tions to or into the natural gas network. In 

addition the network operators must grant the 

injectors of biogas extended annual balancing 

at favourable conditions. Network operators 

must pay a remuneration for the injection of 

biogas, which is independent of the pressure 

rating, because the injection is decentralised, 

thus avoiding network charges. compared to 

other european states germany is at the fore-

front of regulating the injection of biogas into 

the natural gas network; so far there are no 

comparable regulations in other eu states. 
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of the 309 network access requests in 2008 

around two thirds came from distribution sys-

tem operators and one third from transmission 

system operators. In eight cases network ac-

cess was refused due to incompatible gas qual-

ity. In addition 26 wholesalers or suppliers 

have requested network access for biogas. the 

overall injection volume for 2008 stood at 

42 m3 of biogas with an average injection ca-

pacity of 510 m3 per hour.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

Monitoring of the equalisation scheme

In the context of monitoring the passing on of 

the costs of remuneration, as required by the 

renewable energy Sources act (eeg), the 

Federal Network agency checks, inter alia, 

whether the electricity suppliers were really 

only charged the remuneration paid in line 

with the eeg, minus the network charges that 

were avoided. around 900 network operators 

and over 1,000 electricity suppliers are obliged 

to electronically transmit to the Federal 

Network agency the eeg end-of-year bill of 

any given year by the 31 May of the following 

year. the network operators have to submit 

this information accurately for each plant. 

In order to ensure more transparency in con-

nection with the eeg data collection and to ac-

commodate public interest in information, the 

Federal Network agency publishes the main 

results of the eeg data collection in an aggre-

gated format. the statistical reports of the end-

of-year bills contain, inter alia, information 

about the installed capacity, injected annual 

power and remuneration paid.

Plants remunerated according to EEG, 2005–2008
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Notification of photovoltaic plants 

Since 1 January 2009 operators of photovoltaic 

plants (pv plants) have been obliged to notify 

the Federal Network agency of the location 

and capacity of their plant. otherwise the net-

work operator is not obliged to pay remunera-

tion for the electricity. this obligation of 

notification applies to all pv plants commis-

sioned since 2009. From January to mid-de-

cember 2009 the Federal Network agency has 

received around 150,000 data notifications. 

the agency now provides a registration form 

on its website. 

Based on the sum total of the notified installed 

capacity, the agency calculates the degression 

and remuneration rates for pv plants being 

newly commissioned in the following year. on 

30 october 2009 the agency, in consultation 

with the competent Federal Ministry, pub-

lished the digression and remuneration rates 

for pv plants being commissioned in 2010 in 

the Federal gazette. the sum total of the newly 

installed capacity in the reference period sig-

nificantly exceeded the threshold envisaged by 

the law for an increased digression so that, in 

line with the provisions of the eeg, the remu-

neration rates for 2010 are respectively nine or 

eleven percent lower, depending on the type 

and size of the plant.

Direct marketing of RE power

the amended renewable energy Sources act 

(eeg) gives plant operators the opportunity to 

directly market re power. each calendar 

month the operators can sell the power from 

renewable energy sources (re power), gener-

ated in their plant, to third parties, provided 

they have notified the network operators of 

this at the beginning of each preceding calen-

dar month. For plant operators who do not 

claim remuneration in accordance with the 

regulations of the amended eeg for electricity 

from renewable energy sources, but instead 

sell this to third parties, an obligation was im-

posed in 2009 to notify the Federal Network 

agency electronically by 31 May each year 

about the amount of electricity concerned. 

a first analysis of the eeg data collection for 

2008 reveals some trends in the direct mar-

keting of electricity from renewable energy 

sources. In 2008 it was mostly electricity from 

hydroelectric power, biomass, gas and wind 

energy plants that was marketed directly, in 

particular from wind energy plants older 

than ten years. In their role as buyers of di-

rectly marketed eeg amounts, less than one 

percent of electricity suppliers use the oppor-

tunity to apply for exemption from the man-

datory purchase of electricity remunerated in 

line with the eeg. 

Equalisation mechanism ordinance

the objective of the equalisation Mechanism 

ordinance of 17 July 2009 (ausglMechv) is to 

pass on re power to the final consumers as ef-

ficiently and transparently as possible. 

Since 1 January 2010 there has been no physical 

transmission of re power from transmission 

system operators to the electricity suppliers. 

Since then there has only been a financial 

equalisation. the abolition of the physical 

equalisation and the related enhancement of 

the eeg band lead to a more cost-effective and 

for the electricity suppliers less risky re equali-

sation. the electricity suppliers are no longer 

obliged to purchase re power from the trans-

mission system operators. Instead the tSos sell 

re power directly at the exchange. the reve-

nue from the sale of re power at 
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the exchange is likely to be less than the sum 

total of the marketing costs and the remuner-

ation paid to the plant operators. as part of the 

re surcharge the transmission system opera-

tors can pass on the remaining difference to 

the electricity suppliers. 

the ausglMechv empowers the Federal 

Network agency to pass an implementation 

ordinance in agreement with the competent 

federal ministries. the subject of this imple-

mentation ordinance will be in particular the 

requirements for the marketing of the quanti-

ties of electricity and the incentives for the best 

possible marketing of re power. If strict adher-

ence to the marketing obligations was, for 

once, to result in extremely negative exchange 

prices due to an initial market failure, and thus 

to undue burdens, a short-term interim solu-

tion should provide the opportunity for a de-

viation from the provisions for marketing 

under certain conditions. 

Furthermore the ausglMechv has assigned 

the Federal Network agency direct responsi-

bilities and powers for monitoring the mar-

keting of re power and for the calculation, 

determination, publication, and passing on  

of the re surcharge. 

Significance of the RE surcharge for the 

electricity price

on 15 october 2009 the transmission system 

operators have, for the first time, calculated 

the re surcharge pursuant to the ausglMechv. 

the re surcharge is incorporated into the cal-

culation of the electricity price of the electric-

ity suppliers for the year 2010. In November/

december 2009 some companies held out the 

prospect of a price reduction to their custom-

ers. however, many providers announced an 

increase of their prices and justified this  

in many cases with an increase in the re 

surcharge. 

For 2010 an amount of 2.047 ct/kwh was calcu-

lated for the re surcharge. In 2009 the re sur-

charge stood at about 1.2 ct/kwh (as of Nov. 

2009). In isolation this would be an increase of 

0.8 ct/kwh. the increase of the average re re-

muneration from 13.52 ct/kwh to 14.0 ct/kwh 

and the increased re injection from 74 twh to 

90 twh increase the re surcharge by just un-

der 0.4 ct/kwh. an increase of approximately 

0.3 ct/kwh in the so-called differential costs 

contributes further to the rise of the re sur-

charge. these differential costs are the result 

of the difference between the average re re-

muneration and the average electricity pur-

chasing costs. the cause for the increase in the 

differential costs is primarily the decrease of 

the energy exchange prices from 6.88 ct/kwh 

to 5.37 ct/kwh. the so-called profile service 

costs of approximately €384.5 million increase 

the re surcharge approximately by a further 

0.1 ct/kwh. to date these costs were included 

in the network charges.

however, for the overall calculation of the 

electricity prices reverse effects must also be 

taken into account. with the abolition of 

physical equalisation from 1 January 2010 

network charges will no longer include the 

costs of eeg enhancement, resulting in a re-

duction of approximately 0.3 ct/kwh for an av-

erage household customer. In addition the 

decrease of the average energy exchange pric-

es resulted in a decrease of the general pro-

curement costs of electricity suppliers. a 

rational procurement strategy would there-

fore at least neutralise the effect of decreasing 
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energy exchange prices on the development of 

the differential costs. 

after netting the reverse effects it can be as-

sumed that the costs for the consumer in 2010 

will be approximately 0.2 ct/kwh, caused by the 

increasing expansion of renewable energy 

sources. By changing over to electricity suppliers 

that have announced or carried out price cuts, 

the consumer can still benefit from the in-

creased procurement conditions, despite a 

slight increase in the re surcharge. otherwise 

the price development at the energy exchange 

in recent years indicates that the final consumer 

prices for electricity would have to decrease in 

2010, if the energy suppliers had opted in 2009 

and 2010 for a simply linear, i.e. rather conserva-

tive procurement strategy for two or three years 

in advance and in doing so had consistently pur-

chased electricity from the energy exchange. 
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NETWORK CHARGES

Approval procedures pursuant to section 

23a EnWG

In 2009 the Federal Supreme court (Bgh) once 

again decided upon a number of appeals on 

points of law regarding the approval of net-

work charges under section 23a of the energy 

act (enwg). the Bgh affirmed the Federal 

Network agency’s interpretation of the law on 

major points. 

according to the ruling of the Bgh the net-

work operators are subject to substantial du-

ties of cooperation and elucidation in many 

areas, as set out in section 23a enwg. 

planning costs for repair and maintenance 

work, for example, are only to be admitted on 

the basis of consolidated findings. pursuant to 

section 3 ( 1) sentence 4 clause 2 of the gas 

Network charges ordinance (gasNev) consoli-

dated findings exist if objective evidence can 

be used to infer conclusively that costs equiva-

lent to the budgeted amount are highly likely 

to arise (ref. envr 06/08). 

In the context of calculating the actual re-

placement value of the fixed assets the net-

work operator is obliged, with respect to the 

allocation of individual groups of assets to cer-

tain series and the correctness of the individual 

index series, to designate individual groups of 

assets, to point out their incorrect allocation to 

the wIBera index series and to reprimand as a 

procedural error any failure by the court of ap-

peal to pass on information (ref. envr 06/08).

Book values of the current assets must be cor-

rected on the basis of their requirement for op-

erations. as part of his duty of cooperation 

pursuant to section 23a enwg the network op-

erator must present and prove in a transparent 

manner the circumstances from which the re-

quirement of the current assets for operations 

result. the network operator must offer a feasi-

ble explanation why the accounts receivable 

are necessary for the network operations (ref. 

envr 27/08, envr 06/08 and envr 76/07).

In the context of determining the equity in the 

case of a lease, network operators hiring capi-

tal equipment necessary for operations can 

only claim those costs or cost elements, in line 
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with section 4 (5) gasNev, that would arise if 

the operator was the owner of the equipment 

(ref. envr 79/07). 

the costs of an energy saving promotion (en-

ergy saving vouchers for the purchase of par-

ticularly energy efficient household goods) 

cannot be admitted as costs of the network 

(ref. envr 16/08).

the Federal Network agency’s interpretation 

of the law in terms of the annual depreciation 

of the fixed assets (ref. envr 6/08 and ref. envr 

76/07), of the valuation of the equity required 

for operations (ref. envr 79/07) and the level of 

interest rate for equity that exceeds the per-

missible equity ratio (risk loading) (ref. envr 

6/08, envr 76/07 and envr 79/07) was not af-

firmed by the Bgh. 

after a remittal by the Federal Supreme court 

(Bgh) the level of interest rate for equity that 

exceeds the permissible equity ratio (risk load-

ing) shall now be determined by the original 

courts, the higher regional courts koblenz 

and Nuremberg (ref. 6 w 594/06 kart, 6 w 

595/06 kart, 6 w 605/06 kart; 1 w 1516/07). the 

higher regional court (olg) koblenz is taking 

evidence by requesting an expert opinion. the 

decisions are still pending. 

the olg Schleswig-holstein has decided that 

the Federal Network agency shall (once again) 

determine the interest rate on borrowings in 

accordance with the provisions of section 5 ( 2) 

gasNev. contrary to the Bgh’s opinion the 

agency has some limited methodical discre-

tion as set out in the provision of section 5 ( 2) 

gasNev and the standards of socio-scientific 

correctness (ref.: 16 kart 1/09). this decision is 

not yet final and absolute. 

In its decision of 21 december 2009 (ref. 1 Bvr 

2738/08) the Federal constitutional court re-

fused to make a decision on the constitutional 

complaint of a company against the Bgh’s de-

cision on skimming off additional proceeds. 

In the opinion of the Federal constitutional 

court the order regarding retrospective net-

ting of additional proceeds neither violates 

the fundamental rights of the network opera-

tor (articles 12 and 24 german Basic law (gg)) 

nor does it infringe the constitutional princi-

ple that measures should not have retroactive 

effects or the principle of protection for reli-

ance on existing law.

Individual network charges 

In 2009 the Bgh also debated about the require-

ments for the approval of individual network 

charges pursuant to section 19 (2) sentence 2 of 

the electricity Network charges ordinance 

(StromNev). It addressed in particular the ques-

tion of which year is the last complete calendar 

year. the Bgh decided that the last calendar 

year in terms of section 19 ( 2) sentence 2 

StromNev shall be interpreted as the last calen-

dar year completed before the offer of an indi-

vidual network charge. the Federal Network 

agency was compelled to revoke its notice and 

to issue a new notice (ref. envr 15/09). 

Approval requirement pursuant to the 

Energy Act (EnWG)

the higher regional court (olg) düsseldorf 

has decided that the traction network is sub-

ject to the regulation of charges pursuant to 

the enwg. therefore dB energie gmbh must 

apply to the Federal Network agency for an 

approval of its charges based on costs (ref.: vI-3 

kart 61/09 [v]). dB energie gmbh has appealed 

against this decision. 
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the Federal Supreme court affirmed the 

Federal Network agency’s interpretation that 

the withdrawal of electricity from the trans-

mission system by means of pumped storage 

plants must be taken into consideration for the 

approval of network charges (ref. envr 56/08). 

NETWORK CONNECTION OBLIGATION 

PURSUANT TO SECTION 17 ENWG

the Bgh affirmed in the last instance that the 

notice by the Federal Network agency regard-

ing the network connection obligation set out 

in section 17 (1 and 2) enwg is lawful (ref. envr 

48/08). the agency denied the right to refuse 

connection, without making any errors of law. 

Section 17 (1) enwg forms the basis for a com-

prehensive right of connection to the network. 

the user has the basic right to determine the 

network or substation level at which he is to be 

connected to the upstream network. pursuant 

to section 17 (2) enwg a connection to the net-

work may be denied in exceptional cases, if the 

network operator proves that in a specific case 

the connection is impossible or unreasonable 

for him. 

FACILITY NETWORKS PURSUANT TO SEC-

TION 110 ENWG

the Bgh had to decide whether an industrial 

park had the characteristics of a facility net-

work in terms of section 110 enwg. 

Following the decision of the european court 

of Justice (cf. eugh ruling of 22 May 2008 

c-439/06) the Bgh left open whether section 

110 (1) No. 1 enwg (operational network or 

company network) is not applicable in its en-

tirety due to violations of community law, 

whether the regulations in section 110 (1) No. 2 

and 3 enwg comply with european law and 

whether their interpretation in line with direc-

tives would be possible. 

Instead the Bgh based its decision (ref. envr 

55/08) on the fact that in any case the substan-

tive requirements of the national standard of 

section 110 (1) No. 2 enwg do not exist. the Bgh 

denied the existence of a “common superordi-

nate business purpose”. this would assume a 

functional connection between the final con-

sumers connected to the network, which would 

have to be aimed at providing interrelated and 

interdependent services for which the final 

consumers act as one unit on the outside. 

It would not be sufficient for users to cooperate 

with the objective of simply realising their own 

individual purposes with mutual benefits. 

with this ruling the Bgh affirmed the Federal 

Network agency’s interpretation of the law. 

Following this ruling by the Bgh, the olg 

düsseldorf also denied the facility network 

character of one energy supply network for a 

shopping centre (ref. vI-3 kart 45/08 [v]). the 

matter of the unlawfulness of the regulations 

section 110 (1) No. 2 and 3 enwg in terms of 

european law was left open, since the substan-

tive requirements of the only element qualified 

for an exemption under section 110 (1) No. 2 

enwg did not exist. the appeal to the Bgh was 

not admitted. an appeal for refusal of leave to 

appeal was lodged against this decision. 

GABI GAS 

the olg düsseldorf has rejected two appeals 

against a determination on the Balancing 

Services and Balancing rules in the gas Sector 

(gaBi gas) as inadmissible due to lack of the 
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right to appeal. In addition the olg has decid-

ed that the appeal against the model for the 

central procurement of system balancing en-

ergy, described in appendix 2 of the determi-

nation, is not permissible because—as the 

determination states very clearly—it has no 

 legal effect. the Federal Network agency had 

simply used its competence to issue recom-

mendations and suggested a specific proce-

dure to the market (ref. vI-3 kart 25/08 [v], vI-3 

kart 26/08 [v]). In both proceedings appeals on 

a point of law were filed at the Federal 

Supreme court (Bgh).

GELI GAS AND GPKE

after the higher regional court (olg) 

düsseldorf had already rejected the appeal of 

a universal supplier against the determina-

tion regarding “Business processes for 

Switching gas Supplier” (geli gas)—in par-

ticular against the allocation of an active un-

assigned take-off point to the balancing 

group of the universal supplier—because the 

allocation was in line with the assessment by 

the legislator in sections 36 and 38 enwg and 

did not show any signs of abuse of discretion 

(ref. vI-3 kart 213/07 [v]), the universal sup-

plier’s appeal to the Bgh was now also unsuc-

cessful (ref. envr 14/09). the Bgh has 

therefore affirmed the lawfulness of the 

Federal Network agency’s decision. 

of the original seven appeals against the 

threatened imposition of an administrative 

fine for the non-implementation or late imple-

mentation of the provisions contained in the 

Business processes for Supplying customers 

with electricity (gpke), one appeal was decid-

ed upon in the main matter. this decision is 

already final and absolute (ref. vI-3 kart 45/08 

[v]). the olg düsseldorf found that the Federal 

Network agency has used its discretion in the 

application of administrative coercion lawful-

ly. the agency intended to create a lawful sta-

tus quo already by this enforceable order, 

which imposes upon the affected party an obli-

gation to act, tolerate or desist. In order to pre-

vent its enforceable order coming to nothing, 

the agency can use means to enforce adminis-

trative acts. the remaining appeals were with-

drawn and are therefore resolved. 

DETERMINATION OF REVENUE CAPS

In 2009 the Federal Network agency received 

a large number of complaints (approximately 

400 proceedings including the participation 

procedures pursuant to section 79 (2 enwg))

against the determination of revenue caps and 

the preceding calculation of efficiency values. 

In 2009 appeals against this determination 

were already dealt with in oral hearings be-

fore the higher regional courts (olg) 

Stuttgart, thuringia, and Naumburg. all ap-

peals before the olg Stuttgart against the de-

termination of revenue caps were withdrawn 

after the hearing. 

By the end of 2009 the olg Naumburg had 

ruled in two cases (ref. 1 w 1/09 and 1 w 6/09). 

with the exception of the general productivity 

factor in that sector, the olg Naumburg af-

firmed the lawfulness of the agency’s position 

in the points appealed. the agency as the in-

terested party has appealed against this deci-

sion to the Federal Supreme court (Bgh). 

the other competent olgs will deal with the 

appeals against the determination of revenue 

caps in oral hearings, starting in early 2010. 
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PENDING PROCEEDINGS

In 2009 the Federal Network agency’s deter-

mination on the price indices for the calcula-

tion of actual replacement values pursuant to 

section 6 (3) StromNev and gasNev and the 

agency’s determination on the equity interest 

rate pursuant to section 7 (6) Strom Nev and 

gasNev were heard by the olg düsseldorf. the 

olg düsseldorf is currently taking evidence in 

these proceedings by requesting expert opin-

ions. In a decision of 1 october 2009 (ref. 16 

kart 2/09) the olg Schleswig-holstein already 

affirmed the lawfulness of the determination 

on the equity interest rate in most points. the 

only objection was the inclusion of two compa-

nies in the calculation of the risk factor, which 

is relevant to the assessment of the risk supple-

ment. the Federal Network agency has ap-

pealed against this decision to the Federal 

Supreme court. 

the olg düsseldorf heard a further eight, of 

originally ten, appeals by transmission system 

operators on the matter of the calculation of 

tariffs pursuant to section 3 (2) in conjunction 

with section 19 gasNev. In six cases the court 

has already affirmed the agency’s interpreta-

tion of the law. according to this the complain-

ants have failed to provide the necessary 

evidence that their supraregional transmission 

systems are, for the most part, exposed to effec-

tive existing or potential pipeline competition. 

they are therefore obliged to submit an appli-

cation for approval of their charges for access 

to the gas network, as set out in section 23a 

enwg (ref. I-3 kart 48, 57, 58, 59, 63, 73/08 [v]). 

the appeal to the Bgh was admitted. one hear-

ing will be dealt with in an oral hearing in ear-

ly 2010, while another appeal was withdrawn.

two main proceedings against the exemptions 

for the gas pipeline opal pursuant to section 

28a enweg are also still pending. the sum-

mary applications against the exemptions 

were dealt with in an oral hearing by the olg 

düsseldorf in mid-december 2009. after the 

olg düsseldorf had expressed considerable 

concerns regarding the admissibility of the 

summary applications, these were withdrawn 

(ref. vI-3 kart 193, 194/09 [v]). 

44 network operators have appealed to the 

olg düsseldorf against the refusal by the 

Federal Network agency to accept the volun-

tary agreement on the procurement of trans-

mission losses as an effective procedures 

regulation in terms of section 11 of the 

Incentive regulation ordinance (aregv). 

Following hearings nine appeals have already 

been rejected.

Furthermore, 29 appeals against the approval 

of investment budgets pursuant to section 23 

aregv are still pending at the olg düsseldorf. 

at the end of 2009 a total of 770 court proceed-

ings in the energy sector were still pending. 

547 appeals were directed against the Federal 

Network agency. In 223 proceedings the 

agency is legally involved pursuant to sec-

tion 79 (2) enwg.
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KEY TRENDS

the year 2009 for railways was characterised by 

the general economic crisis. rail freight trans-

port experienced significant declines in traffic 

volumes and sales revenues. Nevertheless, 

deutsche Bahn ag’s (dB ag) competitors in the 

rail freight transport sector managed to hold 

their own and further expand their market 

share even in this difficult market environ-

ment. rail passenger transport, however, was 

little affected by economic developments. 

the globalisation of the railway market contin-

ued in 2009. dB ag took over two freight trans-

port companies in poland and won a tender for 

the operation of suburban railways in Sweden. 

SNcF, the French state railway, took over the 

business activities outside of France of a major 

private competitor of dB ag in the rail freight 

transport sector, thereby strengthening its posi-

tion in the international freight business. 

Furthermore, it announced its intention to offer 

long-distance rail passenger transport services in 

germany in the future via a german subsidiary. 

SALES REVENUES

For 2009, the Federal Network agency expects 

to see a decline in revenue for the german rail 

transport market of just under 5 percent by 

€0.8 billion to €16.3 billion. the decline is at-

tributable solely to the trend in the rail freight 

transport market. according to initial esti-

mates, revenue in this sector decreased from 

€4.7 billion (2008) to €3.9 billion. this repre-

sents a 17 percent  reduction. as far back as the 

last quarter of 2008, the rail freight transport 

sector had to contend with significant declines 

in new orders. the difficult situation deterio-

rated further in the first half of 2009. Signs of a 

slight recovery did not appear until the second 

half of 2009. however, even in this sector, rev-

enues were significantly lower than those of 

the corresponding period in the previous year. 

In the long-distance rail passenger transport 

sector, revenue stagnated at €3.6 billion. a 

slight decline in passenger numbers was offset 

by rail fare increases at the time of the timetable 

switch in december 2008. In the short-distance 
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rail passenger transport sector, railway under-

takings generated revenue of €8.8 billion. as 

services in the short-distance passenger trans-

port sector are normally ordered on behalf of 

the länder and receive financial subsidies, this 

sector proved resistant to the economic crisis. 

transport contracts that are generally of a 

lengthy duration in conjunction with steady 

passenger numbers helped to ensure that the 

revenue volume remained constant in this mar-

ket segment.

Revenue in the rail transport market 2005–2009

€ billion

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e

7.9 8.3 8.6 8.8 8.8

3.1
3.3

3.4
3.6 3.6

4.0

4.4
4.6

4.7
3.9

15.0

16.0
16.6

16.3

17.1

* Incl. user charges paid by the public transport authorities

Rail freight transportShort-distance rail passenger transport* Long-distance rail passenger transport
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TRAFFIC TRENDS

the previous years’ trend of steadily increasing 

transport performance both in passenger and 

in freight transport could not be sustained in 

2009, as revealed in the provisional informa-

tion provided by the Federal Statistical office. 

the economic environment caused massive 

declines in the volume of freight carried in the 

rail freight transport sector. the transport per-

formance recorded in 2008 was not achieved in 

the long-distance rail passenger transport sec-

tor either. 

For the rail freight transport sector, the Federal 

Statistical office expects a transport perform-

ance of around 96 billion ton kilometres in 

2009. this is equivalent to a decline of approxi-

mately 17 percent compared with the previous 

year’s figure. although freight volumes rose 

again from the middle of the year onwards, the 

level reached was only around the 2005 figure. 

the predicted transport performance in the 

long-distance rail passenger transport sector 

of 35 billion passenger kilometres is also lower 

than the previous year’s figure. For the short-

distance rail passenger transport sector, how-

ever, the Federal Statistical office expects the 

previous year’s figure of around 46 billion pas-

senger kilometres to be reached once again. 

COMPETITIVE TRENDS

the fact that in a difficult economic environ-

ment still more railway undertakings met the 

necessary entry requirements confirms that, 

from the companies’ perspective, the market 

continues to offer potential. at the end of 2009, 

386 public railway undertakings were regis-

Transport performance in the railway 

market 2002–2009

Freight transport

Long-distance passenger transport

tkm = ton kilometres
pkm = passenger kilometres
* Average growth per year
** Updated figure
Source: Federal Network Agency, Federal Statistical Office

Billion pkm

33 32 32 34 35 34
36 35

1%*

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e

Short-distance passenger transport

Billion pkm

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e

3%*

38 40 41 42 44 45 46 46

Billion tkm 2%*

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e

81 85
92 95

107
115 116**

96
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tered with the Federal railway authority, nine 

more than in the previous year. 

dB Schenker rail ag, which is well-positioned 

in the freight business and has been particu-

larly affected by the economic crisis, was again 

forced to surrender market share to competi-

tors in 2009. It still accounted for 75 percent of 

the total transport performance in the german 

rail freight transport market. Its competitors 

accounted for 25 percent. the broad range of 

providers, the large number of different busi-

ness models and companies’ flexibility helped 

to prevent the slump in the rail freight trans-

port sector from being even greater. 

competitors’ share of the long-distance rail pas-

senger transport segment continued to stagnate 

at under one percent in 2009. however, there 

are initial signs of more movement in this mar-

ket segment. two of the dB group’s competitors 

have announced independently of one another 

that they intend to offer selected individual con-

nections in the area of long-distance transport 

in germany from 2010 and 2011, respectively. 

the Federal Network agency views this as an 

important signal to the market and hopes that it 

will result in a revival of the stagnating competi-

tive trend. 

In the short-distance rail passenger transport 

sector, according to the Federal Network 

agency’s initial estimates, competitors mean-

while accounted for twelve percent of the total 

transport performance in 2009 and hence al-

most one in every eight passenger kilometres. 

this percentage can be expected to increase 

further in the future as around two-thirds of 

the transport performance in germany is to be 

reallocated in the coming five years. It remains 

to be seen, however, whether in terms of the 

large number and scope of services to be pro-

vided under the expected tenders a sufficient 

number of offers are actually received in each 

case. Financing, vehicle availability and capac-

ity of railway undertakings could represent po-

tential bottlenecks in this regard. 

Competition in the railway  

market 2002–2009

tkm = ton kilometres
pkm = passenger kilometres
Source: Federal Network Agency, DB AG, Federal Statistical Office

Competitors’ share

DB AG’s share

Freight transport

%

%

81 85 92 95 107 115 116 96
Billion 
tkm
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95 93 90 86 84 80 79 75
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Short-distance passenger transport

%

%

38 40 41 42 44 45 46 46
Billion 
pkm

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e
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96 96 95 94 91 90 90 88

Long-distance passenger transport

%

%

33 32 32 34 35 34 36 35
Billion 
pkm
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99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
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RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

In an annual market survey, the Federal Network 

agency also gives railway undertakings the op-

portunity to assess market-relevant criteria. the 

questions cover key aspects of access to infra-

structure, operations and charging structures 

and levels. In addition, companies can assess 

existing and potential market development and 

competitive barriers. 

the fairness and the structure of infrastructure 

usage charges have frequently been the focus of 

criticism by the companies surveyed. these 

charges represent a major cost factor for the 

provision of transport services. on average, in-

frastructure usage charges account for around 

30 percent of the total costs of a railway under-

taking; in the short-distance rail passenger 

transport sector (including station charges/pric-

es), they account for over 50 percent in some 

cases. In all transport segments, increases in 

charges therefore have a direct impact on rail-

way undertakings’ total costs as well as on their 

pricing, profitability and competitiveness rela-

tive to other transport operators. 

In the current survey, the companies also criti-

cally assessed the quality of the railway network 

and the situation regarding network expansion. 

Numerous companies surveyed found fault with 

the steady removal of sidings. railway undertak-

ings referred to the fact that they did not have 

sufficient influence on railway infrastructure 

companies’ expansion and removal plans. they 

said that infrastructure capacity planning was 

mainly geared to the operating concepts of dB 

ag’s transport subsidiaries. 

the Federal Network agency continues to note 

an increasing possibility of conflict regarding 

dB ag’s sales and pricing systems in the area of 

passenger transport. the group in effect has a 

monopoly position in this sector which is not 

adequately taken into account in the current 

regulatory framework. 

For potential competitors in the long-distance 

rail passenger transport sector, this is com-

pounded by the fact that there is a lack of plan-

ning certainty with regard to infrastructure 

capacity. however, long-term commitments in 

respect of cycles, time slots and integration 

with short-distance rail passenger transport 

play an important role in terms of the prospects 

of success for a planned long-distance rail pas-

senger transport service. however, dB Netz ag 

does not currently feel it is in a position to make 

long-term commitments to market entrants 

regarding lead times. 

USAGE CHARGES

the prices for using the railway infrastructure 

increased further in 2009. Since 2002, the aver-

age train path price paid per train kilometre in 

the long-distance rail passenger transport sector 

has increased by 31 percent, in the rail freight 

transport sector by 28 percent and in the short-

distance rail passenger transport sector by 17 

percent. By contrast, the general rate of inflation 

during this period was 12 percent. 

a comparison of train path price trends with 

trends in relation to the specific costs of rail-

way infrastructure companies (“input prices”) 

also highlights the high rate of increases in 

train path prices. wissenschaftliches Institut 

für Infrastruktur- und kommunikationsdienst 

(wIk) (Scientific Institute for communication 

Services) has developed an index which cov-

ers the typical cost structure of railway 
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infrastructure companies and incorporates 

weighted sub-indices for the relevant cost 

blocks. Based on these considerations, the in-

put prices for railway infrastructure 

companies increased by around 9 percent be-

tween 2002 and 2009, meaning they still re-

mained below the general rate of inflation.

Average train path price per train kilometre (DB Netz AG) 2002–2009

* Calculated as a quotient of the train path prices and operating performance of DB subsidiaries as per services billed
2002 = 100
Source: Federal Network Agency, DB AG, Federal Statistical Office, WIK

Inflation (+12%) Railway infrastructure company input prices (+9%)

Short-distance rail passenger transport (+17%)Long-distance rail passenger transport (+31%) Rail freight transport (+28%)

Indexed*
135

125

115

105

95

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009e

the average revenue per train stop (dB Station 

& Service ag) also rose significantly. whereas it 

amounted to €4.14 in 2002, in 2008 it was al-

ready €4.82. For 2009, the Federal Network 

agency expects average revenue of just under 

€5. hence, overall, the average revenue rose by 

approximately 20 percent between 2002 and 

2009.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF RAILWAY REGULATIONS

railway infrastructure companies that have 

access to the railway infrastructure are subject 

to a number of specific regulations. railway 

infrastructure operators are required to draw 

up and publish a so-called Network Statement 

(SNB) and operators of service facilities a so-

called Service Facilities Statement (NBS). In 

2008, around 63 percent of railway infrastruc-

ture operators and 42 percent of operators of 

service facilities drew up relevant terms of use. 

Some of the railway infrastructure companies, 

usually small operators, have not yet drawn up 

relevant codes of rules. the Federal Network 

agency therefore once again drew these rail-

way infrastructure companies’ attention to 

their statutory obligations. the Federal 

Network agency also advised companies on 

drawing up terms of use and assisted the 

association of german transport companies 

(verband deutscher verkehrsunternehmen 

(vdv)) in developing “model Network 

Statements”, which railway infrastructure 

companies can use as a template for drawing 

up their own terms of use.

Besides drawing up terms of use, railway infra-

structure companies are also required to pro-

duce price lists for the services they offer. over 

95 percent of the railway infrastructure opera-

tors that have drawn up terms of use have also 

produced relevant price lists. the figure for op-

erators of service facilities is 80 percent.

Average revenue per station stop (DB Station & Service AG) 2002–2009

* Calculated as a quotient of the station prices and station stops
2002 = 100
Source: Federal Network Agency, DB AG, Federal Statistical Office, WIK

Railway infrastructure company input prices (+9%)Stations (+20%) Inflation (+12%)

Indexed*
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125

115
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95
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ACCESS TO THE RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

Association of German Transport Companies’ 

model Network Statements

together with the association of german 

transport companies and different railway 

infrastructure companies, the Federal Network 

agency has developed an up-to-date model for 

Network Statements in order to facilitate uni-

form and complete codes of rules nationwide. 

It constitutes a recommendation to railway 

infrastructure operators, who are legally re-

quired to draw up a Network Statement. 

the model avoids wording that gives railway 

infrastructure operators discretionary scope. 

this ensures that parties with the right of ac-

cess receive equal treatment and that there is 

no discrimination with regard to the granting 

of access to the infrastructure. advice on how 

to formulate the company-specific special sec-

tion of the Network Statement is also provided 

by way of assistance to railway infrastructure 

operators. a large number of railway infra-

structure companies have revised or amended 

their own Network Statements with the aid of 

this template. 

Network Statements of DB Netz AG 

railway infrastructure operators have to sub-

mit envisaged amendments to or revisions of 

their terms of use and price lists to the Federal 

Network agency. the Federal Network agency 

may object to the envisaged amendments with-

in four weeks unless the provisions are compat-

ible with the railway regulations, in particular 

non-discriminatory network access.

on 20 october 2009, dB Netz ag submitted 

its envisaged amendments to its Network 

Statement to the Federal Network agency for 

review. In the new version planned for 2011, 

numerous corporate guidelines had been re-

moved from the Network Statement even 

though these guidelines contain important 

technical, operational and legal 
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specifications. this would, consequently, 

make it possible to introduce drastic changes 

at short notice. this would deprive railway 

undertakings of planning certainty and 

make it more difficult for the Federal 

Network agency to carry out an effective 

review.

changes to technical specifications may, for ex-

ample, result in the need to convert vehicles, 

burdening railway undertakings with significant 

costs and a lead-up time for these conversions. 

there would be no need to investigate whether 

changes to technical specifications could also 

have a discriminatory effect if the guidelines 

were removed from the Network Statement. 

If operational specifications are included  

in amendments made to codes of rules, the 

Federal Network agency is of the view that the 

financial impact on railway undertakings, for 

instance for training personnel, also needs to be 

taken into account. If legal regulations are 

amended, the distribution of risk must not be 

shifted one-sidedly to the detriment of railway 

undertakings. this could worsen railway un-

dertakings’ competitive position vis-à-vis other 

transport operators. 

consequently, in a decision handed down on 

17 November 2009, the Federal Network agency 

opposed the removal of guidelines from the 

Network Statement where they have an impact 

on railway undertakings. dB Netz ag filed an 

objection against this decision and filed a sum-

mary application for the granting of suspensive 

effect to the objection. 

Train path application system TPN

In its Network Statement for 2010, dB Netz ag 

had already announced that, from the 2011 net-

work schedule onwards, it would only accept 

applications for train paths via the “trassenportal 

dB Netz” (tpN) (dB Netz train path portal) ap-

plication system. however, the company with-

drew this change on account of the objections 

raised by the Federal Network agency and by 

parties with the right of access. the tpN is in-

tended to ensure comprehensive communica-

tion with regard to train path applications. this 

includes submissions of offers or rejections by 

railway infrastructure operators as well as ac-

ceptance or rejection by railway undertakings.

Since 2008, the Federal Network agency has con-

ducted several hearings with dB Netz ag regard-

ing the tpN. during the hearings, it emerged that 

there are different access paths for railway under-

takings: for external railway undertakings, access 

is via the Internet whereas for internal railway 

undertakings, it is via the intranet. hence, it is not 

possible to rule out discrimination via the access 

paths. the Federal Network agency therefore 

requested identical access paths to the tpN as 

well as a self-explanatory guide that complies 

with the terms used in the rail Infrastructure 

usage regulations (eisenbahninfrastruktur-

Benutzungsverordnung (eIBv)). It further re-

quested, inter alia, the sending of an electronic 

proof of receipt of a train path application by dB 

Netz ag as well as the incorporation of the guide 

into the Network Statement.

although no agreement was reached, dB Netz 

ag published its envisaged changes to the tpN 

online as part of the current comments by rail-

way undertakings regarding the Network 

Statement. In doing so, it confirmed its inten-

tion to only permit applications for train paths 
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in relation to the 2011 network schedule being 

filed via the tpN. a number of railway under-

takings then once again expressed their mis-

givings. the Federal Network agency also 

repeated its demands. dB Netz ag responded 

by removing the envisaged mandatory intro-

duction of the tpN from the amendments to 

the 2011 Network Statement submitted to the 

Federal Network agency pursuant to Section 

14d of the general railway act (allgemeines 

eisenbahngesetz) (aeg).

Infrastructure connection contracts

In 2009, dB Netz ag concluded an infrastruc-

ture connection contract with pkp, the largest 

polish infrastructure manager. this contract 

regulates the transition from the german to 

the polish railway network and includes pre-

cise provisions relating to individual border 

crossing points. 

as the infrastructure connection contract or 

supplementary agreements based thereupon 

regulate the terms of use for the railway infra-

structure, the prohibition of discrimination 

under railway law, including the duty of trans-

parency, must be complied with. the Federal 

Network agency has, for this reason, required 

dB Netz ag to submit the agreements conclud-

ed with the polish infrastructure manager. only 

then can they be reviewed in order to ascertain 

whether parties with the right of access are 

 being discriminated against. 

the Federal Network agency is reviewing the 

provisions that have been submitted to it. Besides 

this, the Federal Network agency also intends to 

have dB Netz ag submit to it for review the infra-

structure connection contracts it has concluded 

with other infrastructure managers in neigh-

bouring countries.

ACCESS TO SERVICE FACILITIES

Terms of use

In 2009 the Federal Network agency once again 

examined a large number of Service Facilities 

Statements and advised individual infrastruc-

ture managers who were drawing up Service 

Facilities Statements, pointing out potential 

legal infringements. For the most part, this pre-

vented complaints from being lodged against 

envisaged amendments. In this context, impor-

tant issues included sets of operational/techni-

cal rules, service facilities, goods terminals and 

autozug (car train) terminals.

when examining and objecting to envisaged 

amendments to the Service Facilities Statements 

of dB Netz ag, similar to the Network Statements, 

the main focus was on abolishing sets of technical 

rules. Service Facilities Statements must also con-

tain the operational and technical provisions for 

service facilities that are relevant for access.

companies operating mainly as railway under-

takings are also obliged to issue terms of use and 

price lists for service facilities. after the obliga-

tion had been imposed on dB regio ag in 2008 

to issue Service Facilities Statements for its re-

pair shops, additional railway undertakings 

with service facilities complied with the require-

ment imposed by the Federal Network agency 

to issue terms of use. 

another focal point of the reviews carried out 

by the Federal Network agency in 2009 was the 

area of goods terminals owned by terminal op-

erators who do not operate the tracks on which 

they offer the transshipment of goods and con-

tainers. Both the track operators and the opera-

tors of transshipment hubs are obliged to draw 

up terms of use for their part of the infrastructure. 
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owing to their mutual dependence, they need to 

ensure there is close coordination regarding the 

allocation of tracks and the provision of service.

the Federal Network agency also focused on 

autozug terminals. after receiving a request by 

the Federal Network agency, dB Station & Service 

ag expanded its Service Facilities Statements to 

include the vehicle loading terminals it oper-

ates, for which it had not previously had any 

terms of use. this meant that parties with the 

right of access had no possibility of obtaining 

information about the terms that applied to 

autozug terminals.

Access-related issues

the Federal Network agency investigated the 

complaints lodged by parties with the right of 

access who claimed that it was virtually impos-

sible for competitors to use the shunting yards 

and other train formation facilities of dB Netz 

ag. this prompted the Federal Network agency 

to institute proceedings. Specific obstacles are, 

in particular,  the almost complete allocation of 

track capacities to just one user and the manage-

ment at the main traffic junctions. the Federal 

Network agency will be pursuing the proceed-

ings in 2010.

with regard to dB Station & Service ag’s pas-

senger railway stations, the focus was on dis-

putes over quality parameters and facilities, 

in particular the obligation to provide pas-

sengers with information about the current 

operating conditions. In addition to consider-

ing whether and by whom audiovisual media 

should be provided in order to furnish pas-

sengers with up-to-the-minute information, 

the Federal Network agency is currently also 

looking into complaints about an alleged lack 

of, or incorrect, announcements. 

Other activities

a large number of access-related problems can 

be attributed to the fact that operators of serv-

ice facilities are not obliged by law to factor in 

detour capacities when they plan construction 

measures or to observe the interests of parties 

with the right of access. the port of dresden, 

for instance, was cut off from the railway net-

work for several weeks during 2009 owing to 

the full closure of a single feeder track. at the 

port of hamburg, several bridges used by rail 

traffic had to be fully or partially closed over 

extended periods owing to construction defi-

ciencies or damage. this caused major disrup-

tion to the logistics system at the port. the 

Federal Network agency is acting as a mediator 

between the stakeholders within narrow statu-

tory boundaries and is endeavouring to find a 

solution that is acceptable to all parties.

PRICE REGULATION

DB Station & Service AG 

Station price system 

For each stop made at any of the around 

5,400 passenger railway stations operated  

by dB Station & Service ag, railway undertakings 

with the right of access have had to pay a 

 category-based charge that varies between 

the länder. In particular, the large number of 

complaints filed by railway undertakings using 

the railway stations operated by dB Station & 

Service ag, which are frequently required to pay 

greatly varying charges, prompted the Federal 

Network agency to review the pricing system. 

the review was provisionally completed in 2009. 

on 10 december 2009, the Federal Network 

agency declared in a notice to the company 

that the station prices it was charging would be 

invalid as and from 1 May 2010. 
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the current price system infringes upon the 

prohibition of discrimination under railway 

law as the station charges are not determined 

on the basis of costs incurred as specified in the 

dB Station & Service ag terms of use. the vary-

ing level of rates charged is not justified by the 

costs incurred according to the facts estab-

lished by the Federal Network agency. this is 

leading to clear differences in the level of pay-

ments which parties with the right of access 

have to pay to use passenger railway stations of 

the same category in the individual länder. 

these differences ultimately lead to unequal 

treatment of parties with the right of access by 

nationwide comparison. the company is now 

obliged to develop non-discriminatory charges 

and to submit them to the Federal Network 

agency for review.

Incentive system for railway stations

In early 2009, the Federal Network agency re-

ceived a surge of complaints by parties with the 

right of access about poor performance by dB 

Station & Service ag (including delayed snow 

clearance, deficient buildings). the current in-

centive system allows parties with the right of 

access who have been affected by disruptions at 

passenger railway stations to receive a retroactive 

discount. the Federal Network agency instituted 

proceedings and ordered dB Station & Service ag 

to explain how disruptions were taken into ac-

count regarding railway station charges. It is 

currently examining whether this incentive sys-

tem is suitable for safeguarding and enhancing 

the efficiency of passenger railway stations. this 

goal is a requirement of the rail Infrastructure 

usage regulations (eIBv).

DB Netz AG

Siding charges

For the protection of competitors in rail freight 

transport, the Federal Network agency last year 

prohibited dB Netz ag from implementing the 

envisaged discounts for sidings. the company 

had intended to introduce a special offer for 

parking empty goods wagons on sidings limit ed 

until 30 June 2009. the special offer was to 

grant a discount of 50 percent on the normal 

price for some sidings that had not been speci-

fied. however, as the regulation on actual al-

location practice was not transparent, it would 

have had a negative impact on competition. 

reviews carried out by the Federal Network 

agency also revealed that dB Schenker rail 

germany ag was the only railway undertaking 

availing itself of the special offer. private railway 

undertakings did make enquiries about the dis-

counted sidings. however, there were either no 

sidings available in the desired regions or only a 

few sidings available at a discount or else the 

capacities reserved were unsuitable for mean-

ingful operational use. under these circumstanc-

es, the companies in question were no longer 

interested in availing themselves of relevant 

siding capacities. the objection filed by the 

Federal Network agency ensured that competi-

tion in the rail freight transport sector was not 

distorted by one company having a competitive 

edge, particularly in times of economic crisis.

Incentive system for train paths

In a notification issued on 30 december 2008, 

the Federal Network agency obliged dB Netz ag 

to use a statutory incentive system (cf. Section 21 

subsection 1 of the rail Infrastructure usage 

regulations) for its railway infrastructure when 

it changed its timetable on 13 december 2009. 

the aim of any such system is to create 
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incentives to reduce disruption and to enhance 

the efficiency of the rail infrastructure. 

over the course of 2009, dB Netz ag organised 

four customer workshops on the envisaged 

incentive system, which the Federal Network 

agency took part in. the Federal Network 

agency subsequently issued a detailed report. 

It will now be possible for the incentive system 

that dB Netz ag will henceforth have to use to 

prove its practical worth. the Federal Network 

agency will continue to ensure that the provi-

sions set forth in the general railway act re-

garding the incentive system are observed.

Empty train paths

In the envisaged revision of its Network 

Statement for the timetable period 2010/2011, 

dB Netz ag was planning to abolish the low-

cost empty train paths in passenger transport. 

these train paths are used by railway under-

takings to transport locomotives and traction 

units. If the envisaged revision had been made, 

railway undertakings would only have been 

able to book the economy train path that is 

around 50 percent more expensive. 

within the framework of the Network 

Statement review, dB Netz ag was unable to ex-

plain, inter alia, that it had adhered to the rev-

enue ceiling permitted by law (costs plus a 

reasonable rate of return) and that it had been 

able to guarantee non-discriminatory rates. 

against this backdrop, the Federal Network 

agency objected to the envisaged abolition of 

empty train paths in passenger transport in its 

notice of 2 december 2009. By taking this deci-

sion, the Federal Network agency managed to 

prevent the railway undertakings involved in 

passenger transport from introducing major 

price increases.

Other activities

Noise-dependent modular route price system

the Federal Ministry of transport, Building and 

urban development has provided for a number 

of noise reduction measures in the area of rail 

transport within the framework of the “Freight 

transport and logistics 2009” master plan, in-

cluding a programme aimed at promoting the 

use of state-of-the-art noise reducing train tech-

nologies. the aim of the “Silent rhine” pilot 

project is to create incentives with government 

funding to retrofit around 5,000 freight wagons, 

the majority of which travel along the river 

rhine, with low-noise brake blocks. project spon-

sors and working groups specified, inter alia, the 

funding conditions that comply with eu law. 

a working group under the auspices of the 

Federal Network agency looked into a range of 

wagon-tracking models on routes along the 

river rhine. tracking helps to monitor obser-obser-

vance of the funding conditions and is being used 

as a pilot model for large-scale wagon-tracking 

in the german and european rail network. the 

working group developed a concept for a non-

discriminatory, noise-dependent, modular route 

price system for the period following the conclu-

sion of the pilot project in which price incentives 

can be created for retrofitting, taking european 

requirements into account.

Scope of disclosure requirements

In January 2010, the Federal Network agency 

specified binding standards vis-à-vis dB Netz 

ag for disclosure of envisaged amendments to 

or revision of terms of use for the railway 

Network and terms of use for Service Facilities. 

they include requirements in relation to the 

form and content of notifications, including 

price lists. the aim is to safeguard effective 

ex ante control by the Federal Network agency. 
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only if the operators of railroads meet their 

statutory disclosure and reporting obligations 

in full can the Federal Network agency subject 

the envisaged revisions or amendments to 

comprehensive legal review within the one-

month deadline. the decision taken vis-à-vis 

dB Netz ag can act as a role model. It also cre-

ates legal certainty for all other infrastructure 

managers as they, too, are obliged to meet 

these standards.

Cost of capital in the regulation of surcharges 

In the past two years, determination of the cost 

of capital in the railway sector has steadily 

gained in importance. the reason for this was, 

in particular, the continual increases in returns 

shown by the two largest railway infrastructure 

companies in germany, namely dB Netz ag and 

dB Station & Service ag. dB Netz ag was declar-

ing losses right up to the end of 2007.

against this backdrop, the Federal Network 

agency commissioned an expert’s report to de-

termine what returns were permissible under 

the special conditions of the german railway 

sector. It intends to present the results of the ex-

pert’s report to the market players in the first 

quarter of 2010 and to invite their comments.
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DB NETZ AG—NETWORK STATEMENTS 2008 

cologne administrative court confirmed that 

the Federal Network agency has been right in 

objecting to the vast majority of clauses in dB 

Netz ag’s Network Statement for the timetable 

period 2008/2009. In its decision of 21 august 2009 

(ref. 18 k 2722/07), cologne administrative 

court presumed that the Network Statement 

was incompatible with the provisions set 

forth in railway law. In its comments, it also 

provided some basic answers to issues that 

had been a matter of controversy between dB 

Netz ag and the Federal Network agency.

the Network Statement provides the basis for 

access to the rail infrastructure and provides a 

comprehensive description of how the railway 

infrastructure can be used. In 2006, dB Netz ag 

submitted the envisaged new version of its 

Network Statement for 2008/2009 for review 

for the first time. the Federal Network agency 

issued a notice objecting to numerous clauses.  

dB Netz ag lodged an appeal against this no-

tice and filed a suit against the negative objec-

tion notice. cologne administrative court 

confirmed, in particular, the definition of the 

term “discrimination”. a universal provision in 

the Network Statement can end up having dif-

ferent de facto impacts (“concealed discrimina-

tion”), and non-transparent, ambiguous 

wording can unreasonably hamper access to 

the infrastructure. For the transparency re-

quirement ensuing from the prohibition of dis-

crimination to be breached in this way, the 

respective railway undertaking’s access to the 

infrastructure must, however, be tangibly and 

significantly hampered.

In addition, cologne administrative court con-

firmed the distinction between the Network 

Statement and the general terms and conditions. 

For provisions that are part of the compulsory 

content of the Network Statement, it is not suf-

ficient to provide information in the general 

terms and conditions. the court shared the 

Federal Network agency’s view that the envis-

aged construction measures should not affect the 

contractually agreed condition of the infrastruc-

ture. rather, the construction measures must be 

an integral part of the agreement on the use of 

train paths. If this is not the case, the option of 

using a specifically defined train path in service-

able condition will have to be available over the 
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entire contractual period. an appeal was lodged 

against the decision. 

DB NETZ AG—REDUCTION

In a notice issued on 6 april 2009, the Federal 

Network agency had established that the pro-

visions relating to the reduction of train path 

prices in dB Netz ag’s Network Statement did 

not meet statutory requirements. railway law 

makes provision for a reduction in train path 

prices if the condition of the railway infrastruc-

ture, the associated management and safety 

systems and the facilities providing route-

based traction supply do not comply with the 

agreement. complaints the Federal Network 

agency received from parties with the right of 

access to the infrastructure prompted it to re-

view dB Netz ag’s Network Statement. the 

company was obliged to expand the reduc-

tions. dB Netz ag lodged an appeal against this 

notice. the higher administrative court of 

North rhine-westphalia, as the court of last in-

stance, denied an application to give suspensive 

effect to its objection (ref. 13 B 922/09). until a 

final decision is taken in the main proceedings, 

dB Netz ag will be obliged to implement the 

notice.

In its core statements, the order imposed by the 

Federal Network agency stated that, in princi-

ple, provision was to be made for reductions in 

train path prices for any, even minor, poor per-

formance. If the condition of the railway infra-

structure, the associated management and 

safety systems and the facilities providing 

route-based traction supply do not comply with 

the agreement, dB Netz ag is obliged to reduce 

the train path prices as the infrastructure man-

ager—provided it is familiar with the circum-

stances leading to the reduction. dB Netz ag is 

also obliged to grant reductions if the party 

with the right of access does not explicitly re-

quest a reduction. reductions must normally 

be calculated such that the reduced interest of 

the party with the right of access in the reduced 

performance is taken adequately into account. 

dB Netz ag was obliged to amend the relevant 

provisions in its Network Statement and to 

implement them vis-à-vis all parties with the 

right of access. the relevant revisions entered 

into force on 13 december 2009.

DB NETZ AG—DISCLOSURE OF FRAMEWORK 

AGREEMENTS

In its decision handed down on 13 october 2009, 

the higher administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia confirmed the decision taken by the 

Federal Network agency on 16 July 2009 on dB 

Netz ag’s obligation to disclose the main features 

of framework agreements (ref. 13 B 1334/09). the 

higher administrative court of North rhine-

westphalia rejected an application lodged by dB 

Netz ag to grant suspensive effect to its objection 

by way of a preliminary injunction.

Framework agreements concluded between 

railway undertakings and railway infrastruc-

ture companies on the use of railway capacity 

have a term of more than one timetable pe-

riod, namely of several years. In order to be 

able to plan framework agreements and to 

register them with dB Netz ag, railway under-

takings must know what framework condi-

tions have already been concluded with dB 

Netz ag and not just be familiar with dB Netz 

ag’s standardised framework agreement. 

however, the company had refused to make 

any such disclosure. a number of parties with 

the right of access considered this behaviour 

to be a breach of the company’s statutory 
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obligation to provide information. the Federal 

Network agency ordered dB Netz ag to pro-

vide parties with the right of access, upon re-

quest, with anonymised versions of the 

framework agreements already concluded 

that contain information about the agreed 

railway routes, the agreed bandwidths (time-

frames) and their timing, the term and date of 

expiry of the respective framework agreement. 

dB Netz ag lodged an appeal against the deci-

sion and filed an application to grant suspensive 

effect to the decision. cologne administrative 

court (ref. 18 l 1247/09) dismissed the summary 

proceedings instituted by dB Netz ag in its deci-

sion of 8 September 2009. 

until a final decision is taken in the main pro-

ceedings, dB Netz ag will be obliged to imple-

ment the notice by virtue of the decision 

handed down by the higher administrative 

court of North rhine-westphalia. 

DB NETZ AG—FRAMEWORK AGREEMENTS  

INVOLVING DEFERRED LAUNCH  

OF OPERATIONS

In a notification issued on 18 March 2009, the 

Federal Network agency ordered dB Netz ag to 

accept and process framework agreements ac-

cording to which operations are not due to start 

directly at the beginning of the next framework 

timetable period in december 2010, but at a lat-

er date. the delayed start of operations gives 

new market entrants, in particular, planning 

security, enabling them to undertake their ini-

tial railway vehicle procurement in the period 

between conclusion of the framework agree-

ment and the launch of operations. the conclu-

sion of a framework agreement with the option 

of using train paths over many years facilitates 

borrowing to finance rolling stock until opera-

tions are launched. dB Netz ag lodged an ap-

peal in april 2009 and applied to cologne 

administrative court to grant suspensive effect. 

In its decision of 26 May 2009 (ref. 18 l 542/09), 

cologne administrative court dismissed the 

summary proceedings instituted by dB Netz ag 

against the notification issued by the Federal 

Network agency. 

In its decision of 22 July 2009 (ref. 13 B 830/09), 

the higher administrative court of North 

rhine-westphalia granted the appeal filed by 

dB Netz ag against the decision handed down 

by cologne administrative court and granted 

suspensive effect to the appeal against the noti-

fication issued by the Federal Network agency 

on 18 March 2009, which means that, at present, 

dB Netz ag is not processing registrations of 

framework agreements with deferred launch of 

operations. cologne administrative court will 

take a decision on the notification issued by the 

Federal Network agency in main proceedings.

DB NETZ AG—SERVICE FACILITIES  

STATEMENT 2008

on 4 december 2009, cologne administrative 

court (ref. 18 k 4918/07) handed down a decision 

in the main proceedings involving the amend-

ments dB Netz ag was planning to make to its 

Service Facilities Statement submitted in late 

2006. In addition to confirming the legal stan-stan-

dards and assessments made in the previous de- and assessments made in the previous de-

cision handed down on 21 august 2009 in 

relation to the Network Statement 2008, 

cologne administrative court commented fur-

ther on the reach of regulatory obligations. In 

particular, the court explained that Section 14 

subsection 1 of the general railway act not only 

contained a prohibition of discrimination but 
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also an independent right of access (“right of 

participation”). this means that regulations 

with a financial deterrent effect are unlawful 

because they make parties with the right of ac-

cess reluctant to use service facilities, thereby 

undermining the right of access. 

Furthermore, cologne administrative court 

said it was in favour of the Service Facilities 

Statement having an indispensible minimum 

content. this means that railway infrastructure 

companies are obliged to incorporate into the 

Service Facilities Statement any criteria that 

might sway parties with the right of access in 

their choice of service facility. however, 

cologne administrative court did not follow 

the demands of the Federal Network agency 

regarding the level of detail and the minimum 

amount of information or the demand for an 

optimum incentive system.
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FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE

the Federal Network agency, originally called the 

regulatory authority for telecommunications 

and post (reg tp), was set up on 1 January 1998 

as a higher federal authority within the scope of 

business of the Federal Ministry of economics and 

technology (BMwi). It took over the responsibili-

ties of the former Federal Ministry of post and 

telecommunications (BMpt) and the Federal 

office for post and telecommunications (Bapt). 

when it was assigned functions from the new 

energy Industry act and the amended general 

railway act it was renamed Federal Network 

agency for electricity, gas, telecommunications, 

post and railway (Federal Network agency) in 2005.

First and foremost, the agency’s remit is, 

through regulation, to promote competition 

in the telecoms, postal, energy and rail sectors, 

to guarantee non-discriminatory network 

access, to ensure the provision of appropriate 

and adequate services across the country in 

the telecoms and postal sectors, and to provide 

frequency regulation and numbering arrange-

ments. these responsibilities are detailed in 

the telecommunications act (tkg), the postal 

act (postg), the energy Industry act (enwg) 

and the general railway act (aeg), and are 

regulated additionally in ordinances and other 

implementing provisions. 

Further tasks of the Federal Network agency 

flow from various other specialist laws such as 

the radio equipment and telecommunications 

terminal equipment act (Fteg), the amateur 

radio act (aFug) and the electromagnetic 

compatibility of equipment act (eMvg) in the 

telecoms sector and the renewable energy 

Sources act (eeg) in the energy sector. the 

agency is the competent authority under the 

electronic Signatures act (Sigg) and as such is 

tasked with setting up and monitoring a secure 

and reliable electronic signatures infrastructure.

the agency’s tasks and activities are complex and 

wide in scope. they range from cases addressed 

in quasi-judicial proceedings in regulation areas 

right down to the detection and processing of 

radio interference throughout the country.

a higher federal authority of the agency’s size 

needs constant development of its organisation. 

an analysis of staff requirements was therefore 
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carried out to ensure the efficient performance 

of the agency’s responsibilities on the basis of a 

task-oriented organisational structure. the cur-

rent organisational structure is as follows:

the agency comprises ruling chambers and 

departments. the president’s chamber takes 

decisions on, in particular, award proceedings 

for scarce radio spectrum resources and the im-

position of universal services. In the telecoms 

sector, the president’s chamber determines 

which markets require regulation and which 

companies have significant market power in 

these markets. on the basis of these determina-

tions, the ruling chambers then decide on the 

regulatory measures to be imposed on SMp un-

dertakings. they decide on details of obliga-

tions in the field of network access conditions, 

for example, and, as part of their responsibility 

for the ex ante or ex post examination, they de-

cide on rates. In the postal sector the ruling 

chamber’s responsibility also focuses on 

ex ante and ex post rates regulation and the 

control of anti-competitive practices, including 

the regulation of access to the postal network. 

In the energy sector the ruling chambers are 

responsible for all decisions which the agency is 

required to take in the gas and electricity sec-

tors under the energy Industry act and imple-

menting ordinances, including regulating the 

use of system charges. 

the departments perform specialised and cen-

tral administrative functions. these include 

economic and legal policy issues of telecoms, 

postal, energy and rail regulation and technical 

aspects of frequencies, standardisation and 

numbering. the agency is active in internation-

al bodies, cooperating on drafting standards for 

the development of new generation networks 

and radio systems. a major departmental func-

tion is to give ruling chambers specialist assist-

ance in their decision-making. In respect of rail 

regulation, all relevant tasks are performed by 

the rail department as there is no ruling 

chamber for this sector.

combating abuse of premium rate services con-

tinues to be a great challenge. another field of 

tasks is connected with the database of fixed 

transmitter sites operating above a specified 

power level. of particular importance for the 

public is the dispute resolution procedure under 

section 47a of the telecommunications act and 

section 10 of the postal Services ordinance 

(pdlv), and consumer protection.

on the basis of the energy Industry act, the 

agency creates the environment for sustainable 

competition in the upstream and downstream 

gas and electricity markets, mainly by way of un-

bundling and regulating access to the energy 

networks and by regulating rates. the aim is to 

monitor network access, which is to be offered on 

a non-discriminatory basis, and to regulate the 

use of the system charges levied by the compa-

nies. In addition, the agency monitors develop-

ments in the upstream generation and import 

markets and in the retail markets. In 2009 the 

agency’s work focused on the implementation of 

incentive regulation, applicable since 1 January 
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2009, and on the further reduction of structural 

barriers restricting access to the gas market.

on 1 January 2006 the agency also assumed 

responsibility for monitoring compliance with 

the legislation on access to rail infrastructure. a 

principal task is to secure the non-discrimina-

tory use of rail infrastructure for the railway 

undertakings and other access beneficiaries. 

rail infrastructure covers the infrastructure 

and services connected with both tracks and 

service facilities (eg stations, freight terminals). 

rates regulation includes the examination of 

the amount and structure of infrastructure 

charges and of other charges levied by the in-

frastructure managers.

to emphasise the uniform structure of the 

agency, there is a special department for the 

regional offices, the contact point with con-

sumers and the industry across the country.

the regional offices are responsible mainly for 

technical matters. they provide advice, for in-

stance, on compliance with the telecom-

munications act, on electromagnetic 

compatibility provisions and the electromag-

netic compatibility of apparatus. they are also 

responsible for frequency assignment, eg for 

mobile radio and pMr systems. another im-

portant area is the processing and resolution 

of radio interference using state-of-the-art 

measuring equipment, monitoring compli-

ance with regulations and carrying out radio 

monitoring and inspection orders under the 

tkg and eMvg.

under the government programme Future-

Oriented Administration through Innovation, the 

agency is also taking part in the Establishment 

and Extension of Shared Services Centres project. 

It provides services to other authorities and allow-

ance beneficiaries, mainly from the scope of busi-

ness of the Federal Ministry of economics and 

technology, concerning family allowances, re-

muneration and pay, travel expenses, separation 

allowances, relocation allowances and medical 

allowances. these services are performed by the 

regional offices. 

as a result of certain tasks being transferred to 

the regional offices, the headquarters can focus 

on its core tasks and local staff of the regional 

offices are meaningfully employed. 

to adjust its current path to future requirements 

and ensure a homogeneous distribution of func-

tions, the agency is undertaking organisational 

reviews in its regional offices. the outcome of 

these reviews will be considered in drawing up a 

standard concept for regional offices.

HUMAN RESOURCES

a modern staff management system is a top 

priority at the agency. amid ever greater con-

straints on staffing levels, it is essential to deploy 

existing staff optimally as well as to recruit quali-

fied new staff. this is only possible when human 

resources planning takes account of work re-

quirements and staff skills and preferences 

equally. only with a combination of pro active 

staff deployment planning and motivated staff 

can the agency perform its tasks efficiently and 

cost-effectively at times of tight budgets. 

In recruiting new staff the agency not only re-

quires excellent specialist knowledge but also 

conceptual ability and team skills, backed up by 

the feel for the practical requirements of the 

markets and their mechanisms. 
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the agency employs a total of 2,600 specialists 

from a wide range of backgrounds for its highly 

interdisciplinary fields of activity. these include 

law, economics, engineering, physics, mathemat-

ics, information technology and administration.

the agency has provided training since 1999. 

In 2009, a total of 10 young people began as 

office communication trainees at the head-

quarters in Bonn and Mainz. under the train-

eeships in electronic equipment and systems 

offered since 2003, 22 places for trainees have 

been made available at augsburg, Bremen, 

göttingen, Magdeburg and Münster. the plac-

es in augsburg and Münster were newly 

created in autumn 2009. thus in 2009, a total 

of 124 young men and women received train-

ing within the agency. 

BUDGET

the agency’s income and expenditure is budg-

eted for in the federal budget in the section of the 

Federal Ministry of economics and technology.

the table below shows the income for the years 

2009 (target and performance) and 2010 (second 

government draft):

Telecoms fees, contributions  
and other charges

2009 target  
in € ‘000

169,149

50

328

1,100

1,419

172,046

2009 performance 
in € ‘000

72,159

52

192

3,073

3,819

79,295

2010 target  
in € ‘000

221,867

65

328

433

1,532

224,225

Postal fees and other charges

Fees and other charges  
in the rail sector

Fees and other charges in the energy sector  
(electricity and gas)

Other administrative income, eg fines,  
rents and disposals

Administrative income

Type of income

2009 target 
in € ‘000

109,181

35,994

11,832

157,007

2009 
performance 

in € ‘000

110,093

36,876

7,824

154,793

2010 target  
in € ‘000

106,637

35,491

18,391

160,519

Staff costs

General  
administrative 
expenditure, 
appropriations

Investment

Type of expenditure

Total expenditure

the shortfall in revenue in the year 2009 (target 

and performance) is mainly attributable to the 

fact that the auction of broadband mobile fre-

quencies, originally scheduled for 2009, is now 

taking place in 2010.

the table below shows the expenditure for the 

years 2009 (target and performance) and 2010 

(second government draft):
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the Federal Network agency is required under 

section 122(2) of the telecommunications act 

(tkg) to include a strategic plan in its annual 

report, listing matters of legal and economic 

policy in telecommunications to be addressed by 

the agency in the current year. In addition, the 

agency is reporting here on all its main projects 

in all its fields of activity in which issues of funda-

mental importance are expected in 2010. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Body of European Regulators for Electronic 

Communications (BEREC) 

after the approval of the new telecommunica-

tions package by the european parliament and 

the council of Ministers at the end of November 

2009, it is now planned to establish Berec in 

2010. Berec is a new model. Its office is sepa-

rated from the “Board of regulators”—which 

replaces the current european regulators 

group (erg)—and it is an independent legal 

entity under community law. however, Berec 

as a whole is not an agency, but the common 

roof for the Board of regulators as a consulting 

body (without independent legal status) and 

the office, which is controlled by the 

“Management committee” consisting of the 

representatives of 27 national regulatory au-

thorities (Nras) of the eu member states and 

one representative of the eu commission. Its 

substructure still consists of the working 

groups responsible for the work on contents, in 

which experts of the Nras prepare the relevant 

documents and decisions of the Board of 

regulators. this last fact emphasises that all 

specialist work is still performed by the Nras 

and the Federal Network agency will contrib-

ute by an active cooperation in the working 

groups. Furthermore, the agency is intensively 

involved in preparations for the establishment 

of Berec and the office to ensure that it is done 

in accordance with the regulation’s objectives. 

therefore, it cooperates both in the prepara-

tion of the budget plan, the personnel concept 

and the rules of procedure as well as other steps. 

this will cover the entire year 2010. 

Foundation of an NGA Forum

against the backdrop of the federal government’s 

broadband strategy, the agency has prepared 

key elements for progressing modern telecom-

munications networks and creating powerful 

broadband infrastructures.
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one result of these key elements is the establish-

ment of an Nga Forum initiated by the agency 

to promote a dialogue between the authority, 

network operators, manufacturers, federal 

states and municipalities.

a consultation on these key elements revealed 

that some subjects play a special role for the es-

tablishment of Nga networks and are thus spe-

cifically suited for a discussion in the Nga Forum. 

For instance, the term open access is of special 

importance in the establishment of Nga net-

works; simultaneously, many questions remain 

unanswered. at first, the Nga Forum should 

prepare a common definition of the term open 

access. Based on this definition, investigations 

as to which prerequisites and conditions are 

necessary for open access to positively stimu-

late broadband roll-out should be performed. 

technical and operational aspects of the access 

to optical fibre networks and other Nga net-

works should be dealt with here as well. the 

consultation on the key elements revealed that 

the market considers an early determination of 

standards as a precondition for a comprehen-

sive Nga roll-out. another focus for the Nga 

roll-out is the subject of co-investment includ-

ing its different co-investment models. the 

Nga Forum should examine the different mod-

els and assess their suitability to achieve the 

two objectives mentioned above. 

the Nga Forum managed by the agency should 

start working on these subjects as soon as possible 

to push the expansion of broadband in germany, 

requiring massive investments, and to solve the 

problems of its practical implementation.

Net neutrality 

Issues of net neutrality have been discussed 

controversially, mainly in the uSa, for some 

years now. discussions focus, in particular, on a 

non-discriminatory Internet access for service 

providers as well as on a neutral transmission 

of data by network operators. No detailed regu-

lations for this purpose are laid down in the 

telecommunications act (tkg) which is based 

on the regulatory framework of the eu; how-

ever, provisions on the end-to-end-connectivity 

and on interoperability of services offer some 

starting points. and the new package of draft 

directives containing additional regulations on 

transparency and minimum quality provides 

further instruments to ensure net neutrality. 

as long as there is sufficient competition on the 

network level and end customers are not hin-

dered to change their provider, consumers may 

punish blockages and declining quality levels 

by quickly changing their provider. In addition, 

the european legislative framework and the 

tkg allow for the sanctioning of the abuse of 

market dominance and for the imposition of 

access obligations in markets requiring regula-

tion. In the case of operators not having signifi-

cant market power, the agency may impose 

access obligations in justified cases under sec-

tion 18 of the tkg.

this subject is of increasing importance in 

germany, in particular due to the increasing 
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use of mobile Internet access which, generally, 

does not correspond to the Internet use based 

on fixed lines. the agency will closely monitor 

any further development in the market and 

come back to the issue, as needed.

Market definition and analysis procedures 

as well as regulatory orders 

In 2009, a comprehensive analysis was made 

and a consultation document published on the 

wholesale (physical) network infrastructure 

access (including shared or fully unbundled 

access) at a fixed location (market No. 4 of the 

2007 commission recommendation on rel-

evant product and service markets). an evalua-

tion and publication of the consultation results 

as well as the final notification to the commis-

sion and the european member states are 

planned for 2010. Subsequently, the market will 

be defined by the president’s chamber.

a similar situation exists for the market of whole-

sale terminating segments of leased lines, ir-

respective of the technology used to provide 

leased or dedicated capacity (market No. 6 of the 

2007 commission recommendation on relevant 

product and service markets). a comprehensive 

analysis was made and a consultation docu-

ment published in 2009. results of the consul-

tation will be evaluated and published in 2010. 

the market definition and analysis will be noti-

fied to the commission and to the member 

states before the market is finally defined by 

the president’s chamber.

additional plans for 2010 include the analysis 

of the markets of broadcasting transmission 

services to deliver broadcast content to end  

users (market No. 18 of the 2003 commission 

recommendation on relevant product and 

service markets), and of voice call termination 

on individual mobile networks (market No. 7  

of the 2007 commission recommendation). a 

comprehensive information request was initi-

ated for the market of broadcasting transmis-

sion services in 2009; the information submit ted 

will be used to complete the entire procedure 

in 2010. a decision will be taken here as to 

whether regulation can be discontinued—as 

recommended by the commission—or if there 

is still a need for regulation. 

a draft of the regulatory order for bit stream ac-

cess published in october 2009 obliges deutsche 

telekom ag (dtag) to provide bit stream access 

on non-discriminatory terms in the future as 

well. however, a relaxation of control is pro-

posed in respect of rates regulation. It should 

suffice when dtag informs the agency of the 

bit stream rates prior to them taking effect and a 

verification of the rates will be performed later, 

if appropriate. the obligation to obtain prior ap-

proval might, thus, be eliminated in future. In 

2010, the agency will pass a relating regulatory 

order taking into account the comments received 

during the consultation.

a revision of the regulatory order for local loops 

is planned for 2010 as well.

Rates approval 

In a decision of 4 december 2009, the Federal 

Network agency determined rules for the access 

of competitors to multi-functional cases, ducts 

and dark fibres of dtag; now, in a second step, 

relevant rates need to be defined, probably in 

the first quarter of 2010. 

Furthermore, a number of important whole-

sale prices are up for renewed approval in 2010. 

provisioning charges for access and shared ac-

cess to the local loop are to be newly approved 
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until the middle of the year. In addition, charg-

es for a great number of auxiliary services must 

be redefined in the course of the year, such as 

for carrier express fault repair, coexistence test-

ing and access to distribution frames.

Mobile termination charges of all four mobile 

operators are up for renewed approval in au-

tumn 2010. prior to these procedures, a decision 

will have to be made under section 29 of the tkg 

on whether the costs of mobile operators must 

be evidenced using an electronic cost tool devel-

oped by the agency. use of this cost tool should 

enable a standardisation of the cost data and a 

resulting efficiency evaluation across all opera-

tors to enable a determination of the call termi-

nation charges.

Risk-adjusted return on equity 

key element 11 of the draft key elements for  

progressing modern telecommunications net-

works and creating powerful broadband infra-

structures, published by the agency for public 

consultation, states:

“the Federal Network agency will soon look 

into the matter of whether, and if so to what 

extent, it needs to adapt the method it cur-

rently applies to determine a rate of return on 

equity that properly reflects the risks involved 

in broadband deployment. to this end it has 

commissioned an expert opinion”.

Numbering concept 

Section 2 of the telecommunications Num-

bering ordinance requires the agency, follow-

ing a public consultation, to publish an annual 

numbering concept reflecting trends in the tel-

ecommunications market and their implica-

tions for the numbering plan. the concept 

should show how the numbering plan is expected 

to progress, in order to provide maximum trans-

parency and a sound basis for planning. It will 

place individual measures in their overall con-

text and provide an instrument with which reg-

ulatory aims can be achieved by amending 

existing arrangements with the involvement of 

all the stakeholders. the numbering concept, as 

stated in the ordinance, will contain an over-

view of the degree of occupancy and the devel-

opment of demand in all numbering spaces, 

numbering ranges and subranges used, identi-

fying those spaces, ranges and subranges where 

resources are expected to become scarce in the 

next five years.

In November 2009, the agency published its 

first numbering concept. the plan for 2010 com-

prises the establishment of a numbering concept 

which, based on the concept of 2009, describes 

all changes in the field of numbering which are 

planned to promote the telecommunications 

market and the consumer interests, by taking 

into account the current developments.

Spectrum management

the following activities should be emphasised 

in the context of spectrum management:

• performance of auctions to award frequencies 

in the ranges of 800 Mhz, 1,800 Mhz, 2,000 Mhz 

and 2,600 Mhz for wireless access for the provi-

sion of telecommunications services

• Flexibilisation of frequency usage rights for 

wireless access for the provision of telecom-

munications services in the ranges of 450 Mhz, 

900 Mhz, 1,800 Mhz, 2,000 Mhz and 3,500 Mhz

• evaluation of cooperation options for network 

operators, including the possibility of infra-

structure sharing

• update of the agency’s Frequency usage plan 

to implement the results and resolutions of 
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the world radiocommunication conference 

2007 (wrc-07) or of the Frequency Band 

allocation ordinance as amended; update of 

partial frequency usage plans due to urgent 

national planning needs.

Consumer protection 

the following aspects should be emphasised in 

the area of consumer protection:

• control of transparency in the telecommuni-

cations retail market (in particular regarding 

the contents of standard contracts and publi-

cation duties)

• analysis of problems during provider change 

processes by evaluating digitally published 

information

• review of the expanded measures to fight the 

abuse of call numbers in view of the massive 

rise of complaints by consumers in 2009

Implementation of the regulatory order for 

market 1 

In view of the recent publication of regulatory 

orders for national retail fixed line markets, an 

important plan for 2010 is to adapt the methods 

for rates regulation to new conditions. In doing 

so, it must be taken into account that regulation 

of the national retail fixed-line telephone mar-

ket was considerably reduced in 2009. For in-

stance, regulation has been discontinued for 

national fixed-line connections and for calls 

from the national fixed-line network to national 

mobile networks. Furthermore, dtag will, in 

future, offer its competitors fixed-line connec-

tions, under its general terms and conditions, 

for resale to third parties on a voluntary basis. In 

addition to the reduction of regulation in the 

retail market, this sector has experienced the 

increasing marketing of package products and 

individual contracts offering different 

services—eg   connection, telephone services 

and use of the Internet—at a flat rate. In deter-

mining whether rates for bundled products are 

abusive under section 28 of the tkg, the agency 

will therefore focus on the development of an 

adequate regulatory approach taking into ac-

count the reduction of regulation on the one 

hand, but also the increasing provision of bun-

dled products (including both regulated (fixed-

line connections) and non-regulated services) 

on the other.

Regulatory order for market 6

at present, an important plan for 2010 is the is-

sue of a regulatory order based on the results of 

the second market definition and market analy-

sis procedure for market 6 of the eu commis sion 

recommendation (wholesale terminating seg-

ments of leased lines) initiated in 2009. In addi-

tion to overseeing the market definition and 

market analysis procedures and preparing and 

realising the required consultation and consoli-

dation process, the agency will in particular de-

termine appropriate access obligations. 

Provision of subscriber data 

after the Federal administrative court repealed 

an agency decision on charges for the provision 

of subscriber data under section 47 tkg in 2008, 

it becomes increasingly apparent that the 

agency needs to deal with the provision of sub-

scriber data again. 

Automated information procedure 

the agency’s automated information proce-

dure as per section 112 of the telecommuni-

cations act represents an important 

contribution to public safety. on 1 January 

2008 the telecommunications Interception 

and other undercover Investigation Measures 

reform and transposition of directive 
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2006/24/ec act took effect. this entails addi-

tional requirements for the automated infor-

mation procedure, most notably concerning 

the retrieval of e-mail addresses and mobile 

equipment Ids. 

the agency is currently involved in drawing up 

the new ordinance required by section 112(3) of 

the telecommunications act. this will be fol-

lowed by a new technical directive, essential for 

the design of the automated procedure, drawn 

up in conjunction with the industry associa-

tions, telecommunications companies and au-

thorised bodies. 

Based on section 112(2) para. 5 of the 

telecommunications act in conjunction with 

section 7(6) of the emergency call ordinance, 

the agency offers emergency service centres 

access to the automated information procedure 

to enable a localisation of location-based con-

nections in case of emergency calls where call-

ers are unable to state their location. Some 

emergency service centres in the german fed-

eral states of North rhine-westphalia and hesse 

have already been connected to the automated 

information system. approx. 100 further emer-

gency service centres have announced their 

participation for 2010 and will be connected to 

the system by the agency.

Technical implementation of intercept 

measures 

the agency’s activities for the technical imple-

mentation of intercepts are a valuable contribu-

tion to public safety. In particular, the technical 

directive telecommunications Interception 

ordinance as per section 110(3) of the 

telecommunications act provides the basis for 

the implementation by the telecommunica-

tions companies, the manufacturers and the 

security authorities. the directive must be 

adapted as necessary to accommodate new 

communications technologies.

an analysis of the voIp market segment or-

dered from the company Berlecon research 

and the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems of 

communication technology was completed in 

2009 and its results were distributed to the com-

panies involved. however, before any know-

ledge retrieved is used in practice and any 

current technical implementation in this field 

can be supplemented, the voIp standardisation 

measures which have been started by etSI will 

be accompanied actively and their completion 

in form of a technical standard will be pushed.

the “telecommunications Interception and 

other undercover Investigation Measures 

reform and transposition of directive 

 2006 / 24 / ec act”, effective as of 1 January 2008, 

includes provisions on the obligation regarding 

information requests on traffic data. the 

agency took part in the relevant international 

standardisation activities. In 2009, the agency 

prepared a technical directive telecommuni-

cations Interception ordinance (tr tkÜv) tak-

ing account of this standardisation. the 

technical directive also includes the “electronic 

transmission of judicial intercept orders”. a pre-

condition for the mandatory use of the interface 

described in the new tr tkÜv is an adaptation 

of the telecommunications Interception 

ordinance. the agency will participate in the 

preparation of this ordinance to integrate any 

experience made in practice to date.
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Technical compatibility studies 

compatibility studies for radio applications are 

performed in the international bodies of cept 

and Itu involving the parties concerned. 

results are minimum sets of compatibility pa-

rameters which form a technical frame for radio 

applications. a great number of compatibility 

studies need to be performed in 2010, as well, in 

order to fulfil a precondition for the implemen-

tation of new radio applications and technolo-

gies. within the framework of the wireless 

access policy for electronic communications 

Services (wapecS) initiated by the european 

union, the Federal Network agency will co-de-

sign the necessary technical minimum require-

ments for the 2 ghz band in 2010. while the 

2 ghz band has been occupied by uMtS for sev-

eral years, it will be usable on a more technolo-

gy-neutral basis after technical minimum 

requirements have been specified. 

other significant plans for 2010 are: 

• compatibility studies for the extension of 

gSM-r (radiocommunications for the railways 

in the 900 Mhz band);

• compatibility analyses for ultra-wide band 

automotive short range radar (Srr) equip-

ment in the 26 ghz band and competing 

small-band radars in the 24 ghz band;

• Several analyses for short range devices (eg   

radio-based medical implants, professional 

radio microphones, radio monitoring devices, 

wlaN in airplanes, etc.);

• analysis of compatibility between the radio-

determination-satellite service (rddS 

galIleo) and the mobile-satellite service 

(MSS) at 2.5 ghz;

• Studies for complementary ground compo-

nents for the mobile-satellite service;

• analysis of the technical options for the use of 

non-used broadcasting channels (white spac-

es) in the uhF band from 470 to 790 Mhz by 

other radio applications;

• compatibility studies for small gap fillers 

(low-power repeaters for femto cells in house-

holds) for dvB-h in the uhF band;

• continuation of different compatibility stud-

ies as a contribution to the world 

radiocommunication conference in 2012

Measures for the protection of public 

telecommunications networks and safety-

relevant radio systems 

the public Safety radiocommunications 

protection ordinance took effect in 2009. 

headed by the agency, two coordination 

groups were formed with representatives of ca-

ble operators, associations and authorities. 

these groups are coordinating the concrete 

measures to identify and eliminate inadmissi-

ble spurious emissions from wire-based tele-

communications infrastructures 

(predominantly cable networks), and to protect 

safety-relevant transmitters and receivers. 

comprehensive monitoring activities are 

planned for 2010 in german conurbation cen-

tres. one of the objectives is to re-enable the fu-

ture use of aeronautical frequencies formerly 

taken out of service due to interference.

EMC standardisation

one objective of standards for electromagnetic 

compatibility (eMc) is to ensure that users of 

electrical and electronic devices and systems of 

all types are spared eMc interference as far as 

possible. But they also provide the industry with 

planning security for the specification of their 

products. the Federal Network agency is the 

competent authority for the application of the 

electromagnetic compatibility of equipment 
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act (eMvg) and cooperates in the national and 

international eMc standardisation, in particu-

lar in the interest of users. 

one focus of the agency’s standardisation work 

in 2010 is to participate in the coordination of 

the eMc standardisation of inverters to feed re-

newable energies from photovoltaic and fuel 

cell generators to the low-voltage network. the 

decentralised provision of electrical energy by 

small generators is of increasing importance. 

concrete eMc requirements need to be defined 

to avoid interference, in particular in the low, 

medium and high-frequency bands. 

another focus of the agency’s involvement in 

standardisation will be to concretise standardi-

sation plans for the immunity of equipment and 

line-based telecommunications infrastructures 

designed for the use of 800 Mhz frequencies. an 

increasing use of co-frequency radio (wireless 

access for the provision of telecommunications 

services) and cable (eg   in cable television nets) 

is to be expected in future.

It becomes apparent that international eMc 

bodies might allow alternative testing and 

measuring techniques to be included in the 

standards. the agency sees the necessity to 

work toward an increased quality assurance 

regarding standardisation. alternative proc-

esses must be equivalent regarding their com-

pliance with fundamental eMc requirements 

both in the interest of fair competition be-

tween the manufacturers and in the interest 

of the consumer.

EMF monitoring at LTE base stations

the commercial implementation of lte is 

planned for 2010. lte means long term 

evolution, a mobile service standard which al-

lows for a transition to significantly higher data 

rates even in today’s mobile networks. Scarcely 

populated areas with currently insufficient 

Internet access might benefit from this technol-

ogy as lte enables broadband Internet access.

lte may, fundamentally, be implemented on 

the existing structure of the uMtS and gSM net-

works. the agency will monitor the compliance 

of this technology with limits for the protection 

of persons in electromagnetic fields. Systems 

may only be commissioned when site certifica-

tion prove their compliance with the limits re-

lating to the safety of persons.

as an additional measure for the implementa-

tion of lte in 2010, the agency intends to set up 

automated measuring stations at suitable sites 

documenting the field strength level prior to 

and after the installation of the lte technology 

around the clock. this measure should provide 

representative data about the field strength lev-

el generated by the lte technology which can 

be retrieved by anyone from the agency’s eMF 

database.

Standardisation & climate change

the Federal Network agency will participate in 

the Itu’s standardisation work in the field of Ict 

& climate change in order to promote a trans-

parent and comprehensible balance of emis-

sions in the telecommunications sector. the 

agency is working towards uniform evaluation 

chains and processes (regarding co2 emissions) 

in coordination with network operators and de-

vice manufacturers based in germany.
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Market surveillance by the Federal Net-

work Agency

the agency’s market surveillance activities un-

der directive 2004/108/ec on the electromag-

netic compatibility of equipment and directive 

1999/5/ec on radio equipment and telecommu-

nications terminal equipment aim to verify the 

compliance of relevant products with require-

ments on a spot-check basis and thus to prevent 

or restrict the placing on the market of non-con-

forming products and to protect the consumer. 

regulation 765/2008, contained in the eu’s 

goods package, must be applied by the market 

surveillance authorities from 1 october 2010. It 

provides for a uniform protection level in all eu 

states and thus, finally, for a harmonisation of 

the approaches used. the intention of the inter-

nal market package is basically to strengthen 

market surveillance all over europe. For this 

purpose, the european commission intends to 

perform a review of the ten year old r&tte 

directive. 

the procedures used in germany are to be con-

sidered in the review of the r&tte directive and 

in the cooperation of the european market sur-

veillance authorities; in particular, the agency 

intends to participate actively in the implemen-

tation of the europe-wide database system for 

market surveillance described in regulation 

765/2008.

Treatment of Intellectual Property Rights in 

Standardisation Organisations 

compliance with patent claims and the framing 

of licensing agreements are left to the contrac-

tual partners concerned. as patents and copy-

rights might influence the market position, it 

must be ensured that all Ipr obligations con-

cluded during the standardisation will also be 

transferred to the new owner, in the interest of 

fair competition. the Federal Network agency 

will do its utmost for that to be more than be-

fore safeguarded in the Ipr guidelines of the 

standardisation organisations. reason for this is 

a sentence by the regional court of Mannheim 

of 27 February 2009, according to which the 

right to receive licences on the so-called FraNd 

conditions (fair, reasonable and non-discrimi-

natory) with the sale of a standard-relevant pat-

ent will not be transferred automatically with 

the patent.

Increased involvement of science and 

industry in the work of the ITU-T stand-

ardisation and optimisation of interest 

representation 

In the framework of the new organisation of 

Itu-t after the wtSa-08 (world 

telecommunication Standardisation assembly) 

and despite the economic situation caused, in-

ter alia, by the financial crisis, the agency plans 

to expand the basis for germany’s standardisa-

tion activities in the Itu-t in cooperation with 

the Federal Ministry of economics and 

technology. Special focus is on the involvement 

and representation of scientific institutes and 

small and medium-sized companies (SMc) to 

enable them to integrate their innovations and 

ideas in this standardisation process to be able 

to benefit from it.

It is planned to support the Federal Ministry of 

economics and technology in the harmonisa-

tion of a joint position of the federal govern-

ment for current subjects such as identity 

management and cyber security.

In 2010, a meeting of the Itu’s highest body, the 

plenipotentiary conference, will be held. the 

agency will actively support the Federal 

Ministry in its task to prepare and coordinate 
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the german delegation at national level. the 

conference is to give special attention to 

streamlining the Itu’s rules of procedure and to 

enhancing their transparency and efficiency. as 

a result, cooperation in the Itu might be more 

attractive for the industry.

Long-term development of intelligent 

technical concepts for flexible spectrum 

use—Software Defined Radio (SDR) and 

Cognitive Radio (CR)

at the agency’s instigation and in cooperation 

with other regulatory authorities, the subject of 

Sdr and cr is given a separate item on the 

agenda (aI 1.19) of the world radiocommuni-

cation conference 2012. the relating work with-

in Itu-r is actively supported. a separate 

national preparation session was established to 

prepare a harmonised german position on this 

subject in cooperation with the interested 

public.

at the beginning of 2010, etSI will commence 

with the detailed standardisation work, as tech-

nical concepts and requirements relevant for 

Sdr/cr were defined in 2009.

the Federal Network agency will, jointly with 

industry partners, develop technical concepts 

for flexible spectrum use in the new eu research 

project and contribute the relevant research re-

sults to the standardisation work (eg   etSI, Itu).

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

at the end of 2009, the etSI finished the 

european profile Standard for ItS comprising 

the framework of specifications for car-to-car 

and car-to-infrastructure applications. 

Simultaneously, the radio system (digital air in-

terface with relating channel plan, channel ac-

cess and radio system management) will be 

standardised by etSI in the period from 2009 to 

2010. It is a new radio system without base sta-

tions offering high mobility which predomi-

nantly transmits information relevant for road 

safety and supporting traffic management. the 

agency chairs the relating etSI working group.

the objective is to achieve full conformity with 

the protocol, even in the sense of interoperabil-

ity, which is derived from the provision of fre-

quencies on a harmonised european level. the 

german automotive industry which is increas-

ingly taking part in etSI standardisation is also 

highly interested in this subject. Now, a special 

standardisation mandate for ItS, M/453, exists 

to ensure the preparation of the relevant stand-

ards in due time.

Global Standard for International Mobile 

Telecommunications—IMT Advanced

Itu is currently performing the evaluation 

process for standards of the fourth generation 

of mobile radio. two new technical proposals 

for IMt advanced are up for evaluation and pos-

sible approval by Itu in 2010. Simultaneously, 

the development of the technical specifications 

for 3gpp and Ieee is under way and will contin-

ue into the year 2012.

It is of special importance for the agency to en-

sure that the regulatory objectives (which also 

include ensuring compatibility with other radio 

services) are considered in the standardisation 

in these phases of completion of the technical 

specifications and performance of the entire 

evaluation process. as regards radio, this con-

cerns mainly the use of multiple transmitting 

and receiving antennas (MIMo), the aggrega-

tion of physically separated bands (spectrum 

aggregation), relaying technology and the co-

ordinated multipoint reception and 
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transmission. Furthermore, subjects such as 

“global circulation of IMt advanced mobile sta-

tions” and “femto cells” will play an important 

role in the next years.

Smart Metering and industrial short-range 

communication 

etSI started several standardisation projects for 

short-range radio protocols at the end of 2009 

under the eu standardisation mandate M/441 

for Smart Metering. Industrial users and meter-

ing service providers, in particular in germany, 

are highly interested in using these protocols 

and establishing harmonised standards under 

the r&tte directive. the agency supports these 

activities. Special attention must be given to en-

sure that wireless short-range communication 

is harmonised with the general smart metering 

communication architecture which is under 

development in the newly founded etSI com-

mittee M2M (machine-to-machine).

Technical Directive for Emergency Calls 

the emergency calls ordinance of March 2009 

provides details on the fundamental require-

ments defined in section 108 of the telecommuni-

cations act. on this basis a technical directive 

will be drawn up to specify technical details for 

emergency calls. properties of emergency call 

connections, for instance, were formerly de-

fined in a technical directive of dtag. to enable 

other service operators to service the market of 

emergency call lines it is planned to integrate 

the technical requirements in the technical 

directive for emergency calls. rules for routing 

emergency calls need to be specified in the 

course of this process as well. a case-by-case for-

warding of an emergency call to another emer-

gency service centre and the forwarding of all 

emergency calls made to a temporarily faulty 

emergency service centre to a replacement 

emergency service centre must also be taken 

into account.

Accounting accuracy of volume-based rates 

while traditional, line switched call services are 

mostly billed based on time and international 

calls also based on distance, volume based billing 

is suitable for packet-switched telecommunica-

tion networks. here, the actually transmitted 

data volume—even in the case of voice and vid-

eo transmission services—is recorded and billed 

to the end customer. the volume transmitted is 

also recorded in case of so-called “unreal” flat-

rate offers where special discounts apply if a 

certain threshold is reached. while the agency 

requested an evidence of the proper function-

ing of those time and distance-based account-

ing systems on an annual basis, in the interest of 

both end customers and providers, it now plans 

to define the requirements for the systems and 

processes used to determine the charge for vol-

ume-based transmission services under section 

45g(3) of the telecommuni cations act, in con-

sultation with the Federal office for 

Information Security and after hearing the par-

ties concerned.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

Several large-scale projects in the field of qual-

ified electronic signatures will be introduced 

or expanded in the next year. It must be as-

sumed that these projects will fundamentally 

change the public’s awareness for qualified 

electronic signatures. For that reason, the 

agency will expand its consultancy services 

for companies, administrations and the public 

in the upcoming year.
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the following large-scale projects of the federal 

government use qualified electronic signatures 

to a major extent:

• 1. In the medical sector, the health 

professional card (hBa) and the electronic 

health card (egk) will be introduced. all 

hBas will contain a qualified electronic signa-

ture, and qualified electronic signatures are 

an option for all egks. this means that a mas-

sive expansion of services from companies in 

this field is to be expected in view of approx. 

140,000 medical professionals and approx. 70 

million members of public health insurances 

in germany’s biggest economic sector having 

a volume of more than eur 260 billion and 4.2  

million employees.

• 2. Introduction in 2012 of eleNa (electronic 

record of income, previously called Jobcard), 

providing, by means of qualified electronic 

signatures, a record of income for some 40 

million employees. eleNa will not be provid-

ed as a smart card in its own right, but only as 

a qualified electronic signature on a card, re-

placing, for instance, the applicant’s written 

signature on applications for social benefits. 

Further preparations for eleNa, for instance 

setting up a central storage facility, will be 

continued in 2010.

• 3. the electronic Id card planned for 

November 2010 will also optionally offer an 

electronic authentication feature (eId) stored 

on a chip, in addition to its current features 

(photo, proof of identity, travel document). 

Both the electronic health card and the elec-

tronic Id card are configured in such a way 

that they can also be used for qualified elec-

tronic signatures at the user’s request. 

reloading functionalities for qualified certifi-

cates are currently also being tested by com-

panies participating in the field test. and 

there should be several application scenarios 

for the use of the qualified electronic signa-

ture (eg   insurances) using the eId feature. 

• 4. electronic tax returns (elSter) are designed 

to support both electronic authentication and 

qualified electronic signatures. this will 

greatly ease the administrative burden associ-

ated with tax returns currently filed on paper.

as regards progressing the legal aspects of qual-

ified electronic signatures, the agency will as-

sist in transposing directive 2006/123/ec of the 

european parliament and of the council of 

12 december 2006 on services in the internal 

market. this refers, in particular, to the prepara-

tion of a trust Service Status list (tSl) for certifi-

cation service providers in the Federal republic 

of germany. each member state was obliged to 

provide such a tSl, listing all certification serv-

ice providers as defined in the european 

Signatures directive subject to state supervi-

sion, until the end of 2009. In a second step, a 

relating verification tool will be prepared which 

will enable direct checks for the contents of the 

tSl. this will allow for a europe-wide use of the 

qualified electronic signature, in particular to 

pave the way for transnational one stop shop-

ping services. Furthermore, the agency is coop-

erating significantly in the revision of the 

electronic Signatures act and Signatures 

ordinance and prepares the basis of a revised 

schedule of fees (annex II of the Signatures 

ordinance) in cooperation with the competent 

Federal Ministry of economics and technology.

european standardisation in the field of quali-

fied electronic signatures is of special impor-

tance, also in view of the implementation of the 

Services directive. the agency is, thus, working 

committedly in national, european and inter-

national bodies. Focus of the work here is the 

cooperation in the Forum of european 
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Supervisory authorities for electronic 

Signatures (FeSa), the european 

telecommunications Standards Institute (etSI) 

as well as the electronic Signatures and 

Infrastructures (eSI). the agency will host the 

FeSa meeting in october 2010.

Furthermore, it provides consulting services for 

foreign governments regarding the establish-

ment of signature infrastructures according to 

the german model, in particular for nations 

striving for an increased cooperation with the 

eu, as well as for african countries.

POST

Impact of new technologies on the letter 

Market 

the introduction of new technologies and the 

change of the communication customs have an 

increasing effect on the postal market. New 

technologies not only leave their mark on inter-

nal processes of postal service providers but in 

particular on the products and services offered 

by them.

the future development in letter services is 

heading toward digital and thus pure electronic 

handling (“digital letter”). the eu Services 

directive provides for the option of handling 

processes and formalities for the commence-

ment and performance of a service electroni-

cally. the introduction of a citizen portal 

enabling a secure exchange of written messag-

es and documents (“de-Mail”) is planned to 

transpose this directive. 

deutsche post ag (dpag) is developing its own 

system for sending online letters via the 

Internet. other postal service providers are in-

creasing their activities in this field as well. 

existing models such as hybrid mail (electronic 

handling and paper-based delivery) are also 

subject to further development and refinement.

the extent of substitution of physical letters and 

the acceptance of electronic offers by consum-

ers are not foreseeable at the moment. the 

agency will observe and accompany the devel-

opment of such digitalisation in the market as 

well as its effects on competition and demand 

behaviour.

Quality measurement in the Universal 

Service 

the postal universal Service ordinance (pudlv) 

defines quality standards for letter and parcel 

mail. these standards specify, inter alia, the 

transit time of mail items. 

the quality standards specified apply to letter 

and parcel services of all providers. Since the 

discontinuation of the exclusive licence in 2008, 

no company is obliged to provide the universal 

service. the postal act based on section 87f of 

the Basic law for the Federal republic of 

germany rather specifies that universal services 

will be rendered by the companies operating in 

the postal market. therefore, the effective per-

formance of the universal service depends sig-

nificantly on the existing competitive situation.

the Federal Network agency must supervise 

the compliance with quality standards by tak-

ing into account all services in the market. 

however, it does not have a dedicated measur-

ing system to control such compliance with the 

transit time standard.

the transit time measuring system for letters 

originally developed by the agency and oper-

ated with some employees had to be 
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discontinued at the end of 2004. Since that time, 

the agency receives information on the transit 

times of letters from dpag. therefore, these 

data refer to the services of this company only, 

however not to those of other letter service pro-

viders. additionally, dpag’s measuring system 

does not record the entire transit time of a letter 

from sender to receiver, but only the part which 

dpag needs for transport and service. 

transit times of parcels are not measured at the 

moment. a new measuring system able to 

measure the transit times of all relevant letter 

and parcel services offered on the market is re-

quired to control the compliance with the qual-

ity standards of the postal universal Service 

ordinance. therefore, the agency is verifying 

whether a dedicated quality measuring system 

able to map the entire market and to record 

quality criteria other than transit times in a 

multi-operator market and in different postal 

markets should be introduced.

prior to tendering such a project, the agency 

will—always depending on possible amend-

ments of the postal universal Service 

ordinance—verify and decide whether transit 

times should be measured and, if so, for which 

letter and/or parcel streams. Furthermore, it 

must be decided whether the data recorded by 

dpag for its own purposes might be considered 

therein.

Attention to national regulatory interests 

on a European and international level 

In the postal area, the agency is actively partici-

pating in regulatory issues in different 

european and international organisations. the 

reason for its cooperation in these bodies is that 

any decision taken there will have an increasing 

effect on the national regulatory framework; 

such cooperation also enables the agency to 

actively co-design the future sphere of 

influence. 

Important in this respect is that developments 

and discussions about current subjects in 

germany, such as an electronic postal service, 

standardisation and the strengthening of con-

sumer rights, will be reflected on a european 

and international level and might be influenced 

significantly from there. against this backdrop, 

it is planned to perform an assessment of the 

agency’s current cooperation in the different 

bodies. In view of an increasing scarcity of hu-

man resources, a statement of income and ex-

penditure should help to prioritise these 

activities both for further steps to open the mar-

ket on a european and non-european level and 

for the general strengthening of consumer 

rights. 

Furthermore, new important postal issues af-

fecting the national regulatory framework 

should be identified and possible ways to imple-

ment the national regulatory interests be 

developed.

ENERGY

among the numerous activities in the field of 

energy regulation, the following plans should 

be emphasised for the year 2010.

Grid upgrade model 

the agency develops a grid upgrade model for 

operators of transport networks, predominant-

ly for electricity transport network operators, in 

the framework of the evaluation of applications 

for approval of an investment budget according 

to section 23 of the Incentive regulation 

ordinance. this grid upgrade model should be 
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used to verify the necessity of any planned 

measure. the objective is to determine the fu-

ture upgrade requirements of the transport 

networks based on a uniform scenario frame-

work in which assumptions are made on the sig-

nificant future developments in the energy 

industry. this is realised by comparing the as-

sumed future development with the networks 

mapped in models. the necessary uniform sce-

nario framework will be developed with the 

participation of all significant players.

Preparation of quality regulation 

the agency has the task to develop and imple-

ment a concept setting out the details of the 

quality element. In the electricity sector, quality 

regulation must start in the second regulatory 

period at the latest, may, however, also be im-

plemented at the beginning of or during the 

first regulatory period. Quality regulation in the 

gas sector will probably be implemented subse-

quently, at the latest to the end of the second 

regulatory period.

the agency is aiming to implement a quality ele-

ment in the segment of electricity before the end 

of the first regulatory period. It should serve both 

to maintain the existing level of grid reliability 

and promote network efficiency. any knowledge 

from consultation projects currently under way 

should be used to this end. Furthermore, prelimi-

nary work comprises, for instance, the validation 

of existing data to ensure their reliability, the 

performance of technical analyses using existing 

data and a possible acquisition of additional data 

from grid operators.

Cooperation in the implementation of the 

3rd energy package 

after the entry into force of the 3rd internal en-

ergy market package of the european union on 

14 august 2009, directives 2009/72 and 2009/73 

have to be transposed by 3 March 2011. In view 

of the numerous new and changed tasks for na-

tional regulatory authorities, the agency will 

actively cooperate in the discussion process to 

be expected at national and european level. key 

subjects for the agency are a consistent set of 

rules for the unbundling of electricity and gas 

transport network operators, measures to coor-

dinate and accelerate the construction of neces-

sary energy lines, the preparation of network 

codes in the field of gas balancing, capacity 

management and pricing of gas storage facili-

ties, and effective energy consumer protection.

Further development of congestion man-

agement Procedures at German borders 

the further development of congestion man-

agement plays an important role to further 

strengthen competition and to promote the in-

ternal electricity market. the agency will con-

tinue to accompany initiatives on a regional 

and european level to improve congestion 

management. load-flow based allocation and 

market coupling are planned for some regions 

in europe in 2010. In addition, the further devel-

opment of cross-border intraday capacity al-

location will continue in the regions. Further 

key subjects are the commitment of capacities 

and the specification of transmission rights. 

Liberalisation of metering/smart metering

at the beginning of 2010, the agency will pre-

pare a report on the state of competition and on 

necessary further developments in the field of 

metering and time- and load-variable tariffs and 

submit it to the Federal Ministry of economics 
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and technology. Furthermore, it will continue 

its dialogue with market players (commission-

ers for data protection of the federal govern-

ment and of the federal states, calibration 

authorities, meter system manufacturers and 

all other players) and participate in work group 

meetings in 2010.

Metering determination and  

implementation 

the process to specify uniform standard con-

tracts and business processes for energy meter-

ing introduced in 2009 resulted in several 

rounds of consultation during which market 

participants presented their positions. the pro-

cedure conducted simultaneously by ruling 

chambers 6 and 7 to use possible synergy ef-

fects should be completed in 2010 with a deter-

mination intended to effectively implement the 

opening of the market for metering point op-

eration and metering. the determination will 

specify binding and uniform business processes 

for energy metering and standard contracts for 

the operation of metering points and the ren-

dering of metering services.

Optimisation of network safety manage-

ment within the meaning of section 13 

EnWG/section 11 EEG

under section 11(1) of the 2009 renewable 

energy Sources act (eeg), operators facing a 

grid overload are given the opportunity to con-

trol, under certain conditions, installations with 

a capacity of more than 100 kw for the genera-

tion of electricity from renewable energy sourc-

es, combined heat and power generation or pit 

gas. at the same time, according to section 12(1) 

and (2) of the energy Industry act (enwg), op-

erators of transmission systems are entitled and 

obliged to take measures to eliminate dangers 

or impairments threatening the security or 

reliability of the electricity supply network. In 

this respect, the obligations defined in section 

8(1) of the eeg and section 4(1) of the combined 

heat and power act (kwkg) need to be ob-

served, i.e. the priority to take electricity from 

renewable energy sources, combined heat and 

power generation or pit gas. the agency will 

ensure a coherent and practical application of 

the measures stated above.

Strengthening and upgrade of system 

balancing energy markets 

In the field of electricity, the Federal Network 

agency issued concrete standards for tendering 

the three system balancing energy qualities, 

primary regulation, secondary regulation and 

minute reserve, for the first time in 2006 and 

2007. the standards were intended to increase 

the attractiveness of the system balancing en-

ergy markets and thus to intensify competition.

In future, it should be analysed whether the ap-

plicable rules need to be amended to contribute 

to a further intensification of competition by 

the entry of new providers and new 

technologies.

Overseeing the EEG Redistribution Mech-

an  ism Modified According to Equalisation 

Mechanism Ordinance 

the agency’s tasks in the field of the renewable 

energy Sources act (eeg) were extended after 

the elimination of the physical redistribution of 

electricity from renewable energy sources by 

the transmission network operators under the 

equalisation Mechanism ordinance. Now, the 

agency also oversees the sale of renewable elec-

tricity at the stock exchange. Furthermore, it 

supervises the use of the renewables surcharge 

and the redistribution of the costs actually in-

curred for renewable electricity.
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Approval of individual network charges 

under section 19(2) of the electricity Network 

charges ordinance, the Federal Network 

agency approves individual network charges 

for end consumers having an atypical usage be-

haviour. with the entry into force of the energy 

line upgrade act, section 19(2) of the electricity 

Network charges ordinance was amended. 

these amendments must now be observed in 

the approval of individual network charges un-

der section 19 of this ordinance.

Biogas injection

one key project in the field of access to gas sup-

ply networks is to answer existing and future 

questions regarding the interpretation of im-

portant provisions of part 11a of the gas 

Network access ordinance. this project is of in-

creasing importance as the injection of biogas 

rises significantly. this calls for a transparent 

and reliable mediation between network op-

erators and injecters.

the questions to be clarified in this context in-

clude questions concerning the economic feasi-

bility of capacity-increasing measures that may 

be necessary, the provision of minimum gas 

qualities by the injecters and further network 

access details.

Evaluation of interdependencies between 

the increasing upgrade of district heating 

networks and the regulation of gas distri-

bution networks 

government subsidies for an increased use of 

combined heat and power generation to reduce 

co2 emissions result in a gradual replacement of 

the existing gas distribution infrastructure by 

district heating networks, first and foremost 

among household customers and commercial 

entities in highly populated city 

centres. gas distribution networks are increas-

ingly substituted by non-regulated district heat-

ing networks.

there are no resilient forecasts on the expected 

effects on gas sales and network charges for re-

maining network customers at the moment. 

the increasing number of complaints by con-

sumers regarding the gas network deconstruc-

tion are an indication of the increasing 

importance of this subject. to approach this de-

velopment in a suitable manner, the Federal 

Network agency is required to further observe 

the substitution process with regard to increase 

and stability.

Strengthening of the market integrity at 

energy-trading places 

the agency considers an improvement of the 

legal conditions for energy trade indispensable. 

It will strive for a full implementation of the 

proposals of the european energy and 

Securities regulators (ergeg/ceSr) in order to 

improve transparency and to fight market 

abuse. From the agency’s point of view, it would 

be sensible to create a central institution to su-

pervise all important aspects of electricity and 

gas trade which is also authorised to sanction 

companies infringing the legal standards. 

Further improvements of transparency in 

the field of fundamental data

an improvement of transparency is decisive to 

strengthen the energy trade and competition. 

therefore, the agency will still be committed to 

further improve transparency in the field of 

fundamental data, in particular regarding elec-

tricity generation data and gas flow data, in 

2010. It will support existing national initiatives 

as regards electricity and actively accompany 

the european discussions.
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Development of the gas wholesale market 

Beginning with 2010, market observation 

should cover all relevant european trading 

places, in order to improve the evaluation of 

trading data. International analysis is currently 

focusing on the trading places in Zeebrugge, 

Belgium, the National Balancing point (NBp) in 

Britain, as well as the title transfer Facility 

(ttF) in the Netherlands. on a national level, 

developments at virtual trading points such as 

Netconnect germany (Ncg) as well as gaspool 

need to be observed closely as new impulses 

are to be expected due to the concentration of 

the market areas on 1 october 2009—also for 

the trade at the european energy exchange 

(eeX) in leipzig.

Capacity allocation/congestion manage-

ment 

results on capacity and congestion manage-

ment prepared on a national level are also to be 

implemented on an international level by the 

preparation of guidelines. In addition, short-

term availability of firm capacity rights should 

be improved in cross-border gas trade.

Supply security  

In 2010, the subject of supply security will still 

be dealt with on a european level to prepare a 

draft regulation for supply security. In addition, 

it is planned to continuously request load flow 

protocols in the course of the next year to re-

ceive knowledge on the network utilisation on a 

regular basis. a project group for the imple-

mentation of that plan has been formed already 

in 2009; this group will deal with the consulta-

tion of affected transmission system operators 

and the concrete programming of required 

tools and transmission routes.

Market area reduction 

the creation of a germany-wide gas market is 

making progress thanks to a continued concen-

tration of gas market areas. It is currently im-

portant to strengthen cooperation between the 

still existing network operators by means of gas 

flow commitments within the new gas market 

regions. Bayernets gmbh in the market region 

of Netconnect germany was the first market 

player to commit itself to comply with defined 

principles for the determination and procure-

ment of gas flow commitments. Subsequently, 

other companies, too, committed themselves to 

obtain flow commitments. In 2010, the agency 

will continue to oversee the tenders for the pro-

curement of flow commitments and check their 

effectiveness. In addition to the existing coop-

eration, further opportunities for a concentra-

tion of market regions must be examined and 

discussed with market players.

Capacity management  

another priority is capacity and congestion 

management. the availability of free capacities 

is of high importance for competition in the gas 

sector. currently demand far outstrips supply, 

particularly at the points of interconnection and 

in cross-market-area gas flows. at the same time 

it can be presumed that more efficient use could 

be made physically of some, at least, of the 

points of interconnection. thus measures are to 

be taken in conjunction with the industry asso-

ciations of operators and users that aim at more 

efficient capacity allocation and congestion 

management methods to encourage competi-

tion. the fundamental work which commenced 

in 2009 will be continued in the framework of 

the determination and reference offer proced-

ure initiated at the beginning of 2010.
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RAILWAYS

In their coalition agreement concluded on 

26 october 2009, the german parties cdu/cSu 

and Fdp favour an increased regulation of ac-

cess to service facilities, access to traction cur-

rent and distribution services in railway 

passenger transport. In addition, the govern-

ment is committed to incentive regulation to 

which particularly train path and station prices 

are to be subjected to. the agency will make its 

expertise available to the legislator for this plan.

the following activities should be emphasised 

out of the numerous activities planned for 2010.

Rates regulation 

the pricing of rail infrastructure usage is cen-

tral to a non-discriminatory access to this infra-

structure. charges that are discriminatory, too 

high or that have a prohibitive effect may con-

siderably obstruct or undermine the exercise of 

statutory access rights and thereby impair 

competition.

Rates regulation procedures 

after a review of dB Station & Service ag’s sta-

tions pricing system in 2009, the focus in 2010 

will be on an intensive analysis of dB Netz ag’s 

path pricing system. until now, the agency fo-

cused on a selective analysis of individual rate 

components (eg   regional factor, cancellation 

fees) and conditions (eg   specifications for mak-

ing reductions). Now, the modular structure of 

the path pricing system should be analysed for 

its compliance with the pricing regulations de-

fined in railway laws. Special attention will thus 

be given both to cost determination and cost 

distribution. one key issue in 2010 will be dB 

Netz ag’s obligation to present data of its inter-

nal cost accounting to support its 

argumentation.

the following must be analysed in the context 

of these rates regulation procedures:

• compliance with the full cost benchmark for 

the rail network (establishing the costs that 

have actually arisen, taking account of cost 

coverage through public subsidies),

• compliance with the pricing criteria for serv-

ice facilities,

• Structuring based on the costs arising in di-

rect connection with train operations and 

mark-ups,

• allocation of common costs,

• taking account of head office charges and in-

ternal prices in group companies,

• Non-discriminatory application of the princi-

ple of market viability,

• Individual components and mark-ups,

• Necessary equipment of service facilities

Reduction rules of infrastructure managers 

In 2009, the agency subjected dB Netz ag to the 

obligation to review the rules for the reduction 

of infrastructure charges in case of bad per-

formance taking into account public authority 

requirements. these amended rules will initial-

ly be applied in 2010. the agency will accom-

pany the implementation of the rules by 

integrating all access beneficiaries and it will 

observe the effects on the competitive situation. 

the objective is to detect any deficits in the new 

rules as soon as possible.

Concept for incentive regulation

In the rail sector, there are far fewer provisions 

concerning issues of rates regulation than in 

other regulated sectors. given the information 

asymmetry between infrastructure managers 
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and regulatory body and the lack of incentives 

to lower costs and access charges, the agency 

considers it wise to take price regulation for-

ward. Based on the final report published in 

January 2009, the agency will pursue the prepa-

rations for the introduction of incentive regula-

tion. For this purpose, the agency is preparing 

proposals on which aspects should be taken 

into account in an incentive regulation ordi-

nance. accordingly, initial considerations on 

the use of price indices as well as on the data 

necessary for efficiency benchmarking purpos-

es were made in 2009. Furthermore, bench-

marks for admissible returns in the railway 

infrastructure market were developed. In addi-

tion, the individual steps to be taken both at the 

beginning of and during a regulatory period 

need to be specified. Necessary preparatory 

work will not only comprise the specification of 

the approach used in partial steps—for example 

in determining individual efficiency positions 

of companies—but also the determination of 

relevant initial charge levels. It must initially be 

clarified how the heterogeneity of the railway 

infrastructure market can be mapped sensibly 

for the purposes of incentive regulation on a 

symmetric basis.

additionally, models to benchmark regional 

and supraregional operators of rail paths and 

service facilities are being developed. a bench-

mark of regional railway infrastructure opera-

tors compares small federal and private 

operators using key figures on costs and per-

formance. a benchmarking of supraregional 

operators shows major infrastructure compa-

nies of dB ag in an international comparison.

Concept for a noise-based path pricing 

system 

the legal provisions stated in section 21(2) of the 

rail Infrastructure usage regulations allow for 

train path prices to contain a rate component 

taking account of the costs of environmental 

effects of the railway operation and thus enable 

a differentiation of path prices depending on 

noise and emission.

the agency accompanies considerations on 

how to achieve noise-based train path pricing 

systems. a working group initiated by the 

Federal Ministry of transport, Building and 

urban development (BMvBS) and headed by 

the Federal Network agency is working on a 

concept for a realisable, sustainable and non-

discriminatory noise-based path pricing system 

in cooperation with a project promoter, railway 

undertakings and infrastructure managers as 

well as railcar owners and other market partici-

pants. railcars mainly used on train paths along 

the river rhine should be retrofitted in the 

scope of a pilot project. the objective is to gain 

experience for a subsequent introduction of a 

noise-based component in the path pricing sys-

tem which also satisfies european requirements. 

Incentive systems to reduce disruptions 

according to section 21(1) first sentence of the 

rail Infrastructure usage regulations, rail net-

work operators must charge for their manda-

tory services in such a way that they offer 

railway undertakings and rail network opera-

tors incentives, through performance-related 

components, to lessen disruptions and enhance 

rail network efficiency.

dB Netz ag had introduced an incentive system 

for the timetable period 2006/2007, but sus-

pended it in November 2007 after proceedings 
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in a civil court. the legal requirements of rail-

way law remained thus unfulfilled. In 

december 2008, the agency obliged dB Netz 

ag to apply an incentive system beginning with 

the timetable period 2009/2010. this decision 

enabled dB Netz ag to develop a new incentive 

system with participation of the market to re-

place the old one.

the agency will verify whether the new incen-

tive system (arS09) complies with the require-

ments of the railway law. dB Netz ag’s system 

will be characterised by high flexibility and will 

thus make it difficult for the market participants 

and the agency to assess its compliance with the 

legal objectives—non-discrimination, reduction 

of disruptions and increase in efficiency—prior 

to its application. therefore, the planned incen-

tive system will be validated by the agency at the 

time of its application, i.e. beginning with the 

timetable period.

operators of service facilities are also subject 

to the legal obligation to establish an incen-

tive system according to section 24(1) of the 

rail Infrastructure usage regulations.  

dB Station & Service ag has already been using 

an incentive system since 2007. the agency will 

check whether its application is in conformity 

with the legal provisions.

Opening of DB Netz AG’s Operations Con-

trol Centres

dB Netz ag’s operations control centres (occs) 

are responsible for coordinating train move-

ments in daily operation. they take measures, 

in particular, to eliminate delays. occs have a 

significant influence on the actual performance 

of rail traffic due to the many operational irreg-

ularities in rail transport caused by different 

events and due to frequent deviations from the 

timetable.

Intragroup railway undertakings (dB regio ag, 

dB Fernverkehr ag, Schenker rail deutschland 

ag) are represented with dispatching work-

places in dB Netz ag’s occs. external railway 

undertakings (rus) have no workplaces in 

these occs. 

the presence of intragroup rus in the occs en-

ables them to exert better and faster influence 

on decisions on the coordination of trains than 

external rus which contributes to punctuality 

and costs of their traffic to the disadvantage of 

external ru. 

dB Netz ag refused any type of access in the 

past. an opening concept issued in 2009 is not 

sufficient according to the agency’s opinion. 

the agency will soon take a decision on this 

matter whose implementation and effects on 

competition might need to be followed during 

the year 2010.

Construction and coordination procedures 

allocation of infrastructure for the working 

timetable as per section 8 of the rail 

Infrastructure usage regulations and for oc-

casional services as per section 14 of the 

regulations is currently not subject to controls 

by the agency, in particular in those cases in 

which approx. 12,000 construction and usage 

conflicts were amicably solved with the railway 

undertakings in the scope of a coordination 

process according to section 9(3) of the 

regulations, as results from a publication of dB 

Netz ag for the working timetable of 2010. 

Internal regulations according to which the co-

ordination process needs to be performed are 

currently 
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not contained in the operational/technical rule-

book of the infrastructure managers or are not 

published. the provisions of the Network 

Statements only refer to fundamental proce-

dural rules.

In coordination with the Federal Ministry of 

transport, Building and urban development, 

the agency will increasingly verify which inter-

nal rules are applied in making decisions in fa-

vour of individual access beneficiaries in train 

path construction and coordination procedures 

for the working timetable and in path construc-

tion procedures for ad-hoc requests. 

Access to Marshalling Yards 

the access to marshalling yards and other train 

formation facilities has not lost its importance 

for the development in rail freight traffic even 

in view of the economic crisis. transport units 

from different origins travelling to the same 

destination can (and must) be newly combined 

in these service facilities, in particular for trans-

ports over large distances.

In 2009, the agency analysed and evaluated 

the competitive conditions for access to mar-

shalling yards and other train formation fa-

cilities. It recognised a need for regulatory 

action at different points, in particular re-

garding the process of capacity allocation 

and operational management.

the agency will verify further steps in 2010. It 

will take into account, in particular, that the sys-

tem of individual railcar traffic is under enor-

mous pressure and reacts sensibly to any type of 

change due to its position in the intermodal 

competition. It will, therefore, place great value 

on the participation of the market and aims to 

achieve a solution which provides both existing 

and new business models of different rus with 

the option to be mapped on the existing infra-

structure in a future-oriented way.

Market observation 

the manifold tasks of the Federal Network 

agency indispensably require access to current 

and valid information. In the absence of alter-

native data sources, the agency has collected 

data using questionnaires since 2006. 

In 2010, the agency will perform the fifth mar-

ket survey asking companies about data on 

company objective, revenue, traffic services, in-

frastructure and service facilities. the results 

and information arising from the current and 

previous market surveys are subsequently pub-

lished and directly discussed in a series of meet-

ings with associations and interested rus. 

Furthermore, the agency is trying to refine the 

market survey both technically and with regard 

to the data requested to accelerate the process 

and reduce the effort for participating 

companies.

International activities 

Regulation concerning a European rail 

network for competitive freight 

In mid-2009, the european commission issued 

a proposal concerning a european rail network 

for competitive freight. the regulation is to de-

termine cross-border rail freight corridors in 

the member states, partly in addition to the cor-

ridors existing to date. the regulation is 

planned to be transposed by the member states 

within three years of its taking effect.

the corridors to be established should be sub-

ject to special legal and organisational condi-

tions. according to the regulation, governance 

of the freight corridors should be performed by 
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an “executive board” composed of representa-

tives of the authorities of the member states con-

cerned; the board should be responsible for 

defining the general objectives and for super-

vising and taking the necessary infrastructure 

measures. the infrastructure managers con-

cerned should establish a “management board”, 

whose responsibilities would include taking 

measures, investment planning, allocation of 

train paths—taking into account the need for 

capacity of passenger transport—keeping re-

serve capacity available to be able to respond to 

ad hoc requests, and traffic management in cas-

es of disruption. 

the implementation of the regulation is of spe-

cial importance for germany, a central railway 

transit country with more than 50 border cross-

ing points, in view of the activities of the rail 

regulatory bodies defined in the proposed 

regulation. article 18 of the regulation signifi-

cantly extends the powers and duties of the rail 

regulatory bodies referred to in article 31 of 

directive 2001/14/ec. the obligation to provide 

information required for handling complaints 

or conducting investigations should enable the 

regulatory bodies to perform legally conform 

administrative procedures also with foreign 

regulatory bodies.

Initially, the International group for Improving 

the Quality of rail transport in the North-South 

corridor (IQ-c), a working group of the regula-

tory bodies of the Netherlands, germany, 

Switzerland and Italy, is to clarify the procedur-

al issues raised by the proposed regulation. any 

results found by this group will subsequently be 

transferable to other corridors. 

Infrastructure link-up contracts including 

additional agreements 

State-owned railways had entered into con-

tracts facilitating cross-border traffic in the 

past. when the new european legal system took 

effect, separate contracts of the infrastructure 

managers and railway undertakings were 

required.

In 2008, the european commission asked 

member states to verify existing agreements 

on cross-border railway traffic for their com-

patibility with existing community law. the 

commission assumed restrictions of access to 

the railway traffic market from the application 

of still existing agreements on cross-border op-

erations. contracts to link the railway infra-

structures are entered into based on treaties 

and should ensure a high quality of cross-bor-

der railway operations.

contracts on the link-up of infrastructures and 

associated additional agreements may pose 

 legal obstacles for competition. Some of the old 

agreements evidently included exclusive rights 

for only some of the railway undertakings in 

cross-border traffic. the partially revised or new 

contracts must also comply with the require-

ment of non-discrimination of rus. the Federal 

Network agency will therefore request the 

german infrastructure managers to submit 

their contracts on the link-up of infrastructures 

for review.
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3

3 GPP

3rd generation partnership project

A

ACER

agency for the cooperation of energy 

regulators

AEG

general railway act

AFuG

amateur radio act

AGAB

association of recognised evaluation and 

certification bodies

AGB

general terms and conditions

AGCOM

Italian communications regulatory authority

AIS

automatic Identification Systems

A-SMGCS

advanced Surface Movement guidance and 

control System

ARAF

railway activities regulatory authority

ARegV

Incentive regulation ordinance

ATM

asynchronous transfer Mode

ATRT

technical telecommunications regulation 

commitee

AusglMechV

equalisation ordinance

B

BAPT

Federal post and telecommunications office
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BDEW

Federal association of german energy and 

water Industries

BEMFV

ordinance concerning the controls for the 

limitation of electromagnetic Fields

BEREC

Body of european regulators in electronic 

communications

BGH

Federal court of Justice

BMPT

Federal Ministry of post and 

telecommunications

BMVBS

Federal Ministry of transport, Building and 

urban affairs

BMWi

Federal Ministry of economics and technology

BOS

emergency organisations

BVerfG

Federal constitutional court

BVerwG

Federal administrative court

BWA

Broadband wireless access

BZA

outbound mail sorting centre

BZE

Inbound mail sorting centre

C

CA

council of administration of the universal 

postal union

CEER

council of european energy regulators

CE

communauté européenne—european 

community

CEN

european committee for Standardization

CEPT

european conference of postal and 

telecommunications administrations

CERP

european committee for postal regulation

CESR

committee of european Securities regulators
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CII

critical information infrastructures

CNSA

contact Network of Spam authorities

Com-ITU

committee for Itu policy

CP

common position

CR

cognitive radio

ct/kWh

cent per kilowatt hour

D

DB AG

deutsche Bahn ag

DHL

deutsche post dhl

DLS

data link Services

DOCSIS

data over cable Service Interface Specification

DPAG

deutsche post ag

DPD

dynamic parcel distribution

DRM

digital right Management

DSL

digital Subscriber line

DSLAM

digital Subscriber line access Multiplexer

DTAG

deutsche telekom ag

DVB-C

digital video Broadcasting-cable

DVB-H

digital video Broadcasting-handhelds

DVB-T

digital video Broadcasting-terrestrial

E

e

expected

EBA

Fderal railway authority

ECC

electronic communications committee

EDGE

enhanced data rates for gSM-evolution

EECMA

european electronic communications Market 

authority

EEG

renewable energy Sources act

EEX

european energy exchange ag
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EFIS

ero Frequency Information Sytem 

EFMS

european Forum for member states

EFZN

lower Saxony energy research centre

EIBV

rail infrastructure usage regulations

EIU

rail infrastructure manager

EMF

electromagnetic fields 

EMRA

electricity Market regulatory authority 

EMV

electromagnetic compatibility

EMVG

electromagnetic compatibility act

EMVU

eMc and the environment

ENISA

european Network and Information Security 

agency

EnLAG

power grid expansion act

ENTSO

european Network of transmission System 

operators 

EnWG

energy act

EP

european parliament

EP3R

european public-private partnership for 

resilience

EQS TF

electricity Quality of Supply task Force

ERG

european regulators group

ERGEG

european regulators group for electricity and 

gas

ESI

electronic Signatures and Infrastructures

ETSI

european telecommunications Standards 

Institute

EU

european union

EuGH

european court of Justice

EVU

railway undertaking

F

FESA

Forum of european Supervisory authorities 
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FRAND

Fair, reasonable and Non discriminatory

FreqBZP

National table of Frequency allocations

FreqBZPV

Frequency Band allocation ordinance

FreqNP

Frequency usage plan

FTEG

radio equipment and telecommunications 

terminal equipment act

FTTH

Fiber to the home

FTTx

Fiber to the x

G

GABi Gas

Basic model for balancing services and 

balancing rules in the gas sector

GasNEV

gas Network charges ordinance

GasNZV

gas access charges ordinance

GB

gigabyte

GeLi Gas

Business processes for switching gas supplier

GEREK

Body of european regulators for electronic 

communications (Berec)

GG

Basic law (german constitution)

GHz

gigahertz

GLS

general logistics System/german parcel

GPKE

Business processes for supplying customers 

with electricity

GPRS

general packet radio Service

GSM

global System for Mobile communications

GSM-R

global System for Mobile communications-rail

GW

gigawatt

GWh

gigawatt hour

H

H-Gas

high calorific value gas

HSDPA

high Speed downlink packet access
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HVt

Main distribution frame 

I

IARN

International audiotex regulators Network

ICT

Information and communication technology

IEC

International electrotechnical commission

IEEE

Institute of electrical and electronic engineers

IMSI

International Mobile Subscriber Identity

IMT

International Mobile telecommunications

IP

Internet protocol

IPR

Intellectual property rights

IPTV

Internet protocol television

IQ-C

International group for Improving the Quality 

of rail transport in the North-South corridor

IRG

Independent regulators group

ISDN

Integrated Services digital Network

ISDN-PMX

primary rate ISdN lines

ISO

Independent System operator

ISPC

International Signalling point codes

ITC

Inter-tSo-compensation

ITO

Independent transmission operator

ITS

Intelligent transport Systems

ITSI

Individual tetra Subscriber Identity

ITU

International telecommunication union

ITU-R

Itu radiocommunication Sector

ITU-T

Itu telecommunication Sector

K

kbit

kilobit

KEP

courier, express, parcel

KVz

cable distributor
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kW

kilowatt

kWh

kilowatt hour

L

LAN

local area Network

L-Gas

low calorific value gas

LNG

liquefied Natural gas

LRIT

long range Identification and tracking

LTE

long term evolution

M

M2M

Machine-to-Machine

MB

megabyte

Mbit

megabit

MessZV

Metering access ordinance

MHz

megahertz

MMS

Multimedia Messaging Service

MRU

Manner-romberg unternehmensberatung 

gmbh

MSS

Mobile-satellite service

MTR

Mobile termination rates

MW

megawatt

N

NBP

National Balancing point

NCG

Netconnect germany

NBS

Service Facilities Statement 

NGA

Next generation access

NGN

Next generation Network

NotrufV

emergency Services access ordinance

NRA

National regulatory authority

NSPC

National Signalling point codes
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O

OLG

higher regional court

OPAL

Baltic Sea connection pipeline

OVG

higher administrative court

OVG NRW

North rhine-westphalia higher administrative 

court

OWP

offshore windfarm project

P

PDLV

postal Services ordinance

PDSV

postal Services data protection ordinance

Pkm

passenger-kilometres

PKP

polskie koleje panstwowe

PLC

powerline communication

PMD

radio monitoring and inspection service

POC

postal operations council

PostG

postal act

PSTN

public Switched telephone Network

PUDLV

postal unsiversal Service ordinance

PZA

Service of documents

R

Reg TP

regulatory authority for telecommunications 

and post

RFID

radio Frequency Identification 

RNE

rail Net europe

RSC

radio Spectrum committee

RSPG

radio Spectrum policy group

R&TTE

radio equipment and telecommunications 

terminal equipment and the mutual 

recognition of their conformity

S

SAIDI

System average Interruption duration Index
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SchuTSEV

ordinance concerning the protection of public 

telecommunications Networks and 

transmitters and receivers operated for Safety 

purposes 

SDR

Software defined radio

SGV

rail freight

SigG

electronic Signatures act

SigV

electronic Signatures ordinance

SIM

Subscriber Identity Module

SMS

Short Messaging Service

SNB

Network Statement 

SNCF

Société Nationale des chemins de Fer Francais

SPFV

long-distance passenger rail services

SPNV

regional passenger rail services

SRD

Short range device

SRR

Short range radar

SSC

Shared Service center

StromNEV

electricity Network charges ordinance

T

TAF TSI

telematics application for Freight—technical 

Specification for Interoperability

TAIEX

technical assistance Information exchange

TAL

local loop

TCAM

telecommunications conformity assessment 

and Market Surveillance committee

TETRA

terrestrial trunked radio

TF

task Force

TKEE

telecommunications terminal equipment

TKG

telecommunications act

tkm

tonne kilometers

TKÜV

telecommunications Interception ordinance
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TNV

telecommunications Numbering ordinance

TPS

train path pricing

TR

technical directive 

TSL

trusted Status list

TSO

transmission System operator

TTF

title transfer Facility

TW

terawatt

TWh

terawatt hour 

U

UBA

Federal environment agency

UHF

ultra high Frequency

UMTS

universal Mobile telecommunications System

UPS

united parcel Service

URB TF

unbundling, reporting and Benchmarking 

task Force

UWG

unfair competition act

V

VDSL

very high Speed digital Subscriber line

VDV

association of german transport undertakings

VG

administrative court

VO-Funk

radio regulations

VoIP

voice over Internet protocol

VwGO

code of administrative court procedure

W

WAPECS

wireless access policy for electronic 

communications Services

WG CPG

conference preparatory group

WG FM

working group Frequency Management

WG

working group Spectrum engineering

WIK

wissenschaftliches Institut für Infrastruktur 

und kommunikationsdienste (consultancy)
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WLAN

wireless local area Network

WPV

universal postal union

WRC

world radio conference

WRC-2012

world radio conference 2012

WS EFB

workstream Incentive-based regulation and 

efficiency Benchmarking

WTSA

world telecommunication Standardization 

assembly

Z

ZDA

certification service provider
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please use the contact points below for queries 

on the following:

General questions on 

telecommunications, post and rail

tel.: +49 30 22480-500 

Fax: +49 30 22480-515 

verbraucherservice@bnetza.de

General questions on electricity and gas

tel.: +49 30 22480-500 

Fax: +49 30 22480-323 

verbraucherservice-energie@bnetza.de 

Number misuse, telephone spam, 

unlawful telemarketing

tel.: +49 291 9955-206 

Fax: +49 6321 934-111 

rufnummernmissbrauch@bnetza.de

Number management

tel.: +49 661 9730-290 

nummernverwaltung@bnetza.de

Number information rights

Queries on (0)137 and 118 numbers

Fax: +49 6131 18-5637 

e-Mail on (0)137 numbers: 

nummernauskunft-137@bnetza.de  

e-Mail on 118 numbers: 

nummernauskunft-118@bnetza.de  

Queries on (0)180 numbers 

Fax: +49 208 4507-180 

e-Mail on (0)180 numbers: 

nummernauskunft-180@bnetza.de 

Radio interference

tel.: 0180 3 232323 

(9 ct/min from the fixed network; prices for 

mobile calls not more than 42 ct/min)

calls to this number can be made 24 hours a 

day. you will automatically be forwarded to 

your local office.

Publications dispatch

tel.: +49 361 7398-272 

Fax: +49 361 7398-184 

druckschriften.versand@bnetza.de
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